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Preface
Dear Readers,

The ―Current Affairs‖ section is an integral part of any examination. This edition of Manthan has been developed by our
team to help you cover all the important events of the month for the upcoming exams like Banking, Insurance, CLAT,
MBA etc. This comprehensive bulletin will help you prepare the section in a vivid manner. We hope that our sincere
efforts will serve you in a better way to fulfil aspirations.

Happy Reading!

Best Wishes
Team CL
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POLITY AND GOVERNANCE
National

Denmark signs framework agreement on International Solar Alliance with India


Denmark signed the framework agreement of the International Solar Alliance Framework Agreement (ISA
FA) and Instrument of Ratification with India.



Meanwhile, Denmark becomes first country to ratify International Solar Alliance Framework Agreement
(ISA FA) after amendments to it entered into force on January 8, 2021 opening its Membership to all
Member States of the United Nations‖.



Under the revised framework, membership of the ISA is open to all member states of the United Nations.
Previously, it was open to countries that were located partly or wholly within the tropics. Italy joined the ISA
after the signing of the Revised ISA Framework Agreement on March 17, 2021.



Its purpose is to work for efficient consumption of solar energy to reduce dependence on fossil fuels and
contribute to the implementation of the Paris Climate Agreement through large-scale deployment of solar
energy. The Ministry of External Affairs is the depository of the ISA Framework Agreement.

The International Solar Alliance is a common platform for cooperation among sun-rich countries lying fully or
partially between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. The initiative was launched at the UN Climate Change
Conference in Paris at the end of 2015 by the then, President of France and the Prime Minister of India. In
January 2016, Narendra Modi, and the then, French President François Hollande jointly laid the foundation
stone of the International Solar Alliance headquarters and inaugurated the interim Secretariat at the National
Institute of Solar Energy (NISE) in Gwalpahari, Gurugram, India. Ajay Mathuri is the current Director
General of ISA.

First ‗green & safe highway‘ partly funded by World Bank to be built in Rajasthan


The first stretch of green highway being built under the Green National Highways Corridor Project
(GNHCP) is expected to be completed by December 2021 in Rajasthan.



The Government of India had signed an agreement for a $500 million project with the World Bank, to develop
the GNHCP across 781 km in four states – Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh.



The plan is to construct five-six ‗green and safe national highways‘ – which have been divided into 23
stretches – as part of the corridor. The entire project is expected to be completed by the end of the 2023-2024
financial year.



The total cost of the project was estimated to be around Rs 7,662 crores, of which the World Bank is
contributing Rs 3,500 crore. The USP of a green highway is in its construction. Compared to a normal highway, a
‗green highway‘ uses greener construction technologies, officials explained.



The GNHCP is being overseen directly by the ministry and the World Bank. ―Neither the National
Highways Authority of India (NHAI) nor any state PWD is involved in the execution of this project‖,
explained the above-mentioned official. Usually, the NHAI or the state PWDs are the executing agencies for the
construction of highways, he said.
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The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH) had launched a National Green Highways Mission
(NGHM) following the promulgation of ‗Green Highways Policy‘ in September 2015. The Green National
Highways Corridor Projects (GNHCP) supports the implementation of the NGHM and the provision of green
and safe transport. The objective of the Project is to demonstrate safe and green National Highway corridors in
selected States and enhance the institutional capacity of the MoRTH in mainstreaming safety and green technologies.

EAM S Jaishankar attended G20 ministerial meetings in Italy


External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar attended the G20 ministerial meetings in Italy. Italy holds the
Presidency of the G20. The Foreign Affairs Ministers‘ Meeting is one of the ministerial meetings organized as
part of the G20 Leaders Summit 2021.



Dr Jaishankar arrived in Italy on the second leg of his two nation visit. On the first leg of his visit, he visited
Greece. It was the first visit to Greece at the level of the external affairs minister since 2003. The G20
summit is scheduled to be held in Italy in October. India is expected to hold the presidency of the G20 in
2022.

The G20 (or Group of Twenty) is an intergovernmental forum comprising 19 countries and the European Union
(EU). The G20 was founded in 1999 in response to several world economic crises. The G20 is an influential bloc
that brings together the world‘s major economies. The G20 member countries collectively account for more than
80 per cent of world GDP, 75 per cent of the global trade and 60 per cent of the population of the planet. The
G20 member countries are Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, Japan, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Mexico, Russia, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the
United States, and the European Union.

A Zen Garden and Kaizen Academy inaugurated by Prime Minister at Ahmedabad in Gujarat


Prime Minister Narendra Modi virtually inaugurated a Japanese Zen garden and Kaizen academy at the
Ahmedabad Management Association (AMA). Zen-Kaizen‘ at AMA will showcase several elements of
Japanese art, culture, landscape and architecture.



It is a joint endeavour of the Japan Information and Study Centre at AMA and Indo-Japan Friendship
Association (IJFA), Gujarat, supported by the Hyogo International Association (HIA), Japan.



Zen Garden and Kaizen Academy is a symbol of spontaneity and modernity of relations between Indian and
Japan, said PM Modi as he thanked the leaders of Hyogo Prefecture, especially Governor ToshizoIdo and Hyogo
International association for their contribution to the establishment of Zen Garden and Kaizen Academy.

Narendra Damodardas Modi is serving as the 14th and current Prime Minister of India since 2014. He was the
Chief Minister of Gujarat from 2001 to 2014 and is the Member of Parliament for Varanasi. Modi is a member
of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), a Hindu nationalist volunteer
organisation. He is the first Prime Minister born after India‘s independence, the second non-Congress one to win
two consecutive terms after Atal Bihari Vajpayee and first to win both terms with majority outside Congress as
well.

Centre announces stimulus package of Rs. 6,28,993 crore to boost economy


In a first set of measures to mitigate the economic impact of the devastating second Covid wave, Finance
Ministry announced a series of steps aimed to push credit off-take in priority areas such as health
infrastructure and the severely hit tourism sector by providing interest-rate concessions.



The Union Government announced stimulus package of Rs. 6,28,993 crore to boost economy during the fight
against COVID-19 pandemic. Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced several economic relief
measures amid COVID pandemic including eight economic relief measures, of which four are absolutely new
and one is specific to health infrastructure.
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The Finance Minister announced Rs. 1.1 lakh crore Loan Guarantee Scheme for COVID affected sectors. She
said, of them Rs. 50 thousand crore will be for health sector. The scheme aimed at upscaling medical
infrastructure targeting unreserved areas.



Ms. Sitharaman said that the guarantee cover will be for expansion and new projects related to medical
infrastructure in cities other than eight metropolitan cities.



The 50 per cent of the guarantee coverage will for expansion and 75 per cent for new projects. She
announced that for Aspirational Districts, the guarantee cover of 75 per cent for the new projects and expansion.



The Finance Minister also announced Rs. 1.5 lakh crore for Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme,
ECLGS which was launched as part of Atmanirbhar Bharat Package in May, 2020.



She said, ECLGS- 1, 2 and 3 have resulted in credit disbursal of 2.69 lakh crore rupees to 1.1 crore units by
12 Public Sector Banks, 25 private banks and 31 Non- Banking Financial Companies.



She said that the overall cap of admissible guarantee has been raised from Rs. three lakh crore to Rs. 4.5
lakh crore will be beneficial to the people doing business.



In another relief measure, Ms. Sitharaman announced Creadit Guarantee Scheme which is a new scheme to
facilitate loans to 25 lakh people through Micro Finance Institutions, MFI.



She said, the guarantee will be provided to Scheduled Commercial Banks for laons to new or existing NBFCMFIs for on lending upto Rs. 1.25 lakh to about 25 lakh to small borrowers.



In yet another decision related to reviving the tourism sector, Ms Sithraman announced financial support to
more than 11 thousand Registered Tourist Guides and Travel and Tourism Stakeholders.



She said that under it loan will be provided with 100 per cent guarantee with the limits of Rs. 10 lakh to
Travel and Tourism Stakeholders per agency and Rs. one lakh for tourist guides licenced at Regional or
State Level.



The Finance Minister also announced free tourist visa to five lakh tourists. The scheme will be applicable till
31st March 2022 or till five lakh visas are issued whichever is earlier. The benefit will be available only once
per tourist. The total financial implication over it will be 100 crore rupees.



Ms Sitharaman announced extension of Atmanirbhar Bharat Rojgar Yojana from 30th of June, 2021 to 31 st of
March, 2022. The scheme had been launched in October last year with a view to incentivize employers for
creation of new employment and restoration of loss of employment through EPFO.

Atmanirbhar Bharat which translates to ‗self-reliant India‘, is a Hindi phrase used and popularized by the
Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi and the Government of India in relation to economic development in
the country during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. In this context, the term is used as an umbrella concept in
relation to making India ―a bigger and more important part of the global economy‖, pursuing policies that are
efficient, competitive and resilient, and being self-sustaining and self-generating. The phrase has been used by
Modi since 2014 in relation to national security, poverty and digital India. The first popular mention of this came
in the form of the ‗Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan‘ or ‗Self-Reliant India Mission‘ during the announcement of
India‘s COVID–19 pandemic related economic package on 12 May 2020, 12 October and 12 November 2020. A
total of three Atmanirbhar Bharat packages worth Rs. 29.87 lakh crore (US$420 billion) were announced by the
government on 12 May, 12 October and 12 November 2020. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, in an address to the
National Development Council in 1976, used the phrase self-reliance a number of times including in relation to
―self-reliance in food and energy‖ and ―economic self-reliance‖. The Fifth Five-Year Plan of India (1974–1978)
used the phrase ―achievement of self-reliance‖ as a goal in itself.

MSME minister Nitin Gadkari launches integrated services of Udyam Registration Portal


Union Minister for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Nitin Gadkari has launched the integrated
services of Udyam Registration Portal with Common Service Centre Portal.



He launched it in a Virtual Conference titled ‗Indian MSMEs- Growth Engines of Economy‘. It has been
launched to increase the penetration of benefits of various government schemes amongst MSMEs in farflung areas.
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Nitin Jairam Gadkari was served as the President of the BJP from 2010-2013. He is the current Minister for
Road Transport & Highways of India and Shipping Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises in the
Government of India. Gadkari represents Lok Sabha from Nagpur constituency, Maharashtra.

India‘s first Urban Wildlife Corridor Being Planned In Delhi-NCR


Forest departments of Delhi and Haryana are working on an interstate plan to build a wildlife corridor on a
busy road stretch near the Asola Bhatti Wildlife Sanctuary to provide safe passage to leopards and other
animals. This will be the first such corridor for wildlife management in an urban setting in the country.



The wildlife sanctuary covering 32.71 sqkm area on the Southern Delhi Ridge of Aravalli hill range lies in
southern Delhi and northern parts of Faridabad and Gurugram districts of Haryana. It is part of the Northern
Aravalli leopard wildlife corridor, which extends from the Sariska National Park in Rajasthan to Delhi Ridge.

Delhi bordered by Haryana on three sides and by Uttar Pradesh to the east. According to the 2011 census, Delhi
city proper‘s population was over 11 million, the second-highest in India after Mumbai. Anil Baijal is the
current & 21st Lieutenant Governor of Delhi. Arvind Kejriwal is the current and 7th Chief Minister of Delhi. The
Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment) Act, 1991 declared the Union Territory of Delhi to be formally known as
the National Capital Territory of Delhi. Delhi is a Union Territory with a legislature, and it came into being in
1991 under Article 239AA of the Constitution inserted by the Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment) Act, 1991.

Jammu and Kashmir LG Manoj Sinha launches ―HAUSLA‖ for Catalysing Women
Entrepreneurship at KICC in Srinagar


In a historic effort aimed at harnessing the energy, enthusiasm and exuberant dreams of the Women of Jammu and
Kashmir, Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha launched the ―HAUSLA‖, a comprehensive programme for
Catalysing Women Entrepreneurship at Kashmir International Convention Centre (KICC) in Srinagar.



It was informed that under the leadership of JKTPO and in collaboration with Industry stakeholders and
India SME Forum, a not-for-profit organization for Small & Medium Enterprises, the first batch of ‗Hausla‘
five-month programme with 100 women entrepreneurs on board will start from July this year, giving wings to
women entrepreneurs to fly higher, make their own identity in business and promote their products.

Jammu and Kashmir is a region administered by India as a union territory and consists of the southern portion of
the larger Kashmir region, which has been the subject of a dispute between India and Pakistan since 1947 and
between India and China since 1962. The region of Jammu and Kashmir is separated by the Line of Control
from the Pakistani-administered territories of Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan in the west and north,
respectively. Provisions for the formation of the union territory of Jammu and Kashmir were contained within the
Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019, which was passed by both houses of the Parliament of India in
August 2019. The act re-constituted the former state of Jammu and Kashmir into two union territories, ‗Jammu
and Kashmir‘ and ‗Ladakh‘, with effect from 31 October 2019. Manoj Sinha is the current Lieutenant
Governor of Jammu and Kashmir. Girish Chandra Murmu was the first Lieutenant Governor of the Union
Territory of Jammu and Kashmir till August 2020.

Department of Justice launches Enforcing Contracts Portal


The Department of Justice has launched Enforcing Contracts Portal. The portal aims to promote ease of
doing business and improve the ‗Contract Enforcement Regime‘ in the country.



The portal will provide easy access to latest information on commercial cases in Dedicated Commercial Courts
of Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and Kolkata. The portal will also provide access to a repository of commercial laws.



The portal is envisioned to be a comprehensive source of information pertaining to the legislative and policy
reforms being undertaken on the Enforcing Contracts parameters. The Department of Justice under the
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Ministry of Law and Justice has been monitoring legislative and policy reforms to strengthen the Enforcing
Contracts regime for Ease of Doing Business in India.


The Enforcing Contracts is an essential area that measures time and cost to resolve a standardized
commercial dispute as well as a series of good practices in the judiciary.

India presents 10 translated books of modern Indian literature to SCO


India‘s Ambassador to China Vikram Misri presented a translated version of 10 peerless collections of
Modern Indian Literature to Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Secretary General Vladimir Norov. This
is in realization of the commitment made by Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the Bishkek SCO Summit
that India will translate 10 great creations of Indian regional literature into Russian and Chinese.
Ambassador Misri also discussed important issues with the SCO Secretary General.



India presented English, Russian and Chinese translations of 10 classic works of modern literature written
by prominent Indian authors in different languages to the headquarters of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO).



This was an important outcome of India‘s presidency of SCO Heads of Government in 2020 which will bring
a better understanding of literary vastness of India especially for the interested readers of SCO region. The
project was commissioned by India‘s premier literary institution, Sahitya Akademi. SG Norov said that this
was one of the greatest gifts of India to SCO during the 20th Anniversary of the Organization.

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), or Shanghai Pact, is a Eurasian political, economic, and
security alliance, the creation of which was announced on 15 June 2001 in Shanghai, China by the leaders of
China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan; the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
Charter, formally establishing the organization, was signed in June 2002 and entered into force on 19 September
2003. The original five members, with the exclusion of Uzbekistan, were previously members of the Shanghai Five
group, founded on 26 April 1996. Since then, the organization has expanded its membership to eight states when
India and Pakistan joined SCO as full members on 9 June 2017 at a summit in Astana, Kazakhstan. SCO is
headquartered in Shanghai.

India‘s first tunnel aquarium opens at KSR railway station


Passengers awaiting their trains at Bengaluru‘s Krantiveera Sangolli Rayanna (KSR) railway station now
have something exciting to look forward to. A first-of-its kind movable tunnel aquarium was opened to the
public on July 1. The tunnel can be entirely dismantled and reassembled at a different location. It also has a
paludarium, which is modelled around the Amazon rainforest.



For, a first of its kind aquatic kingdom set up in any railway station in India will be launched in the
concourse portion at the entry of the station.



The joint venture by the Indian Railway Station Development Corporation (IRSDC) and HNI Enterprises was
planned for an April launch, but the Covid second wave delayed it. ―The cynosure of all eyes is expected to be
the tunnel aquarium, which will be the first of its kind in India to be set up permanently in a railway station.

Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises Minister Prakash Javdekar virtually launches six
technology innovation platforms


The Union Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises and Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash
Javdekar virtually launched six technology innovation platforms.



These platforms will focus on certain identified mother technologies which will cover manufacturing sector,
capital goods and mobility together for current and future needs. Innovation and hi-end technology is
imperative for development.

Prakash Javadekar served as the Minister of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Minister of
Information and Broadcasting and Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises until, 7, July 2021. He
is currently elected to the upper house Rajya Sabha as a Member of Parliament from Maharashtra in 2018.
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West Bengal government launches ‗Students Credit Card‘ to provide soft loan upto Rs. 10 lakh
for higher studies


The Government of West Bengal has launched an education loan scheme for the students aiming for higher
studies. The scheme, titled ‗Students Credit Card‘ has been launched by Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee
in Kolkata.



The scheme will provide soft loan upto Rs. 10 lakh with simple annual interest. The loan will be available for
undergraduate, postgraduate, doctoral and postdoctoral studies within the country or abroad.



The loan will also be available to provide support to the students who want to prepare themselves for top central
and state government jobs like UPSC and PSC. Students residing in the state for at least 10 years will be
eligible for the scheme till 40 years of age and can repay the loan in 15 years.

West Bengal is a state in the eastern region of India along the Bay of Bengal. Part of the Bengal region of the
Indian subcontinent, it borders Bangladesh in the east, and Nepal and Bhutan in the north. The state capital is
Kolkata. Under the East India Company rule and later under the British Raj, Calcutta served as the capital of
British-held territories in India until 1911, when its perceived geographical disadvantages, combined with
growing nationalism in Bengal, led to a shift of the capital to New Delhi. Mamata Banerjee is serving as the
current Chief Minister of West Bengal since 2011, the first woman to hold the office. Jagdeep Dhankhar is
serving as the current Governor of West Bengal.

Govt clears BharatNet implementation through PPP Model in 16 States


Union Cabinet has given approval to provide additional 19 thousand 41 crore rupees for BharatNet for
broadband facility to each village through BharatNet PPP Model.



The Union Cabinet has accorded approval for revised implementation strategy of BharatNet through Public
Private Partnership mode in 16 States of the country with optical fibre connectivity to all inhabited villages.



It has been given in principal approval with a total expenses of 29 thousand 432 crore rupees out of which the
viability gap funding of the government of India will be 19 thousand 41 crore rupees.



The States covered under it are Kerala, Karnataka, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Nagaland and Arunachal
Pradesh. An estimated 3.61 lakh villages including Gram Panchayats will be covered through PPP Model.

BharatNet, also known as Bharat Broadband Network Limited, is a government-owned telecom infrastructure
provider, set up by the Department of Telecommunications, a department of Ministry of Communications of the
Government of India for the establishment, management, and operation of the National Optical Fibre Network to
provide a minimum of 100 Mbit/s broadband connectivity to all 250,000-gram panchayats in the country,
covering nearly 625,000 villages, to improve telecommunications in India and reach the campaign goal of Digital
India. BharatNet is the world‘s largest rural broadband connectivity program.

Uttar Pradesh plans to establish Health ATMs to provide better health facilities


In Uttar Pradesh, the government is planning to establish Health ATMs to provide better health facilities to
the people in state. Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath while reviewing a high-level Covid19 meeting at
Lucknow instructed to find out possibilities in this direction so that poor and stranded people are benefitted.



Through most advance health ATMs machines people would be able to get measured their Body Mass
Index, Blood Pressure, Metabolic Age, Body Fat, Hydration, Pulse Rate, Height, Mussel Mass, Body
Temperature, Weight and Oxygen level parameters.



Definitely, these ATMs would be very much helpful to keep people health-conscious and fit. This plan will
play a measure role in the field of health during Corona times. Meanwhile, in wake of possible third wave of
Covid19, the government is increasing health facilities in hospitals.
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Uttar Pradesh is the most populous state in India as well as the most populous country subdivision in the
world. It was created on 1 April 1937 as the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh during British rule, and was
renamed Uttar Pradesh in 1950, giving the acronym UP. The state is divided into 18 divisions and 75 districts with
the capital being Lucknow. On 9 November 2000, a new state, Uttarakhand, was carved out from the state‘s
Himalayan hill region. The two major rivers of the state, the Ganges and Yamuna, join at Allahabad and flow
further east as Ganges. The state contributes 80 seats to the lower house of the Indian Parliament, Lok Sabha and
31 seats to the upper house of the Indian Parliament, Rajya Sabha.

Union Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‗Nishank‘ launched the National Initiative for
Proficiency in Reading with Understanding and Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat)






Union Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal ‗Nishank‘ launched the National Initiative for Proficiency in
Reading with Understanding and Numeracy (NIPUN Bharat) for ensuring that every child in the country
necessarily attains foundational literacy and numeracy by the end of grade 3, by 2026-27. The mission
planned as per the new National Education Policy (NEP) has been launched under the aegis of the centrally
sponsored scheme of Samagra Shiksha.
It will focus on providing access and retaining children in foundational years of schooling, teacher capacity
building; development of high quality and diversified student and teacher resources and tracking the
progress of each child in achieving learning outcomes. The success of NIPUN Bharat will primarily depend on
teachers, so, there will be a special emphasis on capacity building of teachers. A special package for
foundational literacy and Numeracy under NISHTHA is being developed by NCERT and around 25 lakh
teachers teaching at pre-primary to primary grade will be trained this year on FLN.
―NIPUN Bharat aims to cover the learning needs of children in the age group of 3 to 9 years. Teachers need
to focus on every child for developing basic language, literacy and numeracy skills which will help them develop
into better readers and writers. Thus, NIPUN Bharat envisages making the experience of learning at the
foundational stage Holistic, Integrated, Inclusive, Enjoyable, and Engaging,‖ Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank said.

Following outcomes have been envisaged from implementation of the goals and objectives of NIPUN Bharat
Mission: 1. Foundational skills enable to keep children in class thereby reducing the dropouts and improve
transition rate from primary to upper primary and secondary stages. 2. Activity based learning and conducive
learning environment will improve quality of education. 3. Innovative pedagogies such as toy-based and
experiential learning will be used in classroom transaction thereby making learning a joyful and engaging
activity. 4. Intensive capacity building of teachers will make them empowered and provide greater autonomy for
choosing the pedagogy. 5. Holistic development of the child by focusing on different domains of development like
physical and motor development, socio-emotional development, literacy and numeracy development, cognitive
development, life skills etc. which are interrelated and interdependent, which will be reflected in a Holistic Progress
Card. 6. Children to achieve steeper learning trajectory which may have positive impacts on later life outcomes and
employment. 7. Since almost every child attends early grades, therefore, focus at that stage will also benefit the
socio-economic disadvantageous group thus ensuring access to equitable and inclusive quality education. Thus,
NIPUN Bharat is envisaged to support and encourage students, along with their schools, teachers, parents, and
communities, in every way possible, to helprealise the true potential of our children and propel the country to new
heights. The current Union Minister for Education is Dharmendra Pradhan since 7 July 2021.

CM launches ‗Jan Sahayak-Aapka Sahayak‘ app


Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar launched ‗Jan Sahayak Aapka Sahayak‘ mobile app for
Government to Citizen (G2C) and Business to Citizen (B2C) services. He also announced a scheme for
providing ownership rights to Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) property holders.



The app is a single platform for availing government services, emergency helplines and other services which
included information on tenders and jobs, and payment of bills. The helplines included 112 for emergency calls,
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100 for police, 108 for ambulances, 101 for fire, 104 for health, 1091 for women, 1098 for children and 1075 for
Covid.
Haryana is a land locked state in India located in the northern part of the country. It was carved out of the former
state of East Punjab on 1 November 1966 on a linguistic basis. Chandigarh is the state capital. Bandaru
Dattatreya is serving as the current Governor of the State of Haryana since 2021.

West Bengal Assembly passes resolution to set up Legislative Council


The Mamata Banerjee-led Trinamool Congress (TMC) government in West Bengal was able to pass a
resolution in the state assembly in favour of creating a legislative council in the state under Article 169 of
the Constitution.



The West Bengal Assembly passed a resolution to set up Legislative Council with a two-thirds majority.
The resolution was passed with 196 votes in favour and 69 against it. The West Bengal Legislative Assembly
has a strength of 294 members but only 265 were present during the voting.



Creating a legislative council was one of the key poll promises made by Mamata Banerjee. In the run-up to
the assembly polls, she had said TMC leaders who have not been given tickets would be sent to the legislative
council. Senior TMC leader and state minister Partha Chatterjee tabled the resolution in the Assembly.



As per law, West Bengal can have a maximum of 94 members in the legislative council (one-third of total
assembly seats), in case the resolution gets support of the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha.



West Bengal too had the Legislative Council (in fact, it was the first state to have the upper house in 1937).
However, in 1969, the then coalition government of Left parties abolished the legislative council as it was
considered to be a ―symbol of elitism‖.



The Andhra Pradesh Assembly recently passed a resolution to abolish the state‘s Legislative Council (LC).
The bill is yet to be introduced in Parliament. Until 2019, Jammu and Kashmir too had a legislative council
but it was dissolved once the erstwhile state was downgraded into a Union Territory.

The State Legislative Council, or Vidhan Parishad, or Saasana Mandali is the upper house in those 6 states of
India that have a bicameral state legislature; the lower house being the State Legislative Assembly. Its
establishment is defined in Article 169 of the Constitution of India. According to the Article 169 of the
Constitution of India, the Parliament of India can create or abolish the State Legislative Council of a state if that
state‘s legislature passes a resolution for that with a special majority. The tenure of the MLCs are six years. Onethird of the members of State Legislative Council retire after every two years. This arrangement parallels that for
the Rajya Sabha, the upper house of the Parliament of India. At present six states – Bihar, Uttar Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and Karnataka – have a Legislative Council.

Asia‘s longest high-speed testing track comes up at Indore


In a proud moment for the country, Asia‘s longest high-speed track — NATRAX — was inaugurated at
Pithampur near Indore in Madhya Pradesh by Union Minister Prakash Javadekar.



NATRAX, one of the state-of-the-art automotive testing and certification centre under NATRiP, a flagship
project of the Ministry of Heavy Industries, planned under the Automotive Mission Plan launched by the Centre.



It is located near the vibrant industrial township of Pithampur (District Dhar), which is 50 km from the
commercial capital of Madhya Pradesh i.e. Indore, situated on NH-3 By-Pass Road (Indore– Mumbai). The
center has been developed in approx 3,000 acres of land.

Asia is Earth‘s largest and most populous continent, located primarily in the Eastern and Northern Hemispheres.
It shares the continental landmass of Eurasia with the continent of Europe and the continental landmass of
Afro-Eurasia with both Europe and Africa. The most commonly accepted boundaries place Asia to the east of the
Suez Canal separating it from Africa; and to the east of the Turkish Straits, the Ural Mountains and Ural River,
and to the south of the Caucasus Mountains and the Caspian and Black Seas, separating it from Europe.
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Uttar Pradesh sets up new aforestation record by planting 25 crore saplings


In Uttar Pradesh, a new record of aforestation is being set up by planting 25 crore saplings during the weeklong Van Mahotsav culminating. Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath planted the sapling which is marked as the
completion of 100 crore sapling under the plantation drive during his tenure.



Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath planted the sapling at newly constructed Purvanchal expressway in
Sultanpur district. Governor anandiben Patel carried out tree plantation in Jhansi. Ministers in charge and nodal
officers are also carrying out tree plantations in their respective districts and monitoring the plantation campaign.



To achieve the target of planting 25 crore saplings under the campaign each district has been given its target
and saplings have been provided to farmers youths students and different organisations. Many competitions and
rewards have been announced by government to encourage people‘s participation in this program and strict
adherence to the covid protocols is being followed.

Uttar Pradesh is the most populous state in India as well as the most populous country subdivision in the
world. It was created on 1 April 1937 as the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh during British rule, and was
renamed Uttar Pradesh in 1950, giving the acronym UP. The state is divided into 18 divisions and 75 districts with
the capital being Lucknow. On 9 November 2000, a new state, Uttarakhand, was carved out from the state‘s
Himalayan hill region. The two major rivers of the state, the Ganges and Yamuna, join at Allahabad and flow
further east as Ganges. The state contributes 80 seats to the lower house of the Indian Parliament, Lok Sabha and
31 seats to the upper house of the Indian Parliament, Rajya Sabha.

Pushkar Singh Dhami sworn in as 11th CM of Uttarakhand


Mr Pushkar Singh Dhami sworn in as the new Chief Minister of Uttarakhand. He took oath as Chief
Minister in Raj Bhavan at Dehradun. Former CMs Tirath Singh Rawat and Trivendra Singh Rawat, and BJP
general secretary in-charge Dushyant Kumar Gautam were also present at the ceremony.



Born on 16 September 1975 in Pithoragarh District, Mr. Dhami is a two-time BJP MLA who represents the
Khatima Constituency in the hill state‘s Kumaon region. He worked with the Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi
Parishad (ABVP), the student wing of the BJP‘s ideological mentor Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS).

Uttarakhand is often referred to as the Devbhumi, due to many Hindu temples and pilgrimage centres found
throughout the state. On 9 November 2000, Uttarakhand became the 27th state of the Republic of India, being
created from the Himalayan and adjoining northwestern districts of Uttar Pradesh. Trivendra Singh Rawat
served as the Chief Minister of Uttarakhand till March 10, 2021. Mr Pushkar Singh Dhami is serving as the
current Chief Minister of Uttarakhand since March 10, 2021. Baby Rani Maurya is serving as the current
governor of Uttarakhand since 26 August 2018. The winter capital of Uttarakhand is Dehradun, the largest city
of the state, which is a rail head. Gairsain, a town in Chamoli district is the summer capital of
Uttarakhand. The High Court of the state is located in Nainital.

Ex-Allahabad HC judge appointed chairman of IFUNA


A former judge of the Allahabad High Court has been appointed chairman of the Indian Federation of
United Nations Associations, a non-profit organisation to promote objectives of the United Nations and its
specialised agencies.



Justice (Retd.) Shambhu Nath Srivastava, a former judge of Allahabad High Court and former chief
Lokayukta of Chhattisgarh, has been appointed the chairman of IFUNA. He succeeds Mukul Sangma, a
former Chief Minister of Meghalaya.



The IFUNA, affiliated to the World Federation of United Nations Associaions, (WFUNA) Geneva, enjoys
special consultative status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the United Nations, brings
people and issues together to promote collective action for a sustainable world.
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Established more than six decades ago to promote the objectives of the United Nations and its specialised
agencies, the IFUNA is a non-governmental, voluntary, non-profit organisation working for international peace
and understanding.

Thawarchand Gehlot appointed as Karnataka Governor, Sreedharan Pillai as Goa Governor


The government transferred or appointed governors of eight states. One of the major changes included the
appointment of Union Minister Thawarchand Gehlot as the Governor of Karnataka.



Hari Babu Kambhampati, the former Lok Sabha member from Vishakhapatnam, who is also a member of
BJP‘s national executive, has been appointed as the Governor of Mizoram. BJP leader from Gujarat,
Mangubhai Chhaganbhai Patel, has become the Governor of Madhya Pradesh.



Former Speaker of Goa Legislative Assembly, BJP‘s Rajendra Vishwanath Arlekar, will take over as the
Governor of Himachal Pradesh. The previous governors of these states have been moved to other Raj Bhavans.



PS Sreedharan Pillai has been transferred from Mizoram to Goa. Satyadev Narayan Arya will move from
Haryana to Tripura. Tripura‘s current Governor Ramesh Bais will move to the Raj Bhavan in Jharkhand.
Senior RSS leader Bandaru Dattatraya, who was serving as the Governor of Himachal Pradesh, is
transferred and appointed as Governor of Haryana.



Senior BJP leader and former Union Minister Thawarchand Gehlot was sworn in as 19 th Governor of
Karnataka. Karnataka High Court Chief Justice Abhay Srinivas Oka administered the oath of office and
secrecy to the new Governor.



Mr Mangubhai Chhaganbhai Patel took oath as the Governor of Madhya Pradesh. MP High Court Chief
Justice Mohammad Rafiq administered the oath to Mr. Patel at a function in the Raj Bhawan at Bhopal.

Under Article 164(1), the Governor shall appoint the Chief Minister exercising his own discretion, according to
established practice and conventions. All other Ministers are to be appointed by the Governor on the Advice of the
Chief Minister. In view of the provisions of Article 164(2) the Council of Ministers shall all be collectively
responsible to the Legislative Assembly of the State. This provision, in a sense, indicates that members of the
Council of Ministers shall all be members of the Legislature, to which the Council of Ministers is collectively
responsible. This, however, is subject to an exception provided by Article 164(4) to meet an extra-ordinary
situation, where the Chief Minister considers the inclusion of a particular person, who is not a member of the
Legislature, in the Council of Ministers necessary. To take care of such a situation, Article 164(4) provides that
if a non-member is appointed a Minister, he would cease to be a Minister unless in a short period of six
consecutive months from the date of his appointment he gets elected to the Legislature. In the S.R. Chaudhuri vs
State Of Punjab & Ors case, Litigation followed in 2001, the Supreme Court declared the resign-and-reappoint
bid as ―improper, undemocratic, invalid and unconstitutional‖. Tej Parkash Singh of the Congress was
appointed a minister in 1995 and was reappointed at the expiry of six months‘ period in 1996 without getting
elected to state assembly.

Jammu and Kashmir administration accords sanction to uploading of Geo tagged photographs
through ‗PROOF‘ mobile app


In Jammu and Kashmir, the Union Territory Administration accorded sanction to uploading of Geo tagged
photographs through ‗PROOF‘ (Photographic Record of On-site Facility) mobile application while
preferring bills in the concerned Treasuries against the budget allotted through BEAMS application.



The order further states that no bills shall be entertained in the treasuries from 1 st of August onwards unless
photographs are uploaded through the aforesaid application. The ‗PROOF‘ application will be available for
downloading on the BEAMS Portal.

Jammu and Kashmir is a region administered by India as a union territory and consists of the southern portion of
the larger Kashmir region, which has been the subject of a dispute between India and Pakistan since 1947 and
between India and China since 1962. The region of Jammu and Kashmir is separated by the Line of Control
from the Pakistani-administered territories of Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan in the west and north,
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respectively. Provisions for the formation of the union territory of Jammu and Kashmir were contained within the
Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019, which was passed by both houses of the Parliament of India in
August 2019. The act re-constituted the former state of Jammu and Kashmir into two union territories, ‗Jammu
and Kashmir‘ and ‗Ladakh‘, with effect from 31 October 2019. Manoj Sinha is the current Lieutenant
Governor of Jammu and Kashmir. Girish Chandra Murmu was the first Lieutenant Governor.

MoS for Education Sanjay Dhotre chaired 8th BRICS Education Ministers meeting


Minister of State for Education Sanjay Dhotre chaired the Meeting of the 8 th BRICS Education Ministers
in virtual mode. This meeting is held as part of the 13th BRICS Summit being hosted by India this year.
Education Ministers from the five BRICS member states attended the meeting along with senior officials.



Earlier, the International Governing Board, IGB of the BRICS Network Universities met, to take a look at
the progress made by member states under this initiative so far and discuss ways to take it further. The IGB
stressed upon the need to promote development of mechanisms to enhance academic and research collaborations
among BRICS member states.

BRICS is the acronym for an association of five major emerging national economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa. Originally the first four were grouped as ―BRIC‖ (China, Brazil, Russia and India), before the
induction of South Africa in 2010. In 2009, the first BRIC Summit was held in Yekaterinburg, Russia.

CII organises 1st edition of Indo Pacific Business Summit in partnership with External Affairs
Ministry






The first edition of the Indo Pacific Business Summit was organised by CII in partnership with External
Affairs Ministry. The event saw participation from Ambassadors and High Commissioners of various countries
across the Indo Pacific.
Addressing the event, Secretary (East) in the External Affairs Ministry, Riva Ganguly Das spoke about
promoting trade facilitation in the Indo-Pacific through improved cross border linkages and trade
infrastructure. She underlined the importance of a free, open, inclusive and rules-based Indo-Pacific in
facilitating trade and connectivity in the region.
Secretary (East) also highlighted the initiatives undertaken by India including building cross border
linkages and infrastructure, promoting digital connectivity, Supply Chain Resilience Initiative, and IndoPacific Oceans Initiative.

The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) is a non-governmental trade association and advocacy group based
in New Delhi, India founded in 1895. CII engages business, political, academic, and other leaders of society to shape
global, regional, and industry agendas. It is a membership-based organization. For 2021-22, Mr.T. V. Narendran,
CEO & Managing Director of Tata Steel Limited is the President, CII, Mr. Sanjiv Bajaj, Chairman & Managing
Director of Bajaj Finserv Limited is the President-Designate.

Government creates Ministry of Co-operation for strengthening of cooperatives






The Union Government has created a separate Ministry of Co-operation for realizing the vision of ‗Sahkar
se Samriddhi‘. This Ministry will provide a separate administrative, legal and policy framework for
strengthening the cooperative movement in the country.
It will help deepen co-operatives as a true people based movement reaching upto the grassroots. The new
Ministry will work to streamline processes for Ease of Doing Business for co-operatives and enable
development of Multi-State Co-operatives.
The Central Government has signaled its deep commitment to community-based developmental partnership.
The creation of a separate Ministry for Co-operation also fulfils the budget announcement made by the Finance
Minister. Home Minister Amit Shah has been given charge of the Ministry of Co-operation, and he will also
look after the Ministries of Culture, Tourism and North East, ensuring that Culture and Tourism in North East
gets a boost.
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Agriculture and cooperation are in the state list, which means state governments can govern them. A
majority of the cooperative societies are governed by laws in their respective states, with a Cooperation
Commissioner and the Registrar of Societies as their governing office. In 2002, the Centre passed a MultiState
Cooperative Societies Act that allowed for registration of societies with operations in more than one state.

By definition, cooperatives are organisations formed at the grassroots level by people to harness the power of
collective bargaining towards a common goal. In agriculture, cooperative dairies, sugar mills, spinning mills etc are
formed with the pooled resources of farmers who wish to process their produce. The country has 1,94,195
cooperative dairy societies and 330 cooperative sugar mill operations. In 2019-20, dairy cooperatives had procured
4.80 crore litres of milk from 1.7 crore members and had sold 3.7 crore litres of liquid milk per day. (Annual Report,
National Dairy Development Board, 2019-20). Cooperative sugar mills account for 35% of the sugar produced in
the country.

Delhi government formulates policy for street children in view of pandemic


The Delhi government has framed a policy for the welfare of street children in view of the pandemic
situation which stresses on the role of various stakeholders in promoting Covid-appropriate behaviour and
generating awareness about the infection.



Prepared by the Delhi government‘s Women and Child Development Department (WCD), the policy encourages
a direct participation of civil society organisations and highlights their role in identifying hotspot areas and
distributing masks among them.



It also suggests that district administration could consider training the children rescued from streets (on
attaining the age of 18 years) as Civil Defense Volunteer, since it will provide them respectable employment,
and they, owing to their own experience, can also assist many other children who come from a similar
background. The policy also proposes the composition of District Child Protection Convergence Committee
(DCPCC) over and above the District Task Force (DTF) for rescuing children.

Delhi bordered by Haryana on three sides and by Uttar Pradesh to the east. According to the 2011 census, Delhi
city proper‘s population was over 11 million, the second-highest in India after Mumbai. Anil Baijal is the
current & 21st Lieutenant Governor of Delhi. Arvind Kejriwal is the current and 7th Chief Minister of Delhi. The
Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment) Act, 1991 declared the Union Territory of Delhi to be formally known as
the National Capital Territory of Delhi. Delhi is a Union Territory with a legislature, and it came into being in
1991 under Article 239AA of the Constitution inserted by the Constitution (Sixty-ninth Amendment) Act, 1991.

Union Minister Giriraj Singh launches Online Course Mobile App Matsya Setu


Union Minister for Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying Giriraj Singh, launched the Online Course
Mobile App Matsya Setu. The app has been developed by the ICAR-Central Institute of Freshwater
Aquaculture, Bhubaneswar, with the funding support of the National Fisheries Development Board,
Hyderabad.



The online course app aims to disseminate the latest freshwater aquaculture technologies to the aqua
farmers of the country. The app has species-wise or subject-wise self-learning online course modules, where
renowned aquaculture experts explain the basic concepts and practical demonstrations on breeding, seed
production and grow-out culture of commercially important fishes like carp, catfish, scampi, murrel,
ornamental fish and pearl farming.



The App developed in association with the National Fisheries Development Board, Hyderabad aims at
disseminating the latest Freshwater Aquaculture Technologies to the aqua farmers of the country.

DPIIT initiates project on Open Network for Digital Commerce


Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade has initiated a project on Open Network for
Digital Commerce (ONDC). It aims at promoting open networks developed on open sourced methodology,
using open specifications and open network protocols independent of any specific platform.
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ONDC is expected to digitize the entire value chain, standardize operations, promote inclusion of suppliers,
derive efficiencies in logistics and enhance value for consumers. An advisory council has been constituted to
advise the Government on measures needed to design and accelerate adoption of ONDC. The members of the
Advisory council include RS Sharma, CEO, National Health Authority, Nandan Nilekani, non-executive
Chairman of Infosys and Arvind Gupta, Co-founder and Head, Digital India Foundation.

Government school in Bengaluru becomes first in India to launch satellites


The Malleshwaram Government Boys High School in Bengaluru will achieve a unique feat if things go as
planned. It will become the country‘s first government school to develop a satellite, Karnataka Deputy Chief
Minister C N Ashwathnarayan said.



Ashwathnarayan added that students from nearby schools will also be involved in the development of 75
ready-to-launch satellites. He informed that the programme is slated to be held as part of the 75th
Independence Day celebrations next year. The school in Malleshwaram is located in Stone Building Collge at
the 18th cross.

Karnataka is a state in the south western region of India. It was formed on 1 November 1956, with the passage of
the States Reorganisation Act. Originally known as the State of Mysore, it was renamed Karnataka in 1973. The
capital and largest city is Bengaluru. Bookanakere Siddalingappa Yediyurappa is serving as the 19th and
current Chief Minister of Karnataka. Vajubhai Rudabhai Vala is currently serving as the Governor of Karnataka.
Coffee production in India is dominated in the hill tracts of South Indian states, with Karnataka accounting for
71%, followed by Kerala with 21% and Tamil Nadu (5% of overall production with 8,200 tonnes).

India, UK hold inaugural meeting of India-UK Financial Markets Dialogue virtually


India and the United Kingdom held the inaugural meeting of the India-UK Financial Markets Dialogue
virtually. The Dialogue was established at the 10th Economic and Financial Dialogue to deepen bilateral ties
in the financial sector.



The Dialogue was led by senior officials from the Indian side by the Ministry of Finance and from UK
Treasury, with participation from Indian and UK independent regulatory agencies, including the Reserve
Bank of India, the Securities and Exchange Board of India, International Financial Services Centre Authority,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India, the Bank of England, and the Financial Conduct
Authority.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as the United Kingdom (UK or
U.K.), or Britain, is a sovereign country in north-western Europe, off the north–western coast of the European
mainland. The United Kingdom includes the island of Great Britain, the north-¬eastern part of the island of Ireland,
and many smaller islands within the British Isles. The United Kingdom‘s capital is London. Boris Johnson has been
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative Party since July 2019. Elizabeth II
(Elizabeth Alexandra Mary) is Queen of the United Kingdom and 15 other Commonwealth realms. Pound
sterling is the official currency of the United Kingdom.

PM Narendra Modi chairs 1st revamped Cabinet meeting after reshuffle; Over Rs 23,000 crore
package announced for emergency response to COVID-19


In the first Cabinet meeting after reshuffle, the Union government allocated Rs 23,000 crores package for
emergency response to Covid-19. ―Rs 23,123-crore package to be given to deal with Covid-19. It will be used
jointly by the Central and state governments,‖ said the newly-appointed Union Health Minister Mansukh
Mandaviya in the first media briefing of the new cabinet.



Prime Minister Narendra Modi said a new package of more than Rs 23,000 crore rupees has been approved
to further strengthen the fight against COVID. Mr Modi said that under this, necessary arrangements like
pediatric care units to ICU beds, oxygen storage, ambulances and medicines will be made in all the districts
of the country. The Union Cabinet approved a new scheme ‗India COVID-19 Emergency Response and Health
System Preparedness Package: Phase-II‘ amounting to Rs 23,123 crore for financial year 2021-22.
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DDMA approves Graded Response Action Plan


The Delhi Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) approved the Graded Response Action Plan, (GRAP).
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal said, the plan descriptively elaborates upon when the lockdown will
be imposed and when it will be lifted. According to GRAP, there will be four levels of ‗alerts‘, Level 1 - Yellow
‗Alert‘, Level 2 - Amber ‗Alert‘, Level 3 - Orange ‗Alert‘ and Level 4 - Red ‗Alert‘.



The Level-1 of the plan will be applicable only when the positivity rate is more than 0.5 per cent for two
consecutive days, at least 1500 new cases have been registered in the past one week and patients admitted to
500 oxygen beds.



The Level-2 will be applicable when the positivity rate is more than one per cent, at least 3500 new cases
have been registered and patients admitted to 700 oxygen beds in one week. The Level-3 will be applicable
only when the positivity rate is more than two per cent, at least 9000 new cases have been registered and patients
admitted to 1,000 oxygen beds. The Level-4 will be applicable when the positivity rate is more than five per cent,
at least 16,000 new cases have been registered and patients admitted to 3000 oxygen beds in one week.

All BRICS countries agree to STI-led BRICS Innovation Cooperation Action Plan (2021-24)
proposed by India


All BRIC S countries have agreed to the STI-led BRICS Innovation Cooperation Action Plan (2021-24)
proposed by India during the 12th Meeting of BRICS Science and Technology Steering Committee.



India had proposed the plan to facilitate sharing of experiences of each other‘s innovation ecosystem and
networking of innovators and entrepreneurs. The details of the Action Plan will be worked out by BRICS Science,
Technology Innovation Entrepreneurship partnership Working Group.



The Department of Science and Technology, India, hosted the 12 th Meeting of BRICS Science and
Technology Steering Committee. Scientific Ministries and agencies of all BRICS countries participated in the
meeting. BRICS officials discussed in detail about the thematic areas for this year‘s call for proposals at the
meeting and unanimously agreed for collaboration in 10 thematic areas.



These are Transient Astronomical Events and Deep Survey Science, Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR):
Technologies for Diagnosis and Treatment, Simulation and Big Data Analytics for Advanced Precision
Medicine and Public Healthcare, HPC and Big Data for Sustainable Development: Solving Large Scale
Ecological, Climate and Pollution Problems, Innovation and Entrepreneurship on Photonic, Nanophotonics, and
Metamaterials for Addressing Bio-medicine, Agriculture, Food Industry and Energy Harvesting Issues, Materials
Science and Nanotechnology for Addressing Environmental, Climate Change, Agricultural, Food, and Energy
Issues, Renewable Energy including Smart Grid Integration, Ocean and Polar Science and Technology Water
Treatment Technology Research in Aeronautics and Aerospace.

PM Narendra Modi‘s all-party meets on Kashmir


It was the death anniversary of Syama Prasad Mookerjee, the Bharatiya Jan Sangh founder who remains an
emotively inspiring figure for the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). It was on this day that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi held his Kashmir meeting.



Syama Prasad Mookerjee died in a Jammu and Kashmir prison in 1953 agitating against its special status
granted earlier under Article 370 and Presidential Orders under 35A. The Modi government fulfilled
that demand on August 5, 2019.



The central government had moved swiftly in August 2020 before stripping Jammu and Kashmir of its
special status to put several leaders under house arrest in the Valley. Three former chief ministers Farooq
Abdullah, Omar Abdullah and Mehbooba Mufti were among those leaders. The Centre had apprehension that they
might create trouble in fulfilling a long-standing poll promise of the BJP.



On the government‘s part, Union Home Minister Amit Shah vented out his frustration by labelling them as
‗Gupkar Gang‘ after the leaders formed People‘s Alliance for Gupkar Declaration (PAGD) to demand
undoing what was done on August 5, 2019.
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On August 4, 2019, the first Gupkar declaration was signed after an all-party meeting at the Gupkar Road
residence of NC supremo Farooq Abdullah. The signatories were reportedly members of the NC, PDP, CPI(M),
Congress, J&K Peoples Conference and Awami National Conference. The People‘s Alliance for Gupkar
Declaration (PAGD) is an electoral alliance between the several regional political parties in Jammu and
Kashmir reportedly aimed at restoring special status along with Article 35A of the erstwhile state of Jammu and
Kashmir. Farooq Abdullah is the president of the alliance. On 19 January 2021, the Jammu and Kashmir
People‘s Conference announced that it was pulling out of the Gupkar alliance, citing differences with the
member parties.

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath unveils new state population policy 2021-2030


In Uttar Pradesh, the government has announced new Population Policy 2021-2030′ on the occasion of
World Population Day (July 11). The draft law list that has been put on public domain and the government
has sought suggestions from people in policy draft.



In the new population policy, a target has been set to bring the birth rate to 2.1 per thousand population by
2026 and to 1.9 by 2030. The state‘s total fertility rate is 2.7 percent currently. The recommendations of
policy will be effective after one year of gazette notification. The government is to give incentives and
disincentives for the promotion of the two-child norm in the state.



According to the policy draft people having more than two children will not be able to fight local body
election. Those who having up to two offsprings will be provided more government facilities and incentives.



The draft also says that government employees not following two children norm will be forbidden several
benefits. People breaching policy will not able to take benefit of subsidy and government schemes. Chief
Minister on this occasion also started distribution of ‗Shagun kits‘ to encourage the means of family
planning among the newly wedded.

A draft for population control legislation was released in the public domain. Through the proposed policy, efforts will
be made to increase the accessibility of contraceptive measures issued under the Family Planning Programme
and provide a proper system for safe abortion. It also promotes a two-child policy, violation of which would mean
people will be debarred from contesting local body elections, applying for government jobs or receiving any
government subsidy. Comprehensive arrangements will be made for the care of the elderly, apart from better
management of education, health, and nutrition of adolescents between 11 to 19 years. ‗Health Clubs‘ in schools
will be formed in addition to instructions which will also be given to make arrangements for digital tracking of
newborns, adolescents, and elderly people.

Shri Nitin Gadkari inaugurates India‘s First LNG Facility plant at Nagpur


Minister for Road Transport and Highways Shri Nitin Gadkari has emphasized on importance of alternate biofuels
for diversification of agriculture towards energy and power sector. Inaugurating the country‘s first LNG
Facility plant at Nagpur said we are spending 8 lakh crores for the import of petrol diesel and petroleum
products which is a big challenge.



The Country‘s first LNG facility plant has been set up by Baidyanath Ayurvedic Group on Kamptee Road
near Nagpur Jabalpur Highway. Mr.Gadkari also informed that the Central Government is promoting
Ethanol, Electric, CNG, LNG gas as an alternative to conventional fuels.

Nitin Jairam Gadkari was served as the President of the BJP from 2010-2013. He is the current Minister for
Road Transport & Highways of India and During the cabinet reshuffle on 7th July 2021 the portfolio
for Ministry of MSME which was under him was reassigned to Narayan Rane, another BJP MP from Maharashtra
as a part of cabinet expansion. Gadkari represents Lok Sabha from Nagpur constituency, Maharashtra.

Bishnupur becomes Assam‘s first smokeless kitchen village


All 70 households in Cachar‘s Bishnupur forest village now have a unique cooking stove made of soil, cow
dung and rice husk. It not only consumes 40% less firewood but also provides 100% smokeless kitchens in
the village. The environment and forest department officially declared itas the first smokeless village in Assam.
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The first smokeless village in Assam is part of an initiative undertaken by a undertaking referred to as
―National Appropriate Mitigation Initiative‖ (NAMA). The initiative is underway in numerous components of
the nation to cut back greenhouse fuel emissions.

Jagdish Mukhi is the current Governor of Assam and Assam is known for Assam tea and Assam silk. Dispur is
the capital of the state of Assam. Guwahati is the largest city of Assam and Northeastern India. Himanta Biswa
Sarma is current the Chief Minister of Assam. In 1874, on the formation of Assam as the Chief Commissioner‘s
Province, it was chosen as the headquarters of the new administration because of its convenient location between
the Brahmaputra and Surma valleys and more so because the climate of Shillong was much cooler than tropical
India. Shillong remained the capital of undivided Assam until the creation of the new state of Meghalaya on 21
January 1972, when Shillong became the capital of Meghalaya, and Assam moved its capital
to Dispur in Guwahati. Tea production in West Bengal was approximately 25 million kilograms in March 2021,
the highest to any other region in the country. Assam came second that year with close to 20 million kilograms.

ICCR to set up a Bangabandhu Chair at Delhi University


The Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) will set up a ‗Bangabandhu Chair‘ at Delhi University.
The Chair will focus on better understanding of developments in Bangladesh which is one of India‘s most
important neighbours as it is positioned at the strategic intersection of India‘s Neighbourhood First and
Act East policies.



The MoU will be for a duration of 5 academic years. The initiative is the outcome of one of the understandings
reached during the visit of Prime Minister Narendra Modi to Bangladesh during the Golden jubilee
celebration of the liberation of Bangladesh and the birth centenary celebration of Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman.



The Chair will be occupied by a foreign visiting professor or subject expert on Bangladesh preferably a
person of Bangladeshi origin. It will focus on the common heritage of the two countries and subjects like
Anthropology, Buddhist Studies, Geography, History, Modern Indian languages including Bangla, Music, Fine
Arts, Political Science, International relations and Sociology. It is the first of its kind initiative of setting up a
chair on Bangladesh in India which is an important step towards strengthening Indo-Bangladesh ties.

The Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), is an autonomous organisation of the Government of India,
involved in India‘s external cultural relations, through cultural exchange with other countries and their peoples. It
was founded on 9 April 1950 by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the first Education Minister of independent India.
The ICCR Headquarters are situated in Azad Bhavan, I.P. Estate, New Delhi.
Bangladesh is a country in South Asia. It shares land borders with India and Myanmar (Burma). Nepal, Bhutan
and China are located near Bangladesh but do not share a border with it. Dhaka is its capital and largest city,
followed by Chittagong, which has the country‘s largest port. Bangladeshi taka is the currency of the People‘s
Republic of Bangladesh. Mohammad Abdul Hamid is the 16th and current President of Bangladesh, in office since
April 2013. Sheikh Hasina is the current Prime Minister of the Bangladesh.

NTPC to set up India‘s single largest solar park at Rann of Kutch in Gujarat


National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) will set up India‘s single largest solar park at Rann of
Kutch in Khavada, Gujarat. NTPC will set up 4750 Mega Watt renewable energy park. As a part of its
green energy portfolio augmentation, NTPC Limited, India‘s largest energy integrated company aims to
build 60 Giga Watt renewable energy capacity by 2032.



Recently, NTPC has also commissioned India‘s largest Floating Solar of 10 Mega Watt on the reservoir of
Simhadri Thermal Power Plant, Andhra Pradesh.

NTPC Limited, formerly known as National Thermal Power Corporation Limited, is an Indian Central Public
Sector Undertaking, engaged in the business of generation of electricity and allied activities. It is a company
incorporated under the Companies Act 1956 and is owned by the Ministry of Power, Government of India. The
headquarters of the company is situated at New Delhi.
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Ladakh signs MoU with Sikkim to turn the UT into organic entity


Ladakh administration has signed an MoU with Sikkim State Organic Certification Agency (SOCCA) to
turn the Union Territory into an organic entity.



A tripartite MoU has been signed between Ladakh and SSOCA regarding the implementation of
Prampragat Krishi Vikas Yojana and Mission Organic Development Initiative (MODI) in the Ladakh
region with the aim to convert Ladakh into organic entity by 2025.



The main objective of this MoU is to get the organic certification after a tie-up with the Centre. Sikkim is the
first state that is 100 per cent organic with all of its farmland certified organic and Sikkim became world‘s
first 100% organic state. The use and sale of chemical fertilizers and pesticides are banned in Sikkim.

According to FSSAI, ‗organic farming‘ is a system of farm design and management to create an ecosystem of
agriculture production without the use of synthetic external inputs such as chemical fertilisers, pesticides and
synthetic hormones or genetically modified organisms. Organic farm produce means the produce obtained from
organic agriculture, while organic food means food products that have been produced in accordance with specified
standards for organic production. Zero budget natural farming is a method of chemical-free agriculture drawing
from traditional Indian practices. Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) is the food regulator
in the country and is also responsible for regulating organic food in the domestic market and imports.

India‘s first ‗Grain ATM‘ set up in Gurugram




The state government of Haryana has kicked off a first of its kind unique initiative in which a grain ATM
has been set up in the state‘s Gurugram area. The machine, named ‗Annapurti‘ has been set up at
Farrukhnagar in Gurugram and is aimed at easing up the process of dispensing grains at ration shops. It is
called Automated, Multi Commodity, Grain Dispensing Machine. It can dispense up to 70 kg of grains within
five to seven minutes at a time.
The ‗Annapurti‘ ATMs are a part of United Nation‘s World Food Programme (WFP) that are working
hand in hand with the Indian government to alleviate the problems of food scarcity in and around poorer
sections of India. The World Food Programme, which was awarded the 2020 Nobel Peace Prize, also works
closely with Ethiopian, Mali, Bangladesh, Kenya, Sudan among other countries to address problems of food
shortage and hunger.

Haryana is a landlocked state in India located in the northern part of the country. It was carved out of the
former state of East Punjab on 1 November 1966 on a linguistic basis. Chandigarh is the state capital, Faridabad
in National Capital Region (NCR) is the most populous city of the state, and Gurgaon is a leading financial hub of the
NCR, with major Fortune 500 companies located in it. Among the world‘s oldest and largest ancient civilisations,
the Indus Valley Civilization sites at Rakhigarhi village in Hisar district and Bhirrana in Fatehabad district are
9,000 years old. At present, the lowest sex ratio in India is in Haryana, where sex ratio is only 879 whereas the
highest sex ratio is in Kerala (1084). Bandaru Dattatreya is the current Governor of the State of Haryana since
2021. Manohar Lal Khattar is the current Chief Minister of Haryana.

PM Modi inaugurates International Cooperation and Convention Centre in Varanasi




Prime Minister Narendra Modi said that Uttar Pradesh is making all round development in the sectors of
health, agriculture, employment, technology and others under the leadership of Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath.
The state has done admirable and exemplary work in controlling COVID-19 pandemic in the state. He also laid
foundation stones for several projects and public works worth around 839 crore rupees. The Prime Minister also
inaugurated the International Cooperation and Convention Centre - Rudrakash, which has been
constructed with Japanese assistance.

Rajnath Singh launches AI- powered grievance management application


Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launched an Artificial Intelligence-powered grievance management
application in New Delhi. The system was developed by Ministry of Defence with the cooperation of IITKanpur.
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This is the first Artificial Intelligence-based system developed to improve grievance redressal in the
Government. The system can identify repeat complaints or spam automatically. It enables geographical analysis
of complaints in a category including analysis of whether the complaint was adequately addressed or not by the
concerned office.

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) is charged with coordinating and supervising all agencies and functions of the
government relating directly to national security and the Indian armed forces. The President of India is the
ceremonial commander-in-chief of the armed forces of the country. The Indian Armed Forces (including Indian
Army, Indian Air Force, and Indian Navy) and Indian Coast Guard under the Ministry of Defences are primarily
responsible for ensuring the territorial integrity of the nation. A military department was created by the supreme
government of the British East India Company at Kolkata in the year 1776. Rajnath Singh is currently serving
as the Defence Minister of India. He has been Member of parliament, Lok Sabha two times from Lucknow (Lok
Sabha constituency) and once from Ghaziabad (Lok Sabha constituency).

Centre directs immediate withdrawal of all cases under Section 66A of IT Act


The Union home ministry asked state governments and police chiefs to immediately withdraw cases
registered under the repealed Section 66A of the Information Technology (IT) Act and to stop registering
such cases. The move came days after the Supreme Court expressed shock over the continued registration of
cases under the repealed Section.
 Section 66A criminalised ―grossly offensive‖ or ―menacing character‖ messages sent in form of text, audio,
video, images, or any other electronic record. It provided for the punishment of up to three years in prison.
 In 2015, the top court quashed the portion of the IT Act after holding it unconstitutional, stressing on the
right to freedom of speech and expression of Indian citizens. The law was wielded in several instances to arrest
people for posts on social media solely at the discretion of police.
 The NGO People‘s Union for Civil Liberties filed a petition informing the court that 1,307 new cases were
registered under the Act in the six years since what is known as the Shreya Singhal judgment that struck
down 66A‖.
 The court observed that the weakness of Section 66A lay in the fact that it had created an offence on the
basis of undefined actions: such as causing ―inconvenience, danger, obstruction and insult‖, which do not
fall among the exceptions granted under Article 19 of the Constitution, which guarantees the freedom of
speech. Section 66A was contrary to both Articles 19 (free speech) and 21 (right to life) of the Constitution.
The IT Act, 2000 provides for legal recognition for transactions through electronic communication, also known
as e-commerce. The Act also penalizes various forms of cyber-crime. It empowered police to make arrests over
what policemen, in terms of their subjective discretion, could construe as ―offensive‖ or ―menacing‖ or for the
purposes of causing annoyance, inconvenience, etc. It prescribed the punishment for sending messages through
a computer or any other communication device like a mobile phone or a tablet, and a conviction could fetch a
maximum of three years in jail.

NTPC REL to set up India‘s first green Hydrogen Mobility project in Ladakh



State-run power giant NTPC Renewable Energy Ltd (NTPC REL) will set up the country‘s first green
Hydrogen Mobility project in Ladakh. NTPC REL is a 100 per cent subsidiary of NTPC.
NTPC has plans to ply five hydrogen buses, to start with, in the region and the company will be setting up a
solar plant and a green hydrogen generation unit in Leh towards this end. This will put Leh as the first city in the
country to implement a green hydrogen-based mobility project.

Hydrogen when produced by electrolysis using renewable energy is known as Green Hydrogen which has no
carbon footprint. The hydrogen that is in use today is produced using fossil fuels, which is the primary source.
Organic materials such as fossil fuels and biomass are used for releasing hydrogen through chemical processes.
Green hydrogen energy is vital for India to meet its Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) Targets and
ensure regional and national energy security, access and availability. Green Hydrogen can act as an energy storage
option, which would be essential to meet intermittencies (of renewable energy) in the future. In terms of mobility,
for long distance mobilisations for either urban freight movement within cities and states or for passengers, Green
Hydrogen can be used in railways, large ships, buses or trucks, etc.
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Government launches digital platform Kisan Sarathi


The government has launched a digital platform named as ‗Kisan Saarathi‘, available in Hindi and many
regional languages, through which farmers can interact and avail personalised advisories on agriculture and
allied areas directly from the respective scientists of Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVKs), the nodal centres that
ensure growers benefit from research and technology.



The platform Kisan Sarathi was jointly launched by Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar and
Electronics and Information Technology Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw through video conference on the
occasion of 93rd ICAR Foundation Day.

The agriculture contribution in India‘s GDP in 2019 is 15.96 percent. According to latest report, agriculture is
primary source of livelihood for 58% population in India. The Primary sector of the economy includes any
industry involved in the extraction and production of raw materials, such as farming, logging, hunting, fishing,
and mining. India is a global agricultural powerhouse. It is the world‘s largest producer of milk, pulses, and spices,
and has the world‘s largest cattle herd (buffaloes), as well as the largest area under wheat, rice and cotton. It is
the second largest producer of rice, wheat, cotton, sugarcane, farmed fish, sheep & goat meat, fruit, vegetables
and tea. Narendra Singh Tomar is the Minister of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare and Minister of Rural
Development in the Second Modi ministry. He is a member of the 17th Lok Sabha from Morena, Madhya Pradesh.

PM Narendra Modi inaugurates 1st station redeveloped through PPP mode


Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the Gandhinagar capital railway station, the country‘s first
redeveloped railway station in line with the government‘s plan to modernise railway stations through Public
Private Partnerships. The Ministry of Railways and the Gandhinagar Railway and Urban Development
Corporation (GARUD) have jointly developed a five-star luxury hotel atop the Gandhinagar railway station.



Special Care has been taken to make it a Divyang friendly station by providing it with a special ticket
booking counter, ramps, lifts, dedicated parking space etc. The complete building is designed and provided
with Green Building rating features. The state-of-the-art external façade will have daily theme based lighting with
32 themes. The station will also house a five star hotel‖.

Indian Railways (IR) is the fourth-largest railway network in the world by size. There are a total of 18 Railway
zones. South Coast Railway Zone is the newest and 18th railway zone, headquartered at Visakhapatnam, Andhra
Pradesh. Ashwini Vaishnaw is currently serving as the Minister of Railways in the Government of India. He was
elected as the BJP candidate from Maharashtra for the Rajya Sabha on 3 June 2016. The practice of a separate
Railway Budget was started by the British in 1924 under the recommendation of a 10-member Acworth
Committee headed by British economist William Mitchell Acworth in 1920-21. On 21 September 2016,
Government of India approved the merger of the Railway Budget with the Union budget of India, and thus came
to end — a 92-year-old practice of separate rail and general budgets.

Karnataka CM launches Electric Bike Taxi scheme in Bengaluru


Karnataka Chief Minister B S Yediyurappa launched the Electric Bike Taxi scheme in Bengaluru. The
scheme will generate self-employment and serve as a bridge between public transport and daily travellers.



It is eco-friendly and encourages fuel conservation. The Chief Minister said that the main objective of the
scheme is to reduce the travel time and inconvenience faced by the public to travel from their home to the
bus stand, railway station and metro stations. The vehicles registered under this scheme will be in the transport
category and exempted from permits and tax.

Karnataka is a state in the south western region of India. It was formed on 1 November 1956, with the passage of
the States Reorganisation Act. Originally known as the State of Mysore, it was renamed Karnataka in 1973. The
capital and largest city is Bengaluru. Bookanakere Siddalingappa Yediyurappa is serving as the 19th and
current Chief Minister of Karnataka. Thaawarchand Gehlot is currently serving as the Governor of Karnataka.
Coffee production in India is dominated in the hill tracts of South Indian states, with Karnataka accounting for
71%, followed by Kerala with 21% and Tamil Nadu (5% of overall production with 8,200 tonnes).
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Centre takes complete control of district mineral funds from states


The Centre has taken complete control of the district mineral foundation (DMF) funds, negating states‘ right
to sanction or approve any expenditure out of the funds accrued from mandatory contribution from mining lease
holders.



Since their inception in 2015-16, over Rs 49,400 crore have flown into the DMF funds. The move is seen by
many states as yet another bid by the Narendra Modi government to usurp the states‘ fiscal powers and
undermine their constitutionally defined role in governance, so might spark a political storm.



According to MMDR (Amendment) Act, 2015, state governments are mandated to establish DMFs in all
districts for interest and benefits of persons affected by mining-related operations. Lease holders are
mandated to contribute to these not-for-profit foundations a defined percentage of royalty apart from paying
royalty to state governments. DMFs are required to use these funds for welfare of persons and areas affected by
mining-related operations. Thus, tribal population are principal beneficiaries. The scheme is also called as
―Pradhan Mantri KhanijKshetra Kalyan Yojana‖.

PMAY-U launches Short Film Contest Khushiyon Ka Ashiyana








Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana – Urban (PMAY-U) has launched a Short Film Contest Khushiyon Ka
Ashiyana for all the people above 18 Years of age, as part of Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav. Housing and Urban
Affairs Ministry said, for the short film contest, applications are invited from PMAY-U beneficiaries,
students, youth, members of the civil society, institutions and individual on the broad theme of six years
journey of PMAY-U Mission and how it has impacted lives of people.
The Ministry said, 25 winners will be rewarded in three categories with cash prizes of 25, 000, 20,000 and 12
thousand 500 rupees along with certificate. The Ministry has also launched Awas Par Samvaad – series of 75
seminars and workshops, to take ahead the Prime Minister‘s vision of Housing for All.
It aims to create awareness and promote discussion, deliberation and dissemination on ‗Housing for All‘
among multiple stakeholders. The declaration of the two initiatives by the Ministry of Housing and Urban
Affairs were made on the occasion of sixth anniversary of PMAY-U on 25th June.
The Cumulative release of Central Assistance under the Mission crossed one lakh crore rupees. As the
Mission moves ahead to achieve its target of one crore 12 lakh houses, more than 83 lakh houses are
grounded and more than 50 lakh completed.

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) is an initiative by the Government of India in which affordable housing
will be provided to the urban poor with a target of building 2 crore (20 million) affordable houses by 31 March
2022. It has two components: Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban) (PMAY-U) for the urban poor and
Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana (Gramin) (PMAY-G and also PMAY-R) for the rural poor. This scheme is
converged with other schemes to ensure houses have a toilet, Saubhagya Yojana electricity connection, Ujjwala
Yojana LPG connection, access to drinking water and Jan Dhan banking facilities, etc.

Telangana Governor Tamilisai Soundararajan‘s call to crank up ‗catch the rain‘ drive


Governor Dr Tamilisai Soundararajan called upon people to take up rain water harvesting activities as a
movement. ―Though our country is receiving copious rains, we are lagging behind in conserving rain water,
thus staring at a major water crisis,‖ she said.



Dr Tamilisai stated that though the country accounts for 18 per cent of the world‘s population and 20 per cent
of livestock, it has only four per cent of the water resources. Furthermore, she urged all stakeholders to
proactively promote the ―catch the rain‖ campaign having a tagline of ―where it falls, when it falls,‖ launched
as part of the National Water Mission.

The National Water Mission was launched in 2011. The India‘s National Water Mission enshrined five goals
which are given below: 1. Comprehensive water data base in public domain and assessment of the impact of
climate change on water resource. 2. Promotion of citizen and state actions for water conservation,
augmentation and preservation. 3. Focused attention to vulnerable areas including over-exploited areas. 4.
Increasing water use efficiency by 20% 5. Promotion of basin level integrated water resources management.
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Delhi-Meerut Regional Rapid Transit System: Production of ‗Make in India‘ trains starts for
India‘s first RRTS







‗Make in India‘ trains for Delhi-Meerut RRTS: For the country‘s first, Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut semihigh-speed rail corridor for Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS) Phase 1, Alstom has started
manufacturing the regional commuter and transit trains.
In May 2020, Alstom was awarded the contract to design, manufacture, and deliver as many as 210 regional
commuter and transit train cars along with comprehensive maintenance services for a period of 15 years.
The company, as per the contract, will deliver a total of 30 regional commuter train sets, each consisting of six
cars as well as 10 intracity mass transit train sets, each comprising three cars, according to a statement issued
by Alstom.
In accordance with the Modi government‘s ‗Aatmanirbhar Bharat‘ vision and the ‗Make in India‘ policy,
these RRTS trains are 100 per cent indigenously manufactured, with more than 80 per cent localisation
being manufactured in the company‘s factory in Savli, Gujarat. This facility will manufacture the car bodies,
bogies as well as undertake train testing. The manufacturing of propulsion systems and electricals is being
done at the company‘s factory located in Maneja, Gujarat.

Make in India is an initiative by the Government of India to make and encourage companies to manufacture in
India and incentivize dedicated investments into manufacturing. The policy approach was to create a conducive
environment for investments, develop a modern and efficient infrastructure, and open up new sectors for
foreign capital. The initiative targeted 25 economic sectors for job creation and skill enhancement, and aimed ―to
transform India into a global design and manufacturing hub.‖ ―Make in India‖ had three stated objectives: to
increase the manufacturing sector‘s growth rate to 12-14% per annum; to create 100 million additional
manufacturing jobs in the economy by 2022; to ensure that the manufacturing sector‘s contribution to GDP is
increased to 25% by 2022 (later revised to 2025).

Part of Constitution inserted by 97th amendment quashed











The Supreme Court on July 20 in a 2:1 majority verdict upheld the validity of the 97th constitutional
amendment but struck down a part inserted by it which relates to the Constitution and working of
cooperative societies.
The 97th constitutional amendment dealt with issues related to effective management of co-operative
societies in the country. It was passed by Parliament in December 2011 and had come into effect from
February 15, 2012. It amended Article 19(1)(c) to give protection to the cooperatives and inserted Article
43 B and Part IX B, relating to them.
Upholding the Gujarat High Court‘s 2013 decision striking down certain provisions of the 97th
constitutional amendment, the Supreme Court held that the Parliament cannot enact laws with regard to
cooperative societies as it is a State subject.
Several intervenors have contended that the amendment made a direct in-road into the exclusive domain of
states to enact laws with regard to cooperatives. However, the Centre has contended that the provision does
not denude states of their power to enact laws with regard to cooperatives.
The Centre has stated that the amendment was enacted to bring uniformity in the management of cooperative
societies and it did not take away the powers of states.
But, the Supreme Court has now said that if the Centre wanted to achieve uniformity then the only way
available was to take the recourse under Article 252 of the Constitution which deals with the power of
Parliament to legislate for two or more states by consent.

The subject of cooperative societies fell in the state list and ―belongs wholly and exclusively to the State
legislatures to legislate upon‖ and any change would require the ratification by at least one-half of the state
legislatures as per Article 368(2) of the Constitution. Now, Part IXB of the Constitution of India is operative
only in so far as it concerns multi-State co-operative societies both within the various States and in the Union
territories of India.
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India urges G20 nations to bring down per capita emissions by 2030


The target of reducing emissions to net zero by mid-century, proposed by some countries, will not be
adequate in view of the fast-depleting global carbon space, India said in its official statement at the G20
energy and climate joint ministerial meeting, even as it urged the group of 20 developed nations (G20) with
per capita greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions above the world average to reduce the levels by 2030.



According to data provided by the Climate Watch by World Resources Institute, India emits 7.1% of global
emissions and has per capita emissions of about 2.47 Tco2e (tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent), as
compared to the global average of 6.45 tco2/per capita.



In comparison to top emitters, India‘s per capita emissions are seven times lower than that of the United
States, 3.4 times lower compared to China‘s and three times lower compared to the EU.



The countries also said they recall and reaffirm the commitment made by developed countries, to the goal of
mobilising jointly USD 100 billion per year by 2020 and annually through 2025 to address the needs of
developing countries, in the context of meaningful mitigation actions and transparency on implementation, and
those funds may come from a wide variety of sources, public and private, bilateral, and multilateral, including
alternative sources.

In 2015, ahead of the UN significant climate conference in Paris, India announced three major voluntary
commitments called the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC): 1.Improving the emissions intensity of its
GDP by 33–35% by 2030 over 2005 levels. 2. Increasing the share of non-fossil fuels-based electricity to 40% by
2030. 3. Enhancing its forest cover, thereby absorbing 2.5 to 3 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide. The Paris
Agreement is an agreement within the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
dealing with greenhouse-gas-emissions mitigation, adaptation, and finance, was adopted by 196 parties at the
21st Conference of Parties in Paris, on December 12, 2015, and was enforced on November 4, 2016. On June 1,
2017, United States President Donald Trump announced that the U.S. would cease all participation in the 2015
Paris Agreement on climate change mitigation and withdrawal took effect on November 4, 2020, one day after
the 2020 U.S. presidential election.

Speedy trial a fundamental right: HC


In the Bhima Koregaon caste violence case, highlighting the issue of undertrials, the Supreme Court has said
that ―speedy trial is a fundamental right‖. Charges are not framed in the case. Many witnesses are still being
examined. They are languishing in jail without trial.



The main aim of the Right to Speedy trial is to inculcate Justice in the society. It was first mentioned in that
landmark document of English law, the Magna Carta. In India, it is covered under Article 21 which
declares that ―no person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to the procedure
laid by law.‖

1978 Babu Singh v. State of UP: The court remarked, ―Our justice system even in grave cases, suffers from slow
motion syndrome which is lethal to ‗fair trial‘ whatever the ultimate decision. Speedy justice is a component of
social justice since the community, as a whole, is concerned in the criminal being condignly and finally punished
within a reasonable time and the innocent being absolved from the inordinate ordeal of criminal proceedings.‖
Hussainara Khatoon v. State of Bihar, 1979: It formed the basis of the concept of the Speedy Trial. It was held
that where under trial prisoners have been in jail for duration longer than prescribed, if convicted, their detention in
jail is totally unjustified and in violation to fundamental rights under article 21. Katar Singh v. State of Punjab
1994: It was declared that the right to speedy trial is an essential part of fundamental right to life and liberty.

New nomenclature for Jammu and Kashmir High Court


The ―long-winding and cumbersome‖ nomenclature ‗Common High Court of UT of Jammu and Kashmir and
UT of Ladakh‘ has been changed to ‗High Court of Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh‘. President Ram Nath
Kovind has signed the Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation (Removal of Difficulties) Order, 2021, to effect
the change.
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It observed that the Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019, was enacted to provide for
reorganisation of the state of Jammu and Kashmir into the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir and
the Union Territory of Ladakh.

The High courts of India are the principal civil courts of original jurisdiction in each state and union territory.
However, a high court exercises its original civil and criminal jurisdiction only if the subordinate courts are not
authorized by law to try such matters for lack of pecuniary, territorial jurisdiction. High courts may also enjoy
original jurisdiction in certain matters, if so designated Specially in a state or federal law. Basically, the work of
most high courts primarily consists of appeals from lower courts and writ petitions in terms of Articles 226 and
227 of the constitution. Writ jurisdiction is also an original jurisdiction of a high court. Judges in a high court
are appointed by the President of India in consultation with the Chief Justice of India and the governor of the
state. The Calcutta High Court is the oldest high court in the country, established on 2 July 1862. There are total
25 high courts in India.

MeitY enables map services in UMANG App through MoU with MapmyIndia





Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) has taken various initiatives in the recent past
to ease the lives of citizens by facilitating online delivery of Government services.
To further enhance the initiatives of Digital India Programme, the Ministry has enabled map services in
UMANG App ‗through Memorandum of Understanding with MapmyIndia.
As a result of integration of UMANG with MapmyIndia, citizens will be able to find government facilities
nearest to their location, such as mandis, blood banks and much more, at the click of a button.
The UMANG mobile app launched in 2017 is a Government of India single, unified, secure, multi-channel,
multi-service mobile app, providing access to high impact services of various organizations. UMANG brings
major government services on a single mobile app on mobile phones of citizens.

The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) is an executive agency of the Union
Government of the Republic of India. It was carved out of the Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology on 19 July 2016 as a standalone ministerial agency responsible for IT policy, strategy and
development of the electronics industry. Ashwini Vaishnaw is the former Indian Administrative Service (IAS) officer
currently serving as the Minister of Railways, Communications and Electronics & Information Technology of
India, since 8 July 2021. He is a member of the Bharatiya Janata Party. In June 2019, he became a member of
the Parliament of India representing Odisha State in the Rajya Sabha, the upper house.

CJI NV Ramana‘s innovation to ensure ‗FASTER‘ release of prisoners granted bail


Chief Justice N V Ramana-led bench of the Supreme Court expressed concern that even in the era of internet
and Information Technology boom, it seemed jail authorities are relying on ancient mode of communication
through pigeons.



Christened as FASTER (Fast and Secure Transmission of Electronic Records), the innovative scheme is
conceived for delivery of orders to concerned prisons, District Courts, High Courts, as the case may be, for
instantaneous delivery of orders passed by apex court through a secure communication channel.



The bench said the innovative scheme would revolutionize transmission of court orders to all concerned in a
fast and secure manner. The Supreme Court Registry has been directed by the Bench to prepare a detailed report
of a scheme for delivery of its orders for execution to all concerned through a secure, credible and authentic
channel.

The Supreme Court of India came into being on 28 January 1950. It replaced both the Federal Court of India
and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council which were then at the apex of the Indian court system. The first
Chief Justice of India was Sir H J Kania. Originally, the Constitution of India envisaged a supreme court with a
chief justice and seven judges; leaving it to parliament to increase this number. At present, SC is consisting of
the Chief Justice of India and 33 sanctioned other judges. The motto of the Supreme Court is ‗Yato
Dharmastato Jayaḥ‘, means ―whence law (dharma), thence victory‖. It is also referred to – as the wheel of
righteousness, encompassing truth, goodness and equity. As per the Article 142 of the Constitution, it is the duty
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of the President of India to enforce the decrees of the Supreme Court and the court is conferred with the inherent
jurisdiction to pass any order deemed necessary in the interest of justice. The Supreme Court has replaced
the British Privy Council as the highest court of appeal.

Gujarat: First-ever elections of Balika Panchayat successfully held at Kunariya village


The Kunariya village of Kutch district in Gujarat has come out with a unique idea of holding Balika
Panchayat. The first-ever elections of this Balika Panchayat were successfully held.



Inspired by the TV series, Balika Vadhu, the Kunariya village in Kutch district held elections for the
unique Balika Panchayat, which aims to develop leadership qualities in the girls for Future Panchayat polls.
This Panchayat will be run by the girls and for the girls.



The Sarpanch of this progressive village, Suresh Chhanga said the separate sitting arrangements will be given to
these girls and they will be given to use the budget of gender sensitivity. This unique step by a small village
like Kunaria aligns with PM‘s vision of enhancing young women‘s participation in the political process.

Gujarat is a state on the western coast of India with a longest coastline of India 1,600 km (990 mi). Its capital
city is Gandhinagar, while its largest city is Ahmedabad. Gujarat International Finance Tec-City is a business
district promoted by the Government of Gujarat through a joint venture company. GIFT City is India‘s first
operational smart city in the Ahmedabad and international financial services centre. Acharya Devvrat is
Governor of Gujarat and Vijay Rupani is the current Chief Minister of Gujarat. Gujarat has become the first
state to implement newly-introduced 10 per cent reservations in government jobs and higher education for the
economically weaker sections in the general category and followed by Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh.

Maharashtra to be first state in country to issue educational documents using blockchain
technology




Maharashtra will be the first state in the country to issue educational documents using blockchain
technology. Maharashtra‘s Skill Development Minister Nawab Malik said, one million diploma certificates will
be issued using this technology.
Around 10 lakh digital certificates will be issued to diploma holders of eight educational years. Singapore,
Malta and Bahrain are the only countries using this technology. Maharashtra will be the 1st Indian state and
world‘s largest user of Blockchain for educational certificates.

Maharashtra is India‘s second-most populous state and third-largest state by area. Nagpur is Maharashtra‘s
second capital and hosts the winter session of the state legislature. Pune is its cultural capital. Shiv Sena
President Uddhav Thackeray takes oath as the Chief Minister of Maharashtra. Uddhav Thackeray is the first of
his family to be the chief minister of Maharashtra. His father Bal Thackeray founded the Shiv Sena over five
decades ago. Bhagat Singh Koshyari is serving as the current Governor of Maharashtra.

Government to set up a world-class ‗Indian Institute of Heritage‘ at Noida to focus on
conservation and research in India‘s rich tangible heritage


The government has decided to set up the ‗Indian Institute of Heritage‘ at Noida, Gautam Buddha Nagar.
This will impact higher education and research in the field related to rich Indian heritage and its
conservation leading to Masters and Ph.D courses in History of Arts, Conservation, Museology, Archival
Studies, Archaeology, Preventive Conservation, Epigraphy and Numismatics, Manuscriptology etc. as well as
conservation training facilities to in-service employees and the students of the Indian Institute of Heritage.



The Institute is being set up as Deemed to be University by integrating Institute of Archaeology (Pt.
Deendayal Upadhyaya Institute of Archaeology), School of Archival Studies under National Archives of India,
New Delhi, the National Research Laboratory for Conservation of Cultural Property (NRLC), Lucknow, National
Museum Institute of History of Art, Conservation and Museology (NMICHM) and Academic Wing of Indira
Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), New Delhi. These shall become various schools of Institute.
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Indian Institute of Heritage will be a world-class university that would focus on the conservation and
research in India‘s rich tangible heritage, while offering research, development and dissemination of
knowledge, excellence in the education of its students and activities associated with heritage that contribute to the
cultural, scientific and economic life of India. This would be a standalone Institution of its type in the country.

The Ministry of Culture is the Indian government ministry charged with preservation and promotion of art and
culture of India. Recently the government has established the National Mission on Libraries India under this
ministry. Gangapuram Kishan Reddy is currently serving as Minister of Tourism, Culture and Development of
North Eastern Region of India. He is a member of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). He is an MP representing
Secunderabad (Lok Sabha constituency) since 2019.

Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi appointed as Deputy Leader of House in Rajya Sabha


Minority Affairs Minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi has been appointed as the Deputy Leader of the House in
the Rajya Sabha.



He has succeeded Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal, who has now taken over as the leader of
House in the Rajya Sabha.

Article 80 of the Constitution lays down the maximum strength of Rajya Sabha as 250, out of which 12 members
are nominated by the President and 238 are representatives of the States and of the two Union Territories. The
present strength of Rajya Sabha, however, is 245, out of which 233 are representatives of the States and Union
territories of Delhi and Puducherry and 12 are nominated by the President. The members nominated by the
President are persons having special knowledge or practical experience in respect of such matters as literature,
science, art and social service. The Fourth Schedule to the Constitution provides for allocation of seats to the
States and Union Territories in Rajya Sabha. The Vice President of India (currently, Venkaiah Naidu) is the exofficio Chairman of the Rajya Sabha, who presides over its sessions. The Deputy Chairman, who is elected from
amongst the house‘s members, takes care of the day-to-day matters of the house in the absence of the Chairman. The
Rajya Sabha held its first sitting on 13 May 1952. Mapanna Mallikarjun Kharge is the current Member of
Parliament, Rajya Sabha from Karnataka and Leader of the Opposition of Rajya Sabha from 16 February 2021.
Uttar Pradesh is having highest number of seats (31) in the Rajya Sabha. The joint sitting of the Parliament is
called by the President of India (Article 108) and is Presided over by the Speaker of the Lok Sabha or, in their
absence, by the Deputy Speaker of the Lok Sabha, or in their absence, the Deputy Chairman of the Rajya
Sabha.

Government of India announces launch of National Logistics Excellence Awards


Government announced the launch of National Logistics Excellence Awards to turn the spotlight on the
logistics sector. The Awards will give due recognition to various players involved in the logistics supply chain.



The awards are in two categories, the first group includes logistics infrastructure and service providers and
second one is for various user industries. There was wide scale appreciation from user industries for giving the
due recognition to various players involved in the logistics supply chain.



The awards will highlight best practices including consolidation, process standardisation, technological
upgrade, digital transformations, and sustainable practices.

According to the commerce ministry, while the Indian logistics sector has been growing at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 10.5 per cent, reaching about $215 billion in value during 2020, there are systemic,
interconnected problems that must be addressed to enhance its efficiency. Comprehensive logistics costs amount to
almost 14 per cent of India‘s gross domestic product. Closing India‘s competitiveness gap vis-à-vis the global
average of 8 per cent, would make the Indian logistics sector advanced, organised and efficient, on par with
global peers with the ambition of being amongst the top-25 countries in the global Logistics Performance Index (LPI).

Varanasi to get Uttar Pradesh‘s first skywalk


Preparations are in full swing to build Uttar Pradesh first skywalk in Varanasi. According to relevant
sources, the sky walk will be made in the form of Damru, the musical instrument of Baba Bholenath.
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Giving a modern twist to the age old spiritual city, the Central and state government both have decided to
turn the city into a modern hub with Banaras Rudraksh Convention Center, Varanasi Commissionerate
Complex etc.



This skywalk will be the tallest building in the entire Purvanchal. Under the proposed project regarding
Skywalk, an 18-storey building will be built with transparent glass and brand new technology, this skywalk is
being planned to be built on the lines of China and Japan.



This skywalk will be of strong glass and transparent, in which more than 25 people will be able to stand at a
time and they will see the entire Varanasi under the ground.

Uttar Pradesh government to set up Panchayat Secretariat in all panchayats of state


Uttar Pradesh Cabinet has decided to set up a panchayat secretariat in all panchayats of the state. The
move is aimed at strengthening the rural democracy and providing employment to the rural youth.
Panchayat secretariat will be established in all gram panchayats for the first time in the state. There are
currently 58,189 gram panchayats in UP.



The government has decided to create about 1.6 lakh jobs, two each in 58,189 gram panchayats in the state by
appointing a computer operator and an assistant who will work from panchayat bhawans or rural secretariat
buildings to be constructed at gram panchayats where such infrastructure doesn‘t exist at the moment.

Indian Navy exercises with Royal Navy carrier strike group


Indian Navy participated in a two-day bilateral Passage Exercise (PASSEX) with Royal Navy Carrier
Strike Group (CSG)-21 led by HMS Queen Elizabeth in the Bay of Bengal from 21 to 22 Jul 21. The bilateral
Maritime Exercise was designed to hone the ability of the two navies to operate together in the maritime domain.



The maiden exercise between Indian Navy and the Royal Navy‘s latest Aircraft Carrier, HMS Queen
Elizabeth included participation of CSG-21 comprising Type 23 Frigates and an Astute-class submarine in
addition to the other surface combatants.



The inter-operability achieved over the years has ensured a quantum jump in the complexity and scale of
professional exchanges which is being further enhanced by the presence of the Royal Navy‘s Carrier Strike
Group in the Indian Ocean.

Karnataka becomes the first state in India to provide reservation for transgenders in all
government services


Karnataka has become the first state in the country to provide one per cent reservation for the
‗transgender‘ community in all the government services. The government submitted a report to the High Court
in this regard informing that a notification had already been issued after amending the Karnataka Civil Service
(General Recruitment) Rule, 1977.



The final notification issued on July 6, specifies one per cent reservation in all general as well as reserve
categories for the third gender. Whenever a notification is published inviting applications for the
government jobs, ‗others‘ column must be added along with male and female columns. The notification also
underlines that there should not be any discrimination to the transgenders in the process of selection.

Cabinet gives nod for setting up of Central University of Ladakh


Cabinet approvals for Central University and establishment of an integrated multi-purpose infrastructure
development corporation for Ladakh, would be milestones for Ladakh development.



Ladakh Lieutenant Governor R.K. Mathur said, 750 crore rupees Central University will be established in
Khaltsi in Leh. This would influence the overall educational institutions in the region and boost women
education.



Similarly, he said, establishment of integrated multi- Purpose Corporation for Ladakh would help in
employment generation and socio-economic develóment and will result in inclusive and integrated
development of the UT of Ladakh.
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Ladakh is a region administered by India as a union territory, and constitutes a part of the larger Kashmir
region, which has been the subject of dispute between India, Pakistan, and China since 1947. It was established
on 31 October 2019, following the passage of the Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act. The largest town in
Ladakh is Leh, followed by Kargil, each of which headquarters a district. The Leh district contains the Indus,
Shyok and Nubra river valleys. The Kargil district contains the Suru, Dras and Zanskar river valleys. Radha
Krishna Mathur is a retired Indian IAS officer who is serving as the first Lieutenant Governor of Ladakh. He
retired as the Chief Information Commissioner of India (CIC) in November 2018.

Gujarat HC becomes first court to start live streaming of proceedings


In a step towards ensuring transparency and openness in the Indian judiciary, the Gujarat High Court has
become the first high court to begin live-streaming of court proceedings after Chief Justice NV Ramana
launched the live broadcast of the court functioning and said the Supreme Court will start the same soon.



Chief Justice NV Ramana had launched the live streaming of Gujarat High Court proceedings and also
released the Gujarat High Court (Live Streaming of Court Proceedings) Rules, 2021 in the presence of Chief
Justice of Gujarat High court Vikram Nath and Justice DY Chandrachud and other judges of the high court.



The CJI said the judicial system had always been open to allowing general public witness court proceedings
and with live-streaming, the access to justice will become a true reality, when litigants and interested parties get
to witness, understand and comprehend justice dispensation first hand. The live streaming of court proceedings
will remove misconceptions about the justice delivery system, the CJI added. The CJI complimented Justice
Chandrachud, the present chairperson of the Supreme Court E-committee for taking the initiative in
successfully executing the programme.

In 2018, the Supreme Court had allowed the live streaming of cases of national importance on the basis of the
judgment of Swapnil Tripathi VS Supreme Court. The court had said, ―Live streaming of Supreme Court
proceedings at least in respect to cases of Constitutional and national importance, having an impact on the public
at large or on a large number of people in India, maybe a good beginning‖.

Perumkulam is Kerala‘s first ‗Book Village‘


Perumkulam, in Kollam District has been bestowed with the title Kerala‘s first ‗Book Village‘. This claim to
fame results from years of concerted efforts aimed at encouraging the habit of reading.



Perumkulam is a small village in Kulakkada near Kottarakkara in Kollam district.Bapuji Smaraka
Grandhasala‘, a library in the village is at the forefront in this efforts of making it the first book village of the
State.



The library inculcates passion towards reading by setting up bookshelves, or ‗Book Nests‘ placed at
different corners of the village. Anybody can take books from the book nests, read them, and keep them back.
Eleven such shelves have been set up in the village, and they houses more than seven thousand books.

Madhya Pradesh launches UNESCO‘s ‗Historic Urban Landscape‘ project for Gwalior, Orchha


Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan said that UNESCO‘s ‗Historic Urban Landscape Project‘, which was
started in the year 2011, for the inclusive and well-planned development of fast-growing historical cities
while preserving the culture and heritage, is very crucial.



He said that Gwalior and Orchha cities have been selected by UNESCO in this project and they will be
jointly developed by UNESCO, Government of India and Madhya Pradesh by focusing on their historical
and cultural improvement.



He was virtually launching UNESCO‘s ‗Historic Urban Landscape‘ project for Gwalior and Orchha cities
of State through video conferencing at Mantralaya. Madhya Pradesh‘s CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan said,
―Gwalior and Orchha cities from Madhya Pradesh have been included as the 7 th and 8th cities of South
Asia.‖ Six cities from South Asia, including Varanasi and Ajmer, are already included in the project.
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UNESCO‘s General Conference on November 10, 2011, adopted the Recommendation on the ‗Historic Urban
Landscape (HUL)‘. The Recommendation defines the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) as the urban area that is
a result of natural and cultural values and attributes, including the area‘s geomorphology, topography, natural
features, land use patterns, social and cultural practices, etc. The Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) project
aims at the inclusive and well-planned development of fast-growing historical cities while preserving their
cultural and heritage value. The Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) project offers a comprehensive and integrated
approach for the identification, assessment, conservation, and management of historic urban landscapes within a
sustainable development framework.

Amitabh Kant releases book on Indian start-up ecosystem


NITI Aayog Chief Executive Officer Amitabh Kant at the book launch ceremony has said that iVEAIN is a
consortium of some of India‘s finest institutes. This book, which is a comprehensive guide for start-ups, is
authored by some of the most prominent voices in the Indian start-up ecosystem.



The book titled, ‗Shifting Orbits: Decoding the Trajectory of the Indian Start-up Ecosystem‘, co-edited by
Professor Rohan Chinchwadkar, a finance professor at the Shailesh J. Mehta School of Management at IIT
Bombay, was launched by Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog.



The book launch was organized, in the virtual mode, by the Innovation Venturing and Entrepreneurship in
India Network (iVEIN). The Directors of IIT Bombay, IIT Madras, IIM Bangalore and IIM Kozhikode also
attended the event in Mumbai.

The National Institution for Transforming India, also called NITI Aayog, was formed via a resolution of the
Union Cabinet on January 1, 2015. It was established to replace the Planning Commission which followed a topdown model. NITI Aayog is the premier policy ‗Think Tank‘ of the Government of India, providing both
directional and policy inputs. The current chairman of NITI Aayog is Shri Narendra Modi, current vice chairman
is Dr. Rajiv Kumar and the current chief executive officer is Shri Amitabh Kant.

NITI Aayog and IEA launch ‗Renewables Integration in India 2021‘


A report on ―Renewables Integration in India 2021‖ was jointly launched by IEA. The report is based on the
outcome of three states workshops held with the Governments of Maharashtra, Karnataka and Gujarat to
understand the specific energy transition challenges faced by these renewable-rich states. The report uses
IEA modelling results to show the effects of different flexibility options on the power system.



The report highlights that India‘s power system can efficiently integrate renewables (175 GW by 2022 and 450
GW by 2030), but it would require identification of resources and proper planning, regulatory, policy and
institutional support, energy storage and advance technology initiatives.



Indian states need to employ a wide range of flexibility options – such as demand response, more flexible
operation of coal based power plants, storage, and grid improvements – to transition to cleaner electricity systems.
Larger shares of renewables can be better managed by shifting time of use in agriculture. Time of Use (ToU)
tariffs will be an effective tool to incentivise demand side management and encourage flexible consumption.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) is a Paris-based autonomous intergovernmental organisation
established in the framework of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 1974
in the wake of the 1973 oil crisis. The IEA was initially dedicated to responding to physical disruptions in the
supply of oil, as well as serving as an information source on statistics about the international oil market and
other energy sectors. It is best known for the publication of its annual World Energy Outlook.

IIM Shillong to collaborate with Centre for Bhutan Studies & Gross National Happiness
Research for SUSCON Conference


IIM Shillong is going to collaborate with the Centre for Bhutan Studies & Gross National Happiness
Research (CBS & GNH Research) as academic and intellectual partners for the SUSCON Conference.
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The IIM is organising is the eighth edition of its International Conference on Sustainability, SUSCON.
Thematically, SUSCON is focussing on Holism, Harmony and Happiness this year. The event is being held
from July 26 to 30.



In addition to this, the European SPES (Spirituality and Ethics in Society) Institute also will be a Collaborating
Partner in this Conference. This year, SUSCON is being held in a unique and integrated manner. IIM
Shillong‘s Foundation Module on Sustainability is being integrated with SUSCON in a manner where the
young and fresh minds who got admitted to IIM Shillong from various parts of the country will be listening
to and interacting with the Distinguished Speakers of the Conference as a part course.

Home Minister Amit Shah plants trees at Wahshari in Meghalaya as part of Sohra Afforestation
Project


Union Home Minister Amit Shah at Meghalaya planted trees at Wahshari, Sohra erstwhile Cherrapunjee
as part of the Sohra Afforestation Project for ecological restoration. In the next three years we will plant 1
million trees covering an area of 1000 hectares in the area, the Union Minister added.



He was hopeful that under the leadership of Chief Minister Conrad K Sangma this project will be successful
and once again Sohra (Cherrapunjee) will be known as the place receiving highest rainfall. He also
exhorted that the war against global warming is not possible without active participation of local
administration and local self-government.

Meghalaya (meaning ―abode of clouds‖; from Sanskrit megha, ―cloud‖ + a-laya, ―abode‖) is a state in Northeast
India. Meghalaya was formed by carving out two districts from the state of Assam: the United Khasi Hills and
Jaintia Hills, and the Garo Hills on 21 January 1972. Shillong is a hill station in the northeastern part of India and
the capital of Meghalaya. Shillong remained the capital of undivided Assam until the creation of the new state of
Meghalaya on 21 January 1972, when Shillong became the capital of Meghalaya, and Assam moved its capital to
Dispur in Guwahati. Satya Pal Malik is serving as the 21st and current Governor of Meghalaya.

Ministry of Women & Child Development launches web based portal pmcaresforchildren.in


Union Women and Child Development Ministry has launched a web based portal to facilitate submission of
applications, identification of children eligible to receive support under the ‗PM CARES for Children‘
scheme. The web portal is www.pmcaresforchildren.in.



The scheme aims to ensure comprehensive care and protection of children who have lost their parents to
COVID pandemic, in a sustained manner. The module on Child registration and identification of beneficiaries
has been made functional.



PM CARES for Children scheme was announced by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi for supporting
children who have lost both parents or legal guardian due to COVID-19 pandemic. It enables their wellbeing
through health insurance, empower them through education and equip them for self-sufficient existence with
financial support of ten lakh rupees on reaching 23 years of age.

The government has announced a special ―PM-CARES for Children‖ scheme for all those orphaned due to
Covid-19. Children who have lost both parents or their lone surviving parent or their legal guardian or adoptive
parent due to Covid-19. Also, there has been a rise in cases of child trafficking. A corpus of Rs. 10 lakh will be
allocated to each of these children from the PM CARES fund. This corpus will be used to give a monthly stipend
from 18 years of their age, for the next five years and on reaching the age of 23 years, he or she will get the corpus
amount as one lump-sum for personal and professional use. All children will be enrolled as a beneficiary under
Ayushman Bharat Scheme with a health insurance cover of Rs. 5 lakh. The premium amount will be paid by PMCARES till a child turns 18. The education expenses of younger children will be supported by way of admission
to Kendriya Vidyalayas and private schools up to higher secondary level. These children will also be supported
during their higher education through either a scholarship equivalent to the tuition fees or educational loans
where the interest on the loan will be paid by the PM-CARES fund.
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India gets its 40th World Heritage Site Dholavira, Harappan City in Gujarat inscribed on
UNESCO‘s World Heritage List


India‘s nomination of Dholavira, the Harappan City in the Rann of Kutch, Gujarat has been inscribed
on UNESCO‘s World Heritage list. India submitted the nomination dossier for Dholavira: A Harappan City to
the World Heritage Centre in January, 2020. The site was on the UNESCO‘s tentative list since 2014.
Dholavira: a Harappan city is one of the very few well preserved urban settlements in South Asia dating
from the 3rd to mid-2nd millennium BCE.



Dholavira, a Harappan-era metropolis situated in Gujarat, has been accorded the World Heritage tag by
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).



Gujarat so far has three world heritage sites - Champaner near Pavagadh, Rani ki Vav in Patan and the
historic city of Ahmedabad. The current session of the World Heritage Committee of UNESCO is being held
online in China‘s Fuzhou.



The Union Minister of Culture, Tourism and Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER) Sri G
Kishan Reddy shared this news on Twitter shortly after the announcement. This follows a few days after the
Rudreswara Temple, (also known as the Ramappa Temple) at Palampet, Mulugu district, Telangana State
becoming the 39th World Heritage Centre in India.



Shri G Kishan Reddy tweeted, ―It gives immense pride to share with my fellow Indians that Dholavira is now the
40th treasure in India to be given @UNESCO World Heritage tag. Another feather in India‘s cap as we now
enter the Super-40 club for World Heritage Site inscriptions.‖



With this successful nomination, India has 40 world heritage properties overall, which includes 32 cultural, 7
natural and one mixed property. The Union Minister for Culture was referring to the countries that have 40 or
more World Heritage sites and apart from India, this now contains Italy, Spain, Germany, China and
France. The Minister also observed in his tweet how India has added 10 new world Heritage sites since 2014,
and this is testimony to the Prime Minister‘s steadfast commitment in promoting Indian culture, heritage and the
Indian way of life.

Dholavira: a Harappan city is one of the very few well preserved urban settlements in South Asia dating from
the 3rd to mid-2nd millennium BCE. Being the 6th largest of more than 1,000 Harappan sites discovered so far,
and occupied for over 1,500 years, Dholavira not only witnesses the entire trajectory of the rise and fall of this early
civilization of humankind, but also demonstrates its multifaceted achievements in terms of urban planning,
construction techniques, water management, social governance and development, art, manufacturing, trading, and
belief system. With extremely rich artefacts, the well preserved urban settlement of Dholavira depicts a vivid picture of
a regional centre with its distinct characteristics that also contributes significantly to the existing knowledge of
Harappan Civilization as a whole. Dholavira is an exceptional example of a proto-historic Bronze Age urban
settlement pertaining to the Harappan Civilization (early, mature and late Harappan phases) and bears
evidence of a multi-cultural and stratified society during the 3rd and 2nd millennia BCE.

Telangana‘s iconic Kakatiya Rudreshwara Temple was inscribed as a World Heritage site







India gets its 39th World Heritage Site. The Kakatiya Rudreshwara (Ramappa) Temple, Telangana has
been inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The decision was taken at the 44th session of the World
Heritage Committee of UNESCO.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has congratulated everyone, specially the people of Telangana. In a tweet, Mr
Modi said, the iconic Ramappa Temple showcases the outstanding craftsmanship of great Kakatiya
dynasty.
Ramappa temple, a 13th century engineering marvel named after its architect, Ramappa, was proposed by
the government as its only nomination for the UNESCO World Heritage site tag for the year 2019.
The temple complexes of Kakatiyas have a distinct style, technology and decoration exhibiting the influence
of the Kakatiyan sculptor. The temple stands on a six feet high star-shaped platform with walls, pillars and
ceilings.
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Overall, more than 1100 properties from various countries are on the World Heritage List. The Taj Mahal, Agra
Fort, Qutub Minar, Ajanta Caves, Ellora Caves, Fatehpur Sikri etc. are among the monuments from India
which feature on this list.

UNESCO is the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and is a specialised agency of
the United Nations (UN). It seeks to build peace through international cooperation in Education, the Sciences
and Culture. UNESCO‘s programmes contribute to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals
defined in Agenda 2030, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 2015. Political and economic arrangements of
governments are not enough to secure the lasting and sincere support of the peoples. Peace must be founded upon
dialogue and mutual understanding. Peace must be built upon the intellectual and moral solidarity of humanity. It is
headquartered at the World Heritage Centre in Paris, France. Audrey Azoulay is a French civil servant and
politician who has been serving as the Director-General of the UNESCO since 2017, becoming the second female
leader of the organization.

India plans more power islands to counter cyber, terrorist threats


India is discussing a plan to create so-called power islanding systems in several cities to protect critical
infrastructure from potential attacks on the electricity grid, power minister Raj Kumar Singh said.



Cities including Bengaluru, known as India‘s Silicon Valley, and Jamnagar, which has two of India‘s
largest oil refineries, are among cities being assessed for an islanding system.



Islanding systems feature generation capacity and can isolate automatically from the main grid in the event
of an outage. For the new systems, provinces need to submit proposals for setting up generation and storage
capacities.

Bangalore, officially known as Bengaluru is the capital and the largest city of the Indian state of Karnataka.
Bangalore is widely regarded as the ―Silicon Valley of India‖ (or ―IT capital of India‖) because of its role as the
nation‘s leading information technology (IT) exporter. Indian technological organisations are headquartered in the
city. ISRO is also headquartered in Bengaluru.

Puri first city in India to have safe drinking tap water




In a push for safe drinking water, Naveen Patnaik led Odisha government has declared Puri as the first city
in the country to have city-wide safe drinking tap water. The state government is also working on rolling out
safe drinking tap water supplies in 16 more towns including Cuttack, Rourkela and Berhampur, with the
move benefitting around a 4 million strong urban population.
―The State Government has planned to cover all urban areas of Odisha by March 2022, making it the state
first to do so in India. Supplying drink-from-tap quality water to every home, similar to developed nations
like USA, England, Japan, Singapore‖. Odisha chief minister Naveen Patnaik on Monday dedicated the
‗Sujal-Drink From Tap Mission‘ to the residents of Puri town to provide clean drinking water to the local
residents,‖ it said.



The Odisha state government‘s scheme comes in the backdrop of 41.14% rural households provided with
tap water connection since the marquee Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM), launched in 2019 by the union
government.



While the Rs.3.6 trillion JJM scheme aims to ensure assured tap water supply or ‗Har Ghar Jal‘ to all
rural households by 2024, several states have presented their commitment to provide tap water connections to all
rural households before 2024.

Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM) envisages supply of 55 litres of water per person per day to every rural household
through Functional Household Tap Connections (FHTC) by 2024. JJM focuses on integrated demand and supplyside management of water at the local level. The Mission is based on a community approach to water and includes
extensive Information, Education and Communication as a key component of the mission. JJM looks to create a jan
andolan for water, thereby making it everyone‘s priority. The fund sharing pattern between the Centre and states
is 90:10 for Himalayan and North-Eastern States, 50:50 for other states, and 100% for Union Territories.
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The modern state of Odisha was established on 1 April 1936, as a province in British India. The ancient kingdom
of Kalinga, which was invaded by the Mauryan emperor Ashoka in 261 BCE resulting in the Kalinga War,
coincides with the borders of modern-day Odisha. Konark Sun Temple is a 13th-century CE sun temple at Konark
about 35 kilometres northeast from Puri on the coastline of Odisha, India. The temple is attributed to king
Narasimhadeva I of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty about 1250 CE. Ganeshi Lal is current Governor of Odisha.
Naveen Patnaik is the current and 14th Chief Minister of Odisha.

95% of Haryana‘s rural population have got access to potable drinking water under JJM


In a push to the Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM), which envisages providing tap water connections to all rural
households in the country, around 95% of Haryana‘s rural population have got access to potable drinking
water. Also, a dozen of the state‘s 22 districts have met their targets under the Mission.



The marquee scheme aims to ensure assured tap water supply or ‗Har Ghar Jal‘ to all rural households by
2024. Around 4.4 crore households have been provided with tap water connections since the scheme‘s
announcement on 15 August 2019.



―Over 95% rural population in Haryana now have access to potable drinking water through domestic tap
connection,‖ the statement added. In July 2019, the government had formed a new ministry, Jal Shakti, to
address all water issues in the country. The Jal Shakti ministry was formed by integrating it with other
existing ministries, such as water resources and the ministry of drinking water and sanitation.



―So far, 100% target has been achieved in Goa, Telangana, Andaman Nicobar and Puducherry. Total 67
districts of the country have also been fully covered till date under this scheme,‖ the statement said.

Haryana is a state in India located in the northern part of the country. It was carved out of the former state of
East Punjab on 1 November 1966 on a linguistic basis Chandigarh is the state capital, Faridabad in National
Capital Region (NCR) is the most populous city of the state, and Gurgaon is a leading financial hub of the NCR,
with major Fortune 500 companies located in it. Haryana is the lowest sex ratio state in India. Bandaru
Dattatreya is serving as the current Governor of the State of Haryana since 2021. Manohar Lal Khattar is serving
as the 10th and current Chief Minister of Haryana.

Govt to set up National Centre of Excellence for Animation, Visual Effects, Gaming & Comics


The Union Government has decided to set up a National Centre of Excellence for Animation, Visual
Effects, Gaming and Comics for creating a world-class talent pool in India to cater to the Indian as well as
global industry, Minister of Information and Broadcasting Anurag Thakur said.



It will be set up in collaboration with Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay. It is the largest South Asian
Film Market and attracts investors from around the world by encouraging creative and financial
collaboration between the South Asian and International Film communities.

Anurag Singh Thakur is an Indian politician from the Bharatiya Janata Party and a Member of Parliament in
the Lok Sabha from Hamirpur, Himachal Pradesh. He is the current Minister of Sports, Youth
Affairs and Minister of Information and Broadcasting in the Second Modi ministry. Previously, Thakur served as
a Minister of State for Finance and Corporate Affairs.

Pegasus: West Bengal becomes first state to order probe


West Bengal has ordered an inquiry into the Pegasus snooping row that has rocked the nation since July 18,
becoming the first state to do so.



―The Cabinet has approved the appointment of a commission of inquiry comprising former Supreme Court
judge, Justice (retd) MB Lokur and retired chief justice of Calcutta high court, Justice (retd) Jyotirmay
Bhattacharya in exercise of the power conferred by section 3 of the Commission of Enquiry Act, 1952 in the
matter of widely reported illegal hacking, monitoring, putting under surveillance, tracking, recording etc of
mobile phones of various persons in the state of West Bengal,‖.
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Under The Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1952, a Commission set up by the government shall have the
powers of a civil court, while trying a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. This means that the
Commission has powers to summon and enforce the attendance of any person from any part of India and examine
her on oath, and receive evidence, and it can order requisition of any public record or copy from any court or
office.
Under Section 5 of the Act, the Commission also has the power to require any person, subject to any
privilege which may be claimed by that person under any law for the time being in force, to furnish information
on such points or matters that, in the opinion of the Commission, may be useful for, or relevant to, the subject
matter of the inquiry.

While both central and state governments can set up such Commissions of Inquiry, states are restricted by
subject matters that they are empowered to legislate upon. However, it matters who orders an inquiry first. Not
just politically, but also under the law. If the central government set up the commission first, then states cannot set
up a parallel commission on the same subject matter without the approval of the Centre. But if a state has
appointed a Commission, then the Centre can appoint another on the same subject if it is of the opinion that the
scope of the inquiry should be extended to two or more states. The West Bengal government‘s move appointing a
committee first could force the Centre to react on the issue.

Karnataka Chief Minister B S Yediyurappa resigns


Karnataka Chief Minister B S Yediyurappa has submitted his resignation to Governor Thawarchand
Gehlot in Bengaluru. The BJP Government led by Yediyurappa in Karnataka completes two years.



This is for the fourth time that Chief Minister Yediyurappa had assumed the seat and resigned without
completing the full term. The Chief Minister said that he has resigned and will work to strengthen the party in
the state and make every effort to bring it to power when the Assembly election is announced in the state in 2023.

Basavraj Bommai becomes New Chief Minister of Karnataka


Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan has announced that BJP leader Basavaraj Bommai is elected by the
legislative party in a meeting held at Bengaluru.



Basavaraj Bommai is three times MLA from Shegaon in Haveri district in North Karnataka and was the
Home Minister and Parliamentary Affairs Minister in the Yediyurappa Cabinet. He is considered a close
confidant of Yediyurappa, Bommai will be the 23rd Chief Minister of the State.

Basavaraj Bommai sworn in as Chief Minister of Karnataka



Three-time MLA and former Minister Basavaraj Bommai took oath as the 23 rd Chief Minister of
Karnataka on July 28.
He was sworn in by Governor Thaawarchand Gehlot in the presence of senior Bharatiya Janata Party leaders,
including former chief minister B.S. Yediyurappa, Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan and BJP Karnataka incharge Arun Singh.

Karnataka is a state in the south western region of India. It was formed on 1 November 1956, with the passage of
the States Reorganisation Act. Originally known as the State of Mysore, it was renamed Karnataka in 1973. The
capital and largest city is Bengaluru. Basavaraj Bommai is serving as the current Chief Minister of
Karnataka. Thaawarchand Gehlot is currently serving as the Governor of Karnataka. Coffee production in India
is dominated in the hill tracts of South Indian states, with Karnataka accounting for 71%, followed by Kerala
with 21% and Tamil Nadu (5% of overall production with 8,200 tonnes).

Govt proposes to set up National Research Foundation to strengthen research ecosystem


Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan has said that the Government proposes to set up a National Research
Foundation NRF to strengthen the research ecosystem in the country.



NRF is being envisaged as an umbrella structure that will improve linkages between Research and
Development, academia and industry. The total proposed outlay of NRF is 50 thousand crore rupees over a
period of five years.
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He said, one of the main objectives of NRF is to seed, grow and facilitate research at academic institutions,
particularly at universities and colleges, where research capacity is currently in a nascent stage. The Minister
said, it will also fund and support high-impact, large-scale, multi-investigator, multi-institution and, in some
cases, interdisciplinary or multi-nation projects in collaboration with relevant Ministries, Departments, and
other Governmental and non-Governmental entities, especially industry.

The National Research Foundation (NRF) — which found a place in Prime Minister Modi‘s national address on
the Independence Day — is a soon-to-be-set-up autonomous body envisaged under the New Education Policy
(NEP) 2020. Considered to be one of the biggest announcements under NEP, it will look after funding, mentoring, and
building ‗quality of research‘ in India. The NRF aims to fund researchers working across streams in India. In
order to bring non-science disciplines of research in its ambit, NRF will fund research projects across four
major disciplines –Sciences; Technology; Social Sciences; and Arts and Humanities.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh to leave for Tajikistan to participate in SCO Defence Ministers
meet









Defence minister Rajnath Singh left for Tajikistan‘s capital Dushanbe to participate in Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation‘s Defence Ministers meet.
The SCO as a grouping occupies 60 per cent of the Eurasian continent, which is over 34 million square
kilometres. SCO countries are having a population of over three billion that is almost half of the world‘s
population.
Tajikistan is chair of the grouping which has 8 member states–Russia, China, India, Pakistan, and 4
central Asian countries–Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan. Tajikistan will be holding the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation or SCO heads of state summit on September 16-17.
There is no confirmation if Rajnath Singh will meet with his counterpart on the sidelines of the SCO meet
or not. Remember Rajnath Singh and Chinese defence minister General Wei Fenghe had met on the
sidelines of SCO meet last year in Moscow, a meet that came in the backdrop of Chinese aggression at Line of
Actual Control in Eastern Ladakh.
The last 2 months have seen two important SCO meetings under Tajikistan‘s leadership. This includes
SCO National security advisor‘s meet and foreign ministers meet. The SCO Foreign Ministers‘ meet earlier
this month saw External Affairs Minister Dr S Jaishankar and Chinese FM Wang Yi holding a meeting on
the sidelines.

The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is a Eurasian political, economic, and security organisation, the
creation of which was announced on 15 June 2001 in Shanghai, China by the leaders of China, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan; the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Charter was signed in
June 2002 and entered into force on 19 September 2003. India and Pakistan have become latest full members in
SCO in 2017. The Secretariat of the SCO is the primary executive body of the organisation. It is headquartered
in Beijing.

Parliament passes Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Amendment Bill 2021






Parliament has passed the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Amendment Bill 2021 with
Rajya Sabha approving it. The Lok Sabha has already passed the Bill. The Bill seeks to amend the Juvenile
Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015.
The amendments include authorizing District Magistrate including Additional District Magistrate to issue
adoption orders to ensure speedy disposal of cases and enhance accountability.
The District Magistrates have been further empowered under the Act, to ensure its smooth implementation,
as well as garner synergized efforts in favour of children in distress conditions.
As per the amended provisions of the Act, any Child Care Institutions shall be registered after considering
the recommendations of the District Magistrate. The DM shall independently evaluate the functioning of
District Child Protection Units, Child Welfare Committees, Juvenile Justice Boards, Specialized Juvenile Police
Units, Child care Institutions etc.
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The eligibility parameters for appointment of CWC members have been redefined. Criteria for
disqualification of the CWC members has also been introduced to ensure that only the persons capable of
rendering quality service with requisite competence and integrity are appointed to CWC.



Presently there are three categories (petty, serious and heinous) defined under the Act which are referred
to, while considering the cases of children in conflict with law. However, it was observed that some of the
offences do not strictly fall under any of these categories. It has been decided that offences where the
maximum sentence is more than 7 years imprisonment but no minimum sentence has been prescribed or
minimum sentence of less than 7 years is provided, shall be treated as serious offences within this Act.

Juvenile meaning in the Indian Constitution is if a child is below the age of 18 so under the Indian Laws, Section
2 (k) of the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act,2000 defines ―juvenile‖ or ―Child‖ as a
person who has not completed eighteenth year of age. Juvenile means childish or immature. It is an adjective,
which is enlisted in the law for relating to a young person who is not yet old enough to be considered an adult, as
per the Cambridge dictionary. Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 came into force on 15
January 2016. Juvenile act under the constitution states that if a minor aged between 16 and 18 commits a crime
but is caught after he has turned 21, should be tried under the IPC and not under juvenile.

INS Talwar participating in Cutlass Express-2021


Indian Naval Ship Talwar is participating in the multi-national maritime exercise Cutlass Express-2021,
CE-21 being conducted from 26th of July to 6th of Aug 2021 in Kenya.



In the harbour phase, which was conducted from 26th to 28th July at Mombasa, a team of Indian Navy Marine
Commandos, MARCOS conducted training of personnel from navies of Kenya, Djibouti, Mozambique,
Cameroon and Coast Guard of Georgia.



The MARCOS shared the best practices in executing Visit, Board, Search and Seizure, VBSS operations
with the participating foreign Navy sailors during the exercise, which was held at the Bandari Maritime Academy
in Mombasa.



Exercise Cutlass Express is designed to improve regional cooperation, maritime domain awareness and
information sharing practices to increase capabilities between the U.S., East African and Western Indian
Ocean nations to counter illicit maritime activity in the Western Indian Ocean.

Parliament passes Marine Aids to Navigation Bill


Parliament passed a bill that will replace an over nine-decade-old law governing lighthouses and provide a
fresh framework to establish and manage vessel traffic services.



Rajya Sabha gave its nod to the Marine Aids to Navigation Bill, 2021, which also changes the use of the term
marine aids to navigation, amid continuing protests by the opposition members over the Pegasus snooping
allegations and other issues. The Bill will provide for the development, maintenance and management of aids to
navigation in India; for training and certification of the operator of aids to navigation, development of its
historical, educational and cultural value.

Indore is the only city from country to make the cut


Adding yet another feather to its cap, the cleanest city of the country, Indore has also become the only city to
be selected from India for International Clean Air Catalyst Programme.



Clean Air Catalyst is a new flagship programme launched by The US Agency for International
Development (USAID) and a global consortium of organisations, led by World Resources Institute (WRI)
and Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) to accelerate clean air solutions in low and middle-income countries.



In collaboration with USAID and other international organisations like EDF and WRI, Indore has
implement City Clean Air Catalyst programme. In the programme, with the cooperation of Indore Municipal
Corporation and Madhya Pradesh Pollution Control Board, the project will be operated for 5 years for clean and
pure air in the city.
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Indore is the most populous and the largest city in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh. Indore has been part
of Swachh Survekshan since its inception and had ranked 25th in 2016. It has been ranked as India‘s cleanest
city four years in a row as per the Swachh Survekshan for the years 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020. Indore became
the only Indian city to be selected for International Clean Air Catalyst Programme. The project with
cooperation of Indore Municipal Corporation and Madhya Pradesh Pollution Control Board, will be operated
for a period of five years to purify the air in the city.

India assumed Presidency of the UN Security Council


India assumed the presidency of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) for the month of August
2021. This will be the country‘s first presidency during its 2021-22 tenure as a non-permanent member of
the Security Council.



India began its two-year tenure as a non-permanent member of the UNSC in January 2021. This is
India‘s eighth term on the UNSC.



India will decide the UN body‘s agenda for the month and coordinate important meetings on a range of
issues. It is going to organise key events in three major areas of maritime security, peacekeeping and
counter-terrorism. The Security Council will also have on its agenda several important meetings
including Syria, Iraq, Somalia, Yemen, and the Middle East. The Security Council will also be adopting
important resolutions on Somalia, Mali, & United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon.



Prime Minister (PM) Narendra Modi was the first Indian PM to preside over a meeting of the UNSC. The last
time an Indian PM was engaged in this effort was the then PM PV Narasimha Rao in 1992 when he attended a
UNSC meeting.



India‘s Permanent Representative to the UN, Ambassador Tirumurti highlighted the significance of the
responsibility to India and what India will strive to bring to the Global High Table.

United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations. Under the
Charter, the Security Council has primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and
security. It has 15 Members, and each Member has one vote. Under the Charter, all Member States are obligated
to comply with Council decisions. The permanent members of the United Nations Security Council (also known
as the Permanent Five, Big Five, or P5) are China (formerly the Republic of China), Russia (formerly the
Soviet Union), France, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Antonio Guterres is a Portuguese
politician and diplomat who is serving as the ninth Secretary-General of the United Nations. Previously, he was
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees between 2005 and 2015.

Maldives style water villas soon in Lakshadweep


India‘s popular island destination Lakshadweep will soon have three premium Maldives style water villas,
claimed to be the first of its kind in the country. The three premium projects will come up in Minicoy,
Kadmat and Suheli islands at a cost of Rs 800 crore. With a vision to establish a robust base for maritime
economic growth with tourism development at its core, the administration said it is engaged in developing high
end eco- tourism projects at these islands as anchor projects under the aegis of NITI Aayog.

Lakshadweep is a union territory of India. It is an archipelago of 36 islands in the Arabian sea, located 200 to 440
km off of the mainland‘s southwestern coast. Kavaratti serves as the capital of the Union Territory and the region
comes under the jurisdiction of Kerala High Court. The islands are the northernmost of the Lakshadweep–
Maldives–Chagos group of islands, which are the tops of a vast undersea mountain range, the ChagosLakshadweep Ridge. The Lakshadweep consisted of 36 islands. But currently there are 35 islands, as the Parali
1 Island submerged in water due to sea erosion. Praful Khoda Patel is currently the Administrator of Union
Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu and Union Territory of Lakshadweep. The Nine
Degree Channel is a channel in the Indian Ocean between the Laccadive Islands of Kalpeni and Suheli Par, and
Maliku Atoll.
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Haryana first with 100% marks in crime tracking


Haryana Home Minister Anil Vij said Haryana secured first position in crime and criminal tracking
network system (CCTNS) with 100 per cent marks in the country. This system was implemented by the
Union Home Ministry in the country to curtail the incidence of crime and under this system the police in the states
had to upgrade the systems under certain parameters.



The Haryana Police has secured first position in the country under this system for the first time with 100
per cent marks, while Gujarat has secured the second position with 99.9 per cent marks and Himachal
Pradesh is third with 99.6 per cent marks.

12th edition of exercise INDRA NAVY held between Indian Navy & Russian Navy


The 12th edition of exercise INDRA NAVY, a biennial bilateral maritime exercise between Indian Navy and
Russian Navy was held in the Baltic Sea. The Indian Navy was represented by the stealth Frigate INS
Tabar whilst the Russian Federation Navy was represented by Corvettes RFS Zelyony Dol and RFS
Odintsovo of the Baltic Fleet.



Initiated in 2003, Ex INDRA NAVY epitomizes the long-term strategic relationship between the two navies.
This exercise was undertaken as part of the visit of INS Tabar to St Petersburg, Russia. INDRA NAVY has
matured over the years with increase in scope, complexity of operations and level of participation.



Exercise INDRA NAVY-21, being conducted despite the constraints imposed by the pandemic, enables
further strengthen mutual confidence, inter-operability and enable sharing of best practices between both
Navies. The exercise is another milestone in strengthening cooperation between the two navies and reinforce the
long-standing bond of friendship between the two countries. The primary aim of this year‘s edition is to
further consolidate inter-operability built up by the two Navies over the years and also to enhance
understanding and procedures for multi-faceted maritime operations.

School Innovation Ambassador programme launched to train 50,000 teachers in India


Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan and Tribal Affairs Minister Arjun Munda launched the School
Innovation Ambassador Training Program for 50,000 school teachers.



To strengthen the mentoring capacity of teachers, CBSE, in collaboration with the Innovation Cell, AICTE,
Ministry of Education, launched the programme to train 50,000 school teachers.



These teachers will become mentors and guide these young students to pursue innovation and entrepreneurship in
line with the NEP‘s emphasis on nurturing young students for problem-solving and critical thinking at the school
level.

Assam-Mizoram Border Dispute


At least five Assam Police personnel were killed after the old boundary dispute between Assam and
Mizoram exploded in violent clashes at a contested border point on Monday.



The boundary issue between Assam and Mizoram has existed since the formation of Mizoram — first as a
union territory in 1972, and then as a full-fledged state in 1987.



In India, Inter-state disputes are multifaceted, besides disputes over boundaries, there are disputes over
sharing of water (rivers) and migration also impacts the federal polity of India. Under Article 263 of the
Constitution, the Inter-state council is expected to inquire and advise on disputes, discuss subjects common
to all states and make recommendations for better policy coordination.



The boundary issue between present-day Assam and Mizoram dates back to the colonial era when inner
lines were demarcated according to the administrative needs of British Raj.



The Assam-Mizoram dispute stems from two notifications passed under British era. First, notification of
1875 that differentiated Lushai Hills from the plains of Cachar. Second, notification of 1933 that
demarcates a boundary between Lushai Hills and Manipur.
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Mizoram believes the boundary should be demarcated on the basis of the 1875 notification, which is derived
from the Bengal Eastern Frontier Regulation (BEFR) Act, 1873. Mizo leaders are against the demarcation
notified in 1933, according to them, the Mizo society was not consulted.



On the other hand, the Assam government follows the 1933 demarcation. As a result both states continue to
have a differing perception of the border and that is the point of conflict.



There is a 164.6-km inter-state border that separates Assam and Mizoram, with the three Assam districts of
Cachar, Hailakandi and Karimganj sharing a border with Kolasib, Mamit and Aizawl districts of
Mizoram.



During colonial times, Mizoram was known as Lushai Hills, a district of Assam. Mizoram was granted
statehood in 1987 by the State of Mizoram Act, 1986.



Assam became a constituent state of India in 1950 and lost much of its territory to new states that emerged
from within its borders between the early 1960s and the early 1970s.

Mizoram is a state in northeastern India, with Aizawl as its seat of government and capital city. The name of the
state is derived from ‗Mizo‖, the self-described name of the native inhabitants, and ―Ram‖, which in the Mizo
language means ―land.‖ Thus ―Mizo-ram‖ means ―land of the Mizos‖.Within India‘s northeast old-Assam
region, it is the southernmost landlocked state, sharing borders with three of the Seven Sister States of old
Assam, namely Tripura, Assam and Manipur. The state also shares a 722-kilometre (449 mi) border with the
neighbouring countries of Bangladesh and Myanmar. Zoramthanga is the current Chief Minister of Mizoram.
Kambhampati Hari Babu is the current Governor of Mizoram.

Jagdish Mukhi is the current Governor of Assam and Assam is known for Assam tea and Assam silk. Dispur is
the capital of the state of Assam. Guwahati is the largest city of Assam and Northeastern India. Himanta Biswa
Sarma is current the Chief Minister of Assam. In 1874, on the formation of Assam as the Chief Commissioner‘s
Province, it was chosen as the headquarters of the new administration because of its convenient location between
the Brahmaputra and Surma valleys and more so because the climate of Shillong was much cooler than tropical
India. Shillong remained the capital of undivided Assam until the creation of the new state of Meghalaya on 21
January 1972, when Shillong became the capital of Meghalaya, and Assam moved its capital to Dispur in Guwahati.

Madhya Pradesh prepares Ayush-based economic upgradation scheme – Devaranya Yojana


In Madhya Pradesh, the State Government has prepared the Ayush-based economic upgradation scheme –
Devaranya Yojana with the twin objectives of improving people‘s health and livelihood of tribals.



Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan said that wellness tourism will be promoted in state. For this,
medicinal plants should be cultivated in the beautiful plains of the villages.



Ayush Super Specialty Hospitals are being constructed in Indore and Bhopal. He informed that upgradation
of Ayurvedic and Yunani dispensaries is also being done in the state. AYUSH and tourism will be brought
together to boost employment opportunities in tribal areas under the scheme.

Madhya Pradesh (meaning Central Province) is a state in central India. Its capital is Bhopal. Nicknamed the
―Heart of India‖ due to its geographical location in India. Madhya Pradesh is the second-largest state in the
country by area after Rajasthan. This state was the largest in India by area until 2000, when its southeastern
Chhattisgarh region was made as a separate state. MP has the largest reserves of diamond and copper in India.
The current governor of Madhya Pradesh is Anandiben Patel. Shivraj Singh Chouhan is the current Chief
Minister of Madhya Pradesh.

------------------
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FATF retains Pakistan in ‗grey list‘





In a setback to Pakistan, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), a global terror financing watchdog,
retained the country on its ―grey list‖. Continuation on the ‗grey list‘ for Pakistan means that it will not get
any respite in trying to access finances in the form of investments and aid from international bodies
including the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
Pakistan is facing the difficult task of getting its name off from the FATF grey list. As things stand,
Islamabad is finding it difficult to shield terror perpetrators and implement the FATF action plan at the same time.
It has been three years since Islamabad was put on the anti-terror financing body‘s grey list. The FATF has
been holding a virtual session in Paris since June 21, which concludes June 25. The task force reviewed the Asia
Pacific Group‘s report on Pakistan‘s compliance with the watchdog‘s prescribed action items.



Early June month, a regional affiliate of the FATF retained Pakistan on the ―Enhanced Follow-up‖ list
and asked the country to strengthen its implementation of anti-money laundering and combating
terror financing measures.



The FATF Asia Pacific Group released a second Follow up Report (FUR) on the Mutual Evaluation of
Pakistan on the compliance of 40 technical recommendations. The report said Pakistan was re-rated to
―compliant‖ status on five counts and on 15 others to ‗largely compliant‘ and on yet another count to
‗partially compliant.



The FATF, in February this year, had retained Pakistan on its ―grey list‖ till June after concluding that
Islamabad failed to address its strategically important deficiencies, to fully implement the 27 point action
plan that the watchdog had drawn up for Pakistan.



The global watchdog had in October last year asked Pakistan, which has been on its grey list over issues
related to terror financing, to deliver on all 27 points by this February. Early this year, Islamabad-based think
tank Tabadlab revealed that Pakistan sustained a total of USD 38 billion in economic losses due to FATF‘
decision to thrice place the country on its grey list since 2008.



Countries that are considered safe haven for supporting terror funding and money laundering are put in
the FATF grey list. This inclusion serves as a warning to the country that it may enter the blacklist. At
present, North Korea and Iran have placed under the Black List.

Financial Action Task Force is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 during the G7 Summit in Paris.
The FATF assesses the strength of a country‘s anti-money laundering and anti-terror financing frameworks,
however it does not go by individual cases. Its Secretariat is located at the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) headquarters in Paris. The FATF currently has 39 members including
two regional organisations — the European Commission and Gulf Cooperation Council. India is a member of the
FATF. The FATF Plenary is the decision making body of the FATF. It meets three times per year.

New edition of British 5-pound coin commemorates Prince Philip‘s life


Britain‘s Treasury has unveiled a new special edition coin to commemorate the life of Prince Philip, who
died in April at the age of 99. The design of the 5-pound coin had been approved by Philip in 2008. It features
an original portrait of Philip, drawn by artist Ian Rank-Broadley.
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Though it is legal tender, the coin has been designed as a limited-edition collectable or gift and will not be
entering general circulation. Britain issues a >5 banknote, known as a ―fiver,‖ the lowest-denomination note in
circulation.



Philip was married to Queen Elizabeth II for 73 years. The other side of the coin features the 95-year-old
monarch, as is custom on British coins. The coin has been launched on what is Armed Forces Day in the U.K.
Philip had a distinguished naval career.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as the United Kingdom (UK or
U.K.), or Britain, is a sovereign country in north-western Europe, off the north–western coast of the European
mainland. The United Kingdom includes the island of Great Britain, the north-¬eastern part of the island of Ireland,
and many smaller islands within the British Isles. The United Kingdom‘s capital is London. Boris Johnson has been
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative Party since July 2019. Elizabeth II
(Elizabeth Alexandra Mary) is Queen of the United Kingdom and 15 other Commonwealth realms. Pound
sterling is the official currency of the United Kingdom.

China turns on world‘s second-biggest hydropower dam



The first two generating units of the world‘s second-biggest hydroelectric dam were officially turned in
southwestern China.
The Baihetan Dam on the Jinsha River, a tributary of the Yangtze, is part of Chinese efforts to curb
surging fossil fuel demand by building more hydropower capacity at a time when dams have fallen out of
favor in other countries due to environmental complaints.

Sweden‘s PM Stefan Lofven resigns




Sweden‘s Prime Minister Stefan Lofven resigned one week after he lost a vote of confidence, leaving it up to
the Speaker of Parliament to begin the search for a replacement. Mr Lofven could have either called a snap
election or resigned following the no-confidence vote.
Sweden‘s parliament has backed the return of Stefan Lofven as prime minister, weeks after he became the
first Swedish leader to lose a no-confidence vote. Under the Swedish system, a prime minister is accepted as
long a majority of MPs do not vote against him.

Sweden is a Nordic country in Northern Europe. The Nordic countries, or the Nordics, are a geographical and
cultural region in Northern Europe and the North Atlantic, where they are most commonly known as Norden
(literally ―the North‖). The region includes the sovereign states of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden, as well as the autonomous countries of the Faroe Islands and Greenland, which are both part of the Kingdom
of Denmark. The capital and largest city is Stockholm. Carl XVI Gustaf is King of Sweden. The krona is the
official currency of Sweden.

US House passes bill to remove Confederate statues from Capitol


The Democratic-controlled U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill to remove statues honoring those
who upheld slavery or backed the Confederacy from the Capitol building, which displays statues selected by
all 50 states.



The bill will remove a bust of the former Supreme Court chief justice who wrote the 1857 Dred Scott
decision that denied enslaved people the right to be citizens. The bill passed by a vote of 285 to 120. Every
Democrat present and 67 Republicans voted for it. The bill heads to the Senate for consideration, where it would
need 10 Republican senators to join every Democrat to pass the upper chamber.

United States of America (USA) is a federal republic composed of 50 states and capital is Washington, D.C.,
Donald John Trump served as 45th President of the United States. He became the oldest and wealthiest person
ever to assume the presidency, the first without prior military or government service, and the fifth to have won
the election while losing the popular vote. Joseph Robinette Biden served as the 47th vice president of the United
States from 2009 to 2017. In January 2017, Barak Obama awarded Biden the Presidential Medal of Freedom with
distinction. He is current and 46 the President of the United States and he is the oldest President of America.
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South Africa‘s former President Jacob Zuma sentenced to 15 months in jail


South Africa‘s former President Jacob Zuma has been sentenced to 15 months in jail by the country‘s
highest court. He has been given five days to hand himself in to police. Failing that, the Police Minister must
order his arrest.



The sentence comes after the Constitutional Court found him guilty of contempt for defying its order to
appear at an inquiry into corruption while he was president. Mr Zuma‘s time in power, which ended in 2018,
was dogged by graft allegations. Businessmen were accused of conspiring with politicians to influence the
decision-making process. The former President made one appearance at the inquiry into what has become known
as state capture but then refused to appear subsequently.

South Africa is a country in Southern Africa. With over 59 million people, it is the world‘s 23rd-most populous
nation and South Africa has three capital cities: executive Pretoria, judicial Bloemfontein and legislative Cape
Town. The rand is the official currency of South Africa. Matamela Cyril Ramaphosa is a South African
politician serving as President of South Africa since 2018.

Matera Declaration by G20 reflects Indian concern for farmer welfare, agri-diversity


The first joint meeting of Foreign Affairs and Development Ministers ended with the adoption of the
―Matera Declaration‖, which calls upon the international community to step up efforts to contain the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on lives and livelihoods, and build inclusive and resilient food chains and
ensure adequate nutrition for all, in line with the ―Zero Hunger‖ goal set for 2030.



In the Matera Declaration, the G20 ministers recognised that poverty alleviation, food security and
sustainable food systems, are key to ending hunger, encouraging social cohesion and community
development, reducing socio-economic inequalities, and promoting overall inclusive economic growth and
sustainable development.



They also called for implementing effective actions for the empowerment of women and youth in the ruralurban continuum. The ministers also stressed on enhancing social-protection measures and programmes, with a
focus on people living in vulnerable situations, of which large shares depend on the agriculture and food sector for
their livelihoods.



The declaration underlined the need for increasing catalytic investments for food security, nutrition, and
sustainable food systems and territorial development, as part of the substantial COVID-19 emergency funding
and longer-term national recovery plans and packages.



It stressed on accelerating the adaptation of agriculture and food systems to climate change, as increased
climate variability and extreme weather events impact agriculture output and are among the forces driving
the rise in global hunger while recognising the importance of sustainable agriculture.

China to celebrate 100th anniversary of founding of its ruling Communist Party


On, July 1st 2021, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) marked its centenary amid much fanfare and glitzy
shows even as the rest of the world will continue fighting the pandemic that is claiming lives and livelihoods.



India, additionally, has been engaged in a bitter border standoff with China in the eastern Ladakh sector of
the Line of Actual Control (LAC) since April 2020. So far, both sides have been able to disengage only in the
Pangong Tso region.



The CCP is one of the world‘s largest political organisations — it claims to have an estimated 90 million
members, but was surpassed a few years ago by India‘s Bharatiya Janata Party. China follows a system of
democratic socialism — the CPC is in total control of the country, from the government to the police to the military.



Since its foundation in 1921 in Shanghai, the CPC was mired in deep differences, until a civil war erupted with
rival Kuomintang. The Communists finally grasped power in 1949 under the leadership of Mao Zedong. The
Central Committee, the Politburo and the Politburo Standing Committee (PSC) are its three key pillars.
However, the main power rests with Politburo Standing Committee (PSC), which comprises seven topranking leaders — President Xi Jinping; Premier (Prime Minister) Li Keqiang; NPC chairman Li Zhanshu;
Chinese People‘s Political Consultative Conference chairman Wang Yang etc.
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The National Party Congress selects the Central Committee members. The Central Committee selects the
Politburo, which has about 200 members. The Politburo selects the 24-member Politburo Standing
Committee (PSC). These 24 are regarded as the most powerful members of the party.



The NPC amended the constitution in March 2018 and changed the tenure of the president, ―paving the
way for Xi to remain officially in power beyond 2022‖, according to the Council on Foreign Relations‘ report.

India and China mark the 1st April 2020 as the 70th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations
between them starting from 1950 till now. India and China established diplomatic relations on 1 st April 1950. India
was the first non-socialist country to establish relations with the People‘s Republic of China and the catchphrase
‗Hindi Chini Bhai Bhai‘ became famous. In 2008, ―A Shared Vision for the 21st Century‖ was agreed upon by
the two governments. Since the beginning of the 21st century, trade between China and India has grown from
less than $3 billion to nearly $100 billion, an increase of about 32 times.

Rishi Sunak lays out plans for UK‘s ‗world-first‘ Green Savings Bonds


UK Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak delivered a major speech in which he laid out his plans for the
country‘s green sovereign and savings bonds to be launched later this year. The senior Indian-origin Cabinet
minister said the bonds are part of his financial strategy to strengthen the UK‘s position as the best place in the
world for green finance.



Under the framework, green projects like zero-emissions buses, offshore wind and schemes to decarbonise
homes and buildings will be eligible for funding, with at least 15 billion pounds of green gilts issued this
financial year alone.



The Sovereign Green Bond, also known as a Green Gilt, is planned as giving both investors and savers across
the UK the opportunity to join the ―collective fight against climate change‖.

USA celebrates 245th Independence Day


The United States of America is celebrating its 245th Independence day on 4th July. The celebration of
Fourth of July honours the signing of the American Declaration of Independence by the founding fathers of
the US on 4 July, 1776.



The Congress had approved independence from Great Britain on July 2 but the process of revising the
Declaration of Independence was completed two days later. The declaration was originally drafted by
Thomas Jefferson in consultation with fellow committee members John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Roger
Sherman, and William Livingston, as per the Britannica.



It declared that the 13 American colonies were no longer part of the British Empire. Among the many names
Thomas Jefferson, who was a renowned statesman and diplomat along with political philosopher Benjamin
Franklin, renounced the British Empire and pronounced the North American colonies as free states.

Grenada named world‘s first ‗culinary capital‘


The World Food Travel Association (WFTA) has named Grenada and its sister islands of Carriacou and
Petite Martinique as the world‘s first Culinary Capital.



According to the WFTA, the Culinary Capitals program aims to focus on culinary cultures around the world
as the tourism sector starts to recover after the long pandemic-induced hiatus.



The WFTA, which is regarded as the world‘s leading authority on food and beverage tourism, said the
integration of spices into the nation‘s cuisine has resulted in an overall robust and flavourful Grenada food profile.

Grenada is an island country in the West Indies in the Caribbean Sea at the southern end of the Grenadines island
chain. Its capital is St. George‘s. Grenada is also known as the ―Island of Spice‖ due to its production of nutmeg
and mace crops. The Eastern Caribbean dollar is the currency of it. Keith Claudius Issac Mitchell is the current
Prime Minister of Grenada. Dame Cecile La Grenade has been serving as the governor-general of Grenada.
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Malawi welcomes World‘s First 3D Printed School made by 14Trees






Danish robot 3D construction printer company COBOD International A/S, has played a part in building the
world‘s first 3D printed school in Malawi, Africa. The project was carried out by 14Trees a JV company
between Lafargeholcim and CDC.
According to estimates from UNICEF, Africa has a huge deficit of schools. In Malawi alone, where the 3D
printed school was built, there is a shortage of 36,000 classrooms, which would take 70 years to build using
conventional methods and speed.
3D-printed school is also planned for Madagascar, with construction to take place sometime this year. Having
completed the world‘s first 3D-printed school in Malawi, 14Trees now hopes to carry out similar projects in
Kenya and Zimbabwe. Another 3D-printed school is scheduled to be built in Madagascar in the coming months.

Malawi is a landlocked country in southeastern Africa that was formerly known as Nyasaland. It is bordered by
Zambia to the west, Tanzania to the north and northeast, and Mozambique to the east, south and southwest. Lilongwe
is the capital. The kwacha is the currency of Malawi. Lazarus McCarthy Chakwera has been serving as
President of Malawi since June 2020.

Tajikistan becomes first country in world to make COVID-19 vaccines mandatory



Tajikistan‘s government ordered mandatory vaccination against COVID-19 for citizens over 18 years,
making it the first country in the world.
The task force recommended that those who come to Tajikistan from abroad should be tested for coronavirus
and self-isolate for ten days, regardless of the results of the test. The US continues to be the worst-hit country
with the world‘s highest number of cases and deaths at 33,713,729 and 605,493, respectively, according to the
CSSE. In terms of infections, India follows in the second place with 30,502,362 cases.

Tajikistan is a landlocked country in Central Asia and an estimated population of 9,537,645 people. Its capital and
largest city is Dushanbe. The somoni is the currency of Tajikistan. It is bordered by Afghanistan to
the south, Uzbekistan to the west, Kyrgyzstan to the north and China to the east. Emomali Rahmon is the
current President of Tajikistan since 16 November 1994.

Haitian president appoints new Prime Minister




The president of Haiti, Jovenel Moise, appointed Ariel Henry as the new Prime Minister to form a consensus
government that integrates different political life sectors country. He replaces Claude Joseph, who served as
head of government on an interim basis since last April and who also held the post of chancellor.
Haiti, the poorest country in the Americas, is plagued by poverty, insecurity and natural disaster.
Kidnappings for ransom have surged in recent months in Port-au-Prince and other provinces, reflecting the
growing influence of armed gangs in the Caribbean nation.

Haiti is a country located on the island of Hispaniola in the Greater Antilles archipelago of the Caribbean Sea, to
the east of Cuba and Jamaica and south of The Bahamas and the Turks and Caicos Islands. Port-au-Prince is
the capital and most populous city of Haiti. The gourde is the currency of Haiti.

World‘s biggest sandcastle constructed in Denmark



The world‘s tallest sandcastle has been completed in Denmark, towering more than 20 metres high and
comprising nearly 5,000 tonnes of sand.
Standing 21.16 metres in height (69.4 feet), the castle is more than 3 metres taller than one built in Germany
in 2019, which previously held the title, according to Guinness World Records.

Denmark (Danish) is a Nordic country in Northern Europe. The Kingdom of Denmark is constitutionally a
unitary state comprising Denmark proper and the two autonomous territories in the North Atlantic Ocean: the
Faroe Islands and Greenland. Copenhagen is the capital city of Denmark. The krone is the official currency of
Denmark, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands. Mette Frederiksen is the current Prime Minister of Denmark.
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New Prime Minister appointed in Algeria


Algerian President Abdelmadjid Tebboune appointed Aïmen Benabderrahmane, former Minister of
Finance, as new Prime Minister.



The president indicated that he asked the new head of government to continue consultations with political
parties and the civil society to appoint the members of cabinet as soon as possible.

Algeria is a country in the Maghreb region of North Africa. It is the largest country by total area in Africa. The
capital and largest city is Algiers. The dinar is the monetary currency of Algeria. Abdelmadjid Tebboune is
currently serving as the President of Algeria since December 2019.

Haiti‘s President Jovenel Moise killed in attack on his home in Port-au-Prince


Haiti‘s President Jovenel Moise has been killed in an attack on his home in the nation‘s capital, Port-auPrince. The country‘s interim Prime Minister Claude Joseph informed this.



Jovenel Moise had been in power since February 2017, after his predecessor, Michel Martelly stepped
down. Moïse‘s time in office was rocky as he faced accusations of corruption and was challenged by waves of
often violent anti-government protests.

First unit of Rampal Maitree Power project to be commissioned in Dec 2021


In Bangladesh, the first unit of the Maitree Power Project at Rampal will be commissioned in December
this year, coinciding with the country‘s Golden Jubilee Celebration of the Liberation. The second unit is
expected to be commissioned matching with the implementation of the associated transmission system.

Bangladesh is a country in South Asia. It shares land borders with India and Myanmar (Burma). Nepal, Bhutan
and China are located near Bangladesh but do not share a border with it. Dhaka is its capital and largest city,
followed by Chittagong, which has the country‘s largest port. Bangladeshi taka is the currency of the People‘s
Republic of Bangladesh. Mohammad Abdul Hamid is the 16th and current President of Bangladesh, in office since
April 2013. Sheikh Hasina is the current Prime Minister of the Bangladesh.

Canada names Mary Simon first indigenous governor general


Canada named Mary Simon as its first indigenous governor general, Queen Elizabeth II‘s official
representative in the Commonwealth country, as the nation faces a reckoning with its colonial history.
Canada‘s governor general is appointed by the queen on the recommendation of the prime minister.

Canada is a country located in the northern part of North America. Canada is the world‘s second-largest country
by total area. Elizabeth II is the Head of the Commonwealth and queen regnant of seven independent
Commonwealth countries: the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Pakistan, and
Ceylon. Its capital is Ottawa, and its three largest metropolitan areas are Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver.
Canadian dollar is the currency of Canada. Justin Pierre James Trudeau is serving as the 23rd and current Prime
Minister of Canada since 2015.

Ethiopia‘s ruling party wins national parliamentary election



In Ethiopia, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed‘s Prosperity party won national parliamentary election. National
Election Board of Ethiopia announced that the ruling party won 410 seats out of 436 in the federal parliament.
This landslide victory assured a second term for the Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed. Abiy Ahmed came to
power in April 2018 after the former Prime Minister resigned amid widespread protests. He had taken many
steps for political and economic reforms during his tenure but also drawn intense international criticism
for his handling of the conflict in the Tigray region has that left thousands of people dead.

Ethiopia is a landlocked country in the Horn of Africa. It shares borders with Eritrea to the north, Djibouti and
Somaliland to the northeast, Somalia to the east, Kenya to the south, South Sudan to the west and Sudan to
the northwest. The birr is the unit of currency in Ethiopia. The national capital and largest city is Addis Ababa.
Sahle-Work Zewde is the current president of Ethiopia, the first woman to hold the office.
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Vietnam appoints first honorary Consul General in India


Vietnam has appointed Honorary Consul General of Vietnam in Bangalore to promote trade, economics,
investment, tourism, educational and cultural cooperation between Vietnam and the State of Karnataka.



Industrialist N.S. Srinivasa Murthy based in Bengaluru has been appointed as Honorary Consul General of
Vietnam for Karnataka. ―He is the first honorary consul general of Vietnam from India and the 19th across
the world. He is the third Consul General to be appointed globally this year‖.



He is the first honorary consul general of Vietnam from India. The appointment is for a period of three
years. Both the countries have agreed to have various commemorative activities in the year 2022, to mark the
50th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries.

Vietnam is the easternmost country on the Indochina Peninsula in Southeast Asia. Hanoi is the capital of Vietnam.
The dong has been the currency of Vietnam since May 3, 1978. Nguyen Xuan Phuc is the current President of
Vietnam. Pham Minh Chinh is the current Prime Minister of Vietnam.

India and Nepal sign MoU for execution of 679 Mega Watt Lower Arun Hydro Electric Project
in Nepal


A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been signed for execution of 679 Mega Watt Lower Arun
Hydro Electric Project in Nepal between Satluj Jal Vidyut Nigam (SJVN) under Ministry of Power and
Investment Board of Nepal (IBN) in Kathmandu Nepal.



With the active support of the Ministry of Power, SJVN won the project through International Competitive
Bidding, defeating other companies of the neighbouring countries. Minister of Power R. K. Singh called this a
welcome achievement saying that Nepal chose this Central Public Sector Unit based on its performance in
Arun-3 HEP. During the visit of Mr Singh to Nepal in September 2019, he convinced the Prime Minister of
Nepal to allot SJVN this project based on the capabilities and proven track record.



Arun-3 HEP is the largest project in Nepal and also the largest investment of around Rs 7000 crore by India
in Nepal. The commissioning of this project will go a long way in fostering friendship between the two
neighbours and also lead to accelerated development and economic revival of Nepal.

Nepal is a landlocked country in South Asia located in the Himalaya. Nepalese rupee is the official currency of the
Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal. Constitution of Nepal is the present governing Constitution of Nepal.
Nepal is governed according to the Constitution which came into effect on September 20, 2015, replacing the
Interim Constitution of 2007. Sher Bahadur Deuba is currently serving as the Prime Minister of Nepal since 13
July 2021. He was the first elected prime minister under the newly adopted Constitution of Nepal.

Nepal‘s Supreme Court reinstates Parliament; Orders Sher Bahadur Deuba to be appointed as
new Prime Minister


Nepal‘s Supreme Court reinstated the Parliament and also ordered that Sher Bahadur Deuba be appointed
as the Prime Minister. The parliament was dissolved by caretaker Prime Minister K.P. Sharma Oli in May.



Nepal was thrown into a constitutional crisis after Mr. Oli lost a confidence vote on the 10th of May. Nepal‘s
President Bidya Devi Bhandari on the advice of Mr. Oli dissolved the parliament for a second time this year
before opposition leader Mr. Deuba could stake their claim.



A five-member Constitutional Bench of the Supreme Court led by Chief Justice Cholendra Shumsher Rana
issued the verdict stating that President Bidya Devi Bhandari‘s decision to dissolve the lower house upon a
recommendation of Prime Minister K P Sharma Oli was an unconstitutional act, delivering a major blow to
the veteran Communist leader who was preparing for snap polls.



President Bidya Devi Bhandari had dissolved the 275-member lower house for the second time in five
months on May 22 at the recommendation of Prime Minister K P Sharma Oli and announced snap elections
on November 12 and November 19.
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The political crisis in Nepal started in May 2018 when KP Sharma Oli-led CPN-UML & National Communist
Party got merged and decided to serve as joint chairmen of ruling party. CPN-UML was the largest party in
House of Representatives but increasing disputes within the ruling part resulted in split again. Following the split, in
December 2020, Prachanda-led party expelled Prime Minister Oli as co-Chair and Prachanda was made the first
Chairman. After that, house of representatives was dissolved in 2020 which was reinstated again following the order
of supreme court in 2021. But, recently on May 10, Prime Minister Oli has lost the vote of confidence and the
house stands dissolved.

Nepali Congress Prez Sher Bahadur Deuba sworn-in as PM of the Himalayan nation


Nepal‘s newly sworn-in Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba has formed a five-member cabinet. Deuba
took the oath of office and secrecy. President Bidhya Devi Bhandari had appointed the Nepali Congress
President to position without mentioning clauses of the constitution on the basis of which the latter has been
assigned to the post.



The new Prime Minister Deuba has inducted Bal Krishna Khand as Minister for Home Affairs, Gyanendra
Bahadur Karki as Minister for Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs, Pampha Bhusal as Minister for Energy,
Water Resources and Irrigation and Janardan Sharma as Minister for Finance. Deuba is expected to give a full
shape to the cabinet, also inducting some leaders from the Janata Samjbadi Party Nepal, in the next few days.

Singapore unveils one of world‘s largest floating solar panel farms


Singapore unveiled one of the world‘s largest floating solar panel farms, which can produce enough
electricity to power the island‘s five water treatment plants.



The project is part of efforts by the country to meet a goal of quadrupling its solar energy production by 2025
to help tackle climate change. Located on a reservoir in western Singapore, the 60 megawatt-peak solar
photovoltaic farm has been built by a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sembcorp Industries.



Singapore is among the biggest per capita carbon dioxide emitters in Asia and its land scarcity makes
boosting renewable energy sources a challenge.

Singapore is a sovereign city-state and island country in Southeast Asia. Singapore dollar is the official currency
of Singapore. Lee Hsien Loong is the current Prime Minister of Singapore. Halimah binti Yacob is the current
President of Singapore. She is the first female president in the country‘s history.

UAE becomes first Gulf nation to open embassy in Israel


The United Arab Emirates became the first Gulf nation to open an embassy in Israel, nearly a year after
both countries signed an agreement to normalise diplomatic ties.



The new mission is located in Tel Aviv Stock Exchange building. The ceremony was attended by new Israeli
President Isaac Herzog.



Israel and the UAE announced in August 2020 that they would normalise diplomatic relations, bringing over
a decade of covert ties into the open. Bahrain, Sudan and Morocco later also joined the US-brokered
Abraham Accords, and other countries were also rumoured to be in talks.

Abu Dhab is the capital and the second most populous city of the United Arab Emirates (the most populous
being Dubai), and also capital of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, the largest of the UAE‘s seven emirates. United
Arab Emirates (UAE) is a federal sovereign absolute monarchy in Western Asia. Khalifa Al Nahyan is the
current President of the United Arab Emirates. Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum is the Vice President and
Prime Minister of the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Ruler of the Emirate of Dubai. United Arab Emirates
dirham is the currency of the United Arab Emirates. It is bordered by Saudi Arabia to the west and south and
by Oman to the east and northeast. The land border with Qatar in the Khawr al Udayd area is a source of
ongoing dispute.
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UK‘s largest warship enters Indian Ocean, to conduct exercises with Indian Navy


The UK‘s largest warship, the aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth, and its strike task group has sailed
into the Indian Ocean region, where it will conduct joint exercises with the Indian Navy as part of Britain‘s
efforts to enhance its profile in the Indo-Pacific.



Britain has described the maiden voyage of HMS Queen Elizabeth and its task group as the country‘s most
ambitious naval deployment for two decades, and the warships will also sail to the South China Sea for
military drills with the US Navy and Japan‘s Maritime Self-Defense Force.



The three-day annual Konkan exercise between the Indian and British navies, has seen warships from both
sides conducting a range of multi-ship, air, sea and sub-surface maritime drills, as well as close quarter
manoeuvring.



The exercise is being conducted at a time when both the UK and India are in the midst of bolstering the
capabilities of their navies with aircraft carriers, and UK carrier strike group is spearheading Britain‘s joint
expeditionary capability.



HMS Queen Elizabeth is equipped with fifth generation F-35B Lightning multi-role aircraft, which are
jointly manned by the Royal Air Force, Royal Navy and US Marine Corps. The group includes six Royal Navy
ships and a submarine, a US Navy destroyer, a frigate from the Netherlands and 32 aircraft, and is manned by
3,700 sailors, aviators and marines from the combined forces of the UK, US and the Netherlands.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as the United Kingdom (UK or
U.K.), or Britain, is a sovereign country in north-western Europe, off the north–western coast of the European
mainland. The United Kingdom includes the island of Great Britain, the north-¬eastern part of the island of Ireland,
and many smaller islands within the British Isles. The United Kingdom‘s capital is London. Boris Johnson has been
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative Party since July 2019. Elizabeth II
(Elizabeth Alexandra Mary) is Queen of the United Kingdom and 15 other Commonwealth realms. Pound
sterling is the official currency of the United Kingdom.

Pakistan, Russia sign terms of accord for 1,100-km gas pipeline from Karachi to Lahore


Pakistan and Russia have signed an agreement for the construction of about 1,100-km gas pipeline from
Port Qasim in Karachi to Lahore at an estimated cost of USD 2.5-3 billion by the end of 2023.



The two sides also signed minutes of the third meeting of the Russia-Pakistan Joint Technical Committee
(JTC) for implementation of the Pakstream Gas Pipeline Project - commonly known as North-South Gas
project. The two sides agreed over 74:26 per cent shareholding in the special purpose vehicle (SPV) for the
project.

UN human rights council passes China‘s resolution calling for people-centered development for
human rights


The United Nations Human Rights Council passed China‘s resolution on ―The contribution of development
to the enjoyment of all human rights‖ at the 47th session, which emphasizes the right to development and that
the aim of development is to improve the well-being of the people.



―As the eternal theme of human society, development is the key to resolving all problems. Only with greater
development can human rights be better promoted and protected,‖ Ambassador Chen Xu, permanent
representative of China to the United Nations office in Geneva and other international organizations in
Switzerland, said in a speech on Monday when introducing the draft resolution.



At the 47th session of the UN Human Rights Council (HRC), June 21 – July 14, the United States pushed
forward on priority issues as an observer state while actively pursuing election to the Council for the 20222024 term.

The United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) is an inter-governmental body within the United Nations
system responsible for strengthening the promotion and protection of human rights around the world. The
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Council was created by the United Nations General Assembly in 2006. It replaced the former United Nations
Commission on Human Rights. The Council has 47 members elected for staggered three-year terms on a regional
group basis. The headquarters of the Council is in Geneva, Switzerland. The International Bill of Human Rights
consists of the five core human rights treaties of the United Nations that function to advance the fundamental
freedoms and to protect the basic human rights of all people. The following five documents are the foundation of the
International Bill of Human Rights: 1) Universal Declaration of Human Rights 2) International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 3) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 4) Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 5) Second Optional Procotol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty. The Universal
Declaration was adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10 December 1948.

World‘s first 3D-printed steel bridge opens in Amsterdam


The first ever 3D-printed steel bridge has opened in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. It was created by robotic
arms using welding torches to deposit the structure of the bridge layer by layer, and is made of 4500
kilograms of stainless steel.



The 12-metre-long MX3D Bridge was built by four commercially available industrial robots and took six
months to print. The structure was transported to its location over the Oudezijds Achterburgwal canal in central
Amsterdam last week and is now open to pedestrians and cyclists.

Syria‘s Assad takes oath for fourth term after criticised re-election


President Bashar al-Assad took the oath of office for a fourth term in war-ravaged Syria after taking 95
percent of the vote in a controversial election dismissed abroad.



Assad was sworn in on the constitution and the Koran in the presence of more than 600 guests, including
ministers, businessmen, academics and journalists. Assam Budget 2021-2022: Employment for youths,
assistance to Covid affected families and more



Assam Finance Minister Ajanta Neog presented Rs 566-crore deficit state Budget for 2021-2022 in the
Assembly. This is the first Budget of the Himanta Biswa Sarma-led government. It is for the first time in the
history of Assam, a woman Finance Minister Ajanta Neog presented the annual Budget in the Assembly.

Syria is a country in Western Asia, bordering Lebanon to the southwest, the Mediterranean Sea to the
west, Turkey to the north, Iraq to the east, Jordan to the south, and Israel to the southwest. Its capital and
largest city is Damascus. Bashar Hafez al-Assad is the 19th president of Syria since 17 July 2000. Hussein Arnous is
serving as Prime Minister of Syria. The Syrian pound or Syrian lira is the currency of Syria.

UK Strike Force joins Indian and Quad navies to put a stamp on Indo-Pacific


The Queen Elizabeth carrier strike group brings the focus on Quad and the Indo-Pacific when the naval
force exercises with Indian Navy‘s Rajput class guided missile destroyer, an attack submarine and antisubmarine warfare aircraft in the Bay of Bengal while enroute to the contested South China Sea.



An armada of 12 warships, more than 30 aircraft, two submarines and over 4,500 personnel from Indian and
Royal Navy will exercise from July 22-23 under the annual Exercise Konkan rubric. The Elizabeth CSG is on a
maiden deployment with state of the art F-35B fighters on board and is accompanied by top of the line
destroyers from the US and Netherlands. The CSG after exercising with Indian Navy will head towards the
Indo-Pacific and exercise with Japanese, South Korean, New Zealand and Australian Navies.



The Elizabeth CSG deployment is part of Britain‘s Indo-Pacific tilt post-Brexit and dovetails into Quad
coalition of democracies efforts to stand up to the Chinese Navy‘s growing ambitions and aggression in the
Indo-Pacific. As a part of this effort, Britain has decided to permanently station two of its patrol boats in the
Indo-Pacific in an order to ensure freedom of navigation and rule of law in the sea.



The Elizabeth CSG will be exercising with Japanese maritime forces and will make a port call to Yokosuka,
the homeport of USS Ronald Reagan, the only forwardly deployed super carrier of the US. Japanese urgency to
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ramp up its military capabilities and deepen military cooperation with Quad and other allies comes at a time when
China has emerged as country‘s top security threat. Only last week, Chinese propaganda machines threatened
to nuke Japan if it interferes in Taiwan or East China Sea by saying that Beijing will revisit its no first use
option. Japan has a running land dispute with China over Senkaku Islands in East China Sea.


After touring the Indo-Pacific, the Elizabeth CSG will conduct tri-services exercises with the Indian
military off the coast of Goa in Arabian Sea. The joint exercises will be held on October 21-23 in Karwar
harbour and in high seas on October 24-27 with complex amphibious landing manoeuvres and joint operations
in all three spectrums. CSG Elizabeth will make a port call at Karwar and Mumbai ports with top officials of
the Indian military going on-board the aircraft carrier for operational meetings.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as the United Kingdom (UK or
U.K.), or Britain, is a sovereign country in north-western Europe, off the north–western coast of the European
mainland. The United Kingdom includes the island of Great Britain, the north-¬eastern part of the island of Ireland,
and many smaller islands within the British Isles. The United Kingdom‘s capital is London. Boris Johnson has been
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative Party since July 2019. Elizabeth II
(Elizabeth Alexandra Mary) is Queen of the United Kingdom and 15 other Commonwealth realms. Pound
sterling is the official currency of the United Kingdom.

Israel launches commission to probe Pegasus spyware


Israel has established a commission to review allegations that NSO Group‘s controversial Pegasus phone
surveillance software was misused amid a hacking scandal that has roiled governments globally.



The announcement by the head of the Israeli parliament‘s Foreign Affairs and Defence Committee came
amid revelations that the Israeli firm‘s spyware appears to have been used by governments in the
surveillance of heads of states, opposition figures, activists and journalists, whose names were among some
50,000 potential targets on a list leaked to rights group Amnesty International and Paris-based Forbidden Stories.



Israel and India have made an agreement on July 15, 2020, to expand their cooperation in the field of
Cybersecurity. This agreement comes as a significant move during the COVID19 pandemic which has pushed
Governments across the world to ramp up their initiatives of digitization.

Pegasus is a type of malicious software or malware classified as a spyware. It is designed to gain access to
devices, without the knowledge of users, and gather personal information and relay it back to whoever it is that
is using the software to spy. Pegasus has been developed by the Israeli firm NSO Group that was set up in 2010.
The earliest version of Pegasus discovered, which was captured by researchers in 2016, infected phones through
what is called spear-phishing – text messages or emails that trick a target into clicking on a malicious link. Since
then, however, NSO‘s attack capabilities have become more advanced. Pegasus infections can be achieved
through so-called ―zero-click‖ attacks, which do not require any interaction from the phone‘s owner in order to
succeed. These will often exploit ―zero-day‖ vulnerabilities, which are flaws or bugs in an operating system that the
mobile phone‘s manufacturer does not yet know about and so has not been able to fix. Budapest Convention on
Cybercrime is an international treaty that seeks to address Internet and computer crime (cybercrime) by
harmonizing national laws, improving investigative techniques, and increasing cooperation among nations. It came
into force on 1 st July 2004. India is not a signatory to this convention. International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) is a specialized agency within the United Nations which plays a leading role in the standardization and
development of telecommunications and cyber security issues.

Eswatini‘s King Mswati appoints new Prime Minister


Eswatini‘s King Mswati III appointed Cleops Dlamini as the southern African nation‘s new Prime
Minister, replacing Ambrose Mandvulo Dlamini, who died in December. Dlamini was previously Chief
Executive of the Public Service Pension Fund.
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Eswatini, officially the Kingdom of Eswatini and formerly and still commonly known in English as Swaziland
(officially renamed in 2018) is a landlocked country in Southern Africa. Mbabane is a city in Eswatini
(previously called Swaziland), and is one of the two capitals (along with Lobamba), serving as the executive
capital. The lilangeni is the currency of Eswatini.

Africa becomes first continent to complete collection of digital land use data


Africa has become the first continent in the world to complete the collection of accurate, comprehensive
and harmonised digital land use and land use change data under the Africa Open DEAL initiative. DEAL
stands for Data for the Environment, Agriculture and Land Initiative.



The data collection and analysis initiative is led by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the African
Union Commission (AUC). ―Africa Open DEAL initiative has made Africa the first continent to complete
the collection of accurate, comprehensive and harmonised digital land use and land use change data‖. There
are around seven billion trees outside forests in Africa, the continent-wide survey revealed. It also disclosed more
arable lands in Africa than before.

Africa is the world‘s second-largest and second-most populous continent, after Asia in both cases. It contains 54
fully recognised sovereign states (countries), eight territories and two de facto independent states with limited or
no recognition. Algeria is Africa‘s largest country by area, and Nigeria is its largest by population. African
nations cooperate through the establishment of the African Union, which is headquartered in Addis Ababa.
According to paleoanthropologists (One who studies the human fossils scientifically), Africa is the oldest territory of
the Earth where the human species evolved. It is the only continent to extend from the northern temperate zone to the
southern temperate zone. The Dark Continent was named so because it was unexplored by the Europeans and
because of the savagery that was expected to be found on the continent. The term Dark Continent was used to
refer to Africa by a British explorer Henry M. Stanley in his book.

Lebanon‘s PM-designate Saad Hariri resigns as crisis escalates


Lebanon Prime Minister-designate Saad Hariri stepped down after failing to form a government for over
the past eight months. Hariri resigned following a brief meeting with President Michel Aoun at Baabda
Palace.

Lebanon is an Arabic speaking country in the Middle-East, located in Western Asia. It is bordered
by Syria to the north and east and Israel to the south, while Cyprus lies just west of it across the Mediterranean
Sea. Beirut is the capital and largest city of Lebanon. The Lebanese pound is the currency of Lebanon.

China‘s 600 kph maglev train makes public debut


China has unveiled a high-speed maglev train with a designed top speed of 600 kms per hour. It is stated to
be the world‘s fastest ground vehicle. The new maglev transportation system made its public debut in the coastal
city of Qingdao, China‘s east Shandong province.



Launched in October 2016, the high-speed maglev train project saw the development of a magnetic-levitation
train prototype with a designed top speed of 600 kms per hour in 2019, and conducted a successful test run in
June 2020. The train can travel with two to 10 carriages, each holding more than 100 passengers. The train
provides the best solution for trips within the range of 1,500 kms.

China is a country in East Asia and the world‘s most populous country, with a population of around
1.404 billion. Beijing is the capital of the People‘s Republic of China. Xi Jinping is serving as president of the
People‘s Republic of China. National People‘s Congress is the national legislature of the People‘s Republic of
China. With 2,980 members in 2018, it is the largest parliamentary body in the world. China‘s currency yuan
joins the International Monetary Fund‘s basket of reserve currencies. China claims sovereignty over all of the
South China Sea, a huge source of hydrocarbons. However, several ASEAN member countries, including Vietnam,
Philippines and Brunei, have made counterclaims. Chinese claims in the South China Sea are described in part
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by the nine-dash line. China and India are the two neighbouring countries in Asia. India shares 3488 km of
border with China that runs along the states of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim, Uttarakhand
and Arunachal Pradesh. The Belt and Road Initiative, known in Chinese and formerly in English as One Belt
One Road or OBOR for short, is a global infrastructure development strategy adopted by the Chinese
government in 2013 to invest in nearly 70 countries and international organizations.

Liverpool stripped of World Heritage status


Liverpool has been stripped of its World Heritage status after a UN committee found developments
threatened the value of the city‘s waterfront. The decision was made following a secret ballot by the UNESCO
Committee at a meeting in China.



UNESCO had previously warned that the developments, including the new Everton FC stadium, had
resulted in a ―serious deterioration‖ of the historic site. The city was awarded the much-coveted title in 2004 in
recognition of its historical and architectural impact, joining places including the Taj Mahal, Egypt‘s
Pyramids and Canterbury Cathedral.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Sites are the
important places of cultural or natural heritage as described in the UNESCO World Heritage Convention,
established in 1972. It is headquartered at the World Heritage Centre in Paris, France. India accepted the
convention on 14 November 1977, making it‘s sites eligible for inclusion on the list. The first sites to be inscribed
were Ajanta Caves, Ellora Caves, Agra Fort, and Taj Mahal, of which all were inscribed in the 1983 session of
the World Heritage Committee. The latest site to be inscribed is Ramappa Temple, Telangana in 2021. As of July
2021, 19 of the 36 States and union territories of India are home to the World Heritage Sites,
with Maharashtra having highest number of sites (6). Presently, there are 39 World Heritage Sites located
in India. Out of these, 31 are cultural, 7 are natural, and 1 is mixed (meeting both cultural and natural criteria),
as determined by the organization‘s selection criteria. India has the sixth largest number of sites in the world.
Khangchendzonga National Park also Kanchenjunga Biosphere Reserve is a national park and a Biosphere
reserve located in Sikkim, India. It was inscribed to the UNESCO World Heritage Sites list in July 2016,
becoming the first ―Mixed Heritage‖ site of India.

Haiti: Ariel Henry sworn in as new Prime Minister


In Haiti, Ariel Henry has been sworn in as the new prime minister, around two weeks after the country‘s
President Jovenel Moïse was assassinated. Moise had asked Henry to take up the role days before he was
murdered in the capital Port-au-Prince. Mr Henry replaces interim Prime Minister Claude Joseph, who
had led the country since the 7 July attack at Mr Moise‘s private home.

Haiti is a Caribbean country that shares the island of Hispaniola with the Dominican Republic to its east. Portau-Prince is the capital city. Gourde is the official currency of it. Ariel Henry is the acting President of it. Ariel
Henry is the current Prime Minister.

Tunisian President suspends Parliament, fires PM


Tunisian President Kais Saied announced the suspension of parliament and dismissal of Prime Minister
Hichem Mechichi following a day of protests against the ruling party, who condemned the move as a ―coup
d‘etat‖.



Since Saied was elected president in 2019, he has been locked in a showdown with Mechichi and parliament
speaker Rached Ghannouchi, a rivalry that has blocked ministerial appointments and diverted resources from
tackling Tunisia‘s many economic and social problems.

Tunisia is the northernmost country in Africa. It is a part of the Maghreb region of North Africa, and is
bordered by Algeria to the west and southwest, Libya to the southeast, and the Mediterranean Sea to the north
and east. Cape Angela; and its capital and largest city is Tunis, located on its northeastern coast, which lends the
country its name. The dinar is the currency of Tunisia.
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France‘s ―King Of Lighthouses‖ Wins UNESCO Heritage Listing


Battered by the wind and swell for 400 years and nicknamed the ―king of lighthouses‖, France‘s Cordouan
beacon won recognition from UNESCO. The lighthouse, which will be added to UNESCO‘s World
Heritage List, is the last to be inhabited in France and only the second after Spain‘s La Coruna to win the plaudit
from the world heritage body.



Cordouan was built at the very end of the 16th century and stands in the Atlantic Ocean at the mouth of the
Gironde estuary in southwestern France in a ‗highly exposed and hostile environment‖, according to UNESCO‘s
World Heritage Committee. The lighthouse was designed by engineer Louis de Foix, and was later remodelled
by engineer Joseph Teulere in the late 18th century.

Germany to become first major economy to phase out coal, nuclear power


German lawmakers have finalized the country‘s long-awaited phase-out of coal as an energy source,
backing a plan that environmental groups say isn‘t ambitious enough and free marketeers criticise as a waste of
taxpayers‘ money.



Bills approved by both houses of parliament envision shutting down the last coal-fired power plant by 2038
and spending some 40 billion euros ($45 billion) to help affected regions cope with the transition.



The plan is part of Germany‘s ‗energy transition‘ - an effort to wean Europe‘s biggest economy off planetwarming fossil fuels and generate all of the country‘s considerable energy needs from renewable sources.
Achieving that goal is made harder than in comparable countries such as France and Britain because of
Germany‘s existing commitment to also phase out nuclear power by the end of 2022.



The days of coal are numbered in Germany, Environment Minister Svenja Schulze said. Germany is the first
industrialized country that leaves behind both nuclear energy and coal. Greenpeace and other
environmental groups have staged vocal protests against the plan, including by dropping a banner down the
front of the Reichstag building Friday.



They argue that the government‘s road map won‘t reduce Germany‘s greenhouse gas emissions fast enough
to meet the targets set out in the Paris climate accord.

Germany is a country in Central Europe. It is the second-most populous country in Europe after Russia, and the
most populous member state of the European Union. The nation‘s capital and largest city is Berlin, and its financial
centre is Frankfurt; the largest urban area is the Ruhr. Frank-Walter Steinmeier is serving as the President of
Germany since 19 March 2017. Euro is the official currency of it.

‗Great Spas Of Europe‘ Added To World Heritage List


A group of major European spa towns was added to the highly prized World Heritage list for their
―exceptional testimony to the European spa phenomenon‖ from the 18th century to the 1930s, UNESCO said.



This includes Baden bei Wien in Austria, Spa in Belgium, Karlovy Vary, Frantiskovy Lazne and
Marianske Lazne in the Czech Republic, Vichy in France, Bad Ems, Baden-Baden and Bad Kissingen in
Germany, Montecatini Terme in Italy, and Bath in the United Kingdom.

UN adopts first resolution on vision


The UN General Assembly approved its first-ever resolution on vision calling on its 193 member nations to
ensure access to eye care for everyone in their countries which would contribute to a global effort to help at
least 1.1 billion people with vision impairment who currently lack eye services by 2030.



The ―Vision for Everyone‖ resolution, sponsored by Bangladesh, Antigua, and Ireland, and co-sponsored
by over 100 countries, was adopted by consensus by the world body.



It encourages countries to institute a ―whole of government approach to eye care.‖ And it calls on
international financial institutions and donors to provide targeted financing, especially for developing countries, to
address the increasing impact of vision loss on economic and social development.
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United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations. Under the
Charter, the Security Council has primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and
security. It has 15 Members, and each Member has one vote. Under the Charter, all Member States are obligated to
comply with Council decisions. The permanent members of the United Nations Security Council (also known as
the Permanent Five, Big Five, or P5) are China (formerly the Republic of China), Russia (formerly the Soviet
Union), France, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Antonio Guterres is a Portuguese politician and
diplomat who is serving as the ninth Secretary-General of the United Nations. Previously, he was the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees between 2005 and 2015.

India, US sign Second Amendment to Statement of Guiding Principles on Triangular
Cooperation for global development


India and the US signed the Second Amendment to the Statement of Guiding Principles on Triangular
Cooperation for global development. The SGP Agreement, signed in November 2014, underscores the
contribution of India-US partnership to global stability and prosperity.



It provides a framework for promoting cooperation between the two countries to meet the developmental
aspirations of partner countries, particularly in Asia and Africa. The Second Amendment to the SGP
Agreement, signed extends the validity of the SGP Agreement up-to 2026.



It expands the scope of capacity building activities undertaken jointly by India and the United States under
this framework. It also provides a consultative mechanism for joint biannual monitoring and review of activities
undertaken under the SGP.



Under the Agreement, India and US will continue to offer capacity building assistance to partner countries
in multiple sectors, focusing primarily on agriculture, regional connectivity, trade and investments, nutrition,
health, clean and renewable energy, and women empowerment.



The Agreement helps fulfil the joint commitment of both nations to work together and leverage their
combined capacities to provide demand-driven development partnership. This triangular cooperation with the US
will complement India‘s other ongoing and future development partnerships, capacity building and technical
assistance with countries globally.

The United States of America (U.S.A. or USA), commonly known as the United States (U.S. or US) or America, is
a country primarily located in North America. It consists of 50 states, a federal district, five major unincorporated
territories, 326 Indian reservations, and some minor possessions. The national capital is Washington, D.C., and
the most populous city is New York City. Joe Biden is the current and the 46th President of the United States. At
78, Biden is the oldest president in US history and only the second Roman Catholic President. A member of
the Democratic Party, he served as the 47th Vice President from 2009 to 2017 under Barack Obama and
represented Delaware in the United States Senate from 1973 to 2009. In January 2017, Barak Obama awarded
Biden the Presidential Medal of Freedom with distinction.

Sunseap to build $2 bln floating solar farm in Indonesia, world‘s largest


Singapore‘s Sunseap Group says it plans to spend $2 billion to build the world‘s largest floating solar farm
and energy storage system in neighbouring Indonesian city Batam, which will double its renewable power
generation capacity. Construction is expected to begin in 2022 and plan to be completed in 2024.



Singapore-based clean energy developer Sunseap says it will build a giant 2,200 MW floating solar farm on
a reservoir on Indonesia‘s Batam Island, after securing a memorandum of understanding with Indonesian
government authority Badan Pengusahaan Batam.



The project will cover an area of 1,600 hectares and is expected to become the largest floating solar farm in the
world. It will also be paired with more than 4,000 MWh of energy storage, making it one of the world‘s
largest combined solar and storage projects – floating or otherwise. The project will be financed through a
mixture of bank borrowings and internal resources.
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Indonesia is a sovereign state in Southeast Asia, between the Indian and Pacific oceans. It is the world‘s largest
island country, with more than thirteen thousand islands. With over 261 million people, it is the world‘s 4th most
populous country as well as the most populous Muslim-majority country. Java is the world‘s most populous
island. Jakarta is the country‘s capital. The rupiah (Rp) is the official currency of Indonesia. Joko Widodo also
known as Jokowi is the seventh and current President of Indonesia.

BRICS Counter Terrorism Action Plan finalised at Working Group meet


The 6th meeting of the BRICS Counter Terrorism Working Group was held virtually under the Chairship
of India. The main outcome of the Working Group meeting was the finalisation of the BRICS Counter
Terrorism Action Plan containing specific measures to implement the BRICS Counter Terrorism Strategy
adopted by BRICS Leaders in 2020.



The Action Plan is aimed at further strengthening result oriented cooperation between BRICS countries in
areas such as preventing and combating terrorism, radicalisation, financing of terrorism, misuse of
internet by terrorists, and curbing travel of terrorists.



The BRICS Counter Terrorism Action Plan is one of the key deliverables during India‘s Chairship of BRICS
and will be adopted at the meeting of BRICS National Security Advisors scheduled. During the Working
Group meeting, the BRICS countries also exchanged views on terrorism threat assessment at national, regional
and global level and resolved to further enhance counter terrorism cooperation in line with the Action Plan.

BRICS is the acronym for an association of five major emerging national economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa. Originally the first four were grouped as ―BRIC‖ (China, Brazil, Russia and India), before the
induction of South Africa in 2010. In 2009, the first BRIC Summit was held in Yekaterinburg, Russia.

China building world‘s first waterless nuclear reactor using Thorium


Researchers in China have unveiled their work on a thorium-fuelled commercial reactor that would be the
first in the world not to require water for cooling. A 2 MW prototype is set to be completed in August, with
tests to begin in September, reports newspaper The South China Morning Post.



Because the reactor would not need to be built near water, it could be deployed in the deserts and plains of
central and western China, complementing wind and solar plants and reducing China‘s reliance on coal-fired
power stations. The country plans to become carbon neutral by 2060. The first commercial version, with a
power of about 100 MW, is due to enter service in 2030.



The Thorium Molten Salt Reactor (TMSR) project, which was begun in 2011, has been underway in Wuwei
city, Gansu province in China‘s remote northwest. The prototype was to have been completed in 2024, but work
was accelerated.



The reactor is cooled with molten salt, which gives a much higher operating temperature than a conventional
reactor. This can be as high as 1,000°C, which has hampered previous attempts to design a molten salt
reactor since a material has to be found that could contain the fuel.



Thorium is also relatively safer when compared with uranium, as, it is known to solidify quite quickly when
exposed to open air, and this would indirectly make it a lot safer and reduce the diameter of radiation for the
surrounding environment.

Greece‘s first underwater museum opens ancient world to dive tourists


The museum beneath the waves at Peristera, a rocky outcrop off the island of Alonissos, opened in 2020,
though the site has been largely mothballed until now due to COVID-19 restrictions. As Greece opens up its
vital tourism industry, the site offers an example of a new and more sustainable source of revenue.



Emerging from the crystal-clear turquoise waters of the Aegean Sea, Hans-Juergen Fercher has just
returned from his fourth dive to where mounds of 2,500-year-old wine pots mark the site of an ancient
shipwreck – and Greece‘s first underwater museum.
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Greece is a country located in Southeast Europe. Athens is its largest and capital city, followed by Thessaloniki.
Situated on the southern tip of the Balkans, Greece is located at the crossroads of Europe, Asia, and Africa.
Kyriakos Mitsotakis is current Prime Minister of Greece since 8 July 2019. Katerina Sakellaropoulou is the
current President of Greece since 13 March 2020. Euro is it‘s official currency.

Rock Art Hima Added As Saudi Arabia‘s Sixth UNESCO World Heritage Site




A sixth site in Saudi Arabia has been added to UNESCO‘s world heritage list, the UN organisation
announced. Hima, in the Gulf state‘s southwest, is home to one of the largest rock art complexes in the
world.
―New site inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List: cultural area of Hima, Saudi Arabia. Hima
features more than 34 separate sites including rock inscriptions and wells along the route of the ancient
Arabian caravans.

Mary Simon sworn in as Canada‘s 30th Governor-General




Social activist, journalist and former diplomat Mary Simon was sworn in as Canada‘s 30th Governor-General
making her the first person of indigenous heritage to hold the post. Mary Simon served as Canada‘s
ambassador to Denmark from 1999 to 2001 while also serving as ambassador for circumpolar affairs from
1994 to 2003, during which she negotiated the creation of the Arctic Council.
She was sworn in by the chief justice of the Canadian Supreme Court at a ceremony in the chamber of Senate
of Canada in the country‘s capital, Ottawa, in the first-ever socially distanced event, with limited attendance due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Canada is a country located in the northern part of North America. Canada is the world‘s second-largest country
by total area. Elizabeth II is the Head of the Commonwealth and queen regnant of seven independent
Commonwealth countries: the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Pakistan, and
Ceylon. Its capital is Ottawa, and its three largest metropolitan areas are Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver.
Canadian dollar is the currency of Canada. Justin Pierre James Trudeau is serving as the 23rd and current Prime
Minister of Canada since 2015.

Madrid‘s iconic Paseo del Prado, Buen Retiro Park win World Heritage status


The historic Paseo del Prado boulevard and Retiro Park of Madrid, in Spain, has been granted the status of
UNESCO World Heritage Sites. The wide tree-lined Paseo del Prado, in the centre of the Spanish capital, is
home to prominent buildings such as the Prado Museum. The iconic Retiro Park, just adjoining with Paseo
del Prado, is a 125-hectare green space, and one of the most visited attractions in Madrid‘s history.



With this announcement the total number of World Heritage Sites in Spain goes up to 49 which is the thirdhighest globally only after Italy and China. Before the addition of these two sites none of the countries heritage
sites were located Madrid, the capital of Spain. Buen Retiro Park is a green refuge with a total area 118
hectares located just at the centre of the capital city. The Paseo del Prado Boulevard features six museums,
the famous Plaza de Cibeles square and the famous Fuente de Cibeles fountain.

China gets new World Heritage Site with links to Hinduism, Tamil Nadu


As many as 22 sites in the southeastern Chinese city of Quanzhou including a temple with links to
Hinduism were included to the Unesco World Heritage List. China has been promoting the coastal province
Fujian and the city of Quanzhou as an important ancient sea trade zone where multicultural communities
including from Tamil Nadu mingled millennia ago.



Key sites in the listing include Kaiyuan Temple with Hindu and Buddhist links, Luoyang Bridge, Qingjing
Mosque, one of the oldest mosques in China and an archaeological site of an old maritime trade office, said to
have been first established in 1087.

Pedro Castillo: The primary school teacher who became Peru‘s president


Pedro Castillo has been sworn as Peru‘s president. His victory has shaken the political and business elite in a
deeply polarised country hit hard by the pandemic.
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Peru‘s colonial wounds still ran deep and he would seek to heal them, while promising economic stability in his
inaugural speech as president.

Peru is a country in western South America. It is bordered in the north by Ecuador and Colombia, in the east by
Brazil, in the southeast by Bolivia, in the south by Chile, and in the south and west by the Pacific Ocean. Its capital
and largest city is Lima. The sol is the currency of Peru. Pedro Castillo is serving as the current President of
Peru since 28 July 2021, following the 2021 general election. Guido Bellido Ugarte is serving as the Prime Minister
of Peru since 29 July 2021.

UN climate science talks on preventing climate catastrophe


The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment is critical for the success of the
Glasgow climate conference. Record-smashing heatwaves, floods and drought across three continents in recent
weeks, all amplified by global warming, have added pressure for decisive action.



For years, there were warnings that all of this was possible, that all of this was coming, the UN‘s Climate Chief
Patricia Espinosa. A key G20 summit with climate on the agenda is slated for late October. The world is a
different place since the IPCC‘s last comprehensive overview in 2014 of global heating, past and future.



Carbon pollution from burning fossil fuels, methane leaks and agriculture has driven up the thermometer
1.1 degrees Celsius so far. Scientists have calculated that greenhouse gas emissions must decline 50 per cent
by 2030 and be phased out entirely by 2050 to stay within range of 1.5 degrees Celsius.



Nearly 200 nations started online negotiations to validate a UN science report that will anchor autumn
summits charged with preventing climate catastrophe on a planetary scale. ―The report that you are going
to finalise is going to be very important worldwide,‖ World Meteorological Organization head Petteri
Taalas told some 700 delegates by Zoom.



Britain‘s COP26 president, Alok Sharma, said the climate and environment ministers from more than 50
countries saw first-hand the changes afoot with torrential rain and flash floods hitting London as they met.

Global Partnership for Education summit


Co-hosted by UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson and Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta, the Global
Education Summit: Financing GPE 2021-2025 will be the culmination of GPE‘s ―Raise Your Hand‖
financing campaign.



The Global Partnership for Education summit wants to raise $5 bn (£3.6 bn) to support education in some
of the world‘s poorest countries.



Hosted by the UK and Kenya, it will raise funds for the next five years, creating an extra 88 million school
places and supporting the learning of 175 million children.



Global Partnership for Education (GPE), funds public education in up to 90 countries and territories.
These countries are home to more than 80 percent of the world‘s out-of-school children. GPE‘s ‗Raise Your
Hand‖ financing campaign aims to raise at least US$5 billion over five years to support education systems
in up to 90 countries and territories, where 80% of the world‘s out-of-school children live.

At least $5 billion investment in GPE over five years will help: 1. Enable 175 million girls and boys to learn 2.
Reach 140 million students with professionally trained teachers 3. Get 88 million more children, including 46
million more girls, in school 4. Save $16 billion through more efficient education spending.

G20 Countries gather in Rome for First Culture Summit


The first G-20 culture summit opened in Rome as delegates were welcomed to the Italian capital‘s iconic
Colosseum. Along with ministers of the G-20 and other invited countries, participants include international
organizations such as UNESCO, OECD and the Council of Europe.



The UN culture agency has just included in its prestigious list Bologna‘s extensive porticoes, dating back to
the 13th century and still very much part of the city‘s everyday life, and ratified the extension of Florence‘s
historic centre included in the UNESCO World Heritage site boundary.
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The G20 (or Group of Twenty) is an international forum for the governments and central bank governors from
19 countries and the European Union (EU). Founded in 1999 with the aim to discuss policy pertaining to the
promotion of international financial stability, the G20 has expanded its agenda since 2008 and heads of
government or heads of state, as well as finance ministers, foreign ministers and think tanks, have periodically
conferred at summits ever since. It seeks to address issues that go beyond the responsibilities of any single nation. The
G20 members are: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, Japan, India, Indonesia,
Italy, Mexico, Russia, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United
States, and the European Union.

First Goods train on Haldibari – Chilahati route leaving for Bangladesh


The first goods train carrying stone chips to Bangladesh through the revived Haldibari – Chilahati rail link
will leave from Damdim station of Alipurduar Division in Northeast Frontier Railaway. Haldibari Chilahati route will provide a shorter route for transit of goods into Bangladesh from Assam, West Bengal,
Nepal and Bhutan.



This rail link will enhance rail network accessibility to the main ports, dry ports and land borders to
support the growth in regional trade and to encourage economic and social development of the region.
Economic activities of these South Asian countries will also be benefitted from this new rail link.



The Haldibari – Chilahati rail link between India and the then East Pakistan was operational till 1965. This
was part of the Broad Gauge main route from Kolkata to Siliguri during partition.



Trains travelling to Assam and North Bengal continued to travel through the then East Pakistan territory
even after partition. However, the war of 1965 effectively cut off all the railway links between India and the
then East Pakistan.



The Haldibari-Chilahati rail link was inaugurated on 17 December last year during the virtual bilateral
summit between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina of Bangladesh. At
present, five rail routes connect Bangladesh and India namely Petrapole-Benapole, Gede-Darshana, SinghabadRohanpur, Radhikapur-Birol and Haldibari-Chilahati.

Bangladesh is a country in South Asia. It shares land borders with India and Myanmar (Burma). Nepal, Bhutan
and China are located near Bangladesh but do not share a border with it. Dhaka is its capital and largest city,
followed by Chittagong, which has the country‘s largest port. Bangladeshi taka is the currency of the People‘s
Republic of Bangladesh. Mohammad Abdul Hamid is the 16th and current President of Bangladesh, in office since
April 2013. Sheikh Hasina is the current Prime Minister of the Bangladesh. Bangladesh shares longest
international border with India with 4096 km.

------------------
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ECONOMY AND FINANCE

Economy News
GST collection slipped below Rs 1 lakh crore in June for the first time in eight months


GST collection slipped below Rs 1 lakh crore in June for the first time in eight months as the second wave of
the Covid pandemic and the resultant lockdowns hit businesses and the economy. At Rs 92,849 crore, the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) collection is the lowest in 10 months since August 2020, when it was Rs
86,449 crore, official numbers released showed.



The GST collections in June 2021 are primarily for supplies made in May — a month when most states were
under different levels of lockdown, reducing business activity. With significant relaxations in lockdown and
business supplies picking up, the collections should see a definite uptick in the coming months, experts said.



The gross GST revenue collected in the month of June 2021 is Rs 92,849 crore, of which Central GST is Rs
16,424 crore, State GST is Rs 20,397, Integrated GST is Rs 49,079 crore (including Rs 25,762 crore
collected on import of goods) and Cess is Rs 6,949 crore (including Rs 809 crore collected on import of
goods), the finance ministry said.



It said that e-way bill generation data for the month of June suggests that uptick in revenue is expected in
the coming months. The e-way bills generated during June 2021 has gone up to 5.5 crore, indicating recovery of
trade and business, up from 3.99 crore in May. As many as 5.88 crore e-way bill were generated in April, 2021.



Under the GST regime, a registered supplier cannot transport goods over Rs 50,000 without generation of an
e-way bill. The bill is therefore an instrument for tracking the supply.

Goods and Services Tax (GST) is an indirect tax (or consumption tax) used in India on the supply of goods and
services. It is a comprehensive, multistage, destination-based tax: comprehensive because it has subsumed almost
all the indirect taxes except a few state taxes. Multi-staged as it is, the GST is imposed at every step in the
production process, but is meant to be refunded to all parties in the various stages of production other than the final
consumer and as a destination-based tax, it is collected from point of consumption and not point of origin like previous
taxes. The tax came into effect from 1 July 2017 through the implementation of the One Hundred and First
Amendment of the Constitution of India by the Indian government. The GST replaced existing multiple taxes
levied by the central and state governments. Goods and services are divided into five different tax slabs for
collection of tax: 0%, 5%, 12%, 18% and 28%. However, petroleum products, alcoholic drinks, and electricity
are not taxed under GST and instead are taxed separately by the individual state governments, as per the
previous tax system. The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is governed by the GST Council. Article 279 (1) of the
amended Indian Constitution states that the GST Council has to be constituted by the President within 60 days
of the commencement of the Article 279A. It‘s Chairman is Union Finance Minister of India.

China is now second largest export partner of India


China replaced the UAE as the second largest export destination for India in fiscal 2021, with outbound
shipments to the neighbouring country rising 27.53% to $21.18 billion in the pandemic year.
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The US remained the country‘s top export partner, according to government data, but shipments declined
2.78% to $51.63 billion in a year when India‘s merchandise trade — both exports and imports — fell amid
global lockdowns and disruption to logistics due to the pandemic.

The latest round of meetings among the OPEC+ group of oil-exporting countries has stalled as
the UAE has pushed back proposals making an increase in crude oil supply conditional


The latest round of meetings among the OPEC+ group of oil-exporting countries has stalled as the UAE
has pushed back proposals making an increase in crude oil supply conditional on an extension to an output
agreement. Another round of discussions between OPEC+ countries was reportedly called off as key players
failed to make any progress in resolving key issues.



The OPEC+ group of countries had, in April 2020, entered into a two-year agreement, which entailed steep
cuts in crude production to deal with a sharp fall in the price of oil as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The price of Brent crude hit an 18-year low of under $20 per barrel in April 2020 as economic activity around the
world crashed as countries dealt with the pandemic. The initial production cut by OPEC+ was about 10 million
barrels per day or about 22 per cent of the reference production of OPEC+ nations.



The price of petrol was decontrolled in 2010 while the price of diesel was decontrolled in 2014. Increasing
central and state taxes on petrol and diesel are the key reason for the prices of petrol and diesel being at
record highs, even though the price of crude oil is only 3.5 per cent higher than at the beginning of 2020, before
the Covid-19 pandemic led to a sharp fall in the demand for crude oil.



Impact on India: Current Account Deficit: The increase in oil prices will increase the country‘s import bill,
and further disturb its current account deficit (excess of imports of goods and services over exports).
According to estimates, a one-dollar increase in crude oil price increases the oil bill by around USD 1.6 billion per
year. India imports 80% of its crude oil requirements and the average price of Indian basket of crude oil
has already risen to USD 54.8 barrel for January 2021. Inflation: The increase in crude prices could also
further increase inflationary pressures that have been building up over the past few months. This will decrease the
space for the monetary policy committee to ease policy rates further. The government had hiked central taxes on
petrol and diesel by Rs. 13 per litre and Rs. 11 per litre in 2020 to boost revenues amid lower economic activity.
Fiscal Health: If oil prices continue to increase, the government shall be forced to cut taxes on petroleum and
diesel which may cause loss of revenue and deteriorate its fiscal balance.

Generally, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) used to work as a cartel and fix
prices in a favourable band. OPEC is led by Saudi Arabia, which is the largest exporter of crude oil in the world
(single-handedly exporting 10% of the global demand). OPEC has a total of 13 Member Countries viz. Iran, Iraq,
Kuwait, United Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Libya, Nigeria, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of
Congo, Angola, and Venezuela. Recently, OPEC has been working with Russia, as OPEC+ to fix the global prices and
supply. In 2016, OPEC allied with other top non-OPEC oil-exporting nations to form an even more powerful
entity named OPEC+ or OPEC Plus. OPEC is headquartered in Kuwait. Brent crude oil originates from oil
fields in the North Sea between the Shetland Islands and Norway. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) is sourced
from US oil fields, primarily in Texas, Louisiana, and North Dakota. Brent crude price is the international
benchmark price used by the OPEC while WTI crude price is a benchmark for US oil prices. Since India
imports primarily from OPEC countries, Brent is the benchmark for oil prices in India.

MOIL, Madhya Pradesh government, MPSMCL sign pact to explore manganese ore reserves


State-owned MOIL has signed a pact with the Madhya Pradesh government and the Madhya Pradesh State
Mining Corporation Ltd (MPSMCL) to explore the options of manganese ore mining in four districts of the
state. The four districts of Madhya Pradesh are Balaghat, Jabalpur, Jhabua, and Chhindwara.



MOIL has carried out detailed distant sensing research with the assistance of the National Remote Sensing
Centre (NRSC) ISRO, Hyderabad, so as to determine the manganese-bearing areas.



Based on the research carried out by NRSC, MOIL mentioned it has additionally carried out in depth
fieldwork, adopted by geological mapping, sampling, and their petrological and chemical evaluation for
delineation of manganese ore-bearing areas within the web site specified by NRSC.
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Turkmenistan‘s secretive capital of Ashgabat is named most expensive city for expats in the
world


Turkmenistan‘s capital Ashgabat has been named the most expensive city to live in for expatriates,
dethroning Hong Kong, according to Mercer‘s 2021 Cost of Living city ranking.



Ashgabat, which came in second last year, owes its ranking ―primarily due to a continuing socio-economic
crisis which has led to food shortages and hyperinflation,‖ said Mercer‘s Asia Pacific global mobility leader Julia
Radchenko in a statement.



In a similar economic predicament is the Lebanese capital Beirut, which was named the third most expensive
city to live in - a leap from 45th in last year‘s ranking.



Meanwhile, the others in the top 10 costliest cities to live in should come as no surprise, with Hong Kong,
Tokyo, Zurich, and Shanghai coming in at second, fourth, fifth, and sixth place, respectively.

SEBI approves proposal to introduce framework for ‗Accredited Investors‘


Securities and exchange board of India (SEBI) has approved a proposal to introduce a framework for
‗Accredited Investors‘ in the Indian securities market. It will be a class of investors who may be considered
to be well informed or well advised about investment products.



Accredited investors may be Individuals, Hindu Undivided Families (HUFs), Family Trusts, Sole
Proprietorships, Partnership Firms, Trusts and Body Corporates based on financial parameters and
information as may be specified by SEBI.

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is the regulatory body for securities and commodity market
in India under the jurisdiction of Ministry of Finance, Government of India. It was established on 12 April 1988 and
given Statutory Powers on 30 January 1992 through the SEBI Act, 1992. SEBI has its headquarters at the
business district of Bandra Kurla Complex in Mumbai. Ajay Tyagi was appointed chairman on 10 February
2017, replacing U K Sinha, and took charge of the chairman office on 1 March 2017.

Singapore Precious Metals Exchange Officially Launches the World‘s First End-to-End Platform
that Democratizes Precious Metals Investment


Singapore Precious Metals Exchange (SGPMX), the world‘s first 100 percent physically-backed precious
metals exchange, has teamed up with Scottsdale Mint, a manufacturer of precious metal products to 20+
foreign governments, private banks, investors, collectors, and 3rd party bullion dealers to officially launch its
Stacker Market platform.



The platform will allow account holders to buy and sell physically backed, fractionalized gold and silver.
Stacker Market will feature free storage, transfers in/out, trade, redemption, monetization and collateralization of
gold and silver holdings, while instantly preserving client wealth in physical bullion.

Saudi Arabia announces plan to launch second national airline


Saudi Arabian Airlines faces growing competition from other Gulf carriers, including Dubai‘s Emirates
Airline and the Doha-based Qatar Airways, which offer a wider network.



Under Prince Mohammed, the kingdom‘s de facto ruler, OPEC kingpin Saudi Arabia is currently in the midst
of a major push to boost investments to fund ambitious plans to diversify the oil-reliant economy.



The kingdom is considering building a new airport in the capital Riyadh – a base for a new airline – to cater
to international tourists and business travellers. The airline, part of a push to turn the kingdom into a logistics hub,
would be in addition to state-owned Saudi Arabian Airlines, which has suffered losses for years.

India ranks among top 10 in ITU‘s Global Cyber security Index


India has made it to the top 10 in Global Cyber security Index (GCI) 2020 by ITU, moving up 37 places to
rank as the tenth best country in the world on key cyber safety parameters.
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The affirmation by the UN body of India‘s efforts on cyber security comes just ahead of the sixth
anniversary of Digital India on July 1. India is emerging as a global IT superpower, asserting its digital
sovereignty with firm measures to safeguard data privacy and online rights of citizens.



As per the ranking, India has moved up by 37 places to rank as the tenth best country in the world in the
Global Cyber security Index (GCI) 2020 launched by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

India joins OECD, G20 Inclusive Framework tax deal


India has joined Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and G20 Inclusive
Framework tax deal.



Majority of the members of OECD and G20 countries adopted a high-level statement containing an outline
of a consensus solution to address the tax challenges arising from the digitalisation of the economy.



The proposed solution consists of two components- reallocation of additional share of profit to the market
jurisdictions and minimum tax subject to tax rules. However, the technical details of the proposal will be
worked out in the coming months and a consensus agreement is expected by October.



The principles underlying the solution vindicates India‘s stand for a greater share of profits for the markets.
India is in favour of a consensus solution which is simple to implement and simple to comply. At the same
time, the solution should result in allocation of meaningful and sustainable revenue to market jurisdictions,
particularly for developing and emerging economies.

India‘s first Agriculture Export Facilitation Centre launched in Pune


India‘s first Agriculture Export Facilitation Centre (AFEC) established by the Mahratta Chamber of
Commerce Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA) in association with the National Bank for Agriculture and
Rural Development (NABARD) was formally inaugurated in Pune.

India jumps 3 spots up in global start-up ranking


The country is at the 20th spot among the top 100 countries. India has jumped three spots up in the global startup ranking this year, a possible silver lining amid the chaos that the pandemic has wrought upon us. India stands
at the 20th spot among the top 100 countries that have been ranked in the Global Startup Ecosystem Index
2021 by Startup Blink.

GIFT City joins hands with BRTSIF to accelerate fintech innovation


Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT City) has collaborated with the Ryerson Technology
Startups Incubator Foundation (BRTSIF) to accelerate fintech innovation.



GIFT City is India‘s first smart city and international financial services centre (IFSC), and BRTSIF is a
joint venture among BSE Institute Mumbai, Ryerson University and Simon Fraser University, Canada. As part
of the collaboration, Zone Startups India, a part of BRTSIF, will explore avenues to set up and promote a fintech
hub in GIFT SEZ.

Government of India decides to bring retail and wholesale trade under ambit of MSME


The government has decided to bring retail and wholesale trade under the ambit of Micro, Small, and
Medium Enterprises (MSME). An MSME would hereafter been referred to as Udyam and the registration
process as Udyam Registration.



It has issued revised guidelines to include retail and wholesale trade as MSME and extend to them the
benefit of priority sector lending under the RBI guidelines. With the revised guidelines the Retail and
wholesale trades will now be allowed to register on Udyam Registration Portal.



With around 63.4 million units throughout the geographical expanse of the country, MSMEs contribute
around 6.11% of the manufacturing GDP and 24.63% of the GDP from service activities as well as 33.4%
of India‘s manufacturing output.
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As per the latest classification of MSME: 1. Micro enterprises would be those with investments not exceeding Rs
one crore and turnover of Rs 5 crore. 2. Small enterprises would be those with investment up to Rs 10 crore and
turnover of up to Rs 50 crore. 3. Medium enterprises – as those with investments not exceeding Rs 50 crore and
turnover of Rs 250 crore.

Cabinet approves proposal of allowing APMCs to use Rs 1 lakh crore Agriculture Infrastructure
Fund announced as part of Atmanirbhar Bharat Package


Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar said efforts will be made to provide more resources to the
APMCs. Assuring that APMCs will not be done away with after farm laws, Tomar said, ―Rs 1 lakh crore
allocated under Atmanirbhar Bharat to Farmers Infrastructure Fund can be used by APMCs.‖



The Union Cabinet has approved the proposal of allowing the Agriculture Produce Market Committees
(APMCs) to use the one lakh rupees Agriculture Infrastructure Fund which has been announced as part of
the Atmanirbhar Bharat Package.



It is a central sector scheme, it aims to provide medium - long term debt financing facility for investment in
viable projects for post-harvest management Infrastructure and community farming assets.



The funds will be provided for setting up of cold stores and chains, warehousing, grading and packaging
units, e-marketing points linked to e-trading platforms, besides PPP projects for crop aggregation sponsored
by central/state/local bodies.

Eligible Beneficiaries under Agriculture Infrastructure Fund are Farmers, FPOs, PACS, Marketing Cooperative
Societies, SHGs, Joint Liability Groups (JLG), Multipurpose Cooperative Societies, Agri-entrepreneurs, Start-ups,
and Central/State agency or Local Body sponsored Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Projects. Rs. 1 Lakh Crore will
be provided by banks and financial institutions as loans to eligible beneficiaries. Moratorium for repayment may
vary subject to minimum of 6 months and maximum of 2 years. Loans will have interest subvention of 3% per
annum up to a limit of Rs. 2 crore. This subvention will be available for a maximum period of seven years. A
credit guarantee coverage will be available for eligible borrowers from the scheme under Credit Guarantee Fund
Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) scheme for a loan up to Rs. 2 crore.

Poonam Gupta, former World Bank economist, joins NCAER as first woman director-general


Poonam Gupta, a former lead economist at the World Bank, officially joined as the Director-General of the
think tank National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER).



The first woman to hold the post, Gupta will succeed the current head, Shekhar Shah, who has led the
organisation since 2011. Established in 1956, the New Delhi-based NCAER is India‘s oldest independent and
non-profit economic policy research institute.

Delhi: DMRC launches India‘s first UPI-based cashless parking at Kashmere Gate metro station


The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) launched India‘s first FASTag or Unified Payments Interface
(UPI)-based parking facility to reduce the time for entry and payment.



The facility was launched at Kashmere Gate metro station. As part of the Multi-Model Integration (MMI)
initiative, dedicated Intermediate Public Transport (IPT) lanes for autos, taxis and r-Rickshaws were also
inaugurated at the station. NPCI to partner with DMRC to introduce the country‘s first 100 per cent
digital parking plaza along with the NETC FASTag contactless car parking solution at their Kashmere Gate
Metro Station.

FASTag is an electronic toll collection system in India, operated by the National Highway Authority of India
(NHAI). It employs Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology for making toll payments directly from
the prepaid or savings account linked to it or directly toll owner. It is affixed on the windscreen of the vehicle and
enables to drive through toll plazas without stopping for transactions. The tag can be purchased from official Tag
issuers or participating Banks and if it is linked to a prepaid account, then recharging or top-up can be as per
requirement. As per NHAI, FASTag has unlimited validity.
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Department of Public Enterprises reallocated to Finance Ministry


The government reallocated the Department of Public Enterprises (DPE), the nodal agency for all public
sector enterprises, to the finance ministry from the ministry of heavy industries.



DPE is responsible for evaluation and monitoring performance of central public sector enterprises or
CPSEs besides reviewing their capital expenditure. This will now be the sixth department in the finance
ministry besides economic affairs, revenue, expenditure, financial services and Department of Investment
and Public Asset Management (DIPAM).

KVIC secures trademark registrations in Bhutan, UAE, Mexico


Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) has recently secured trademark registrations in three
countries namely Bhutan, UAE and Mexico which is a big stride towards protecting the identity of brand
Khadi globally. Apart from these countries, KVIC‘s trademark applications are pending in 40 countries
across the world that include the USA, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Japan, Italy, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Brazil
and others.



So far KVIC was having Trademark registrations for the word mark KHADI in 6 countries namely
Germany, UK, Australia, Russia, China and EU where trademark registrations were granted in certain classes.
However, with recent trademark registrations in Bhutan, UAE and Mexico, the number of such countries has gone
up to nine.

The Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) is a statutory body formed in April 1957 (During 2nd Five
Year plan) by the Government of India, under the Act of Parliament, ‗Khadi and Village Industries Commission
Act of 1956‘. It is an apex organisation under the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, with
regard to khadi and village industries within India, which seeks to – ―plan, promote, facilitate, organise and
assist in the establishment and development of khadi and village industries in the rural areas in coordination with
other agencies engaged in rural development wherever necessary‖. Its head office is in Mumbai. Khadi was
launched in 1920 as a political weapon in the Swadeshi movement of Mahatma Gandhi.

MSME Minister Narayan Rane launches two new Khadi Products


MSME Minister Narayan Rane launched two new Khadi Products- Khadi Babywear and Unique
Handmade Paper Use and Throw Slippers in New Delhi. The new products include Khadi‘s first ever cotton
clothing for babies.



Khadi and Village Industries Commission, KVIC has used 100 per cent hand-spun and handwoven cotton
fabric that is soft on the tender and sensitive skin of the children and prevents them from any rashes or skin
irritation.



The cost of Khadi cotton babywear 599 rupees per piece. The Khadi‘s handmade paper use and throw slippers
have been developed for the first time in India. These handmade paper slippers are 100 per cent eco-friendly
and cost-effective.



The Handmade paper is made of natural fibres like Cotton and Silk rags and agro waste. These slippers are
weightless and best suited for travel and indoor usage like in home, hotel rooms, hospitals and laboratories.



With around 63.4 million units throughout the geographical expanse of the country, MSMEs contribute around
6.11% of the manufacturing GDP and 24.63% of the GDP from service activities as well as 33.4% of
India‘s manufacturing output. International MSME Day was observed on 27 June under the theme ―COVID19: The Great Lockdown and its impact on Small Business.‖

The Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, a branch of the Government of India, is the apex executive
body for the formulation and administration of rules, regulations and laws relating to micro, small and medium
enterprises in India. Micro enterprises would be those with investments not exceeding Rs one crore and turnover
of Rs 5 crore. Small enterprises would be those with investment up to Rs 10 crore and turnover of up to Rs 50
crore. Medium enterprises – as those with investments not exceeding Rs 50 crore and turnover of Rs 250 crore.
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Centre rolls out second wave stimulus


In a first set of measures to mitigate the economic impact of the devastating second Covid wave, Finance
Ministry announced a series of steps aimed to push credit off-take in priority areas such as health
infrastructure and the severely hit tourism sector by providing interest-rate concessions.



Alongside a move to expand the scope of the Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme for small and
medium firms from Rs 3 lakh crore to Rs 4.5 lakh crore, Central government announced a credit guarantee
scheme amounting to Rs 50,000 crore to ramp up healthcare infrastructure beyond the eight major metros.
And a credit guarantee of Rs 60,000 crore for other sectors impacted by Covid.



Need for the Measures: The government pegged the total financial implications of the package, which included
the reiteration of some steps that were already announced such as the provision of food grains to the poor till
November and higher fertiliser subsidies, at ₹ 6,28,993 crore.



The measures to keep enterprises afloat in the aftermath of COVID 2.0. The extension of ECLGS‘s scope
and coverage are expected to provide significant support to the cash flow of the stressed sectors.



Tourism had been one of the most impacted sectors and the package would usher in much-needed liquidity
and help revive the employment-intensive sector. The pinpoint focus on augmenting manpower and
infrastructural resources for paediatric care is a welcome step and a new beginning.



Economists, however, noted that the elements of direct stimulus in the package and its upfront fiscal costs in
2021-22, are likely to be limited. More stimulus steps may be needed to shore up the economy through the rest of
the year. The focus was largely on extending loan guarantees and concessional credit for pandemic-hit sectors and
investments to ramp up healthcare capacities.



It is believed that these measures will help to stimulate economic activities, boost production & exports and
generate employment. However, economists opine that more steps may be needed to shore up the economy
through the rest of the year.

The Prime Minister has announced a Rs. 20 lakh crore economic package under the ‗AatmaNirbhar Bharat
Abhiyaan‘, to aid our country out of the Coronavirus crisis (by making us self-reliant). The announcements made by
Honourable Finance Minister covering the ‗#AatmaNirbharBharatAbhiyaan‘, in 5 tranches from 13th May till 17th
May, 2020. The Self-Reliant India Mission aims towards cutting down import dependence by focussing on
substitution while improving safety compliance and quality goods to gain global market share. The Self-Reliance
neither signifies any exclusionary or isolationist strategies but involves creation of a helping hand to the whole world.
The Mission focuses on the importance of promoting ―local‖ products. The Mission is also expected to
complement ‗Make In India Initiative‘ which intends to encourage manufacturing in India.

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and Bhutanese counterpart Lyonpo Namgay Tshering
jointly launch BHIM-UPI in Bhutan


Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and Finance Minister of Bhutan Lyonpo Namgay Tshering jointly
launched BHIM-UPI in Bhutan. Ms Sitharaman said that the services have started in Bhutan under India‘s
neighbourhood first policy and India is proud of this achievement. More than 100 million UPI QRs have
been created in last five years and BHIM-UPI in 2020-21 has processed 22 billion transactions worth 41
lakh crore rupees.

Bhutan becomes first neighbor to use BHIM UPI


Bhutan becomes the first country, in India‘s immediate neighbourhood, to use the BHIM app for mobilebased payments and ―to adopt UPI standards for its QR deployment‖.



Bhutan has become the first country to adopt India‘s Unified Payment Interface (UPI) standards for its
quick response (QR) code. It is also the second country after Singapore to have BHIM-UPI acceptance at
merchant locations, NPCI International Payments Ltd (NIPL).
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BHIM is an Indian mobile payment App developed by the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI),
based on the Unified Payments Interface (UPI). Named after B. R. Ambedkar and launched on 30 December
2016 it is intended to facilitate e-payments directly through banks and encourage cashless transactions. The
application supports all Indian banks which use UPI, which is built over the Immediate Payment Service
(IMPS) infrastructure and allows the user to instantly transfer money between bank accounts of any two
parties. It can be used on all mobile devices. Unified Payments Interface (UPI) is an instant real-time payment
system developed by NPCI facilitating inter-bank transactions. The interface is regulated by the Reserve Bank
of India and works by instantly transferring funds between two bank accounts on a mobile platform.

CCEA clears realignment of Department of Animal Husbandry & Dairying schemes


The Centre decided to revise and realign schemes of the Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying
and implement them as part of the special livestock sector package over the next five years starting from
2021-22 fiscal, in a bid to leverage an investment of Rs 54,618 crore.



The first category will be the Development Programmes, which include Rashtriya Gokul Mission, National
Programme for Dairy Development (NPDD), National Livestock Mission (NLM) and Livestock Census and
Integrated Sample Survey (LC & ISS) as sub-schemes.



The second category is the Disease Control programme renamed as Livestock Health and Disease Control
(LH & DC), which includes the current LH & DC scheme and the National Animal Disease Control Programme
(NADCP). The third category is the Infrastructure Development Fund, wherein the Animal Husbandry
Infrastructure Development fund (AHIDF) and the Dairy Infrastructure Development Fund (DIDF) are merged.

India‘s forex reserves crossed the $600 billion mark for the first time


India‘s forex reserves crossed the $600 billion mark for the first time, as per the latest data from the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI). The country‘s foreign exchange reserves rose by $6.842 billion taking it to $605 billion in
the reporting week ended June 4, 2021. India now stands behind Russia by only $200 million in terms of foreign
exchange reserves.



Shaktikanta Das, RBI Governor said, ―The current level of forex reserves is enough to cover nearly 16
months of imports‖. The central bank has earned enough resources with the increased reserves to tackle any
challenges arising due to sudden policy or geopolitical shifts that could lead to depletion of funds from India.



The increase in the country‘s foreign reserves in the reporting week ended June 4, 2021, is mainly being attributed
to a rise in the value of foreign currency assets (FCA) that are held by the central bank.



As per the data, the foreign currency assets (FCA) comprising a major component of the overall reserves
held by the central bank increased by $7.362 billion to $560.890 billion. The foreign currency assets (FCA)
reflect the depreciation or appreciation of non-US currencies such as the yen, euro, or pound held in the foreign
exchange reserves. Though after a volatile end to FY21, the country‘s forex reserves reported a rise due to
continued foreign investment flow into the capital markets.

India highlighted Chabahar port‘s importance at Central-South Asia conference in Uzbekistan


Uzbekistan hosted the Central-South Asia Conference 2021 in Tashkent titled the International Conference
on Central and South Asia Regional Connectivity, Challenges and Opportunities.



External Affairs Minister Dr Jaishankar was attended the conference in Taskent here on July 15-16. Talking to
ANI exclusively ahead of the conference, the Indian Ambassador to Uzbekistan Manish Prabhat stressed the
importance of the conference and what are India‘s expectations from the high-level visit.



The major international connectivity summit titled ―Central and South Asia: Regional Connectivity.
Challenges and Opportunities‖ is being held in Tashkent on the initiative of President of Uzbekistan Shavkat
Mirziyoyev.

Chabahar Port is located in Sistan and Baluchestan province in the Southeastern part of Iran, on the Gulf of
Oman. In December 2018, India took over the operations of the Port. It was being operated by India Ports Global
Private Limited (IPGPL). India‘s first shipment of wheat to Afghanistan was sent through Chabahar Port. India
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began building a railway line between Chabahar port and Zahedan as part of the North-South Transport
Corridor. In May 2016, India signed a series of twelve memoranda of understanding which centered upon the Port of
Chabahar. The trilateral transit agreement signed by India, Iran and Afghanistan allows Indian goods to reach
Afghanistan through Iran. It links ports in the western coast of India to the Chabahar port and covers the road
and rail links between Chabahar and the Afghan border.

EU proposes world‘s first carbon border tax for some imports


The European Commission put forward plans for the world‘s first carbon border tax, on imports of carbonintensive steel, aluminium, cement, fertilisers and electricity, as part of a programme to meet its new climate
target.



The border levy should be phased in from 2026, the Commission said, and is designed to protect European
industries from competitors abroad whose manufacturers can produce at lower cost because they are not charged
for their carbon output.



Under the proposal, a transitional phase from 2023-25 will require importers, including those importing
electricity, to monitor and report their emissions. Importers will be required to buy digital certificates
representing the tonnage of carbon dioxide emissions embedded in the goods they import. The price of the
certificates will be based on the average price of permits auctioned each week in the EU carbon market.

The European Union (EU) is a political and economic union of 27 member states that are located primarily in
Europe. EU policies aim to ensure the free movement of people, goods, services and capital within the internal
market. Passport controls have been abolished for travel within the Schengen Area. A monetary union was
established in 1999, coming into full force in 2002, and is composed of 19 EU member states which use the euro
currency. The United Kingdom became the first member state to leave the EU on 31 January 2020. The EU
traces its origins to the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and the European Economic Community
(EEC), established, respectively, by the 1951 Treaty of Paris and 1957 Treaty of Rome. The latest major
amendment to the constitutional basis of the EU, the Treaty of Lisbon, came into force in 2009. It is
headquartered in Brussels, Belgium. Ursula Gertrud von der Leyen is a German politician and physician who has
been the president of the European Commission since 1 December 2019. Charles Michel is a Belgian politician
serving as President of the European Council since 2019.

FDI limit in NPS fund managers hiked to 74%


The government notified a hike in the foreign direct investment (FDI) limit in pension fund management to
74% from 49% under the national pension system (NPS), opening doors for experienced foreign partners in
this space and facilitating more competition in the fledgling segment.



The higher foreign investment limit in pension fund managers (PFMs) follows a Parliament nod in March to hike
FDI limit in insurance business to 74% from 49%. The Pension Fund Regulatory and Development
Authority (PFRDA) Act links the FDI ceiling in the sector to the same in the insurance sector.



Four out of seven PFMs managing the NPS corpus namely HDFC Pension Management, ICICI Prudential
Pension Funds, Kotak Mahindra Pension Fund and Aditya Birla Sun Life Pension Management have
significant foreign investments. LIC Pension Fund, SBI Pension Funds and UTI Retirement Solutions are
the other three PFMs for NPS.



NPS assets under management (AUM) stood at about Rs 6.2 lakh crore as on July 10, 2021. Recently, the
PFRDA chairman Supratim Bandyopadhyay told FE that NPS AUM may rise over 30% year-on-year to near Rs
7.5 lakh crore in FY22.

‗FDI‘ or ‗Foreign Direct Investment‘ means investment through capital instruments by a person resident
outside India –in an unlisted Indian company or in ten per cent or more of the post-issue paid-up equity capital
on a fully diluted basis of a listed Indian company. In India, foreign investment can be made mainly under two
routes: Automatic Route: Under the Automatic Route, the non-resident investor or the Indian company does not
require any approval from Government of India for the investment. Reserve Bank of India is in charge of Automatic
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Route. Government Approval Route: Under the Government Approval Route, prior to investment, approval from the
Government of India is required. A foreign direct investment (FDI) is an investment in the form of a controlling
ownership in a business in one country by an entity based in another country.

India emerges as 5th largest foreign exchange reserves holder in world after China, Japan,
Switzerland, and Russia


India has emerged as the fifth-largest foreign exchange reserves holder in the world after China, Japan,
Switzerland and Russia. In 2020-21, India‘s balance of payments recorded surplus in both current account
and capital account which contributed to the increase in foreign exchange reserves during the year.



The Minister stated that India‘s foreign exchange reserves position is comfortable in terms of import cover of
more than 18 months and provides cushion against unforeseen external shocks. Government and RBI are
closely monitoring the emerging external position calibrating policies or regulations to support robust
macroeconomic growth.



Giving more details, the Minister said that RBI takes regular steps for diversification of forex reserves by
scaling up operations in forex swap and repo markets, acquisition of gold and exploring new
markets/products, while adhering to safety and liquidity standards. Variation in India‘s forex reserves is
primarily the outcome of RBI‘s intervention in the foreign exchange market to smoothen exchange rate
volatility, valuation changes due to movement of US dollar against other international currencies in the
reserve basket, movement in gold prices, interest earnings from deployment of foreign currency assets and inflow
of aid receipts.



The Minister further stated that a current account deficit, accompanied by increasing foreign exchange
reserves, reflects a surplus on the balance of payments i.e., the magnitude of the net capital inflows exceeds
the volume of the current account deficit. In 2020-21, India‘s balance of payments recorded surplus in both
current account and capital account which contributed to the increase in foreign exchange reserves during the
year.

In India, Foreign Exchange Reserves are the foreign assets held or controlled by the Reserve Bank of India. The
reserves are made of gold or a specific currency. They can also be special drawing rights and marketable securities
denominated in foreign currencies like treasury bills, government bonds, corporate bonds and equities and
foreign currency loans. Purpose of keeping foreign exchange reserves are 1. To keep the value of their currencies
at a fixed rate. 2. Countries with a floating exchange rate system use forex reserves to keep the value of their
currency lower than the US Dollar. 3. To maintain liquidity in case of an economic crisis. 4. The central bank
(RBI) supplies foreign currency to keep markets steady. 5. To ensure that a country meets its foreign obligations
and liabilities. As of June 2021, India has USD $608.081 billion forex reserves. India ranks fourth in the world
in forex reserves. China is in first position, followed by Japan and Switzerland.

Qatar Airways named world‘s best airline for 2021


Qatar Airways has toppled Air New Zealand to become the world‘s best carrier at a time when the aviation
industry is badly hit by the pandemic, according to an aviation safety and product rating agency.



AirlineRatings.com released its annual list of top 20 airlines in the world, applauding Qatar Airways for its
―dedication and commitment to continue to operate‖ throughout the coronavirus disease (Covid-19) pandemic.



Qatar Airways achieved a host of industry firsts, which helped it achieve the top spot on the list. It was the first
carrier to complete IATA Operational Safety Audit (IOSA) and the first to be fully audited and compliant for
Covid-19 by both AirlineRatings and Skytrax. Qatar Airways has also been awarded Best Business Class, Best
Catering, and Best Middle East Airline.

Andhra Pradesh‘s first centre for financial literacy comes up in Amaravati


Stating that the Union government is giving high priority to financial inclusion of all citizens, Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) regional director K Nikhila observed that this is an inseparable part of an inclusive
developmental agenda.
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She noted that creating awareness about banking operations and government schemes, particularly among women,
would play a key role in their financial empowerment. She launched the first centre for financial literacy
(CFL) of the state in Amaravati. She also launched nine other centres in Guntur district through the
virtual mode.

Andhra Pradesh is the first state in India to have Five Deputy Chief Ministers one each from Scheduled Caste,
Scheduled Tribe, backward, minority and Kapu communities. YS Jagan Mohan Reddy is the current Chief
Minister of Andhra Pradesh. Andhra Pradesh is the first state in India to have three capital cities; there are
Visakhapatnam (Executive capital), Amaravati (Legislative capital) and Kurnool (Judiciary). Andhra Pradesh
High Court imposed a stay on implementation of 3 capitals. Andhra Pradesh is the first state to be formed on
a linguistic basis in India on 1 October 1953. On 2 June 2014, Telangana was separated from the northwestern
part of Andhra Pradesh as the newly formed state with Hyderabad as its capital.

India betters UN trade facilitation survey score


India has substantially improved its score on a trade facilitation survey conducted by the United Nations
for a total of 143 countries, scoring 90.32 per cent in the United Nations Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific‘s (UNESCAP) latest Global Survey on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation, and
improving from 78.49 per cent in 2019.



In its evaluation of 143 economies, the Survey for 2021 has pointed out India‘s improvement in the scores
on all five key indicators — transparency, formalities, institutional arrangement and cooperation,
paperless trade and cross-border paperless trade. Under the transparency indicator, India scored 100 per cent
in 2021, up from 93.33 per cent in 2019.



The score for ‗paperless trade‘ improved to 96.3 per cent from 81.48 per cent, while that for institutional
arrangement and cooperation indicator rose to 88.89 per cent from 66.67 per cent.



The survey is conducted every two years by UNESCAP and includes an assessment of 58 trade facilitation
measures covered by the World Trade Organization‘s Trade Facilitation Agreement. A higher score for a
country helps businesses in their investment decisions.



These 58 measures include publications of existing import-export rules on internet, risk management,
advance ruling on tariff classification, pre-arrival processing, independent appeal mechanism expedited
shipments, automated customs system, among others.



―The CBIC (Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs) has been at forefront of path breaking reforms
under the umbrella of ‗Turant‘ Customs to usher in a Faceless, Paperless and Contactless Customs by way
of a series of reforms. This has had a direct impact in terms of the improvement in the UNESCAP rankings on
digital and sustainable trade facilitation,‖ according to the Finance Ministry.

The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) is one of the five
regional commissions under the jurisdiction of the United Nations Economic and Social Council. It was
established in order to increase economic activity in Asia and the Far East, as well as to foster economic
relations between the region and other areas of the world. The commission is composed of 53 Member States
and nine Associate members, mostly from the Asia and Pacific regions. In addition to countries in Asia and the
Pacific, the commission‘s members includes France, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United
States. The region covered by the commission is home to 4.1 billion people, or two-thirds of the world‘s
population, making ESCAP the most comprehensive of the United Nations‘ five regional commissions.

Rubber Board to launch India‘s first rubber census


In a major initiative to prepare a comprehensive database on natural rubber sector, right from the total areas of
cultivation to the details of rubber tappers, Rubber Board is conducting the first ever nationwide census. The
census to be conducted by using a mobile application will begin with the data collection in Kottayam soon.



It will be carried out all over India in a phased manner. Kerala accounts for 67 per cent of total rubber area in
the country, of which, Kottayam district shares about one-fifth of the area and hence, the survey is proposed
to start in the district in the first phase. The field enumeration is proposed to be carried out by employing
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competent unemployed youths, preferably, hailing from the same locality with the help of various Rubber
Producing Societies (RPSs).


The survey will be carried out with Digitalized Mobile Application, ‗RUBAC‘, developed in association with
the Indian Institute of Information Technology and Management- Kerala.



According to the Board authorities, the main objectives of the ‗Census on Rubber‘ are ascertaining the actual
area of rubber plantation, new-planted area, re-planted area, the age profile of trees, discarded area over
the years, level of adoption of new clones, size of holdings and details of tappers etc.

The British established the first rubber plantation in India in 1902 on the banks of the river Periyar in Kerala.
India is currently the sixth largest producer of NR in the world with one of the highest productivity (694,000
tonnes in 2017-18). Top Rubber Producing States are: Kerala > Tamil Nadu > Karnataka. The world‘s first
Genetically Modified (GM) rubber plant developed by Rubber Research Institute was planted in Assam. The
rubber plant is the first of its kind developed exclusively for this region, and is expected to grow well under the
climatic conditions of the mountainous northeastern region.

Bangladesh to launch ‗Jogajog‘ as alternative to Facebook


Bangladesh is going to create its own social media platform styled ‗Jogajog‘, as an alternative to social
media site Facebook, and ‗Alapon‘, a platform to provide an alternative to WhatsApp.



According to the digital e-commerce policy of 2018, e-commerce, hardware, software and BPO sectors will be
able to meet the target of creating more than 2 million jobs by 2021.

IMF slashes India‘s economic growth forecast for FY22 to 9.5%


The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has sharply scaled down India‘s economic growth projection by
300 basis points to 9.5 per cent for the current financial year from 12.5 per cent estimated earlier in April.



IMF said the downward revision is owing to ―lack of access to vaccines‖ and possibility of renewed waves of
coronavirus. ―Growth prospects in India have been downgraded following the severe second Covid wave during
March–May and expected slow recovery in confidence from that setback,‖ IMF said in the latest edition of its
flagship World Economic Outlook (WEO) report. Gita Gopinath, chief economist at the IMF, said the
Delta variant is dominant around the world right now, and it has already affected IMF‘s growth forecasts.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an organization of 190 countries, working to foster global monetary
cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade, promote high employment and sustainable
economic growth, and reduce poverty around the world. Created in 1945, the IMF is governed by and accountable
to the 190 countries that make up its near-global membership. Ms. Kristalina Georgieva, from Bulgaria, is
Managing Director and Chairman of the Executive Board of International Monetary Fund (IMF) from October
1, 2019. Prominent Indian-American economist Gita Gopinath has joined as the chief economist of the
International Monetary Fund, becoming the first woman to occupy the top post at the global lender. The latest
currency that was added to the basket of currencies by the International Monetary Fund to determine the value
of XDR is the Chinese renminbi in 2016. The other international currencies in the basket of currencies are British
Pound, Japanese Yen, US Dollar, and Euro. XDR is the currency code of Special Drawing Rights. Andorra has
joined the International Monetary Fund (IMF), to become its 190th member.

Deposit Insurance & Credit Guarantee Corporation Bill 2021 gets Cabinet nod


Union Cabinet cleared the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation Bill 2021, which insures
each depositor‘s deposits in the banks upto maximum of five lakh rupees in each bank.



The bill insures all bank deposits such as savings, fixed deposits, current or recurring deposits. It also
covers all commercial, public, private sector banks and branches of foreign bank in India. Each depositor‘s
deposits in the banks are insured up to maximum of five lakh rupees in each bank.
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The Rs 5-lakh deposit insurance cover was raised from Rs 1 lakh in 2020. The Damodaran Committee on
‗Customer Services in Banks‘ (2011) had recommended a five-time increase in the cap to Rs. 5 lakh due to
rising income levels and increasing size of individual bank deposits.



Within the first 45 days of the bank being put under moratorium, the DICGC would collect all information
relating to deposit accounts. In the next 45 days, it will review the information and repay depositors within
a maximum of 90 days.

Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation (DICGC) came into existence in 1978 after the merger of
Deposit Insurance Corporation (DIC) and Credit Guarantee Corporation of India Ltd. (CGCI) after passing of
the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation Act, 1961 by the Parliament. It serves as a deposit insurance
and credit guarantee for banks in India. It is a fully owned subsidiary of and is governed by the RBI. Deposit
Insurance is a protection cover against losses accruing to bank deposits if a bank fails financially and has no
money to pay its depositors and has to go in for liquidation. Credit Guarantee is the guarantee that often
provides for a specific remedy to the creditor if his debtor does not return his debt.

Government launches secured logistics document exchange platform


The government launched a secured logistics document exchange platform for digital exchange of logisticsrelated papers and a calculator for greenhouse gas emissions for choosing the sustainable and right mode of
transport for freight movements.



The digital initiative is now set to improve logistics efficiency, reduce logistics cost and promote multimodality and sustainability in a big way. According to the statement, the calculator is an efficient and userfriendly tool which provides for calculating and comparing GHG (Green House Gas) emissions across
different modes.

Government approves two more new strategic oil reserves of capacity 6.5 MMT


Under the first phase of the Strategic Petroleum Reserves (SPR) programme, the Government of India
through its special purpose vehicle, the Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserve Limited (ISPRL), has set up
petroleum storage facilities with a total capacity of 5.33 Million Metric Tonnes (MMT) at 3 locations,
namely (i) Visakhapatnam (1.33 MMT), (ii) Mangaluru (1.5 MMT) and (iii) Padur (2.5 MMT), and all the
storage facilities have been filled with crude oil.



Under the second phase of the Petroleum Reserves programme, the government has approved the setting up
of two additional commercial-cum-strategic facilities with a total storage capacity of 6.5 MMT
underground storage at Chandikhol (4 MMT) and Padur (2.5 MMT) in July 2021, on PPP Mode. The
request for proposal for building these storage facilities is under finalisation. An amount of Rs 210 crore was
allocated in the budget for the financial year 2020-21 under Phase II for land acquisition, and the same has been
disbursed to ISPRL, Minister of State for Petroleum and Natural Gas Rameswar Teli said.

The Gulf War in 1990 led to a sharp rise in oil prices and a huge increase in India‘s imports. During the post1991 Indian economic crisis, foreign exchange reserves could barely finance three weeks‘ worth of imports,
while the government came close to defaulting on its financial obligations. India was able to address the crisis
through policies that liberalized the economy. However, India continued to be affected by volatility in oil prices.
In 1998, former Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee administration proposed the creation of petroleum
reserves as a long-term solution for managing the oil market.

------------------
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Banks in News
Federal Bank gets RBI nod to re-appoint Shyam Srinivasan as MD & CEO for 3 years


Private sector Federal Bank has received approval from the RBI to re-appoint Shyam Srinivasan as its MD
and CEO for three years. Srinivasan took charge as MD and CEO of the lender on September 23, 2010.



Federal Bank Limited is a major Indian commercial bank in the Private Sector, headquartered in Aluva,
Kochi. The bank has more than 1,200 branches spread across different states in India. It also has its
Representative Offices abroad at Abu Dhabi, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman and Dubai.

The Reserve Bank of India was founded on 1 April 1935 to respond to economic troubles after the First World
War. RBI was conceptualised as per the guidelines, working style and outlook presented by Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar in his book titled ―The Problem of the Rupee – Its origin and its solution‖ and presented to the Hilton
Young Commission. The bank was set up based on the recommendations of the 1926 Royal Commission on
Indian Currency and Finance, also known as the Hilton–Young Commission. In 1969, the Indira Gandhi-headed
government nationalised 14 major commercial banks. Upon Indira Gandhi‘s return to power in 1980, a further six
banks were nationalised. The first Governor of the RBI was British banker Osborn Smith and C.D. Deshmukh
was the first Indian Governor of RBI. Shashikant Das is the current Governor of RBI.

RBI unveiled a scheme allowing retail investors to directly participate in the G-securities market


The Reserve Bank of India unveiled a scheme allowing retail investors to directly participate in the
government securities market. They can open and maintain a ‗Retail Direct Gilt Account‘ (RDG Account)
with the RBI through a portal, which will also provide access to primary issuance of G-Secs and the secondary
market as well.



In February, the RBI had proposed retail access to this risk-free fixed income segment. Greater participation
will support the government‘s expanding borrowings plan, estimated at around Rs 12 lakh crore annually. It
may also pose competition to bank fixed deposits and post office savings.



Since G-Secs are highly volatile, investment experts say investors who really understand these instruments
or are willing to hold till maturity should look at them. Many argue that although these are safe-asset class, it
is better to invest through mutual fund schemes that invest in G-Secs. For investors who are willing to hold till
maturity and are not bothered by volatility, one of the advantages of going direct is that they will save on the
expense ratio charged by mutual funds.



G-Sec attracts tax on both interest income and capital gains if the papers are traded in the market before
maturity. Interest income attracts tax at the marginal tax rate, and capital gains at 10%. G-Secs don‘t
attract capital gains tax if the papers are held till maturity.

G-Secs are debt instruments, issued by the government. They are considered the safest form of investment; the
government will not default as it has the option to raise funds through taxes and other means if it faces
challenges in repayment. Retail investors have been allowed to buy and sell treasury bills, government bonds,
sovereign gold bonds as well as State Development Loans. Currently, retail investors are allowed to submit noncompetitive bids in auctions of government bonds.

India bad bank takes shape with SBI executives as first chief


The National Asset Reconstruction Co. Ltd (NARCL), or the so-called bad bank, has been registered in
Mumbai with a paid-up capital of Rs.74.6 crore, according to filings with the Registrar of Companies (RoC).



The bad bank will be headed by Padmakumar Madhavan Nair, a stressed assets expert from State Bank of
India (SBI), as the managing director.



The other directors are Indian Banks‘ Association (IBA) chief executive Sunil Mehta, SBI deputy managing
director Salee Sukumaran Nair and Canara Bank‘s representative Ajit Krishnan Nair. Touted as a one-stop
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solution to India‘s burgeoning bad loan menace, NARCL was set up on 7 July with an authorized capital of
Rs.100 crore and has been classified as a ―Union government company‖, the RoC filings showed.


The setting up of the bad bank is part of the government‘s efforts to clean up India‘s financial system,
which is sitting on one of the biggest piles of bad assets in the world. Transferring soured loans to NARCL will
allow banks to cut their losses and renew lending.



Initially, state-run banks will transfer 22 bad loan accounts worth Rs. 89,000 crore to NARCL. Total bad
loans worth Rs. 2 trillion are likely to be transferred in tranches. As announced in the budget for FY22,
NARCL will house bad loan accounts of Rs. 500 crore, or more, in a structure that will contain an asset
reconstruction company and an asset management company (AMC) to manage and recover dud assets.



The primary advantage of NARCL will be in its ability to aggregate bad loans. Typically, when an ARC
buys such loans from a bank, it is not always possible to buy the total exposure of lenders to the borrower. This
leads to a delay in taking decisions and subsequently in the recovery of the bad loans.

NARCL, also known as a bad bank, has eight public sector banks as its shareholders. According to the Articles of
Association of the company, filed with the RoC, while SBI, Union Bank of India, Bank of Baroda and Indian Bank
own 99 lakh shares each, Canara Bank owns 1.2 crore shares. Other shareholders include — Punjab National Bank
(90 lakh shares), Bank of India (90 lakh shares) and Bank of Maharashtra (50 lakh shares). The authorised share
capital of the company is Rs 100 crore divided into 10 crore shares of Rs 10 each.

Reserve Bank introduces RBI Retail Direct facility to facilitate investment in Government
Securities by individual investors


Reserve Bank of India introduced the RBI Retail Direct facility. The facility is a one-stop solution to
facilitate investment in Government Securities, G-Sec by individual investors. Under this facility, retail
investors will have the facility to open and maintain the Retail Direct Gilt, RDG Account with RBI.



As part of continuing efforts to increase retail participation in government securities, the RBI Retail Direct
facility was announced for improving ease of access by retail investors through online access to the
government securities market along with the facility to open their gilt securities account ‗Retail Direct‘ with
the RBI. The RDG account can be opened through an Online portal provided for the purpose of the
scheme. Saving Account holders in India with PAN, Valid KYC documents, email ID and Registered Mobile
number are eligible to open this account.



Non-Resident retail investors eligible to invest in Government Securities under Foreign Exchange
Management Act are eligible under the scheme. The RDG account can be opened singly or jointly with another
retail investor who meets the eligibility criteria. The RBI has said, date of commencement of the scheme will be
announced later.

RBI planning to launch Central Bank Digital Currency in near future


Reserve bank of India is planning to launch Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) in the near future.
Deputy Governor T Rabi Shankar said, RBI is currently working towards a phased implementation strategy
and examining use cases which could be implemented with little or no disruption. Conducting pilots in
wholesale and retail segments may be a possibility in near future.



High Level Inter-Ministerial Committee constituted by Ministry of Finance in November 2017 to examine
the policy and legal framework for regulation of virtual currencies had recommended the introduction of
CBDC. CDBCs are digital currencies issued by a central bank, and generally take on a digital form of the
nation‘s existing fiat currency such as the rupee.

The Reserve Bank of India was founded on 1 April 1935 to respond to economic troubles after the First World
War. RBI was conceptualised as per the guidelines, working style and outlook presented by Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar in his book titled ―The Problem of the Rupee – Its origin and its solution‖ and presented to the Hilton
Young Commission. The bank was set up based on the recommendations of the 1926 Royal Commission on
Indian Currency and Finance, also known as the Hilton–Young Commission. In 1969, the Indira Gandhi-headed
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government nationalised 14 major commercial banks. Upon Indira Gandhi‘s return to power in 1980, a further six
banks were nationalised. The first Governor of the RBI was British banker Osborn Smith and C.D. Deshmukh
was the first Indian Governor of RBI. Shashikant Das is the current Governor of RBI.

SBI selects Paisalo Digital as National Corporate Business Correspondent


State Bank of India (SBI) has selected Paisalo Digital as National Corporate Business Correspondent of the
Bank for financial inclusion by providing banking services through kiosks. The signing of the Service Level
Agreement and other formalities shall be done shortly.



Ensuring superior financial inclusion and increasing the outreach, the financial solutions company shall
extend its services and its reach to the general public including its existing customers and new customers. As a
business correspondent for State Bank of India, they will focus and improve the synergy with the thrust of the
already up and running fully digital small loan business under SBI-Paisalo Loan Co-origination.

On April 1, 2017, the State Bank of India, which was India‘s largest bank, merged with five of its associate banks
(State Bank of Bikaner & Jaipur, State Bank of Hyderabad, State Bank of Mysore, State Bank of Patiala and State
Bank of Travancore), and with the Bharatiya Mahila Bank. Dinesh Kumar Khara is the current chairman of the
State Bank of India (SBI). Imperial Bank of India was the oldest and the largest commercial bank of the Indian
subcontinent, and was subsequently transformed into State Bank of India in 1955.

------------------
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Firms in News
Paytm launches small-ticket instant loans Postpaid Mini to help users manage monthly expenses




Paytm announced the launch of Postpaid Mini, a need-based and consumption-based credit for users to
help them manage their household finances. This product is an extension of its Buy Now, Pay Later service
targeted at users who don‘t have a credit score.
―The idea behind launching this product is to give an opportunity to a wider section of people to experience
credit with smaller ticket size loans and learn fiscal discipline,‖. Postpaid Mini will offer loans ranging
from Rs 250 to Rs 1000 to users to pay their monthly expenses, including mobile & DTH recharges, gas
cylinder booking, electricity & water bills, amongst others.

Paytm (―pay through mobile‖) is an Indian multinational technology company that specialises in digital wallet,
e-commerce, payment system and financial technology company, based in Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India. Paytm
was founded in August 2010 with an initial investment of $2 million by its founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma in
Noida, a region adjacent to India‘s capital New Delhi. It started off as a prepaid mobile and DTH recharge
platform, and later added data card, postpaid mobile and landline bill payments in 2013.

LIC chairman inaugurates Go Live of e-PGS project








LIC of India crossed another milestone by embarking upon a new Centralized Web-based Work-flowbased IT platform for its Group Business operations. Chairman of LIC of India, MR Kumar inaugurated
the Go Live of the project e-PGS. The inaugural ceremony was joined online from 204 locations across the
entire country.
Rakesh Sharma, Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of IDBI Bank received the first digital
receipt, generated on new IT platform, to the Bank as Master Policy Holder in one of its group policies from M R
Kumar as a part of the inaugural function.
The new system, e-PGS, is capable of providing comprehensive self-servicing capabilities through customer
portal where corporate customers will be able to view their data, initiate actionable processes, lodge and track
claims.
Some of the services will be launched on green channel with end-to-end processing at customer level itself
without manual intervention from Insurer‘s Office.

Life Insurance Corporation of India (abbreviated as LIC) is an Indian government owned insurance and
investment corporation under the ownership of Ministry of Finance, Government of India. The Life insurance
Corporation of India was established on September 1, 1956, when the Parliament of India passed the Life Insurance
of India Act that nationalized the insurance industry in India. Over 245 insurance companies and provident societies
were merged to create the state-owned Life Insurance Corporation of India. It is based in Mumbai.

Binance: Watchdog clamps down on cryptocurrency exchange




Binance, the world‘s biggest cryptocurrency exchange, has been issued a warning by the UK‘s financial
regulator. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has ruled that the firm cannot conduct any ―regulated
activity‖ in the UK. It also advised people to be wary of adverts promising high returns on cryptoasset
investments.
Binance said the FCA notice would have no ―direct impact‖ on the services it provides from its website
Binance.com. Binance‘s existing crypto exchange is not UK-based so despite the FCA ruling, there will be
no impact on UK residents who use the website to purchase and sell cryptocurrencies.

A blockchain originally block chain, is a growing list of records, called blocks that are linked using cryptography.
Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data (generally
represented as a Merkle tree). The blockchain was invented by a person (or group of people) using the name
Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 to serve as the public transaction ledger of the cryptocurrency bitcoin.
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NITI Aayog recommends privatising United India Insurance Company


The NITI Aayog has recommended privatisation of state-owned insurer United India Insurance Company
as the government aims to move ahead with its new public sector enterprise (PSE) policy for Atmanirbhar Bharat.



The policy think tank has suggested that the public sector insurer be considered for privatisation in the
banking, insurance and financial services sector, which has been classified as ‗strategic‘ in the PSE policy.

United India Insurance Company is a leading Indian government owned general insurance company. It is under
the ownership of Ministry of Finance, Government of India is headquartered in Chennai. It was incorporated on 18
February 1938, and nationalised in 1972.

LIC‘s Saral Pension scheme launched


The Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) has launched its Saral Pension, an Individual Immediate
Annuity Plan, with effect from July 1, 2021. An annuity is a financial product that makes regular payment
to its buyer as per the agreed terms and conditions.



LIC Saral Pension is a non-linked, non-participating plan. The buyer needs to buy this annuity with a single
premium after which the annuity begins. The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India
(IRDAI) had issued guidelines for standard products for various insurance categories and the Saral Pension
scheme is one among them.

RIL to invest Rs 75,000 cr in clean energy, build 4 giga factories: Ambani


Five years after disrupting the telecom space with the launch of Jio, Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL)
announced yet another game-changing move — a mega entry into green energy. The company is planning to
get into solar power generation and manufacturing, hydrogen production, e-fuels, and energy storage
under its ―New Energy and New Materials‖ division. It will also set up a platform for renewable energy project
finance to source long-term global capital for investment in these sectors.



The three-pronged plan will cumulatively involve an investment of Rs 75,000 crore over three years, Mukesh
Ambani, chairman, RIL, announced during its annual general meeting (AGM). Under the plan, RIL will set up
a Dhirubhai Ambani Green Energy Giga Complex, spanning 5,000 acres, in Jamnagar, Gujarat, at Rs
60,000 crore while another Rs 15,000 crore will be invested in value chains, partnerships, and future
technologies, including upstream and downstream industries.

During the budget speech in February 2021, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced the launch of the
Hydrogen Energy Mission to produce hydrogen from renewable sources. In the same month, state-owned Indian
Oil Corporation signed an agreement with Greenstat Norway for setting up a Centre of Excellence on Hydrogen
(CoE-H). It will promote R&D projects for the production of green and blue hydrogen between Norwegian and
Indian R&D institutions/universities. Recently, India and the US have set up a task force under the aegis of the
Strategic Clean Energy Partnership (SCEP) to mobilise finance and speed up green energy development. India is
already on track to reach its goal of 175 GW of installed renewable capacity by 2022. Now, with the kind of
initiatives the government and different companies are taking, it is likely that the renewable energy target to 450
GW by 2030 will also be achievable. Applications of green hydrogen: Green Chemicals like ammonia and methanol
can directly be utilized in existing applications like fertilizers, mobility, power, chemicals, shipping etc. Green
Hydrogen blending up to 10% may be adopted in CGD networks to gain widespread acceptance.

Razorpay- Mastercard launch MandateHQ payment interface


Payments solution provider Razorpay has partnered with Mastercard to launch ‗MandateHQ‘ – a payment
interface that will help card-issuing banks to enable recurring payments for its customers.



Razorpay, which is backed by Sequoia Capital, GIC, and others, aims to integrate MandateHQ with more than
50 banks in the next 12 months. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) had issued a framework for processing emandates on recurring online transactions.
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It has made AFA (Additional Factor of Authentication) mandatory for all recurring transactions below Rs
5,000 on debit cards, credit cards, UPI, and other Prepaid Payment Instruments (PPIs), and all stakeholders
are required to ensure full compliance with the framework by September 30, 2021.

Razorpay is a platform that enables businesses to accept, process, and disburse payments with its product suite.
It gives access to all payment modes including credit card, debit card, net banking, UPI and popular wallets
including JioMoney, Mobikwik, Airtel Money, FreeCharge, Ola Money, and PayZapp. The company was
founded in 2014 and is headquartered in Bengaluru, Karnataka.

Surat gets Amazon‘s first Digital Kendra in India


Chief Minister Vijay Rupani virtually inaugurated the first Digital Kendra of e-commerce giant Amazon in
Surat city that aims to be a physical resource centre for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)
providing third party services in e-commerce.



The move is part of Amazon India‘s commitment to digitise 10 million Indian micro, small and medium
enterprises by 2025. The 1,400 sq ft centre has been set up at Krushi Bazar (APMC Market) and is located in an
important MSME cluster. The centre was inaugurated by state Chief Minister Vijay Rupani, who has
expressed confidence that the initiative would prove beneficial for around 41,000 MSMEs operating in Surat
city.

LIC to have CEO, MD; post of executive chairman scrapped


Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC), which is gearing up to launch a mega initial public offering
(IPO), will now have a Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer instead of an Executive Chairman
on the pattern of public sector banking industry.



The changes have been made by the Department of Financial Services under the Finance Ministry by
amending Life Insurance Corporation of India (Employees) Pension (Amendment) Rules. Besides, some
other rules under LIC Act, 1956, have been amended.



―Chief Executive and Managing Director means the Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director
appointed by the Central Government under section 4 of the Act (LIC Act 1956),‖. While public sector
banks are run by MD and CEO appointed by the government, the board of directors will be headed by a nonexecutive Chairman selected by the government.

Life Insurance Corporation of India (abbreviated as LIC) is an Indian government owned insurance and
investment corporation under the ownership of Ministry of Finance, Government of India. The Life insurance
Corporation of India was established on September 1, 1956, when the Parliament of India passed the Life Insurance
of India Act that nationalized the insurance industry in India. Over 245 insurance companies and provident societies
were merged to create the state-owned Life Insurance Corporation of India. It is based in Mumbai.

Amul wins its first trademark violation case outside India


Canada has recognised ‗The Taste of India‘. The Intellectual Property Appellate Board of Canada
accorded trademark status to India‘s homegrown dairy giant Amul.



The country‘s largest co-operative will also be awarded damages to the tune of Canadian dollar (CAD)
32,733 after it won a trademark violation case filed in the Federal Court of Canada. It is the first such case that
Amul had filed against any company on foreign soil.

Amul is an Indian dairy cooperative society, based at Anand in the Indian state of Gujarat. Formed in 1946, it is
a cooperative brand managed by a cooperative body, the Gujarat Co-operative Milk Marketing Federation Ltd.
(GCMMF), which today is jointly owned by 36 lakh (3.6 million) milk producers in Gujarat, and the apex body
of 13 District Milk Unions, spread across 13,000 villages of Gujarat. Amul spurred India‘s White Revolution, which
made the country the world‘s largest producer of milk and milk products. Kaira District Milk Union Limited
(later renamed to Amul - Anand Milk Union Limited) was founded in 1946 through the efforts of Tribhuvandas
Patel. Amul‘s foundation was a significant contributor to the white revolution in India.
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Twitter names Vinay Prakash as resident grievance officer for India


Twitter has named Vinay Prakash as its Resident Grievance Officer for India. The microblogging platform
also released the India Transparency report which is required to be published under India‘s new IT rules.



Twitter is required to publish a monthly report regarding handling of complaints from users in India,
including action taken on them, as well as the number of URLs that Twitter has taken.



The US-based company has coming under increasing criticism from the Centre over its alleged failure to
comply with the new IT rules in India, which mandates, among other requirements, the appointment of three
key personnel — chief compliance officer, nodal officer and grievance officer by social media platforms with
over 50 lakh users. All three personnel have to be residents in India.



The Delhi High Court said the Central Government can initiate action against Twitter in accordance with
the new IT rules in case of non-compliance even as the micro-blogging site submitted a timeline on the
appointment process of officers as mandated while maintaining that it reserves the right to challenge the rules.

Twitter is an American microblogging and social networking service on which users post and interact with
messages known as ―tweets‖. Registered users can post, like, and retweet tweets, but unregistered users can only read
them. Twitter was created by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz Stone, and Evan Williams in March 2006 and
launched in July of that year.

IOC to build India‘s first green hydrogen plant at Mathura refinery


India‘s largest oil firm (IOC) will build the nation‘s first ‗green hydrogen‘ plant at its Mathura refinery, as
it aims to prepare for a future catering to the growing demand for both oil and cleaner forms of energy.



Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) has drawn a strategic growth path that aims to maintain focus on its core
refining and fuel marketing businesses while making bigger inroads into petrochemicals, hydrogen and electric
mobility over the next 10 years. This will be the nation‘s first green hydrogen unit. Previously, projects have
been announced to produce ‗grey hydrogen‘ using fossil fuels such as natural gas.

Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) is an Indian state owned oil and Gas Company with registered office at
Mumbai and primarily headquartered in New Delhi. It is the largest commercial enterprise in the country.

Shiv Nadar named Chairman Emeritus of HCL Technologies


HCL Technologies founder Shiv Nadar will take on the role of Chairman Emeritus and Strategic Advisor
to the company‘s board.



Nadar, Chief Strategy Officer and Managing Director of the company, on completing 76 years of age, has
tendered his resignation as the MD as well as the Director.

HCL Technologies is an Indian multinational information technology (IT) services and consulting company,
headquartered in Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India. It is a subsidiary of HCL Enterprise. Originally a research and
development division of HCL, it emerged as an independent company in 1991 when HCL entered into the
software services business. In 1976, a group of six engineers, all former employees of Delhi Cloth & General
Mills, led by Shiv Nadar, started a company that would make personal computers. Roshni Nadar Malhotra is an
Indian businesswoman, the chairperson of HCL Technologies and the first woman to lead a listed IT company in
India.

Centre likely to sell stake in two stages


The government is likely to sell 10 percent of its stake in the Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) in
two stages, with the first chunk being 5-6 percent and the second of the remainder.



While offer size is not officially known, the 10 percent stake sale is expected as the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (SEBI) rules mandate at least 10 percent public holding for companies sized Rs 1 lakh crore
and more in two years and 25 percent in five years.
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Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, in her Union Budget 2021 speech, said the government had set a
divestment target of Rs 1.75 lakh crore for the fiscal, of which the majority was expected to be met through
stake sale in public sector companies. So far, only Rs 7,645.70 crore of this target has been met.

Life Insurance Corporation of India (abbreviated as LIC) is an Indian government owned insurance and
investment corporation under the ownership of Ministry of Finance, Government of India. The Life insurance
Corporation of India was established on September 1, 1956, when the Parliament of India passed the Life Insurance
of India Act that nationalized the insurance industry in India. Over 245 insurance companies and provident
societies were merged to create the state-owned Life Insurance Corporation of India. It is based in Mumbai.

Kandla becomes first Green SEZ


Kandla SEZ (KASEZ) was awarded IGBC Platinum Rating. KASEZ is the First Green SEZ to achieve the
IGBC Green Cities Platinum Rating for Existing Cities.



The efforts of KASEZ team were applauded especially noting the fact that this was accomplished in Bhuj
region where water conservation and afforestation are critical interventions.



This was major achievement and is part of activities envisaged under the commitment of the Government to the
Green SEZs Mission as part of celebrations marking India@75 - Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav. IGBC
Platinum rating has been awarded for ‗Green master planning, policy initiatives and implementation of
green infrastructure‘ by CII‘s Indian Green Building Council (IGBC).

The IGBC Green SEZ Rating System (Pilot version) is an extension of the Green SEZ guidelines. The Indian
Green Building Council along with Ministry of Commerce & Industry has prepared the Green SEZ
guidelines. The objective of IGBC Green SEZ is to facilitate the creation of energy efficient, water
efficient, healthy, comfortable and environmentally friendly SEZ. IGBC Green SEZ Rating System is a
voluntary and consensus based programme. The rating system has been developed based on materials and
technologies that are presently available.

NTPC to set up India‘s first green hydrogen fuelling station in Ladakh


National Thermal Power Corporation Renewable Energy Ltd (NTPC REL), NTPC‘s wholly owned
subsidiary has invited a domestic tender to set up India‘s first green hydrogen fuelling station in Leh,
Ladakh.



The tender follows the recent tender floated by NTPC Vidyut Vyapar Nigam Limited (NVVN) for
procurement of fuel cell buses for Ladakh. NTPC REL and NVVN would jointly be executing the green
mobility project in the union territory of Ladakh. A dedicated 1.25 MW solar plant is also being set up in Leh
by NTPC REL to make the hydrogen fuelling station completely green.



Green hydrogen is defined as Hydrogen when produced by electrolysis using renewable energy is known as
Green Hydrogen which has no carbon footprint. The hydrogen that is in use today is produced using fossil
fuels, which is the primary source. Organic materials such as fossil fuels and biomass are used for releasing
hydrogen through chemical processes.



Green hydrogen energy is vital for India to meet its Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) Targets
and ensure regional and national energy security, access and availability. Green Hydrogen can act as an energy
storage option, which would be essential to meet intermittencies (of renewable energy) in the future.



In terms of mobility, for long distance mobilisations for either urban freight movement within cities and
states or for passengers, Green Hydrogen can be used in railways, large ships, buses or trucks, etc.

NTPC Limited, formerly known as National Thermal Power Corporation Limited, is an Indian Central Public
Sector Undertaking, engaged in the business of generation of electricity and allied activities. It is a company
incorporated under the Companies Act 1956 and is owned by the Ministry of Power, Government of India. The
headquarters of the company is situated at New Delhi.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

DRDO tests enhanced range Pinaka and 122 mm rockets


The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) successfully test fired the enhanced range
versions of the indigenously developed 122 mm calibre rocket as well as the extended range version of
indigenously developed Pinaka rocket from a Multi-Barrel Rocket Launcher (MBRL) at integrated test
range, Chandipur in Odisha.



According to a statement from the DRDO, the enhanced range versions were tested from a multi-barrel
rocket launcher (MBRL). Four rockets were test-fired with full instrumentation and they met all mission
objectives. These rockets have been developed for Army applications and can destroy targets 45 km away.
These will replace the 122 mm Grad rockets.



All flight articles of the two rockets were tracked by range instruments including telemetry, radar and the
electro optical tracking system deployed by ITR & Proof and Experimental Establishment (PXE).



They were developed jointly by Pune-based Armament Research and Development Establishment (ARDE)
and High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL) with manufacturing support from Economic
Explosives Limited, Nagpur.

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is an agency of the Republic of India, charged with the
military‘s research and development, headquartered in New Delhi, India. It was formed in 1958 by the merger
of the Technical Development Establishment and the Directorate of Technical Development and Production with
the Defence Science Organisation. Dr G. Satheesh Reddy is the current Chairman of DRDO.

India successfully test-fires Agni P, a new missile in Agni series


India successfully carried out the test-firing of a new missile in the Agni series known as Agni P off the
coast of Odisha. The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) successfully flight tested the
new generation nuclear-capable ballistic missile from Dr APJ Abdul Kalam island off the coast of Odisha.
The missile has followed textbook trajectory, meeting all mission objectives with a high level of accuracy‖.



Agni P is the first of the new class of Agni missile to be launched by DRDO. The ballistic missile weighs
50% less than Agni 3 and has new guidance and a new generation of propulsion. Since the missile is
canisterised, it can be launched from rail and road and stored for a longer period and transported all across the
country as per operational requirements. Agni P is an advanced variant of the Agni class of missiles and is a
canisterised missile with a range capability between 1000 km and 2000 km.



The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) also successfully test-fired an extended range
version of indigenously-developed Pinaka rocket at Integrated Test Range (ITR) in Chandipur off the coast
of Odisha.



That day, 25 Enhanced Pinaka rockets, which can destroy targets at distances up to 45 kilometres, were
test-fired in quick succession against targets at different ranges on Thursday and Friday. The 122 mm Caliber
rockets were also launched from a Multi-Barrel Rocket Launcher (MBRL).
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Russian agency begins work on 5th reactor at Kudankulam nuclear power plant


Russia‘s state-run atomic energy corporation began work on the fifth of six nuclear reactors at the
Kudankulam nuclear power plants and was ready to launch the construction of more advanced units at a
new site in India.



Russia is currently building the 6,000-MW project at Kudankulam in Tamil Nadu, which will have six
VVER-1000 nuclear reactors, and is in talks with India to construct six more reactors at a new site that is yet to
be identified. Two reactors at Kudankulam are currently operational, and India signed a framework
agreement with Rosatom in 2017 for constructing the fifth and sixth units.

National Telemedicine Service ‗e-Sanjeevani‘ completes seven million consultations


Health Ministry‘s National Telemedicine Service - e-Sanjeevani has crossed another milestone by
completing seven million consultations. Patients consult with doctors and specialists on a daily basis using this
innovative digital medium to seek health services. In another significant milestone in June, it served around 12.5
lakh patients, which is the highest since the services were launched last year.



Currently, the National Telemedicine Service is operational in 31 States and Union Territories. The doctorto-doctor telemedicine platform has served over 32 lakh patients.

Ayurveda Dataset on CTRI Portal will be launched


Marking a significant step towards worldwide visibility for Ayurveda based clinical trials, the Ayurveda
dataset on CTRI Portal was launched online by Ayush Minister Shri Kiren Rijiju. This Ayurveda Dataset of
CTRI has been jointly developed by ICMR and CCRAS, Ministry of Ayush. The Minister also launched four
more Portals, all developed by the Central Council for Research in Ayurvedic Sciences (CCRAS).



CTRI is a primary register of Clinical Trials under WHO‘s International Clinical Trials Registry Platform
(ICTRP) and creation of Ayurveda dataset in CTRI facilitates usages of Ayurveda terminologies to record
clinical study meta data based on Ayurveda interventions. Until now the clinical trials in Ayurveda were
dependent on terminology borrowed from modern medicine.

The Ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga, Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha, Sowa-Rigpa and Homoeopathy (AYUSH) is
purposed with developing education, research and propagation of indigenous alternative medicine systems in
India. As per a recent notification published in the Gazette of India on 13 April 2021, the Ministry of AYUSH
(Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy), will now be known as the Ministry of
Ayush. The Ministry of Ayush includes the seven traditional systems of healthcare. The Ministry is headed by a
Minister of State (Independent Charge), which is currently held by Shripad Yesso Naik.

Indian-American Sirisha Bandla became the third Indian to into space


Aeronautical engineer Sirisha Bandla became the third Indian-origin woman to fly into space when she
joined British billionaire Richard Branson on Virgin Galactic‘s first fully crewed suborbital test flight from
New Mexico.



Virgin Galactic‘s VSS Unity, as the spaceplane is called, took off for the 1.5-hour mission above New
Mexico following a 90-minute delay due to bad weather. Ms Bandla joined Branson and five others on board
Virgin Galactic‘s SpaceShipTwo Unity to make a journey to the edge of space from New Mexico. The
primary objective for Unity 22 was to serve as a test flight for future commercial passenger flights by
Virgin Galactic.



Ms Bandla, who was born in Guntur district in Andhra Pradesh and brought up in Houston, was astronaut
No 004 and her flight role was Researcher Experience. The other crew members were two pilots and three other
crewmates, including billionaire Branson, who turns 71 in a week.



She became the third Indian-origin woman to fly into space after Kalpana Chawla and Sunita Williams.
Wing Commander Rakesh Sharma is the only Indian citizen to travel in space. The former Indian Air Force
pilot flew aboard Soyuz T-11 on April 3, 1984, part of the Soviet Interkosmos programme.
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Ms Bandla moved to the US when she was 4-year-old and graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree from the
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Purdue University in 2011. She finished her Master of Business
Administration degree from George Washington University in 2015. Sirisha Bandla is the Vice President of
Government Affairs and Research Operations at Virgin Galactic, the company that has made the
spacecraft.



The 70-year-old founder of Virgin Galactic traveled to space as a mission specialist in the six-member team
of the ―Unity 22‖ mission. He was accompanied by pilots Dave Mackay and Michael Masucci and three
Galactic employees, chief astronaut instructor Beth Moses, lead operations engineer Colin Bennett and
Sirisha Bandla.

Unity 22 will focus on testing the cabin and customer experience. Currently, two additional test flights remain
before the Virgin Galactic plans to commence commercial service in 2022. Uniqueness of VSS Unity Spaceship:
Virgin Galactic‘s suborbital spacecraft are air-launched from beneath a carrier aircraft ‗White Knight Two‘. The space
vehicle can climb to an altitude of around 90 kilometres, enough to give passengers a few minutes of
weightlessness and a view of Earth‘s curvature from the edge of space.

Indian naval ship Tabar conducts military exercise with Italian Navy


Indian Naval Ship Tabar participated in military exercises with a frontline frigate of the Italian Navy after
it entered the Port of Naples as part of an ongoing deployment to the Mediterranean.



Coincidentally, Indian Army chief Manoj Mukund Naravane is on a four-day visit to the UK and Italy to
deepen bilateral ties with the two European countries.

China sends world‘s first meteorological satellite into dawn-dusk orbit


China has successfully launched the Fengyun-3E satellite making it the world‘s first meteorological satellite
that has been sent into the dawn-dusk orbit for civil service.



The Fengyun-3E satellite was sent into preset orbit via a Long March-4C carrier rocket from Jiuquan
Satellite Launch Center in Northwest China‘s Gansu Province.

Nitin Gadkari to promote Khadi Prakritik, India‘s first paint made from Cow Dung


Union MSME Minister Nitin Gadkari would be the brand ambassador of Khadi Prakritik Paint and would
promote it across the country so as to encourage young entrepreneurs to take up the manufacturing of the cow
dung paint.



It is India‘s first and only paint made from cow dung. ―Khadi Prakritik Paint has immense potential of creating
sustainable development for the benefit of the poorest of the poor and the target should be setting up a parkritik
paint unit in each and every village‖. The new plant has been set up in the campus of Kumarappa National
Handmade Paper Institute, Jaipur.

Gurgaon is India‘s first district to administer Sputnik V at govt health centres


Gurgaon became the first district in the country to administer the Sputnik V vaccine at government health
centres. The vaccine, which was launched at the Polyclinic in Sector 31, has been provided by Doctors For You.
―The organisation has provided 5,000 doses of the vaccine so far, and 15,000 more will be made available in
the next few days‖.



Sputnik V, the vaccine against Covid-19 developed by Russia, has been cleared for emergency use by
the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI). It is now the third coronavirus vaccine to get emergency use
approval, after Covishield (Serum Institute of India) and Covaxin (Bharat Biotech). The Sputnik V
vaccine has been developed by Gamaleya National Research Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology in
Moscow. It uses two different viruses that cause the common cold (adenovirus) in humans.
The adenoviruses are weakened so they cannot replicate in humans and cannot cause disease.



They are also modified so that the vaccine delivers a code for making the coronavirus spike protein. This
aims to ensure that when the real virus tries to infect the body, it can mount an immune response in the form of
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antibodies. Sputnik uses a different vector for each of the two shots in a course of vaccination. This provides
immunity with a longer duration than vaccines using the same delivery mechanism for both shots.

NASA Announces Two New Missions to Venus


NASA announced two new missions to Venus that will launch at the end of the decade and are aimed at
learning how Earth‘s nearest planetary neighbor became a hellscape while our own thrived. ―They will
offer the entire science community the chance to investigate a planet we haven‘t been to in more than 30 years.‖



The missions have been awarded about $500 million under NASA‘s Discovery Program, and each is expected
to launch in the 2028-2030 timeframe. Both missions were picked from a competitive, peer-reviewed process
based on their scientific value and feasibility of their plans.

Venus is the second planet from the Sun. It is named after the Roman goddess of love and beauty. As the
brightest natural object in Earth‘s night sky after the Moon, Venus can cast shadows and can be, on rare
occasions, visible to the naked eye in broad daylight. Venus lies within Earth‘s orbit, and so never appears to
venture far from the Sun, either setting in the west just after dusk or rising in the east a little while before dawn.
Venus orbits the Sun every 224.7 Earth days.

India‘s first cryptogamic garden opens in Dehradun


India‘s first cryptogamic garden housing nearly 50 species of lichens, ferns and fungi was inaugurated in
Uttarakhand‘s Dehradun district. Located in the district‘s Chakrata town, the garden was inaugurated by social
activist Anoop Nautiyal. Around 50 species have been grown in the garden at Deoban in Chakrata at a
commanding height of 9,000 ft.



Cryptogamae means ―hidden reproduction‖ referring to the fact that no seed, no flowers are produced.
Thus, cryptogams represent the non-seed bearing plants.

IIT Madras, Sony to collaborate on hackathon


The Indian Institute of Technology-Madras and Sony India Software Centre have proposed to host a
hackathon — Samvedan 2021.



Contestants will be asked to develop solutions for the country‘s societal problems. Participants of the IITMadras Pravartak Technologies Foundation (IITM-PTF)‘s ‗Sensing Solutions for Bharat‘ will use the
Internet of Things sensor board. The competition is based on Sony Semiconductor Solutions Corporation‘s
Spresence board. Registration commenced on July 1, and is open to all Indian nationals.

UK publishes world‘s first ‗greenprint‘ to decarbonise all modes of domestic transport by 2050


Cleaner air, healthier communities and tens of thousands of new green jobs are set to become reality
thanks to the UK‘s revolutionary Transport decarbonisation plan. Transport decarbonisation plan for cleaner
air, healthier communities and tens of thousands of new green jobs.



With just months to go until major climate summit COP26, the plan provides a world-leading ‗greenprint‘
to cut emissions from our seas and skies, roads and railways, setting out a credible pathway for the whole
transport sector to reach net zero by 2050.



Cleaner transport will create and support highly skilled jobs, with the production of zero emission road
vehicles alone having the potential to support tens of thousands of jobs worth up to £9.7 billion GVA in 2050.
This will also ensure the air we breathe is cleaner in our communities and reduce time spent in traffic.

Indian Government plans to revive ‗Vaccine Maitri‘ in July-August, but only in neighbourhood


Indian envoys are regularly assuring countries in the neighbourhood that New Delhi is keen to resume
vaccine supplies that had been suspended in April, but that prospect could be months away as domestic
inoculation is the priority right now.



Depending on the scale of production of vaccines within the country, New Delhi is aiming at July-end or
August to at least release those vaccines that have been bought by Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal and
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are now in pending status. The supplies to Bhutan, which received vaccines from India as grants, will be
prioritised too.


India, the largest vaccine producer in the world, started sending Covid shots abroad, both as grants as well
as commercial shipments, from 20 January onwards under an initiative labelled ‗Vaccine Maitri‘. However,
as India started facing a vaccine shortage domestically, Vaccine Maitri came to a halt in April. India had shipped
over 66 million doses abroad by then.

Vaccine Maitri (Vaccine Friendship) is a humanitarian and commercial initiative undertaken by the Indian
government to provide COVID-19 vaccines to countries around the world. The government started providing
vaccines from 20 January 2021. As of 9 May 2021, India had delivered around 66.3 million doses of vaccines to
95 countries. Of these, 10.7 million doses were gifted to 47 countries by the Government of India. The remaining 54
million were supplied by the Serum Institute of India under its commercial and COVAX obligations. In late March
2021, the Government of India temporarily froze exports of the Covishield, citing India‘s own COVID crisis and the
domestic need for these vaccines. India kicked off international shipment of the vaccines on 20 January 2021,
only four days after starting its own vaccination program. Bhutan and Maldives were the first countries to
receive vaccines as a grant by India.

ELSA-d the world‘s first commercial mission to demonstrate a space debris removal system
launched







ELSA-d the world‘s first commercial mission to demonstrate a space debris removal system was launched
recently from the Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.
End-of-Life Services by Astroscale demonstration Mission (Elsa-d). It was developed by Astroscale, a
Japanese-UK company. The mission will be operated from the UK‘s in-orbit servicing control centre (IOCC)
at Satellite Applications Catapult in Harwell, near Oxford.
ELSA-d is a small satellite designed to find, rendezvous and clamp on to an unwanted satellite. It will then
push it into the Earth‘s atmosphere, where it will burn up. The removal of space debris is the key to space
sustainability, which will ensure that new satellites can be operated without the risk of colliding with old ones.
The European Space Agency estimates 3,600 working satellites are in orbit, and more than 28,000 pieces of
debris are being tracked by the US Space Surveillance Network.

Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos back on earth after 10-min flight to space on Blue Origin‘s New
Shepard spacecraft


Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos back on earth after 10-min flight to space on Blue Origin‘s New Shepard
spacecraft. He was accompanied by brother Mark Bezos, Wally Funk, and 18 -year-old passenger
Oliver Daemen. The astronauts experienced three to four minutes of zero-g and travelled above the Kármán
Line, the internationally-recognised boundary of space.



It is a rocket system meant to take tourists to space successfully. The system is built by Blue Origin. New
Shephard has been named after astronaut Alan Shephard, the first American to go to space. It offers flights
to space over 100 km above the Earth and accommodation for payloads. The system is a fully reusable,
vertical takeoff and vertical landing space vehicle.



It is a rocket system that has been designed to take astronauts and research payloads past the Karman line –
the internationally recognised boundary of space. The idea is to provide easier and more cost -effective access
to space meant for purposes such as academic research, corporate technology development and entrepreneurial
ventures among others.

Amazon.com, Inc. is an American multinational technology company based in Seattle, Washington, which
focuses on e-commerce, cloud computing, digital streaming, and artificial intelligence. It is one of the Big Five
companies in the U.S. information technology industry, along with Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Facebook.
Amazon was founded by Jeff Bezos in Bellevue, Washington, on July 5, 1994. It started as an online
marketplace for books but expanded to sell electronics, software, video games, apparel, furniture, food, toys,
and jewelry. He is the world‘s richest man in the world.
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Prasar Bharati, IIT-K to collaborate on NextGen Broadcasting Technology Center of Excellence


Prasar Bharati and IIT Kanpur will collaborate on NextGen Broadcasting Technology Center of
Excellence to spur Aatmanirbhar Bharat in Media and Broadcasting. As a follow up to the Memorandum of
Understanding, signed between Prasar Bharati and the Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, a Center of
Excellence for Media and Broadcasting Technologies will be established at IIT Kanpur.



Subsequent to the collaboration agreement, three areas have been identified to be taken up under the aegis of the
Center of Excellence - Direct to Mobile Broadcasting and Convergence with emerging 5G standards,
Artificial Intelligence and advanced algorithms for audio-visual media. Prasar Bharati and IIT Kanpur will
explore the development of direct to mobile broadcasting capabilities with an aim to align emerging
technologies with the global standards for 5G.

Next Gen TV, also known as ATSC 3.0, offers 4K ultra high definition video quality, theater-like sound, mobile
reception and innovative new features to enhance and expand your broadcast viewing experience. Next Gen TV
lets local TV stations better personalize their broadcasts with information and interactive features so you can get
the content and features most relevant to you. For broadcasters, this means a more compelling and interactive way to
tell our stories, whether it is breaking news, live sports or your favorite drama or reality show. Next Gen TV is based
on Internet Protocol (IP), just like online video services, and uses web languages for interactivity, so you can expect
more innovation and new services, bringing you the best combination of online and broadcast television.

DRDO successfully flight-tests New Generation Akash Missile


Defence Research and Development Organisation, DRDO successfully flight-tested the New Generation
Akash Missile, a surface-to-air Missile from Integrated Test Range off the coast of Odisha.



The missile system has been developed by Defence Research and Development Laboratory, Hyderabad in
collaboration with other DRDO laboratories. During the test, the missile demonstrated high manoeuvrability
required for neutralising fast and agile aerial threats. The New Generation Akash Missile will prove to be a
force multiplier for the air defence capability of the Indian Air Force.



Akash (“Sky”) is a medium-range mobile surface-to-air missile (SAM) system developed by the Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and produced by Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL).
Surveillance and Fire control radar, tactical control and command center and missile launcher are developed
by Bharat Electronics (BEL), Tata Power Strategic Engineering Division and Larsen & Toubro.



The Akash missile system can target aircraft up to 50–80 km (31–50 mi) away, at altitudes up to 18,000 m. It
has the capability to neutralise aerial targets like fighter jets, cruise missiles and air-to-surface missiles as
well as ballistic missiles. It is in operational service with the Indian Army and the Indian Air Force.

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is an agency of the Republic of India, charged with the
military‘s research and development, headquartered in New Delhi, India. It was formed in 1958 by the merger
of the Technical Development Establishment and the Directorate of Technical Development and Production with
the Defence Science Organisation. Dr G. Satheesh Reddy is the current Chairman of DRDO.

DRDO conducts successful flight-test of New Generation Akash missile


Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) conducted a successful flight-test of New
Generation Akash missile from Integrated Test Range, Chandipur off the coast of Odisha.



The test was carried out against a high-speed unmanned aerial target which was successfully intercepted by
the missile. The test was carried out amidst inclement weather conditions proving the all-weather capability of the
weapon system.



The system performance was validated through the data captured by a number of Radar, Telemetry and
Electro Optical Tracking systems deployed by Integrated Test Range, Chandipur.
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Philippines becomes first country to approve genetically modified ‗golden rice‘ for commercial
production


The Philippines has become the world‘s first country to approve the commercial production of genetically
modified ―golden rice‖. Health experts believe that ‗golden rice‘ developed by the Philippines will help to
fight childhood blindness and save lives in the developing world.



Crops such as rice, wheat, and soybeans, as well as fruits and vegetables have a naturally occurring
―glitch‖ in the way they photosynthesize that causes the plants to use up energy and resources, drastically
suppressing productivity. Ordinary rice, a staple for hundreds of millions of people particularly in Asia,
produces beta-carotene in the plant, but it is not found in the grain.



The Department of Agriculture-Philippine Rice Research Institute and International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI) has spent 20 years developing the golden rice. The rice has been named golden rice because of its
bright yellow hue.



Golden rice is the first genetically modified rice approved for commercial propagation in South and
Southeast Asia. Food safety regulators in the US, Canada, and Australia had analyzed the golden rice and
approved it as a crop but not for commercial production. Bangladesh is currently reviewing it.

Golden Rice is a new type of rice that contains beta-carotene (provitamin A), which is converted into vitamin
A as needed by the body and gives the grain its golden color. It is developed through genetic engineering and
produces two new enzymes that complete the beta-carotene expression in the rice grain. Research has indicated
that one cup of Golden Rice can provide up to 50% of the daily requirement of an adult for vitamin A.

JNCASR hits Nature Index Top 50 for materials science


The Jawaharlal Nehru Centre For Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), Bengaluru, has been placed in
the top 50 institutions worldwide for advances in materials science by the prestigious Nature Index.



The list which includes 18 institutes from China, 12 from the United States and two from the United
Kingdom places the JNCASR in the 23rd position globally among universities and institutions as part of its
‗50 Rising Institutions‘ list.



This is not the first time that the centre, which has a faculty of only 50 (out of whom 30 are professors), has
been recognised by Nature Index which tracks institutions and countries and their scientific output since
2016. A primary metric of recognition is the number of scientific articles and papers published in leading journals.
In 2019, the JNCASR was ranked seventh among the top ten Young Graduate Universities by Nature Index
2019. It also ranked 17th among the top 50 Young Universities in Chemistry.

NASA selects SpaceX for Jupiter moon mission


Europa Clipper will conduct a detailed survey of Jupiter‘s moon and use a ―sophisticated suite‖ of science
instruments to probe whether Jupiter‘s moon has conditions suitable for life. NASA selected Elon Musk‘s
SpaceX to launch its probe of Jupiter‘s moon Europa, which has liquid oceans that could harbour life.



The National Aeronautics and Space Administration said in a statement that the contract for the Europa
Clipper mission, scheduled to launch in October 2024 on a Falcon Heavy rocket from the Kennedy Space
Center in Florida, is worth $178 million.

Europa Clipper (previously known as Europa Multiple Flyby Mission) is an interplanetary mission in
development by NASA comprising an orbiter. Planned for launch in October 2024, the spacecraft is being
developed to study the Galilean moon Europa through a series of flybys while in orbit around Jupiter. The goals
of Europa Clipper are to explore Europa, investigate its habitability and aid in the selection of a landing site for
the future Europa Lander.
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COVID BEEP is India‘s first indigenous, cost effective, wireless physiological parameters
monitoring system for COVID-19 patients


Union Minister of State (Independent Charge) Science & Technology; Minister of State (Independent
Charge) Earth Sciences; MoS PMO, Personnel, Public Grievances, Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space, Dr
Jitendra Singh said Government is taking steps to undertake the production of COVID BEEP on a large
scale.



In a statement laid on the table of the Loksabha in reply to a question, the Minister said that COVID BEEP
is India‘s first indigenous, cost effective, wireless physiological parameters monitoring system for COVID19 patients, developed by ESIC Medical College Hyderabad in collaboration with Electronics Corporation
of India Ltd. (ECIL) and Department of Atomic Energy.

World‘s first re-progammable commercial satellite set to launch


The European Space Agency will launch the world‘s first commercial fully re-programmable satellite,
paving the way for a new era of more flexible communications.



Unlike conventional models that are designed and ―hard-wired‖ on Earth and cannot be repurposed once
in orbit, the Eutelsat Quantum is based on so-called software-defined technology that allows users to tailor
the communications to their needs – almost in real-time.

ISRO-NASA joint satellite project NISER proposed to be launched early 2023


The ISRO-NASA joint mission NISAR (NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar) satellite, aimed at making
global measurement of land surface changes using advanced radar imaging, is proposed to be launched in
early 2023.



―NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR) has not been launched yet. NISAR is proposed to be
launched in early 2023‖. It is a dual-band (L-band and S-band) radar imaging mission with the capability of
full polarimetric and interferometric modes of operation to observe minor changes in land, vegetation and
cryosphere.



NISAR will scan the globe every 12 days over the course of its three-year mission of imaging the Earth‘s
land, ice sheets and sea ice to give an ―unprecedented‖ view of the planet. NISAR will detect movements of
the planet‘s surface as small as 0.4 inches over areas about half the size of a tennis court.



NASA will provide one of the radars for the satellite, a high-rate communication subsystem for science data,
GPS receivers and a payload data subsystem.



ISRO will provide the spacecraft bus, the second type of radar (called the S-band radar), the launch vehicle
and associated launch services.



NISAR will be equipped with the largest reflector antenna ever launched by NASA and its primary goals
include tracking subtle changes in the Earth‘s surface, spotting warning signs of imminent volcanic
eruptions, helping to monitor groundwater supplies and tracking the rate at which ice sheets are melting.

ISRO is the space agency of India headquartered in the city of Bangalore. ISRO was formed in 1969. ISRO built
India‘s first satellite, Aryabhata, which was launched by the Soviet Union on 19 April 1975. Dr Kailasavadivoo
Sivan is current the chairperson of the ISRO. Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) or Sriharikota
Range (SHAR) is a rocket launch centre operated by ISRO. It is located in Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is an independent agency of the executive branch of the
United States federal government responsible for the civilian space program, as well as aeronautics and aerospace
research. President Dwight D. Eisenhower established NASA in 1958. Sen. Bill Nelson was sworn in as the
14th NASA administrator on May 3, 2021, tasked with carrying out the Biden-Harris administration‘s vision for
the agency.
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Inventions/Discoveries
Scientists Confirm Black Hole and Neutron Star Collisions in World-First Discovery


Weeks after scientists confirmed that it was impossible for a black hole to decrease in size over time, signals
from the collision of two neutron stars crashing into black holes have been detected for the first time. The
signals have been detected in the US and Europe from a collision that happened hundreds of millions of lightyears ago.



For the first time, scientists have unambiguously confirmed the collision of a black hole and a neutron star:
The fateful moment two extreme objects come together in an event so immensely powerful, its ripples across the
cosmos can still be discerned a billion years later. Amazingly enough, this astronomical discovery has now been
made not once, but twice, as an international collaboration of thousands of scientist‘s reports.



―In January 2020, a pair of events, named GW200105 ad GW200115 was detected by gravitational-wave
observatories. This will be the first detection of a hybrid pair seen in gravitational waves,‖ LIGO India said.



Indian scientist Dr Shasvath Kapadia from the International Centre for Theoretical Sciences (ICTS) in
Bengaluru helped with the estimation of the neutron star-black hole merger rate of the collision. India has
been contributing to the research around gravitation waves by its LIGO-India Scientific Collaboration (LISC).

The Big Bang theory is the prevailing cosmological model of the observable universe from the earliest known
periods through its subsequent large-scale evolution. The model describes how the universe expanded from an
initial state of high density and temperature, and offers a comprehensive explanation for a broad range of observed
phenomena, including the abundance of light elements, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation, and
large-scale structure. Georges Lemaitre first noted in 1927 that an expanding universe could be traced back in
time to an originating single point, which he called the ―primeval atom‖. Edwin Hubble confirmed through
analysis of galactic redshifts in 1929 that galaxies are indeed drifting apart; this is important observational
evidence for an expanding universe. In 1964, the CMB was discovered, which convinced many cosmologists that
the steady-state theory was falsified, since, unlike the steady-state theory, the hot Big Bang predicted a uniform
background radiation throughout the universe caused by the high temperatures and densities in the distant past.
A wide range of empirical evidence strongly favors the Big Bang, which is now essentially universally accepted.

New source of gravitational waves detected by scientists


Scientists have for the first time detected gravitational waves – ripples in the fabric of space-time –
produced by the collision of a neutron star and a black hole.



The finding confirms that there are systems consisting of a neutron star and a black hole, and will help
answer many questions about the cosmos, from star formation to the expansion rate of our universe.



Gravitational waves are produced when celestial objects collide and the ensuing energy creates ripples in
the fabric of space-time which carry all the way to detectors on Earth.



The reverberations from the two celestial objects were picked up using a global network of gravitational
wave detectors, the most sensitive scientific instruments ever built, according to the researchers from UK‘s
Strathclyde University.

Gravitational waves are an invisible (yet incredibly fast) ripple in space that was first discovered by Albert
Einstein over 100 years ago. Einstein predicted that something special happens when two bodies—such as
planets or stars—orbit each other. He believed that this kind of movement could cause ripples in space. These
ripples would spread out like the ripples in a pond when a stone is tossed in. According to Nasa, these waves travel at
the speed of light, squeezing and stretching anything in their path as they pass by. The most powerful
gravitational waves are created when a star explodes asymmetrically, known as a supernova, or when two big
stars orbit each other or when two black holes orbit each other and merge.
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German Scientists Develop World‘s First Plant Oil-based Plastic


With the growing concerns about the environment, one thing that has always been at the centre of the
discussion is the use of plastic products. While these products are cheap and very useful, they also bring in a
large share of threats to ecological conservation. However, this new latest invention by German scientists
could be a possible eco-friendly substitute for plastic use.



This newly developed plant oil-based plastic can be recycled up to 10 times for use. Developed by Stefan
Mecking, department chair of chemical materials science at the University of Konstanz in Germany, the
new plastic has breakaway points engineered on a molecular level to allow easy processing.



What makes the invention more significant is the fact that this plastic has been developed from plants oils.
This makes it an environment-friendly alternative to fossil fuel-based plastics. The novel plastic has a
composition bind that breaks away easily, making the recycling process easier.

Hyderabad-based Grene Robotics develops India‘s 1st indigenous drone defence dome –
‗Indrajaal‘


Hyderabad-based technology R&D firm Grene Robotics has designed and developed India‘s first
indigenous drone defence dome called ―Indrajaal‖.



The drone defence dome has the capability to autonomously protect an area of 1000-2000 sq km against the
aerial threats by assessing and acting on aerial threats such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), loitering
munitions, and Low- Radar Cross Section (RCS) targets.



―For the first time in India and many times, globally rogue forces have adopted cutting-edge technologies
such as UAVs, Smart Swarms, etc. The ANTI-UAV systems will not only provide protection to defence bases
but it will be beneficial for linear infrastructures like international borders against advanced weaponry.



Considered as the 3 rd revolution of warfare, the design principles of Indrajaal are based on delivering
autonomy to the armed forces. The synergic combination of 9-10 modern technologies helmed by Artificial
Intelligence (AI), cybersecurity and robotics.

The UAE‘s Hope spacecraft captured images of glowing atmospheric lights in the Red Planet‘s
night sky, known as discrete auroras


The UAE‘s Hope spacecraft, which is orbiting Mars since February this year, has captured images of glowing
atmospheric lights in the Red Planet‘s night sky, known as discrete auroras. The UAE Space Agency said on
its website that the data gathered by the oribter ―include far and extreme ultraviolet auroral emissions which
have never been imaged before at Mars.‖



Auroras are caused when charged particles ejected from the Sun‘s surface — called the solar wind — enter
the Earth‘s atmosphere. These particles are harmful, and our planet is protected by the geomagnetic field, which
preserves life by shielding us from the solar wind.



However, at the north and south poles, some of these solar wind particles are able to continuously stream
down, and interact with different gases in the atmosphere to cause a display of light in the night sky. This
display, known as an aurora, is seen from the Earth‘s high latitude regions (called the auroral oval), and is
active all year round.



In the northern part of our globe, the polar lights are called aurora borealis or Northern Lights, and are
seen from the US (Alaska), Canada, Iceland, Greenland, Norway, Sweden and Finland. In the south, they are
called aurora australis or southern lights, and are visible from high latitudes in Antarctica, Chile, Argentina,
New Zealand and Australia.



Unlike Earth, which has a strong magnetic field, the Martian magnetic field has largely died out. This is
because the molten iron at the interior of the planet– which produces magnetism– has cooled. However, the
Martian crust, which hardened billions of years ago when the magnetic field still existed, retains some magnetism.
So, in contrast with Earth, which acts like one single bar magnet, magnetism on Mars is unevenly
distributed, with fields strewn across the planet and differing in direction and strength.
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The primary objective of the mission is to study Martian weather dynamics. By correlating the lower
atmosphere and upper atmosphere conditions, the probe will look into how weather changes the escape of
hydrogen and oxygen into space. By measuring how much hydrogen and oxygen is spilling into space, scientists
will be able to look into why Mars lost so much of its early atmosphere and liquid water. It is expected to create
the first complete portrait of the planet‘s atmosphere. With the information gathered during the mission, scientists
will have a better understanding of the climate dynamics of different layers of Mars‘ atmosphere.

IISc scientists find how electron bubbles formed in superfluid helium


A research team in the Bengaluru based Indian Institute of Science has shown through their experiment
how electron bubbles are formed in superfluid helium.



Understanding electron bubbles are important for developing soft material and next generation quantum
materials. This experiment and its findings are published in Science Advances scientific journal. The detection
of Few Electron Bubbles can help scientists decipher flow of heat in superfluid helium.

Indian researchers spot rare superluminous supernova


Researchers have spotted an extremely bright, hydrogen deficient, fast-evolving supernova that shines with
the energy borrowed from an exotic type of neutron star with an ultra-powerful magnetic field. Such kind
of supernovae called SuperLuminous Supernova (SLSNe) is very rare.



The SLSNe is very rare because they generally originate from very massive stars (minimum mass limits is
more than 25 times that of the Sun) and the number distribution of such massive stars in our galaxy or in nearby
galaxies is sparse.

Scientists develop new material that repairs itself without external intervention


Scientists have developed piezoelectric molecular crystals that repair their own mechanical damage without
the need for any external intervention, the Department of Science and Technology (DST) said. Piezoelectric
crystals are a class of materials that generate electricity when it undergoes a mechanical impact.



Devices that are used daily often break down due to mechanical damage, forcing users either to repair or
replace them. This decreases the life of the equipment and increases maintenance costs. In many cases, like in a
spacecraft, human intervention for restoration is not possible.



―Keeping such necessities in mind, researchers from the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research
(IISER) Kolkata, in collaboration with IIT Kharagpur, have developed piezoelectric molecular crystals that
repair themselves from mechanical damages without need for any external intervention,‖.

First ‗moon-forming‘ disc surrounding exoplanet detected by astronomers


For the first time, scientists have clearly identified a ring of gas and dust circling a planet outside our solar
system – a discovery that could help reveal how planets and moons are formed. The disc surrounds an
exoplanet dubbed PDS 70c, one of two gas giants similar in size and mass to Jupiter that orbit the star PDS
70, nearly 400 light years from our solar system. Astronomers from the European Southern Observatory
discovered PDS 70c in 2019 using their Very Large Telescope.



Those observations combined with high-resolution images from the ALMA telescope, also in Chile, allowed
them to conclude that PDS 70c‘s disk holds material that will allow moons to form around the planet.
Astronomers have known since 2006 that the star PDS 70 is surrounded by a very large ring of material but
limitations on the observational equipment only allowed them to guess at the presence of a planet between the star
and the ring.
------------------
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Health/Disease
China declared malaria-free by WHO


China was officially certified ‗malaria-free‘ by the World Health Organization (WHO) becoming the
second country in the Asia Pacific region to get the tag, after Sri Lanka in 2016.



The Asia Pacific Leaders Malaria Alliance (APLMA), Asia Pacific Malaria Elimination Network (APMEN) and
their partner The RBM Partnership welcomed China‘s achievement and noted the country‘s contributions
in the fight against malaria.

Malaria is a mosquito-borne infectious disease that affects humans and other animals. Malaria causes symptoms
that typically include fever, tiredness, vomiting, and headaches. Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by
parasites that are transmitted to people through the bites of infected female Anopheles mosquitoes. It is
preventable and curable.

Israel becomes first country in world to ok Covid booster for immunocompromised


Israel has become the first country in the world to okay Covid booster shots for immunocompromised
adults. Israel‘s four health providers have been informed by the Israel Health Ministry that they can administer a
third booster shot to adults with underlying immune problems.

IISc‘s ‗warm‘ Covid vaccine effective against all major variants of concern


A heat-tolerant COVID-19 vaccine formulation developed by the Indian Institute of Science (IISc)
Bengaluru has proven effective against all current SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern, according to a study in
animals.



The research, published in the ACS Infectious Diseases journal showed the vaccine formulations by IIScincubated biotech start-up Mynvax triggered a strong immune response in mice. The formulation also
protected hamsters from the virus and remained stable at 37 degrees Celsius up to a month, and at 100
degrees Celsius for up to 90 minutes, the researchers said.

India will be first to make DNA-based jab


Union Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya that India will be the first country to develop a DNA-based
Covid-19 vaccine even as other manufactures are steadily ramping up production.



―It is a matter of great pride for us that our scientists will be the first to develop a DNA vaccine,‖ the minister
said, referring to Zydus Cadila, which has applied for emergency use authorisation of its DNA vaccine.



Mandaviya said while Serum Institute of India has begun providing 11-12 crore doses of Covishied vaccine
every month, Biological E is conducting third-phase trial of its vaccine, which is expected to come in the
market by September-October with 7.5 crore doses.

Mansukh Laxmanbhai Mandaviya is an Indian politician currently serving as the Minister of Health & Family
Welfare and Chemical and Fertilizers of India. He is also a Rajya Sabha member from Gujarat.

------------------
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ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT

14 tiger reserves get CA|TS accreditation


On the occasion of International Tiger Day (29 July), Union Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate
Change Bhupender Yadav announced that 14 tiger reserves in India have received accreditation of the
Global Conservation Assured Tiger Standards (CA|TS).



CA|TS is a globally accepted conservation tool that sets best practice and standards to manage tigers and
encourages assessments to benchmark progress. Habitats which support tiger populations are the building
blocks of wild tiger conservation and effectively managing them is essential for long-term survival of wild tigers.



CA|TS is being implemented across 125 sites in seven tiger range countries and India has the highest 94
sites, out of which assessment was completed for 20 tiger reserves this year.



The 14 tiger reserves, which have been accredited, are Manas, Kaziranga and Orang in Assam; Satpura,
Kanha and Panna in Madhya Pradesh; Pench in Maharashtra; Valmiki Tiger Reserve in Bihar; Dudhwa
in Uttar Pradesh; Sunderbans in West Bengal; Parambikulam in Kerala; Bandipur Tiger Reserve in
Karnataka; and Mudumalai and Anamalai Tiger Reserves in Tamil Nadu. ―We now have 51 tiger reserves
across 18 states.

Project Tiger is a tiger conservation programme launched in April 1973 by the Government of India. Kailash
Sankhala was the first director of Project Tiger. As the Bengal Tiger is the national animal of India, this project
aims to stem the dwindling population of the big cats and work to increase their numbers. The Wildlife Protection
Act of 1972 was amended in 2006 to provide for constituting the National Tiger Conservation Authority
responsible for implementation of the Project Tiger plan to protect endangered tigers. The National Tiger
Conservation Authority is set up under the Chairmanship of the Minister for Environment and Forests.

Western Ghats record a new-to-science semi slug


Researchers have identified a new genus and species of land mollusc in the northern Western Ghats, from
Amboli village in Sindhudurg district. The new genus, Varadia, has been named after herpetologist Dr Varad
Giri, while the species has been christened as Varadia amboliensis, in reference to the location where it was
first discovered in 2017.



The new genus is named after Dr Giri, whose contribution towards the study of Indian herpetofauna
involves describing 56 new species and four new genera‖. The Western Ghats, also known as Sahyadri, is a
mountain range that covers an area of 160,000 km² in a stretch of 1,600 km parallel to the western coast of
the Indian peninsula, traversing the states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, Maharashtra, and
Gujarat.

Rajasthan to develop corridor connecting 3 tiger reserves


After the declaration of Ramgarh Vishdhari Sanctuary as the fourth Tiger Reserve in Rajasthan, the state
government has been planning on developing a tiger corridor connecting three Tiger Reserves passing
through districts including Sawai Madhopur, Kota, and Bundi.
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Rajasthan Government had earlier in April 2021 had sent the proposal to develop Ramgarh Vishdhari
Sanctuary for Tigers which will connect Ranthambore Tiger Reserve in the Northeast to the Mukundra Hills
Tiger Reserve on the Southern side of Rajasthan.

In Mizoram, a new snake species gets named after local warrior Vanhnuailiana


Researchers from Mizoram University named it Stoliczkia vanhnuailianai, in honour of Vanhnuailiana, a
famous Mizo warrior. He was one of the most powerful chiefs of the Lushai Hills (now Mizoram) during the
mid-1800s and led many successful campaigns against rival chiefs in the area.



The snake is about 50 cm in length, non-venomous, and has a dark brown shade above with a few dorsal
scale rows bright yellow in colour. Though the head scales are uniformly dark brown it has bright pinkish
sutures.

WWF-UNEP report: 35% of tiger ranges outside protected areas


A new report by WWF and UNEP has found that 35 per cent of India‘s tiger ranges currently lie outside
protected areas. The report, A Future for All – A need for Human-Wildlife Coexistence, examined
increasing human-wildlife conflict, and has found that marine and terrestrial protected areas only cover 9.67
per cent globally.



With most of these protected areas disconnected from each other, many species depend on human-dominated
spaces for their survival, and shared landscapes. Protected areas play an increasingly important role for the
survival of key species such as large predators and herbivores, says the report. Apart from India‘s tigers, 40 per
cent of the African lion range and 70 per cent of the African and Asian elephant ranges fall outside
protected areas, finds the report.

The World Wide Fund for Nature is an international non-governmental organization founded in 1961 that works
in the field of wilderness preservation and the reduction of human impact on the environment. It was formerly named
the World Wildlife Fund, which remains its official name in Canada and the United States.

Amazon forests are no longer acting as a carbon sink


The Amazon forests in South America, which are the largest tropical forests in the world, have
started emitting carbon dioxide (CO2) instead of absorbing carbon emissions.



In a study published in the journal Nature, scientists who conducted this research over a period of nine years
in the eastern Amazon forests have said that a significant amount of deforestation in eastern and
southeastern Brazil has turned the forest into a source of CO2 that has the ability to warm the planet.



Not only the Amazon rainforests, some forests in Southeast Asia have also turned into carbon sources in the
last few years as a result of formation of plantations and fires. The Amazon basin is huge with an area
covering over 6 million square kilometres, it is nearly twice the size of India. The Amazon rainforests cover
about 80 per cent of the basin and as per NASA‘s Earth observatory, they are home to nearly a fifth of the
world‘s land species and is also home to about 30 million people including hundreds of indigenous groups and
several isolated tribes.



Other than this, the basin produces about 20 per cent of the world‘s flow of freshwater into the oceans. Over
the last few years, the forest has been under threat due to deforestation and burning. In 2019, fires in the
Amazon were visible from space. Forest fires, according to Brazil‘s National Institute for Space Research
(INPE), have doubled since 2013. One reason that they happen is when farmers burn their land to clear it for the
next crop. An editorial published in the journal Science Advances in 2019 noted that ―the precious Amazon is
teetering on the edge of functional destruction and, with it, so are we‖.



Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon, which comprises about two-thirds of the area of the rainforest,
started in the 1970s and 1980s when large-scale forest conversion for cattle ranching and soy cultivation began.
NASA‘s Earth Observatory notes that state policies that encourage economic development, such as railway and
road expansion projects have led to ―unintentional deforestation‖ in the Amazon and Central America.



Over the years as fossil-fuel emissions across the world have increased, the Amazon forests have absorbed
CO2 from the atmosphere, helping to moderate the global climate. But researchers are not saying that
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because of significant levels of deforestation (over the course of 40 years) there has been a long-term decrease
in rainfall and increase in temperatures during the dry season. Because of these reasons the eastern Amazon
forests are no longer carbon sinks, whereas the more intact and wetter forests in the central and western parts are
neither carbon sinks nor are they emitters.


Another reason for the eastern region not being able to absorb as much CO2 as it did previously is the
conversion of forests into agricultural land, which has caused a 17 per cent decrease in the forest cover, an
area that is almost the size of continental US. In the southeast region, which forms about 20 per cent of the
Amazon basin and has experienced about 30 per cent of the deforestation in the last four decades, scientists
have recorded a 25 per cent reduction in precipitation and a temperature increase of at least 2.7 degrees
Fahrenheit or 1.5 degrees Celsius during the dry months of August, September and October.



This means that if the ability of tropical forests to act as carbon sinks is to be maintained, fossil fuel
emissions need to be reduced and temperature increases need to be limited as well.

The Amazon rainforest, alternatively, the Amazon jungle or Amazonia, is a moist broadleaf tropical rainforest in
the Amazon biome that covers most of the Amazon basin of South America. This basin encompasses
7,000,000 km2 (2,700,000 sq mi), of which 5,500,000 km2 (2,100,000 sq mi) are covered by the rainforest. This region
includes territory belonging to nine nations and 3,344 formally acknowledged indigenous territories. The majority of
the forest is contained within Brazil, with 60% of the rainforest, followed by Peru with 13%, Colombia with 10%, and
with minor amounts in Bolivia, Ecuador, French Guiana, Guyana, Suriname, and Venezuela. Plants and trees take in
carbon dioxide and release oxygen back into the air in their process of photosynthesis. This is why the Amazon,
which covers 2.1 million square miles, is often referred to as the ―lungs of the planet‖: The forest produces 20%
of the oxygen in our planet‘s atmosphere.

European Union launches big climate plan for ―our children and grandchildren‖


European Union policymakers unveiled their most ambitious plan yet to tackle climate change, aiming to
turn green goals into concrete action this decade and set an example for the world‘s other big economies to
follow. The European Commission, the EU executive body, set out in painstaking detail how the bloc‘s 27
countries can meet their collective goal to reduce net greenhouse gas emissions by 55% from 1990 levels by
2030 - a step towards ―net zero‖ emissions by 2050.



This will mean raising the cost of emitting carbon for heating, transport and manufacturing, taxing highcarbon aviation fuel and shipping fuel that have not been taxed before, and charging importers at the border
for the carbon emitted in making products such as cement, steel and aluminium abroad. It will consign the
internal combustion engine to history.

India‘s first monk fruit cultivation exercise begins in HP‘s Kullu


The ‗monk fruit‘ from China, which is known for its properties as non-caloric natural sweetener
introduced for field trials in Himachal Pradesh by the Palampur-based Council of Scientific Research and
Industrial Technology-Institute of Himalayan Bio-resource Technology (CSIR-IHBT) in Kullu.



The field trials have begun three years after the CSIR-IHBT imported its seeds from China and grew it in the
house. This, as per CSIR-IHBT, is the first ever monk fruit cultivation exercise in India.

Multi-colour limbless amphibian Ichthyophis found in Mizoram, first in India


The multi-colour Ichthyophis, a species of limbless amphibian, which was believed to be endemic to
Mynamar has been found for the first time in India. A team of researchers in Mizoram and Assam has
found this amphibian species in Mizoram's Aizawl Municipal areas, Ṭamdil National Wetland in Saitual
district and in Dampa Tiger Reserve in Mamit district.



Their findings have been corroborated by morphology and DNA sequencing. The species was previously
known to be in its typical habitat more than 800 km away in Ayeyarwady Region of Myanmar. Mizoram
shares borders with Myanmar. ―This species is known only from its type locality and is presently not
included in the IUCN Red List.
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New dinosaur species identified in Spain


A fossilised jawbone recovered from the Spanish city of Castellón has now been identified to belong to a
new genus and species of dinosaur. It was named Portellsaurus sosbaynati, in honour of Vicent Sos Baynat,
a Spanish geologist who was born in Castello ´de la Plana. The genus name combines the name of Portell,
the town in which the fossil was discovered, with the Greek sauros which means lizard. It belonged to a
subgroup of dinosaurs called Styracosterna.



The specimen was discovered in 1998 and kept in the Cinctorres Museum. New studies on the specimen
revealed that the herbivorous species roamed the area during the early Cretaceous period or about 130 million
years ago. The collected jaw belonged to a large individual who was about 20-26 feet in length.

A nutrient-rich weed for a climate stressed world


Climate change has brought to the fore concerns of ensuring food security for a growing population in a
sustainable manner. In recent years, attention has turned to plants that are naturally drought resilient and
consume less water.



Many of these are ‗orphan‘ crops – those that are historically and indigenously important, but have recently
been put on the back burner due to a dietary homogenisation brought about by globalisation.



Examples familiar to the workaday Indian would include small grasses like sorghum, pearl millet, finger
millet; and tubers like elephant yams and sweet potatoes.



Purslane (Portulaca oleracea), a crop historically consumed through much of the Old World (Europe,
Africa, Asia), but has of-late been dismissed as a peripheral, if not an outright useless byproduct. Its nicknames
include duck‘ weed‘ and fat weed.

Pollution Turns Argentina Lagoon Bright Pink


A lagoon in Argentina‘s southern Patagonia region has turned bright pink in a striking, but frightful
phenomenon experts and activists blame on pollution by a chemical used to preserve prawns for export.



The color is caused by sodium sulfite, an anti-bacterial product used in fish factories, whose waste is
blamed for contaminating the Chubut River that feeds the Corfo lagoon and other water sources in the region.

Launch of Khadi Natural Paint


Khadi Prakratik Paint has been developed from cow dung by Kumarappa National Handmade Paper
Institute (KNHPI), Jaipur, a unit of Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC). The Study
conducted by KNHPI emphasize that Khadi Prakratik paint is eco-friendly and cost effective.



The Khadi Prakratik Paint developed by KNHPI has been tested at National Test House, Ghaziabad (Govt.
of India), National Test House, Mumbai (Govt. of India) and Shri Ram Institute of Industrial Research, Delhi
(An ISO certified test lab) and satisfies the parameters required for paint.



Use of cow dung for Khadi Prakratik Paint will promote local manufacturing, create sustainable
employment and generate additional revenue for farmers and cow shelter homes, besides generating
employment for the rural economy.

In a first, small drones help study India‘s threatened marine species


Along the coasts of Gulf of Kutch, Gulf of Mannar, Palk Bay and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands lives a
slow-moving marine creature that loves sea grass – the dugong. Assessed as vulnerable by the IUCN Red
List of threatened species, this ‗sea cow‘ is also considered regionally endangered in India as only 200–300
individuals remain.



This prompted the government to initiate the Endangered Species Recovery Programme in 2015 for their
long-term conservation and persistence. Since 2019, India also adopted light-weight unmanned aerial vehicles
for studying marine megafauna specifically dugongs.
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The surveys, led by Sagar Rajpurkar from Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun, were carried out along with
others in Andaman and Nicobar Islands within the Marine Protected Areas of Mahatma Gandhi Marine
National Park and Rani Jhansi Marine National Park, and adjoining areas.



Dr K. Sivakumar, Scientist and Project Coordinator of the Dugong Recovery Program at Wildlife Institute
of India adds that future plans include drone surveys to map seagrass habitats, monitor marine megafauna, and
conduct a spatial assessment of Marine Protected Areas.

Ministry of Earth Science celebrates its 15th Foundation Day


The Union Minister Dr Singh launched the MoES-ESSDP (Earth System Science Data Portal), an
integrated digital web portal of MoES institutes, which makes availabledata on various themes of earth
system science for public use.



The portal has been developed using the latest information technology tools and is available at
https://incois.gov.in/essdp. The portal is aligned with the Digital India initiative of the Government of India
to transform India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. It would facilitate search and
retrieval of earth system science data (of atmosphere, ocean, poles, geosciences and seismology) for societal
benefit in a big way.

Blue bloom: Five new plant species identified in Bolivia


Researchers from the UK have identified five new flowering plant species in the Bolivian Andes belonging
to the genus Jacquemontia. Across the globe, there are about 120 Jacquemontia species. The five newly
described species are: J. boliviana, J. cuspidata, J. longipedunculata, J. mairae and J. chuquisacensis.



The authors noted that based on the occurrence, J. boliviana would be classified as endangered and J.
chuquisacensis as vulnerable. J. chuquisacensis, named after the Bolivian department (or subdivision) of
Chuquisaca, has a very limited area of less than 20 sqkm.

MP Satpura Tiger Reserve bags Natwest Earth Heroes Award


Madhya Pradesh has made another achievement in the field of nature conservation. The Satpura Tiger
Reserve of the State has received the Natwest Group Earth Heroes Award in the Earth Guardian category
for best management.



It is noteworthy that the Satpura Tiger Reserve has also been included in the potential list of World Heritage.
Satpura Tiger Reserve in Hoshangabad district is spread over an area of 2130 square kilometer. It is part of
the Deccan Bio-Geographic Region.



It is the oldest forest wealth of the country, full of unmatched natural beauty, which has been carefully
preserved. The 26 species of flora found in the Himalayan region and 42 species found in the Nilgiri forests
are also found abundantly in the Satpura forest area.



That is why it is also named as the Northern Ghats like the vast Western Ghats. Some species like the
insectivorous Ghataparni, Bamboo, Hisalu, Baruhaldi are found both in Satpura and the Himalayas.



Similarly, among the species found in both the Western Ghats and Satpura, red sandalwood is the main one.
Cinchona plant, from which malaria‘s medicine quinine is made, is found here in large quantity.

‗Earth Overshoot Day‘ has shifted back to July 29, says WWF


Humanity has again used up all biological resources that our planet regenerates during the entire year by
July 29, 2021, according to the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).



This is worryingly the same date that the world reached two years ago in 2019. This means that the modest
gains accrued from the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) as far as humanity‘s ecological footprint is
concerned have been lost.



Humanity currently uses 74 per cent more than what the planet‘s ecosystems can regenerate — or 1.7
Earths. From Earth Overshoot Day until the end of the year, humanity operates on ecological deficit
spending.
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The carbon footprint of transportation will be lower this year than pre-pandemic levels, according to WWF.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from road transport and domestic air travel will be five per cent below 2019
levels. CO2 emissions due to international aviation will be 33 per cent below 2019 levels. This is according to
estimates from the International Energy Agency. But global energy-related CO2 emissions will increase 4.8 per
cent from last year as economies try to recover from the impact of COVID-19. Global coal use is estimated to
constitute 40 per cent of the total carbon footprint.

Earth Overshoot Day marks the date when humanity‘s demand for ecological resources and services in a given
year exceeds what Earth can regenerate in that year. In 2021, Earth Overshoot Day lands on July 29. We
maintain this deficit by liquidating stocks of ecological resources and accumulating waste, primarily carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere. Earth Overshoot Day is hosted and calculated by Global Footprint Network, an international
research organization that provides decision-makers with a menu of tools to help the human economy operate
within Earth‘s ecological limits.

------------------
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SPORTS

Sports Personalities in News
Zhang Zhizhen becomes first Chinese man to qualify for Wimbledon in Open era


Zhang Zhizhen qualified for Wimbledon to become the first Chinese man in the Open era to play in the
Grand Slam tournament. The 24-year-old is only the fourth Chinese man to play singles in the main draw of
a Grand Slam since the Open era began in 1968.

ISSF WC shooting: India‘s Rahi Sarnobat wins gold in women‘s 25 mtr pistol event


In ISSF World Cup shooting, India‘s Rahi Sarnobat won gold in women‘s 25 metres pistol event in Osijek,
Croatia. Rahi shot 39 out of 50 in the 25m pistol final to win the first gold for India in the ongoing World Cup.

Abhimanyu Mishra becomes youngest Grandmaster in Chess


In Chess, Abhimanyu Mishra made history by becoming the youngest chess Grandmaster, breaking the
record of 12 years and seven months set by Sergey Karjakin in 2002. Abhimanyu reached the milestone in
12 years, four months, and 25 days. The 12-year-old player from New Jersey scored his third GM norm in
Budapest, having already crossed the required 2500 ELO rating barrier.

Rewari body builder to head Asian body


Body builder Amit Swami, a resident of Rewari, has been appointed as the Director-General of Asian Body
Building and Physique Sports Federation. Swami is the first Indian to be appointed as the same.

Mithali Raj becomes leading run-getter in women‘s international cricket


Mithali Raj became the leading run-getter in women‘s international cricket, going past Charlotte Edwards‘
tally of 10,273 runs. Raj and Edwards are the only players to scale the 10,000-run mark in women‘s international
cricket. Mithali Raj crossed England‘s Charlotte Edwards as the highest scorer in women‘s international
cricket in the 3rd ODI against England. Raj has 669 runs in Tests, 7244* runs in ODIs and 2364 runs in
T20Is.

F1: Verstappen takes a huge stride with Austrian GP win


Formula One leader Max Verstappen won the Austrian Grand Prix for Red Bull to power 32 points clear of
Lewis Hamilton.



Mercedes‘ seven times world champion Hamilton finished a distant fourth, with teammate Valtteri Bottas
second and McLaren‘s Lando Norris third, as Red Bull chalked up their fifth win in a row.

World‘s Third Largest Cricket Stadium to come up in Jaipur


The stage is all set for the construction of world‘s third largest cricket stadium in the Pink City as the Jaipur
Development Authority has allotted land to Rajasthan Cricket Association.
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The new stadium will have the capacity to accommodate 75,000 people and shall be constructed in two phases.
Under the first phase, it shall be constructed with a capacity of 45,000 people while in the second phase; its
capacity will be expanded to 30,000 people.

Nihal Sarin wins Serbia Open, claims second consecutive title


Young Indian Grandmaster Nihal Sarin emerged champion in the Masters‘ section of the Serbia Open
Chess Championship in Belgrade. This is the second consecutive tournament victory for sixteen-year old Sarin
after he claimed the title in Silver Lake Open.

Delhi‘s Subodh Bhati becomes first Indian to slam double ton in T20 cricket


Delhi‘s Subodh Bhati created history by becoming the first-ever Indian batsman to score a double ton in
T20 cricket during a club-level encounter.



The 30-year-old Subodh went berserk and slammed a scintillating 205, off 79 balls, opening the innings for
his side Delhi XI during their face-off versus Simba.

Joint Secretary General of NRAI, Pawan Singh selected as first ever Indian juror for upcoming
Tokyo Olympic Games


Pawan Singh, the Joint Secretary General of the National Rifle Association of India (NRAI), has been
selected as the first ever Indian juror for the upcoming Tokyo Olympic Games.



A resident of Pune in Maharashtra, Mr. Singh is the founder-director of the Gun for Glory Shooting
Academy in Balewadi. A total of 26 jury members will officiate at the Olympics, of which six will be from Japan
and the rest from other countries.



Singh was the competition manager of the recent International Shooting Sports Federation (ISSF) World
Cup in New Delhi and his work was appreciated by the ISSF.

Matteo Berrettini becomes first Italian to reach Wimbledon singles final


Matteo Berrettini became the first Italian to reach a Wimbledon singles final. World number nine Berrettini
will face either Novak Djokovic or Denis Shapovalov where he will attempt to become Italy‘s first men‘s
Grand Slam champion since Adriano Panatta at the 1976 French Open.



The 7th seed came up with a near-perfect performance to outlclass Roger Federer-slayer and 14th seed Hubert
Hurkacz of Poland 6-3, 6-0, 6-7 (3), 6-4 in the men‘s singles semi-final at the Center Court. While Berrettini
will face either World No. 1 Novak Djokovic or 10th seed Denis Shapovalov in the Wimbledon men‘s singles
final, Roberto Mancini‘s Italian side will face hosts England in the Euro 2020 final.

Australian top seed Ashleigh Barty wins Women‘s singles title at Wimbledon tennis


In Wimbledon Tennis, Australian top seed Ashleigh Barty has won the Women‘s singles title defeating
eighth seed Karolina Pliskova of Czech Republic.



Elise Mertens of Belgium and Hsieh Su-wei of Taiwan have clinched women‘s doubles title defeating
Russian pair Veronika Kudermetova and Elena Vesnina.

Indian-origin Samir Banerjee lifts Wimbledon boys singles title


American tennis player of Indian-origin Samir Banerjee lifted the Wimbledon boys singles title with a
straight set win over compatriot Victor Lilov.



Yuki Bhambri was the last Indian to win a junior singles title when he triumphed at the Australian Open in
2009 while Sumit Nagal won the Wimbledon boys doubles in 2015 with Vietnam‘s Ly Hoang Nam.



Ramanathan Krishnan was the first Indian to win a junior major when he won the 1954 Junior Wimbledon
championship.
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Wimbledon men‘s singles final: Djokovic wins record 20th Grand Slam, equals Federer and
Nadal


World no.1 Novak Djokovic won his third Grand Slam title of 2021 as he beat Matteo Berrettini 6-7, 6-4, 64, 6-3 in the final to clinch the Wimbledon men‘s singles title. Djokovic has been in spectacular form this
year as he has claimed all the Grand Slam titles of 2021 so far. He was made to work hard in the first set by
Berrettini but after that Djokovic overwhelmed the Italian to win his sixth Wimbledon championship.



Djokovic has now won 20 Grand Slam titles, equal with Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal in the all-time
championship winners‘ list. He is on course for a Career Grand Slam and needs to win the US Open to
become the first man since Rod Laver (1969) to do so. Djokovic is only behind Pete Sampras (7) and Roger
Federer (8) in the list of players with the most Wimbledon championships in Open era.

The four Grand Slam tournaments are the Australian Open in January, the French Open from late May to
early June, Wimbledon in late June to early July, and the US Open in August–September, each being played over
a two-week period. The Australian and the United States tournaments are played on hard courts, the French on
clay, and Wimbledon on grass. Wimbledon is the oldest tournament, founded in 1877, followed by the US in
1881, the French in 1891, and the Australian in 1905. Margaret Court is an Australian retired tennis player and
former world No. 1. She won 24 Grand Slam women‘s singles titles in her career, 19 Grand Slam doubles titles,
and 21 Grand Slam mixed doubles titles. She has won more Grand Slam titles than any other player in history,
and is considered one of the greatest tennis players of all time. Serena Jameka Williams is an American
professional tennis player and former world No. 1 in women‘s single tennis. She has won 23 Grand Slam singles titles,
the most by any player in the Open Era, and the second-most of all time behind Margaret Court (24).

Deepak Kabra to become the first Indian to judge Gymnastics at the Olympics


A gymnastics judge from India, Deepak Kabra, will be seen judging the artistic gymnastics events at the
2020 Tokyo Olympics.



This is the first time that an Indian will be seen officiating in the sport of Gymnastics at the Olympics.

Portugal‘s Cristiano Ronaldo wins Euro 2020 Golden Boot


Portugal forward Cristiano Ronaldo might have played four matches in the Euro 2020 but that didn‘t stop
him from finishing as the top scorer in the tournament.



Ronaldo scored five goals in the Euro Cup, the joint highest as Czech Republic attacker Patrik Schick had
also netted the same number of goals. However, Portugal forward won the Golden Boot via the tie-breaker of
assists.

Chris Gayle becomes first cricketer to score 14,000 t20 runs


Swashbuckling batsman Chris Gayle has added yet another feather to his already illustrious career. The selfproclaimed ‗Universe Boss‘ has become the first-ever batsman to breach the mark of 14,000 runs in T20s.

Collin Morikawa Wins the British Open


Collin Morikawa wins debut appearance, matches Bobby Jones. Collin Morikawa pulled away late on the
front nine and held off Jordan Spieth down the stretch, winning the 149th British Open in his first appearance
in the event and claiming his second major title in only eight career starts.

Ishan Kishan becomes first ever indian batsman to hit fifty on both T20I and ODI Debut


Ishan Kishan has also become the first Indian batter to smash a half-century on T20I and ODI debut.
Robin Uthappa had also scored a half-century in his maiden ODI (against England) and T20I innings (against
Pakistan) but his debut T20 game against Scotland had ended in a washout.
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Formula One: Hamilton roars back to win British GP


In Formula One, Lewis Hamilton roared back from a first-lap incident that sent championship leader Max
Verstappen to the hospital and overcame a 10-second penalty to win the British Grand Prix and reignite his
title defence. The seven-time champion won at his home track to snap a run of five races without a victory.

First Gold for India In World Wrestling Championship


Wrestler Priya Malik has just made the country proud at an International level after she managed to win
gold at the World Wrestling Championship. With Olympics mania and Mirabai Chanu‘s silver medal at
Tokyo Olympics 2020, the news of Priya winning gold at WWC is bringing in equal glory and pride.

Indian wrestler Tannu wins 43 kg title in Cadet World Championship


Young Indian wrestler Tannu sealed the crown in a dominant fashion, grabbing the 43 kg title without
conceding a single point as the country‘s spectacular run continued at the Cadet World Championship.



The final initially seemed to be a gripping contest but Tannu soon turned it into a one-way traffic with her
all-round game and won it by fall against Belarus‘ Valeryia Mikitsich.

Mirabai Chanu wins silver at Tokyo Olympics


Mirabai Chanu‘s silver medal on Day 1 of the Tokyo Olympics gave India its perfect start and netizens are
coming up with creative ways to congratulate the Olympics medalist winners.



The 26-year-old bagged the silver for the country after she lifted 202 kg (87 kg + 115 kg) in the 49 kg
category to better Karnam Malleswari‘s bronze in the 2000 Sydney Olympics. The medal comes as a great
achievement to Mirabai, who had failed to log a single legitimate lift in Rio 2016 Olympics. She lifted a total
202 kilograms in clean and jerk category. Hou Zhihui of China won the gold lifting 210 kilograms creating
an Olympic record.

Six new sports at the Tokyo Olympics — the most since 1920


Six new sports are being contested this year at the Tokyo Olympics - baseball, softball, karate,
skateboarding, sport climbing, and surfing - the most since 1920, when 11 new sports were added to the
mix. The ―new‖ label is a bit elastic. Two of the sports added to the Tokyo Games — the closely related
baseball and softball — were featured at the Olympics as recently as 2008, before being dropped in 2012
and 2016. But the other four are complete newcomers: karate, skateboarding, sport climbing, and surfing.
All six will join Olympic favorites like track and field, swimming, and gymnastics.

Clarisse Agbegnenou of France wins gold medal in women‘s judo


Clarisse Agbegnenou of France has won the gold medal in women‘s judo 63 kg category in Toyko
Olympics.

PV Sindhu becomes first Indian shuttler to reach successive Olympic semi-finals


Reigning world champion PV Sindhu brushed aside He Bing Jiao of China 21-13, 21-15 to secure the bronze
medal in the women‘s singles event at the Tokyo Olympics. The 26-year-old silver-medallist from the
Rio Games also became the first Indian woman to win two individual Olympic medals.



Pusarla Venkata Sindhu has written her name all over the history of not just Indian badminton but also
India‘s records at the Olympic Games. PV Sindhu has exceeded all expectations by becoming the first
Indian shuttler to reach successive semi-finals in the Olympics. It is now a recorded fact that she is one of
the greatest badminton players of all time the country has ever seen. She won silver medal in 2016.



Wrestler Sushil Kumar was so far the only Indian to have finished twice on the podium at the
quadrennial showpiece event. Sushil had followed up his bronze at 2008 Beijing with a silver at the
London edition.
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Tokyo 2020: Germany‘s Zverev wins Olympics men‘s singles gold in tennis


Alexander Zverev won the biggest title of his career when he crushed Russian Karen Khachanov 6-3 6-1 to
win the men‘s singles gold medal at the Tokyo Olympics. The 24-year-old, who has yet to win a Grand Slam
title, was in stunning form as he demolished Khachanov to become the first German man to win a singles
Olympic gold.
------------------
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Sport Events
In a first, India to have two flag bearers at Tokyo Olympics opening ceremony


The legendary six-time world champion boxer MC Mary Kom and men‘s hockey team captain Manpreet
Singh will be India‘s flag bearers for the opening ceremony of the Tokyo Olympics on July 23, Indian
Olympic Association (IOA) announced.



In a first, India is having two flag-bearers – one male and one female – at the upcoming Tokyo Games to
ensure ―gender parity‖. World Championships silver medallist wrestler Bajrang Punia will be the
country‘s flag-bearer for the closing ceremony on August 8.



Sajan Prakash became the first-ever Indian swimmer to qualify for the Olympic Games by breaching the
―A‖ standard time, clocking 1:56:38 seconds in the men‘s 200m butterfly event at the Sette Colli Trophy in
Rome, Italy.



Race walker KT Irfan was the first Indian athlete to qualify for the Tokyo Olympics securing a berth in
early 2019. Abhinav Bindra is currently India‘s only individual Olympic gold medalist. His gold in the 10meter air rifle event at the 2008 Summer Olympics was also India‘s first Olympic gold medal since 1980. He
is the first Indian to have held concurrently the world and Olympic titles for the men‘s 10-meter air rifle
event, having earned those honors at the 2008 Summer Olympics and the 2006 ISSF World Shooting
Championships.



The 2020 Summer Olympics, officially the Games of the XXXII Olympiad and also known as Tokyo 2020, is an
upcoming international multi-sport event scheduled to be held from 23 July to 8 August 2021 in Tokyo, Japan.
Originally scheduled to take place from 24 July to 9 August 2020, the event was postponed in March 2020 as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, and will be held largely behind closed doors with no spectators permitted
under the state of emergency. This is the first time that the Olympic Games have been postponed and rescheduled,
rather than cancelled.



The Summer Paralympics will be held between 24 August and 5 September 2021 after the Olympics. Tokyo
was selected as the host city during the 125th IOC Session in Buenos Aires, Argentina, on 7 September 2013.
The 2020 Games will mark the second time that Japan has hosted the Summer Olympic Games, the first
being also in Tokyo in 1964, making this the first city in Asia to host the Summer Games twice.



The official mascot of the 2020 Summer Olympics is Miraitowa, a figure with blue-checkered patterns
inspired by the Games‘ official emblem and Someity is the official mascot of the 2020 Summer
Paralympics. The motto of the Tokyo Olympics is United by Emotion.



The 2020 Games will see the introduction of new competitions including 3x3 basketball, freestyle BMX,
and madison cycling, as well as further mixed events. Under new IOC policies, which allow the host
organizing committee to add new sports to the Olympic program to augment the permanent core events,
these Games will see karate, sport climbing, surfing, and skateboarding make their Olympic debuts, as well
as the return of baseball and softball for the first time since 2008.



The Session of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) meeting in Lima, Peru, elected Paris as host city of
the Games of the XXXIII Olympiad 2024 and Los Angeles as the host city of the Games of the XXXIV
Olympiad 2028. ―Congratulations to Paris 2024 and Los Angeles 2028!



Thomas Bach is a German lawyer and former Olympic fencer. Bach is the ninth and current President of
the International Olympic Committee and a former member of the German Olympic Sports
Confederation Executive
Board.
IOC
is
a
non-governmental sports
organisation based
in Lausanne, Switzerland. Founded by Pierre de Coubertin and Demetrios Vikelas in 1894, it is the
authority responsible for organising the modern Summer and Winter Olympic Games. The first Summer
Olympics was held in Athens, Greece, in 1896; the first Winter Olympics was in Chamonix, France,
in 1924.
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India‘s first stadium for physically challenged in Lucknow soon


Uttar Pradesh will soon get the country‘s first stadium for differently abled people. Constructed at the Dr
Shakuntala Misra National Rehabilitation University in Lucknow, the facility will be inaugurated by Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath soon. The government is also planning to set up a medical college in Lucknow for the
specially abled.

ICC confirms T20 World Cup to be held in UAE & Oman


The International Cricket Council issued confirmation that the multi-nation tournament T20 World Cup
will be held in the United Arab Emirates and Oman from October 17 to November 14. However, BCCI
retains the hosting rights of the 16-team event.

Badminton Sudirman Cup moved to Finland, World Tour Finals to Indonesia


In badminton, two key tournaments, the Sudirman Cup Finals 2021 and the BWF World Tour Finals,
which were originally planned to take place in China this year, have now been moved to Vantaa, Finland
and Bali, Indonesia respectively.



Vantaa, Finland is the new host of the Sudirman Cup Finals 2021 from September 26 to October 3, followed
by the Thomas and Uber Cup Finals 2020 in Aarhus, Denmark which had been postponed last year.

Australia‘s Brisbane to host 2032 Summer Olympic Games


Without any rival bid, Brisbane was confirmed as host of the 2032 Summer Olympics at the 138 th IOC
Session on 21 July 2021 in Tokyo, Japan. As per the new format of choosing future Olympic Games host cities
from the IOC‘s Agenda 2020, the vote was in a form of a referendum to the 80 IOC delegates. According to
the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 72 of the delegates voted Yes, 5 voted No, and 3 other voters
abstained.



The International Olympic Committee announced that Australian city of Brisbane will host the 2032 Summer
Olympic Games. Brisbane will also host the Paralympic Games.



From the selection of the city as the host for the 2032 Summer Olympics, Brisbane has 11 years to prepare
for the games. The Brisbane bid relied on the premise that over 80 per cent of the venues needed to host the
games were already existing infrastructure. A 2019 feasibility study suggested that over $A900 million
would be needed from both state and federal funding to host the games. The bid received federal government
support in 2019.

Argentina beat Brazil 1-0 to win Copa America, 1st major title in 28 yrs


Argentina won their first major title in 28 years and Lionel Messi finally won his first medal in a blue-andwhite shirt when an Angel Di Maria goal gave them a 1-0 win over Brazil and a record-equalling 15th Copa
America.



Di Maria, starting for just the second time in the Copa, justified his selection by scoring the opener midway
through the first half. Renan Lodi failed to cut out a long ball forward from Rodrigo De Paul and Di Maria lobbed
the stranded Ederson with aplomb.



The victory was Argentina‘s 15th Copa America triumph and means they draw level with Uruguay as the
all-time leading winners.

Italy crowned Euro Cup 2020 champions after shootout win over England


Italy crowned Euro Cup 2020 champions after shootout win over England. Italy beat England 3-2 on
penalties after the Euro 2020 final ended 1-1 following extra time at Wembley to secure their second European
Championship title.



Italy goalkeeper Gianluigi Donnarumma was the hero for the Azzurri in the shootout, while substitutes
Marcus Rashford, Jadon Sancho and Bukayo Saka failed to convert from the spot for England.



It was the first final to be decided on penalties since Czechoslovakia beat West Germany in 1976. Italy had
lost in the final in 2000 and 2012.
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India to host 2026 badminton world championship


India will host the World Badminton Championships in 2026. India were scheduled to organise the
Sudirman Cup in 2023 but the Badminton World Federation decided to award the hosting rights of the
world mixed team championships to China.

Sports Minister Anurag Thakur launches official team India cheer song for Tokyo Olympics
contingent


Youth Affairs and Sports Minister Anurag Thakur launched the ‗Cheer4India‘ song of the country‘s
Olympic contingent and urged the public to wholeheartedly rally behind its athletes during the Tokyo Games.



Grammy Award winner composure AR Rahman and young singer Ananya Birla collaborated to present the
official song of the Indian contingent for the Tokyo Olympics, titled Cheer4India: Hindustani Way.



He thanked Rahman and Ananya for composing the song in such difficult times of Covid-19 pandemic.
Indian Olympic Association President Narinder Batra said the launch of Team Indian official cheer song was
a culmination of hard work by all the stakeholders in the last 18 months.

ICC inducts Mongolia, Tajikistan & Switzerland as new members


The International Cricket Council inducted Mongolia, Tajikistan and Switzerland as the newest member
countries. Mongolia and Tajikistan are the 22nd and 23rd members of the Asia region, while Switzerland is
Europe‘s 35th Member, with the ICC now comprising 106 Members in total, including 94 Associates.



Meanwhile, Zambia, which was suspended at the ICC AGM in 2019, is no longer a member due to
continued non-compliance with ICC Membership Criteria. Russia too has been suspended and, according to
a release, has until the time of the next ICC AGM to demonstrate compliance or risk having its membership
terminated.

Qatar‘s Ras Abu Aboud stadium is the first built in World Cup history that was meant to be torn
down


It is Qatar‘s Ras Abu Aboud stadium – the first built in World Cup history that was meant to be torn down.
Molded out of 974 shipping containers atop Doha‘s port, the Ras Abu Aboud will host seven matches up to the
quarterfinals of the 2022 World Cup



All the containers are made from recycled steel, and the number – 974 – symbolizes Qatar‘s dialing code. It‘s
both a symbol of the country‘s sustainability pledge and a reflection of its identity.
------------------
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AWARDS

Centre invites nominations for Subhas Chandra Bose Aapda Prabandhan Puraskar 2022


The central Government has invited nominations for the Subhas Chandra Bose Aapda Prabandhan
Puraskar 2022. The awards are given for excellence in the field of Disaster Management.



Online application process is open till 31st August at dmawards.ndma.gov.in. The awards are announced every
year on birth anniversary of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose on 23 January.



Nominated individual or institution should have worked in any area of disaster management, like Prevention,
Mitigation, Preparedness, Rescue, Response, Relief, Rehabilitation, Research, Innovation or early warning.



Along with a certificate the awards carry a cash award of 51 lakh rupees for an Institution and 5 lakh
rupees for an individual. An individual can apply for the award and also nominate another person or institution.

‗Son Rise‘ to represent India at the Festival of Feature and Television Films of the SCO


The Ministry of External Affairs and Information & Broadcasting has selected Vibha Bakshi‘s National
Award-winning documentary Son Rise to represent India at the Festival of Feature and Television Films of
the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) Member States in Dushanbe, Tajikistan.



Dushanbe will host the movie pageant presenting characteristic movies and documentaries from eight SCO
member nations, 4 observer states, and 6 dialogue accomplice states of the Shanghai Company Organisation.

19 year-old social entrepreneur from Delhi wins Diana Award for fundraising activities


Sana Mittar, a social entrepreneur from Delhi and a first-year undergraduate student at the University of
Warwick, has received the prestigious Diana Award for her contribution in ―advancing the UN sustainable
development goals (SDG) and empowering young changemakers‖.



The award was established in memory of Diana, Princess of Wales, and is given out by the charity of the
same name supported by her sons, William, Duke of Cambridge and Harry, The Duke of Sussex.



Mittar coordinated a digital campaign and worked with 150 volunteers to raise Rs 500,000 for vulnerable
communities during the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic. She also raised funds for 40 disadvantaged
children to buy mobile phones so they could continue learning from home during lockdowns.

Gita Gopinath, Kamlesh Lulla among 34 Immigrants Honoured By Prestigious US Foundation


International Monetary Fund Chief Economist Gita Gopinath and NASA Scientist Kamlesh Lulla are among
the 34 immigrants honoured by a prestigious American foundation ahead of the US Independence Day ―who
have enriched and strengthened‖ the US society and democracy through their contributions and actions.



Gopinath and Lulla are among the ‗2021 Great Immigrants‘ honourees named by the Carnegie
Corporation of New York, a non-profit organisation. The Great Immigrants initiative is intended to increase
public awareness of immigration‘s role in the US, reflecting the priorities of Andrew Carnegie, a self-made
industrialist.
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In 1911, he established Carnegie Corporation of New York, a grantmaking foundation dedicated to the
causes of democracy, education, and international peace. To date, the Corporation has honoured more than
600 outstanding immigrants.

Vidya Balan, Ekta Kapoor & Shobha Kapoor join esteemed list of Oscar members


Bollywood star Vidya Balan and film producers Ekta Kapoor and mother Shobha Kapoor are among 395
new members invited this year by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.



The Academy said the list includes artistes and executives from 50 countries who have distinguished
themselves by their contributions to theatrical motion pictures. From Indian film industry, Oscar-winner A R
Rahman, megastar Amitabh Bachchan, superstars Shah Rukh Khan, Aamir Khan and Salman Khan, as well as
producers Aditya Chopra and Guneet Monga are already the Academy members.

The Order of Polar Star: EIL CMD honoured with highest civilian award of Mongolia


RK Sabharwal, the Chairman and Managing Director (CMD) of Engineers India Limited (EIL), has been
honoured with the highest civilian award of Mongolia ‗The Order of Polar Star‘.



Sabharwal was bestowed with the honour by His Excellency, the President of Mongolia, Ukhnaa
Khurelsukh for an outstanding contribution towards the establishment of the first-ever oil refinery in Mongolia.



‗The Order of Polar Star‘ was presented, on behalf of the Government of Mongolia, by His Excellency, the
Ambassador of Mongolia to India, Mr. Gonching Ganbold, at a ceremony which was organized at the
Embassy of Mongolia, India.

Kaushik Basu awarded prestigious Humboldt Research Award


Indian economist Kaushik Basu has been awarded the Humboldt Research Award for Economics. The
award was conferred on him by Professor Dr Hans-Bernd Schafer of Bucerius Law School in Hamburg,
Germany. A former chief economist of the World Bank, Basu is currently a professor of Economics at
Cornell University. He also served as the Government of India‘s chief economic advisor from 2009 to 2012.
Basu is also a recipient of the Padma Bhushan, the third-highest civilian award in India.



The prestigious award is sponsored by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and awarded to as many
as 100 recipients each year. The Humboldt Research Award honours scientists and economists from across the
world for their work. The award entails prize money of 60,000 euros and an offer to carry out research projects
at a scientific institution in Germany for up to 12 months.

Syed Osman Azhar Maqsusi won Commonwealth Points of Light award


Hyderabad‘s hunger activist Syed Osman Azhar Maqsusi, who has been feeding thousands of people every
day as part of his food drive ‗Hunger Has No Religion‘ was awarded a top UK award recently. In order to
honour Maqsusi‘s efforts, he was conferred with the Commonwealth Points of Light award for his drive that helps
to feed 1,500 people on a daily basis. The award is for those ‗outstanding individuals who are making a change in
their community.

Zaila Avant-garde Wins 2021 Scripps National Spelling Bee


Zaila Avant-garde, an African-American, from New Orleans in Louisiana, has won the 2021 Scripps
National Spelling Bee. The 14-year-old Avant-garde, who is also an accomplished basketball player, is the first
African-American contestant to win the prestigious competition in its 93 years history. The 8th-grader Avantgarde correctly spelt ―Murraya‖, a genus of tropical Asiatic and Australian trees having pinnate leaves and
flowers, to win a USD 50,000 prize.



Zaila is also the first Black contestant to win since Jody-Anne Maxwell of Jamaica in 1998. 12-year-old
Indian-origin Chaitra Thummala, from San Francisco and 13-year-old Indian-origin Bhavana Madini, from New
York, won second and third place respectively.
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Two Indian organisations win UNDP Equator Prize 2021


Aadhimalai Pazhangudiyinar Producer Company Limited and Snehakunja Trust are among the 10
awardees of the prestigious Equator Prize for their work in the field of conservation and biodiversity.



The UNDP gives a biennial award to recognize community efforts to reduce poverty through the
conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity.



―Two communities from India bag this year‘s prestigious UNDP Equator Prize, for their exceptional
achievement in showcasing local, innovative, nature-based solutions for tackling biodiversity loss and climate
change and achieving their local development goals,‖.

Gallantry Awards Portal, NCC jointly initiate scheme to pay tribute to gallants of Armed Forces


To mark the 75th year of Independence, Gallantry Awards Portal and National Cadet Corps have jointly
initiated a unique scheme to celebrate and pay tribute to the gallants of the Armed Forces and others who
made the supreme sacrifice in the service of the nation.



Under the initiative, statues of the brave hearts are adopted for cleaning and upkeep and cadets spread
awareness among the people about the contribution and leadership traits of the War Heroes and other
national personalities through interactive lectures, poetry recital and nukkad natak.

Sophie Ecclestone, Devon Conway win ICC Player of the Month Award


England Left-arm spinner Sophie Ecclestone has been named as ICC Women Player of the Month for June.
She is the second English female to win the title after Tammy Beaumont, who was awarded the title in
February 2021.



In Men‘s category, New Zealand opener Devon Conway has bagged ICC Player of the Month for June. He
became the first New Zealand player to win the award after an astounding first month in Test cricket.

Bangladesh‘s founding father Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to be honored by DU


In honour of Bangladesh‘s founding father Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the country‘s Liberation War as well as India‘s diplomatic ties with Dhaka. Rahman is
popularly called ‗Bangabandhu‘ (friend of Bengal) by the people of Bangladesh, Delhi University‘s Indian
Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) will establish the ‗Bangabandhu Chair‘. The Chair will be occupied
by a foreign visiting professor or subject expert on Bangladesh preferably a person of that country‘s origin.



Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is called the ―Father of the Nation‖ in Bangladesh. He served as the
first President of Bangladesh and later as the Prime Minister of Bangladesh from 17 April 1971 until his
assassination on 15 August 1975.

Bangladesh Nobel laureate Muhammad Yunus to get Olympic Laurel


Bangladeshi Nobel Peace Prize winner, Muhammad Yunus will receive the Olympic Laurel at the Tokyo
Games, the second time the trophy will be awarded. Yunus, whose pioneering micro-lender has been hailed for
cutting poverty across the globe, will be honoured for ―his extensive work in sport for development. The 81year-old economist-turned-globe-trotting celebrity speaker won the Nobel in 2006. He will be given the
award at the Tokyo 2020 opening ceremony on July 23.



The Olympic Laurel was created five years ago to recognise endeavours in culture, education, peace and
development through sport. It was given for the first time at the 2016 Rio Games to Kenyan former
Olympian Kip Keino, who opened a children‘s home, a school and an athletes‘ training centre in his home
country.



Yunus founded the Grameen Bank in the 1980s and shared the Nobel Prize with the micro-lender. His
initiatives include the Yunus Sports Hub, a network of social enterprises that promote development through
sports.
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Indian film on student activism wins Cannes award


Mumbai-based filmmaker and Film and Television Institute (FTII), Pune, alumnus Payal Kapadia won the
L‘Oeil d‘Or: Le Prix du documentaire, an award for best documentary, at the Cannes Film Festival for her
film ‗A Night of Knowing Nothing‘, which foregrounds student protests in the country. The film uses the device
of a letter, written by L to K, to highlight the cracks in Indian society at present and the ―truth of everyday life of
a young person in the country‖.

Cannes 2021: ‗Titane‘ wins Palme d‘Or, Julia Ducournau 2nd female director ever to bag the top
honour


Julia Ducournau‘s ―Titane,‖ a wild body-horror thriller won the Palme d‘Or at the Cannes Film Festival,
making Ducournau just the second female filmmaker to win the festival‘s top honor in its 74 year history.



The awards of the 74th Cannes Film Festival were decided by a jury chaired by Spike Lee and handed
out at the event‘s closing ceremony in the Grand Theatre Lumiere.



For the first time in history, women outnumbered men five to four in the Cannes Film Festival‘s
main international competition jury.



The women members of the jury were Mati Diop, Mylene Farmer, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Jessica Hausner
and Melanie Laurent. Kleber Mendonca Filho, Tahar Rahim and Song Kang-ho served alongside the
quintet.



Ducournau burst on the scene with ―Raw‖, which bowed in the International Critics‘ Week in 2016. She is
only the second female director to ever win the Cannes top prize.



New Zealand‘s Jane Campion was the first woman to win the Palme d‘or for ―The Piano‖ in 1993. The
Grand Prix, regarded as the festival‘s runners-up prize, was shared by two films —Iranian Asghar Farhadi‘s ―A
Hero‖ and Finnish director Juho Kuosmanen‘s ―Compartment No. 6‖.



Leos Carax won the Best Director Award for the pop-opera musical ―Annette‘, the Marion Cotillard-Adam
Driver starrer with which the festival kicked off on July 6.

Cachar district received National Silver SKOCH award


Cachar Deputy Commissioner, Keerthi Jalli received the National Silver SKOCH Award a few days ago for
‗Pushti Nirbhor‘ (nutrition-dependent), a convergence project on transformation and development entailing
setting up Nutri-gardens at houses in Dinnathpur Bagicha village. The village is near the India-Bangladesh
border in the Katigorah circle of the Cachar district.



30,000 seedlings of vegetables, fruits and herbal plants were distributed among 140 beneficiaries. Each
household of the village was also given payment for 75 man-days to implement the project. Instituted in 2003,
SKOCH Award salutes people, projects and institutions that go the extra mile to make India a better nation.

2-Indian organisations win UNDP Equator Prize 2021


Aadhimalai Pazhangudiyinar Producer Company Limited and Snehakunja Trust are among the 10
awardees of the prestigious Equator Prize 2021 for their work in the field of conservation and biodiversity.
The UNDP gives a biennial award to recognize community efforts to reduce poverty through the conservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity.

Shibaji Banerjee to be conferred with Mohun Bagan Ratna posthumously


Former India and Mohun Bagan shot-stopper Shibaji Banerjee, who famously denied Brazil‘s legendary
football player Pele from scoring a goal in an exhibition match in 1977, will be conferred with Mohun
Bagan Ratna posthumously. The friendly match against New York Cosmos at the iconic Eden Gardens ended in
a thrilling 2-2 draw. Banerjee played for Bagan for 11 years and died at the age of 68 four years ago.
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Indian-origin author Sunjeev Sahota‘s ‗China Room‘ enters the Booker Prize longlist for fiction


Indian-origin British author Sunjeev Sahota is among the 13 authors longlisted for the prestigious 2021
Booker Prize for fiction for his novel ‗China Room‘, alongside Nobel laureate Kazuo Ishiguro and Pulitzer
Prize winner Richard Powers.



The 2021 longlist or ―The Booker Dozen‖ of 13 novels was unveiled after judges evaluated 158 novels
published in the UK or Ireland between October 1, 2020 and September 30, 2021.



Britain‘s Ishiguro, who won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2017, is among this year‘s ―Booker dozen‖ for
―Klara and the Sun,‖ a novel about love and humanity narrated by a solar-powered android. It is the fourth
Booker nomination for Ishiguro, who won the prize in 1989 for ―The Remains of the Day.‖



Arundhati Roy is an Indian author best known for her novel ‗The God of Small Things‘ (1997), which won
the Man Booker Prize for Fiction in 1997 and became the best-selling book by a non-expatriate Indian
author. She is the first Indian to win the Prize.

The Booker Prize, formerly known as the Booker Prize for Fiction (1969–2001) and the Man Booker Prize
(2002–2019), is a literary prize awarded each year for the best novel written in English and published in the
United Kingdom or Ireland. The winner of the Booker Prize receives international publicity which usually leads
to a sales boost. A high-profile literary award in British culture, the Booker Prize is greeted with anticipation and
fanfare. The prize was established as the Booker Prize for Fiction after the company Booker, McConnell Ltd
began sponsoring the event in 1969; it became commonly known as the ―Booker Prize‖ or simply the ―Booker.‖
The prize money awarded with the Booker Prize was originally £21,000, and was subsequently raised to £50,000
in 2002 under the sponsorship of the Man Group, making it one of the world‘s richest literary prizes. A sister prize,
the International Booker Prize, is awarded for a book translated into English and published in the United
Kingdom or Ireland.

Maharashtra Bhushan Selection Committee unanimously selects Asha Bhosle for prestigious
award


The Maharashtra Bhushan Selection Committee chaired by Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray
unanimously selected legendary playback singer Asha Bhosle for the prestigious award.



Maharashtra cultural affairs minister Amit Deshmukh said the Maharashtra Bhushan Puraskar will be given
to legendary playback singer Asha Bhosle for the year 2021.

National Award-winner Aditya Vikram Sengupta‘s ‗Once Upon A Time in Calcutta‘ heads to
Venice Film Festival


National award-winning filmmaker Aditya Vikram Sengupta‘s third Bengali feature film ‗Once Upon A
Time in Calcutta‘ has been selected in the Orizzonti (Horizons) section of the 78th Venice International Film
Festival. It is the only film from India to have its world premiere at the prestigious film festival, to be held
from September 1 to 11.

Serum Institute founder Cyrus Poonawalla to receive Lokmanya Tilak Award


Businessman Cyrus Poonawalla, who is the founder-chairperson of the Pune-based Serum Institute of
India (SII), has been named as a recipient of the prestigious Lokmanya Tilak National Award for 2021. The
award was first given in 1983.



Its recipients include former Prime Ministers Indira Gandhi, Atal Bihari Vajpayee and Dr Manmohan
Singh, former president Pranab Mukherjee and Infosys founder NR Narayana Murthy, among others.
------------------
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PERSONS IN NEWS
NRI businessman Vedanta Baruah becomes first Assamese to get UAE‘s Golden Visa


Vedanta Baruah, an NRI entrepreneur who hails from Assam‘s Dibrugarh district, has been awarded the
UAE‘s 10-year Golden Visa, which is mostly reserved for prominent global personalities. Baruah is the first
Assamese to receive the UAE‘s Golden Visa.

Biden nominates Indian-American Shalina D Kumar as federal judge


US President Joe Biden has nominated Indian-American circuit court chief judge Shalina D Kumar as a
federal judge for the Eastern District of Michigan.



Nominated by Biden to the US District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, Chief Judge Shalina has served
on the Oakland County Sixth Circuit Court since 2007. She was appointed Chief Judge of the Circuit Court by the
Michigan Supreme Court in January of 2018. Shalina would be the first federal judge of South Asian descent
in Michigan.

Atul Keshap takes charge as United States‘ new envoy to India


Atul Keshap took charge as United States‘ new envoy to India. He most recently served as the Ambassador
to Sri Lanka and Maldives. The US state department said, appointment of the Indian-American career diplomat,
an old India-hand at the US state department will help reinforce the close US partnership with the Government
and people of India.

Amitabh Kant gets one-year extension as NITI Aayog CEO




The central government has extended for another one year the tenure of Amitabh Kant, the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of National Institution for Transforming India (NITI Aayog) till June 2022 – third
extension since he took charge of the public policy think tank in 2016.
Amitab Kant, an Indian Administrative Service official of the Kerala cadre, has been instrumental in
several policy initiatives of the government, including ‗Make in India‘, ‗Start-up India‘, and ‗Incredible
India‘ and has recently been spearheading the ease of doing business initiatives of NITI Aayog.

Shri Justice Ravi Vijaykumar Malimath appointed to perform the duties of the office of Chief
Justice of Himachal Pradesh High Court


President of India, in exercise of the powers conferred by Article 223 of the Constitution of India,
appointed Shri Justice Ravi Vijaykumar Malimath, senior-most Judge of Himachal Pradesh High Court, to
perform the duties of the office of the Chief Justice of that High Court with effect from 1st July, 2021
consequent upon the retirement of Shri Justice Lingappa Narayana Swamy, Chief Justice, Himachal
Pradesh High Court.

Pratima Bhoumik becomes first politician from Tripura to join Union Cabinet


Fifty-two-year-old Pratima Bhoumik scripted history by becoming the first politician from Tripura to be
made a central minister. She has been appointed as the new Minister of State (MoS) in the Ministry of
Social Justice and Empowerment. Earlier, Santosh Mohan Deb and Triguna Sen were elected as members
of Parliament from Tripura and inducted into the central Cabinet. However, they were not from the state.
While Deb hailed from Silchar in Assam, Sen was from West Bengal.

Joe Biden nominates Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti as his envoy to India


US President Joe Biden nominated Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti as his ambassador to India. If
confirmed by the Senate, Garcetti, would replace Kenneth Juster, who served as India‘s Ambassador to the
US during the Trump administration. As Mayor, Garcetti oversees the busiest container port in the Western
Hemisphere, the largest municipal utility in the country, and one of the busiest airports in the world.
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Indian-American health policy expert Meena Seshamani appointed to key Medicare position


Indian-American health policy expert Dr. Meena Seshamani, who served on the leadership of the BidenHarris transition Health and Human Services (HHS) agency review team, has been appointed as the
Director of the US Centre for Medicare. Sheshamani, will lead the Centre‘s efforts in serving the people 65 or
older, people with disabilities and people with End-Stage Renal Disease that rely on Medicare coverage.

Indian Army names firing range in Gulmarg after Vidya Balan


Basking in the success of her recently released Sherni and making the nation proud by becoming the only
actor from 395 new invitees to join the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, the governing body
behind the Oscars, Vidya Balan has now achieved yet another feat as a military firing range in Gulmarg,
Kashmir, is named after the actress. Honouring the varied accomplishments of Vidya, the Indian Army has
named a military firing range in Gulmarg as the Vidya Balan Firing Range.

Hrithik Roshan, Deepika Padukone‘s Fighter to be India‘s first aerial action franchise


Hrithik Roshan and Deepika Padukone‘s Fighter will be Indian cinema‘s first action franchise. The
Siddharth Anand film was announced on Hrithik‘s 47th birthday.

BSF IG Sonali Mishra to be first woman commander to head Punjab frontier formation


BSF Inspector General Sonali Mishra will be the first woman commander to head the force‘s formation
along the India-Pakistan border in Punjab, which is prone to narcotics and arms smuggling.



Mishra, a 1993-batch Indian Police Service (IPS) officer of the Madhya Pradesh cadre, will be the new
inspector general (IG) of the Border Security Force‘s (BSF) Punjab frontier headquartered in Jalandhar.

VP M. Venkaih Naidu receives book entitled ‗Urdu Poets and Writers - Gems of Deccan‘


Vice President M. Venkaih Naidu received a book entitled ‗Urdu Poets and Writers - Gems of Deccan‘
authored by senior journalist, J.S. Ifthekhar. Mr. Naidu commended the author for the book which traces the
rich literary and cultural traditions of the Deccan.

Piyush Goyal will be the Leader of House in Rajya Sabha


Union Minister Piyush Goyal will be the Leader of the House in the Rajya Sabha. He will replace
Thaawarchand Gehlot, who is now the Governor of Karnataka.

Bandaru Dattatreya takes oath as 18th Governor of Haryana


Haryana‘s newly appointed Governor, Bandaru Dattatreya took oath as the 18th Governor of the state.
Chief Justice of Punjab and Haryana High Court Justice Ravi Shankar Jha administered the oath of office and
secrecy to Bandaru Dattatreya at a function held at Haryana Raj Bhawan.

Cisco India names first woman head


Cisco announced Daisy Chittilapilly as its new President for India and SAARC region, effective August 1,
2021, which also marks the start of Cisco‘s new financial year.



The first woman to head Cisco in India, where it began operations in 1995, Chittilapilly will be responsible
for strategy and sales, operations and investments to drive long-term growth in the region.

Dr Kambhampati Hari Babu sworn in as new Governor of Mizoram


Dr Kambhampati Hari Babu is sworn in as the new Governor of Mizoram. The Gauhati High Court Judge,
Justice Michael Zothankhuma administered the oath of office to the new governor at the Darbur Hall of Raj
Bhavan in Aizawl. Dr Kambhampati Hari Babu is the 22nd governor of Mizoram.

Hyderabad doctor Raghu Ram is first Indian to receive ASGBI honour


P Raghu Ram, a Hyderabad-based doctor attained the rare distinction of being the first Indian to be
conferred with the honorary fellowship of the Association of Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland
(ASGBI). ASGBI represents the surgical fraternity in the UK and Ireland.
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Nisha Ramachandran becomes first South Asian American to be named executive director of
CAPAC


Indian-American Nisha Ramachandran has been elected as the new executive director of the Congressional
Asian Pacific American Caucus (CAPAC).



She is the first person of South Asian American descent to serve in the role. Nisha Ramachandran, a former
aide to Democratic leader Ami Bera (D-CA 7th District), assumed the new role on July 22.

FinMin officer Rasmi R Das among 25 global experts appointed to UN tax committee


Rasmi Ranjan Das, a Joint Secretary in the Ministry of Finance, has been appointed as a member of the UN
tax committee for the 2021 to 2025 term. Das is among the tax experts from around the world who has been
appointed as a member of the UN tax committee.



The committee, formally known as the UN Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax
Matters, guides countries‘ efforts to advance stronger and more forward-looking tax policies adapted to the
realities of globalised trade and investment, an increasingly digitalised economy and worsening environmental
degradation.



It assists countries in their efforts to prevent double or multiple taxations as well as non-taxation, broaden
their tax base, strengthen their tax administrations, and curb international tax evasion and avoidance.

Indian businessman Yusuffali MA appointed vice-chairman of top govt business body in Abu
Dhabi


Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Sheikh Mohamed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan has appointed prominent Indian
businessman Yusuffali MA as the vice-chairman of the apex government body for all businesses operating
from the UAE‘s capital city, making him the only person from India on the 29-member board.



Yusuffali, is the Chairman and Managing Director of Abu Dhabi-based LuLu Group which operates
hypermarkets and retail companies in many countries.

Former RBI governor Bimal Jalan traces India‘s economic history & lessons for future in a new
book


Former RBI governor Bimal Jalan‘s new book ‗The India Story‘ focuses on India‘s economic history and
aims to provide lessons for the future of India‘s political economy.



Referencing the post-2014 political moment and BJP-led majority government, Jalan introduces the
concept of putting in place long-standing political and economic reforms nationwide.



With that in mind, he traces India‘s economic policies from 1991 to 2019 to offer insights on learning from
the past, before moving ‗Beyond the Metrics of Economy‘ to talk about the role of governance in
implementing these policies.

TRS‘ Kavitha Maloth first sitting MP to receive jail term for bribing voters


For the first time, a sitting Lok Sabha MP has been convicted of bribing voters ahead of a general election.
A member of Parliament from the Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) representing the Mahbubabad
constituency, Kavitha Maloth was sentenced to six months of imprisonment by a special court and slapped
with a fine of ₹ 10,000 in the cash-for-vote scam.



Maloth and her associate Shaukat Ali, have been granted bail and the MP would next move the high court against
the convicted. Police said a case was registered in Bhadradri-Kothagudem after a flying squad of the
Election Commission caught Ali red-handed distributing cash (Rs. 500 each) among residents and seeking
votes in Maloth‘s favour in Bhadradri-Kothagudem district during the 2019 Lok Sabha election.



This is the third case the special sessions court, which was set up in March 2018 following a Supreme Court
order for expeditious trial of lawmakers, has awarded jail terms to public representatives. Earlier, BJP MLA
Raja Singh and TRS MLA Danam Nagender were also convicted by the court and penalised.
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Shailesh Jejurikar is first Indian to become COO of P&G


Shailesh Jejurikar has become the first Indian to be appointed as the COO of the global consumer products
major, The Procter & Gamble Company (P&G). As part a leadership succession, the Cincinnati-based
company announced that Jon R Moeller will become the new president and CEO, effective November 1,
2021.

Veena Reddy sworn-in as first Indian-American USAID Mission Director


US Agency for International Development (USAID) announced Veena Reddy, as the first Indian-American
to become its Mission Director. ―Veena Reddy was sworn-in as our new Mission Director.



She will be the first Indian-American to lead USAID-India, representing the best of both countries, and aims
to bolster US-India‘s development partnership leveraging her unique experiences and leadership‖.

Joe Biden names Indian-American to be first Muslim religious freedom ambassador


US president Joe Biden nominated Indian-American Rashad Hussain as the Ambassador-at-Large for
International Religious Freedom. Hussain is the first Muslim to be nominated to head US diplomacy for
advancing religious liberties.



Hussain is a director for partnerships and global engagement at the National Security Council. He formerly
served as senior counsel at the Department of Justice‘s National Security Division.
------------------
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OBUTARIES
Legendary Actor Dilip Kumar passes away in Mumbai


Legendary actor Dilip Kumar passed away after a prolonged illness in Mumbai. Popularly known as the
‗Tragedy King‘ of Bollywood, Dilip Kumar was known as a method actor who was never limited to genres.



Dilip Kumar made his Hindi film debut in 1944 with the movie ‗Jwar Bhata‘. In a career spanning over six
decades, Dilip Kumar gave multiple hits such as ‗Mughal-e-Azam‘, ‗Naya Daur‘, ‗Baabul‘, ‗Deedar‘,
‗Madhumati‘, ‗Devdas‘, ‗Ganga Jamuna‘, ‗Ram Aur Shyam‘, ‗Karma‘ and others. Dilip Kumar‘s portrayal in
various doomed movies earned him the title of ‗tragedy king‘.



He was awarded the prestigious Padma Bhushan award in 1991 for his outstanding contribution to Indian
Cinema. Dilip Kumar was bestowed with Dadasaheb Phalke Award in 1994 and Padma Vibhushan in 2015.



The Government of Andhra Pradesh honoured Kumar with NTR National Award in 1997. The Government
of Pakistan conferred Kumar with Nishan-e-Imtiaz, the highest civilian award in Pakistan, in 1998.

Former Himachal Pradesh chief minister Virbhadra Singh passes away


Former Himachal Pradesh chief minister and senior Congress leader Virbhadra Singh died after a
prolonged illness. The nine-time MLA and five-time MP, Singh served as Himachal Pradesh‘s chief minister
for six times. The veteran Congress leader remained chief minister of the state for six times- from April 8, 1983
to March 5, 1990, December 3, 1993 to March 23, 1998 and from March 6, 2003 to December 29, 2007 and for
the sixth time from December 25, 2012 to December 26, 2017.
------------------
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MISCELLANEOUS
Office of Principal Scientific Adviser launches Atmanirbhar Krishi App


Atmanirbhar Krishi App was launched by the Office of Principal Scientific Adviser to the Union
Government. The Atmanirbhar Krishi App was created to equip farmers with actionable agricultural insights
and early weather. Data related to soil type, soil health, moisture, weather and water table were aggregated and
analysed to generate personalized insights related to crop selection, fertilizers requirements and water needs for
each farmer at the farm-holding level.

Tourism losses could cost World $4 trillion in 2020 and 2021: UN report


The collapse of international tourism due to COVID-19 could cost the world at least $4 trillion in terms of
global GDP for 2020 and 2021 according to a report from two United Nations (UN) institutions. India
experienced a 54% drop in tourist arrivals in 2020 according to COVID-19 and Tourism: An Update, a joint
report released by the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the UN World Tourist
Organisation (UNWTO).

N S Tomar launches Crop Insurance Awareness Campaign for Fasal Bima Yojana


Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister Narendra Singh Tomar launched the Crop Insurance
Awareness Campaign for Fasal Bima Yojana during the Crop Insurance Week. Mr Tomar said that Fasal
Bima Yojana aims to provide security cover to each farmer. He also announced that the scheme achieved
milestone figure of 95 thousand crore of claims paid to farmers.

Bhubaneswar to become India‘s First City to Achieve 100% COVID Vaccination


Odisha capital is likely to become the first city in the country to have 100% COVID-19 vaccination as the
Bhubaneswar Municipal Corporation (BMC) has planned to administer 1st dose to all denizens by July 15
and 2nd dose by August-end.

President Kovind laid foundation stone of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar cultural centre in Lucknow


President Ram Nath Kovind laid the foundation stone of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar cultural centre in
Lucknow. The Cultural Centre will have a 750 seated auditorium, library, picture gallery, museum, multipurpose
hall, dormitory, cafeteria, parking and other basic facilities.

Invest India won the most innovative Investment Promotion Agency 2021 award


Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal and Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javadekar
have congratulated Invest India, which has been awarded the world‘s most innovative Investment
Promotion Agency 2021 by OCO Global.

Gujarat first state to provide uniforms for anganwadi kids


The Gujarat government has decided to provide uniforms to 14 lakh Anganwadi students, making it the
first state to take such a decision. Chief Minister Vijay Rupani initiated a state-wide pre-school uniform
distribution programme for students of 53,029 anganwadis in the state.



However, with new instructions issued by the state government to keep the anganwadis closed until July 13,
the local bodies have deferred the distribution of pre-school uniforms to the other students that were to be held
following the symbolic event held in Gandhinagar by Rupani.

Hemis Festival of Ladakh


Hemis Festival of Ladakh (now a Union Territory) is being observed with due religious fervour but sans the
crowd it usually attracts from around the globe. While most monasteries in the region hold their festivals in
winter, the Hemis Festival is usually held in June/July. The monastery‘s nearness to Leh (about 45 km away by
road), the pleasant weather, and the extravagant play of colours (the monastery, the attire of the dancers, the blue
sky) makes it one of the most photographed festivals of India.
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Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) reservation being implemented in Andhra Pradesh


The Andhra Pradesh government has issued orders for implementation of 10 per cent EWS reservation in
all government recruitments henceforth. The order is in accordance with The Constitution (103rd)
Amendment Act 2019 that provides for the creation of the special EWS quota to be implemented by the
state.



The ruling YSR Congress Party government had started implementing EWS reservation in educational
institutions soon after forming the government in June 2019. The AP Government has simplified the norms
stipulated by the Central Government for the implementation of 10 percent reservation to the EWS in
employment and education, without any sub-categorisation. People who are not covered under the existing
reservations for BCs, SCs, STs and whose gross annual family income is below Rs 8 lakh per annum, are
eligible for EWS reservation in both employment and educational opportunities.



The AP government feels that there are many poor people in the upper sections of society who are not
covered under any scheme and do not receive any benefits because they are in the general category. The 10
per cent reservation for EWS is to cover such families. The previous Telugu Desam Party government had
implemented the EWS reservation but sub-categorised it by allotting five per cent reservation to Kapu
community and remaining five per cent to other unreserved sections. The Y S Jagan Mohan Reddy
government feels that this has created confusion among the people and litigations against the Kapu quota has
deprived others of availing EWS quota.



The AP government has removed most of the specifications prescribed by the Centre to be eligible for EWS
quota. It has decided to do away with the clause that considers family assets to calculate total annual
income. The 10 per cent EWS quota would be over and above the 5 per cent quota for the Kapu
community. The AP government has also earmarked one-third of the appointments in government posts under
EWS category for women.

The One Hundred and Third Amendment of the Constitution of India, officially known as the Constitution (One
Hundred and Third Amendment) Act, 2019, introduces 10% reservation for Economically Weaker Sections (EWS)
of society for admission to Central Government-run educational institutions and private educational institutions
(except for minority educational institutions), and for employment in Central Government jobs. The
Amendment does not make such reservations mandatory in State Government-run educational institutions or State
Government jobs. However, some states have chosen to implement the 10% reservation for economically weaker
sections. Currently, the quota can be availed by persons with an annual gross household income of up to Rs.8 lakh.
Families that own over 5 acres of agricultural land, a house over 1,000 square feet, a plot of over 100-yards in a
notified municipal area or over a 200-yards plot in a non-notified municipal area cannot avail the reservation.
Gujarat Chief Minister Vijay Rupani announced that Gujarat would implement the 10% reservation policy
beginning 14 January 2019, becoming the first state to implement the law.

CBSE decides to divide Academic session 2021-22 into two terms


The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has decided to divide Academic session 2021-22 into
two terms with approximately 50 per cent syllabus in each term.



The Board in a statement said that the syllabus for the Academic Session 2021-22 will be divided by following
a systematic approach by looking into the interconnectivity of concepts and topics by the Subject Experts.



The CBSE said that the Board will conduct examinations at the end of each term on the basis of the
bifurcated syllabus. This is done to increase the probability of having Board-conducted Standard 10th and
12th Examinations at the end of the academic session. At the end of the first term, the Board will organize
Term- I Examination in a flexible schedule to be conducted between November-December 2021.



At the end of the second term, the Board would organize Term-II or Year- end Examination based on the
rationalized syllabus of Term-II only which will be approximately 50 per cent of the entire syllabus. This
examination would be held around March-April 2022 at the examination centres fixed by the Board.
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52nd IFFI to be held from 20th to 28th November in Goa; Poster for the Festival released


Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javadekar released the regulations and poster for the 52nd
edition of the International Film Festival of India. The festival will be held in Goa from 20th to 28th
November this year.



The International Film Festival of India, IFFI is reckoned as one of Asia‘s oldest and India‘s biggest
international film festivals. The 52nd edition of this film festival will be held in a hybrid format considering the
success of the 51st edition held in January 2021.



The festival is being organized by the Directorate of Film Festivals, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, in collaboration with the State Government of Goa and the Indian Film Industry. IFFI is
recognized by the International Federation of Film Producers Associations. Every year, the festival celebrates
some of the finest cinematic works and showcases a bouquet of the best films from India and around the world.

Manipur enters India‘s railway map as first passenger train reaches the state


A passenger train – Rajdhani Express from Assam‘s Silchar railway station - reached the Vaingaichunpao
railway station in Manipur for a trial run putting the state on the Indian Railways map. The train covered
the distance of 11 km between the two northeastern stations, with railway officials onboard.



The train halted briefly at Manipur‘s Jiribam railway staition, where railway officials were greeted by local
citizens before the national flag was hoisted accompanied by the national anthem, East Mojo reported.

Nation remembers Swami Vivekanand on his death anniversary


The Nation remembers Swami Vivekananda, one of the finest spiritual leaders and intellects India has ever
produced on his death anniversary. Swami Vivekananda died on July 4, 1902, when he was just 39 at Belur
Math in West Bengal.



Hailed as a Dhyana Sidha, a meditation expert, by his guru Ramakrishna Paramhamsa, Swami
Vivekananda was born Narendranath Dutta in an affluent family in Kolkata on January 12, 1863.



He is perhaps best known for his speech which began with the words ―Sisters and brothers of America ...,‖
in which he introduced Hinduism at the Parliament of the World‘s Religions in Chicago in 1893.



In India, Vivekananda is regarded as a patriotic saint, and his birthday is celebrated as National Youth
Day (January 12).

CBSE, NPCI to launch financial literacy curriculum for Class VI students


The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has partnered with the National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI) to introduce a financial literacy curriculum for students of Class VI.



The Financial Literacy Textbook is launched as a part of a new elective ‗financial literacy‘ subject that will
enable students to have an understanding of basic financial concepts at a preliminary stage of their
education. The National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 called for inclusion of multidisciplinary education in
schools itself.



Union education minister Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank said that the workbook would help children studying at
the upper primary level to understand financial topics including knowledge of the economy and digital
payments in a simplified manner.



The content of the financial literacy textbook is developed by NPCI and edited by CBSE. The book can be
accessed on CBSE website. A statement said that work was in progress to develop course content for students of
Class VII and VIII.

New Cabinet Committees formed after Cabinet expansion at Centre


New Cabinet Committees have been formed after the Cabinet expansion at the Centre. The Appointments
Committee of the Cabinet will be headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi while Home Minister Amit
Shah will be the member.
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The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, Cabinet Committee on Political Affairs and Cabinet
Committee on Security will be headed by Prime Minister. Besides, Cabinet Committee on Investment and
Growth as well as Cabinet Committee on Employment and Skill Development will also be headed by Prime
Minister.



Defence Minister Rajnath Singh will Chair the Cabinet Committee on Parliamentary Affairs which includes
Home Minister Amit Shah, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar
and Information and Broadcasting Minister Anurag Thakur as members. The Cabinet Committee on
Accommodation will function under the Chairmanship of Amit Shah. Some of the Cabinet Committees will
also have special invitees.

Centre set to appoint National Maritime Security Coordinator


Two decades after the recommendation by the Kargil Group of Ministers (GoM), the Union government is
set to appoint a National Maritime Security Coordinator (NMSC) to interface between the civilian and
military maritime domains with the objective of enhancing India‘s security architecture and energy security.
The maritime security coordinator will work under the National Security Adviser (NSA).

Ashadhi Bij, the Kutchi New Year


The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi has greeted the people on the auspicious occasion of Ashadhi Bij,
the Kutchi New Year.



Since then, World Youth Skills Day events have provided a unique opportunity for dialogue between young
people, technical and vocational education and training (TVET) institutions, firms, employers‘ and workers‘
organizations, policy makers and development partners.



Participants have highlighted the ever-increasing significance of skills as the world is embarking on a
transition towards a sustainable model of development.

Nalsar launches India‘s first master‘s programme in animal law


The Nalsar University of Law, Hyderabad in collaboration with the Animal Law Centre and Humane
Society International/India launched India‘s first master‘s course in animal law.



The two-year course aims to cater to the growing need for trained professionals in the animal protection
sector, to impart knowledge on the need to protect animals and to equip students with knowledge on the
legal aspects of animal protection.

The Union Home Minister inaugurated the newly built Center of Excellence for Research &
Analysis of Narcotics and Psychotropic Substances of the National Forensic Science University in
Ahmedabad


The Union Home Minister, Shri Amit Shah inaugurated the newly built Center of Excellence for Research &
Analysis of Narcotics and Psychotropic Substances of the National Forensic Science University in
Ahmedabad. Shri Shah also inaugurated a virtual training on Investigation of Crimes Against Women.

Indian Railways to Build First Ever 5-Star Hotel Over Railway Tracks


In a first, the Indian Railways is all set to redevelop the Gandhinagar Railway Station in Gujarat to bring
in a five-star hotel that will sit on top of the railway tracks. The Indian Railway Development Corporation
(ISRDC) is working in partnership with the Gujarat government towards the new vision that will convert
the Gandhinagar railway station into a world-class 24-hour travel hub.

Pittsburgh International Airport is the First in the World to be Completely Powered by Natural
Gas and Solar


Pittsburgh International Airport became the first airport in the world to be completely powered by natural
gas and solar energy as part of its newly live microgrid. The first-of-its kind microgrid increases resilience
and maximizes public safety and makes PIT one of the most site-hardened airports in the world.
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Cabinet approves continuation of National AYUSH Mission as Centrally-sponsored Scheme


The Union Cabinet approved the continuation of National AYUSH Mission as a Centrally-sponsored
Scheme from 1st April 2021 to 31st March 2026 with financial implication of nearly four thousand 607 crore
rupees. Out of it, three thousand crore rupees will be as Central share and 1,607 crore rupees as State share. The
Mission was launched on 15th September 2014.

Indian Panorama calls for entries for 52nd edition of IFFI


The 52nd International Film Festival of India has called for entries for Indian Panorama, 2021. Indian
Panorama is a flagship component of the International Film Festival of India, IFFI under which best of
contemporary Indian films are selected for the promotion of film art. The 52nd edition of IFFI will be held in
Goa from 20th to 28th November.

OECD-FAO outlook report on pulses


The OECD-FAO Outlook report published every year makes interesting reading insofar as major crops
are concerned. The latest report (Outlook 2021-2030) covers pulses, among a few other non-major crops, under
‗other products‘ category.



India is central to any projection in global pulses because it is by far world‘s largest producer, processor,
importer and consumer of the protein-rich legume. However, this year report on pulses betrays a broad and
superficial view on pulses. As per report, global pulses supply will increase by 22 million tonnes (mt) of
which half of supply expected to come from Asia, particularly India by 2030.

India, Sri Lanka and Maldives Hold Joint Exercise On Maritime Security


Top defence officials from India, Sri Lanka and the Maldives participated in a virtual trilateral table top
exercise where they discussed best practices and procedures for countering common transnational
maritime crime like curbing narcotics and assistance in maritime search and rescue.



The two-day exercise, TTX-2021, from July 14 to July 15 aimed at enhancing mutual understanding and
exchange of best practices procedures for countering common transnational crime was coordinated by the
Maritime Warfare Centre, Mumbai. The exercise focused on maritime crimes like curbing narcotics and
assistance in maritime search and rescue in the region.

India to get its first pod taxi service between Noida Airport and Film City


India will see its first pod taxi running between Noida Airport and Noida Film City. As per the latest reports,
it will start running on the tracks as soon as flights start operating from Noida Airport.



Pod taxis have been a popular mode of commute in several western countries, and can accommodate four to
six passengers per car. With this project, India is also set to experiment with this mode of commute.

NCP leader Supriya Sule launches ‗Jivlag‘ scheme to help children orphaned due to Corona
virus pandemic


NCP leader Supriya Sule has launched ‗Jivlag‘ scheme to help children orphaned due to the Corona virus
pandemic. The scheme was launched to mark Deputy Chief Minister Ajit Pawar‘s birthday.



During the launch, which was attended by party patriarch Sharad Pawar via video conferencing, it was announced
that the party will support at least 450 children in every possible way. A NCP volunteer was present at each of
these homes during the launch to get acquainted with the caregivers and the child in particular.

Centre to set up cultural centre in Kurukshetra


The Haryana government has got in-principle approval to set up a cultural centre in Kurukshetra from the
central government. Further, the Centre and the Haryana government will work together to expand and develop
‗International Surajkund Craft Mela‘ into a grand affair.



In-principle approval to set up a ‗North Zone Cultural Centre‘ in Kurukshetra has been given by the central
government. Currently, there is a ‗North Zone Cultural Centre‘ in Patiala.
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Dalit Bandhu Scheme to Start from Huzurabad in Telangana


Chief Minister of Telangana, K Chandrasekhar Rao announced that he will start the state government‘s
Dalit Bandhu scheme from the Huzurabad, erstwhile Karimnagar. It will empower the poor SCs to get Rs
10 lakh through a protective fund with a supportive structure.

Meghalaya Cabinet approves proposed Meghalaya Youth Policy 2021


Meghalaya Cabinet has approved the proposed Meghalaya Youth Policy 2021 to channelize 31 percent of
the entire population of the State who falls under the youth category. A detailed policy considering only the
youths have been prepared by the Government looking into different aspects. The policy contains exciting
programmes and plans which will cater to all the youths.

JP Nadda launches National Health Volunteers Campaign


BJP National President JP Nadda launched National Health Volunteers Campaign from BJP
Headquarters in New Delhi. Under this campaign around 4 lakh volunteers would be trained who would
work on grassroots level on COVID. Mr. Nadda said that under this campaign they have to reach 2 lakh
villages.



This campaign will become the world‘s largest health program. Mr Nadda added that the training of the
workers should not only be structural but the volunteer should also have a feeling of service. He said that BJP is
working for the service of humanity.

UP government set to create 134-acre urban forest in Mathura beginning September


The Uttar Pradesh government will be creating an urban forest covering 134 acres in Sunrakh village on
the outskirts of Vrindavan and work is set to begin in September.



―It would be blending the heritage of Vrindavan with other similar developments made in the ‗land of Radha
Rani‘,‖. The final phase of the forest will involve developing a pathway for tourists inside the urban forest.

Assam CM Himanta Biswa Sarma lays foundation stone of Bamboo Industrial Park


Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma laid the foundation stone of a Bamboo Industrial Park at
Manderdisa in Dima Hasao district. The project will be implemented with Rs. 50 crores from DoNER
Ministry.



The Chief Minister said that bamboo produced in the district were earlier mostly exported to paper mills,
however, with the completion of the park new avenues would open to use bamboo for production of tiles, incense
stick, ceiling etc., which would bring more economic benefit to the people.

Yogi launches ‗MyGov-Meri Sarkar‘ portal


Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath launched the ‗MyGov-Meri Sarkar‘ portal. The Chief
Minister said that through this portal, the government will receive feedback from the people and also inform
them about the various schemes of the government. The portal will be known for its efficient service.

Garima Grihas for transgender persons being set up with help of community-based
organizations


The Centre has said that the Garima Grihas for the transgender persons are being set up with the help of
community-based organizations.



12 pilot shelter homes have been initiated with the aim of providing safe and secure shelter to transgender
persons. Such shelter homes have been set up in the states of Maharashtra, Delhi, West Bengal, Rajasthan, Bihar,
Chhattisgarh, Tamil Nadu and Odisha.
------------------
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IMPORTANT DAYS
―Statistics Day‖ celebrated on 29th June, 2021


The Government has been celebrating the Statistics Day, to popularise the use of Statistics in everyday life
and sensitise the public as to how Statistics helps in shaping and framing policies. It has been designated as one of
the Special Days to be celebrated at the national level and is celebrated on the birth anniversary of Late
Prof. P C Mahalanobis, on 29th June, in recognition of his invaluable contribution in establishing the National
Statistical System.



End Hunger, Achieve Food Security and Improved Nutrition and Promote Sustainable Agriculture
(Sustainable Developent Goal or SDG 2 of the UN) is the theme of this year‘s National Statistics Day. Goal
2 seeks ―sustainable solutions to end hunger in all its forms by 2030 and to achieve food security.‖

International Day of Parliamentarism on 30 June


The International Day of Parliamentarism is celebrated every year on 30 June, the date in 1889 on which the
IPU was founded. The Day was established in 2018 through a United Nations General Assembly Resolution.

International Asteroid Day on 30 June


In December 2016 the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution declaring 30 June International
Asteroid Day in order to ―observe each year at the international level the anniversary of the Tunguska
impact over Siberia, Russian Federation, on 30 June 1908, and to raise public awareness about the asteroid
impact hazard.‖



The day was co-founded by scientist Stephen Hawking, filmmaker Grigorij Richters, B612 Foundation
President, Danica Remy, Apollo 9 astronaut Rusty Schweickart, and Brian May, guitarist of the rock band
Queen and astrophysicist.

National Doctors‘ Day 2021


Every year, July 1 is celebrated as National Doctors‘ Day by the Indian Medical Association (IMA). The
day is observed to commemorate the birth and death anniversary of former Bengal‘s Chief Minister Dr Bidhan
Chandra Roy. The day is dedicated to all the doctors and healthcare workers who have been serving the people by
risking their lives. For the year 2021, the theme is ―Save The Saviours.‖

International Day of Cooperatives on 3 July


This July 3rd, the International Day of Cooperatives (#CoopsDay) was celebrated as ―Rebuild better
together‖. Cooperatives around the world will showcase how they are meeting the COVID-19 pandemic crisis
with solidarity and resilience and offering communities a people-centred and environmentally just recovery.



In the fields of health, agriculture, production, retail, finance, housing, employment, education, social
services and many other spheres where cooperatives are found, the more than one billion cooperative
members worldwide continue to prove that no one needs to face a crisis like the pandemic on their own.



The theme for this year is ―Rebuild Better Together.‖

International Plastic Bag Free Day 2021


The International Plastic Bag Free Day is observed on July 3 annually. The day is observed to raise
awareness about the grave issues of plastic pollution and the serious threat that it poses to the natural environment
ranging from land to marine life.



As plastic bags take around 100-500 years to decomposes, it creates land pollution as it is dumped in
landfills and proves hazardous to the marine animal if gets washed into oceans. So, it becomes imperative to raise
an alarm against the ill effects of single-use plastic bags.
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World UFO Day


World UFO Day is an awareness day for people to gather together and watch the skies for identified flying
objects. The day is celebrated by some on June 24, and others on July 2.

National Fish Farmers Day


The National Fish Farmers day is observed every year to demonstrate solidarity with all fisher folk, fish
farmers and concerned stakeholders throughout the Country. This annual event is celebrated to commemorate
Professor Dr. Hiralal Chaudhury and his colleague Dr. Alikunhi for their contribution in achieving the
successful induced breeding of major carps on 10th July, 1957 at Angul in Odisha for the first time in the
country.



This pioneering work of induced breeding over the years has transformed the growth of aquaculture sector
from traditional to intensive aquaculture practices and led to success of modern aquaculture industry. The
day was also celebrated as NFDB Foundation Day.

World Population Day 11 July


World Population Day is an annual event, observed on July 11 every year, which seeks to raise awareness
of global population issues. The event was established by the Governing Council of the United Nations
Development Programme in 1989.



This year amid the Coronavirus pandemic and vaccination drive, the theme for World Population Day is the
―impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on fertility‖. On this special day, the world comes together with the goal
of highlighting the difficulties created by overpopulation.



It also raises awareness about how overpopulation may harm the ecosystem and the progress or growth of
humanity. Currently, India has the world‘s second-largest population after China.

World Malala Day


July 12 is dedicated to celebrating Malala Yousafzai, the young activist from Pakistan. Malala was shot at
by Taliban insurgents while she was on her way to school in 2012.



Later, the United Nations declared July 12, Malala‘s birthday, as World Malala Day in honour of the young
education activist. Malala, at the age of 17 received Nobel Peace Prize and became the youngest recipient to
receive it.

World Youth Skills Day 15 July


In 2014, the United Nations General Assembly declared 15 July as World Youth Skills Day, to celebrate the
strategic importance of equipping young people with skills for employment, decent work and entrepreneurship.



This year‘s theme is ‗The future of youth skills‘. Photos should highlight the innovative aspects of technical
and vocational education and training (TVET) and showcase how TVET is equipping young people with skills for
a sustainable future..

World Day for International Justice 2021 is a reminder of the significance of justice for the
oppressed.


The world celebrates International Justice Day on July 17. It‘s sometimes also referred to as World Day of
International Justice or International Criminal Justice Day. It marks the coming together of people from all
walks of life to support the idea of justice, victims‘ rights and most importantly ensuring no crime that jeopardises
peace takes place.



The day is also a reminder of the significance of social justice for the underprivileged and oppressed. It reminds
states as well as civil society of the need for their commitment to the international justice system. The theme for
the celebration of this year‘s World Day of International Justice is ―A Call for Social Justice in the Digital
Economy.‖
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World Chess Day 20 July


On 12 December 2019, the General Assembly proclaimed 20 July as World Chess Day to mark the date of the
establishment of the International Chess Federation (FIDE) in Paris in 1924.



Under initiative of FIDE, July 20 has been observed as International Chess Day by chess players around the
world since 1966.



This year FIDE‘s motto is, ―Teach someone how to play chess.‖ - Chess is a mental game and it can also end as
quickly as two moves. - The longest game of chess is possible and that is 5,949 moves.

World Brain Day being observed


The day is dedicated to raising awareness and promoting advocacy related to brain health. It is celebrated on
July 22. This year, the World Federation of Neurology (WFN) and MS International Federation (MSIF)
are at the forefront, leading the campaign to spread awareness about multiple sclerosis (MS), a neurological
disease whose effects range from cognitive impairment to significant physical disability.



The theme of this year‘s World Brain Day is ―Stop Multiple Sclerosis‖, which entails raising global
awareness about multiple sclerosis.

World Drowning Prevention Day 25 July


World Drowning Prevention Day, declared in April 2021 by General Assembly is held annually on 25 July.



This global advocacy event serves as an opportunity to highlight the tragic and profound impact of
drowning on families and communities and to offer life-saving solutions to prevent it.



The WHO has also suggested a special activity that some organizations may wish to undertake, ―Going Blue for
World Drowning Prevention Day‖.

World Mangrove Day being celebrated


Each year the 26th of July is celebrated as World Mangrove Day, aiming to raise awareness of the
importance of mangrove ecosystems as a unique, special and vulnerable ecosystem and to promote
solutions for their sustainable management, conservation and uses.



In West Bengal, the Largest Single Plantation Drive to Save the Sundarbans is Underway. The Sunderbans
mangrove ecosystem is a unique natural wonder and is the largest inter-tidal delta and mangrove system in
the world.

28 July is World Hepatitis Day


World Hepatitis Day, 28 July, is an opportunity to step up national and international efforts on hepatitis,
encourage actions and engagement by individuals, partners and the public and highlight the need for a greater
global response as outlined in the WHO‘s Global hepatitis report of 2017.



The date of 28 July was chosen because it is the birthday of Nobel-prize winning scientist Dr Baruch
Blumberg, who discovered hepatitis B virus (HBV) and developed a diagnostic test and vaccine for the virus.



In 2021, the theme is ‗Hepatitis Can‘t Wait‘, conveying the urgency of efforts needed to eliminate hepatitis as a
public health threat by 2030.

International Tiger Day observed


The International Tiger Day is being celebrated on 29 th July. The day aims to promote a global system for
protecting the natural habitats of tigers and to raise public awareness and support for tiger conservation issues.



India is home to 51 tiger reserves spread across 18 states. India achieved the target of doubling of tiger
population four years ahead of schedule of the St. Petersburg Declaration on Tiger Conservation. 14 Tiger
Reserves in India which received the accreditation of the Global Conservation Assured Tiger Standards.



The theme for the 2021 International Tiger Day is ―Their survival is in our hands‖.
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World Day Against Trafficking in Persons 30 July


World Day Against Trafficking in Persons is marked every year on July 30 to create awareness around
people who are being trafficked and are taken away against their will.



The theme for this year for the World Day Against Trafficking in Persons is ‗Victims‘ voices lead the way.‘

World Nature Conservation Day


The World Nature Conservation Day is celebrated on 28 July annually across the world. The day recognises
that a healthy environment is a key foundation for a stable and strong society. The main reason for celebrating
this day is to conserve animals and plants that are going extinct from the natural environment.



The theme for this year‘s is ―Forests and Livelihoods: Sustaining People and Planet‖.
------------------
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QUESTIONS
1.

Which is the first country to ratify International Solar Alliance Framework Agreement (ISA FA) after amendments opening its
Membership to all Member States of the United Nations?
(a) Norway
(b) Sweden
(c) Denmark
(d) Finland

2.

The first city in the country to have 100% COVID-19 vaccination by August-end is
(a) Raipur
(b) Bhopal
(c) Bengaluru
(d) Bhubaneswar

3.

Recently, Prime Minister Narendra Modi virtually inaugurated a Japanese Zen garden and Kaizen academy at _______.
(a) Ahmedabad
(b) Surat
(c) Bhopal
(d) New Delhi

4.

The global body against money laundering and terror financing FATF has retained Pakistan in _______ list.
(a) Blue
(b) Black
(c) Grey
(d) Green

5.

Who is the present Chairman of LIC of India?
(a) Deepak Mahajan
(b) Kirthan Rathore

(c) Mukesh Jain

(d) MR Kumar

6.

According to government data, which of the following countries is largest export destination for India in fiscal 2021?
(a) USA
(b) Japan
(c) South Africa
(d) France

7.

Who recently became the first Chinese man to qualify for Wimbledon in Open era?
(a) Zhang Zhizhen
(b) Zihang Bhaj
(c) Nahanj Ghizen

(d) Huang Join

8.

The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) successfully test fired the extended range version of
indigenously developed _______ rocket from a Multi-Barrel Rocket Launcher (MBRL).
(a) Pinaka
(b) Gandeev
(c) Sahasra
(d) Ripudaman

9.

Hemis Festival is celebrated every year in _______.
(a) Jammu & Kashmir
(b) Sikkim

10.

(c) Ladakh

International Asteroid Day is observed every year on _______.
(a) 25th June
(b) 27th June
(c) 30th June

(d) Arunachal Pradesh

(d) 2nd July

11.

Recently, Union Government announced stimulus package of _______ crore to boost economy during the fight against
COVID-19 pandemic.
(a) Rs. 4, 26,323 crore
(b) Rs. 5, 81,636 crore
(c) Rs. 6, 28,993 crore
(d) Rs. 7, 52,165 crore

12.

Which of the following countries holds the Presidency of the G20, 2021?
(a) France
(b) Germany
(c) Italy

(d) Indonesia

13.

Recently, Britain‘s Treasury has unveiled a new special edition coin to commemorate the life of Prince Philip. The design of
the _______ coin had been approved by Philip in 2008.
(a) 2-pound
(b) 5-pound
(c) 10-pound
(d) 20-pound

14.

Recently, The first two generating units of the world‘s second-biggest hydroelectric dam were officially turned in _______.
(a) Japan
(b) South Korea
(c) China
(d) India

15.

Prime Minister Stefan Lofven resigned one week after he lost a vote of confidence, he was Prime Minister of_____.
(a) Italy
(b) Spain
(c) Germany
(d) Sweden
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16.

Name the world‘s biggest cryptocurrency exchange, which has been issued a warning by the UK‘s financial regulator.
(a) Polkadot
(b) Bitcoin
(c) Binance
(d) Dogecoin

17.

Name the advanced variant of the Agni class of missiles which is a canisterised missile with a range capability between 1000
km and 2000 km.
(a) Agni Q
(b) Agni P
(c) Agni M
(d) Agni B

18.

―Statistics Day‖ is celebrated on:
(a) 23rd June
(b) 27th June

(c) 29th June

(d) 2nd July

19.

In ISSF World Cup shooting, India‘s _______ won gold in women‘s 25 metres pistol event in Osijek, Croatia.
(a) Hina Sidhu
(b) Deepa Diwan
(c) Rahi Sarnobat
(d) Alankrita Sharma

20.

International Asteroid Day is observed every year on:
(a) 25th June
(b) 27th June

21.

(c) 30th June

The India‘s First Urban Wildlife Corridor is being planned in _______.
(a) Karnataka
(b) Delhi-NCR
(c) West Bengal

(d) 3rd July

(d) Haryana

22.

Which of the following has officially launched the World‘s first End-to-End platform that democratizes precious metals
investment?
(a) Singapore Precious Metals Exchange
(b) Mauritius Precious Metals Exchange
(c) Maldives Precious Metals Exchange
(d) Seychelles Precious Metals Exchange

23.

Which of the following has recently approved a proposal to introduce a framework for ‗Accredited Investors‘ in the Indian
securities market?
(a) Ministry of Finance
(b) Reserve Bank of India
(c) Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(d) Securities and exchange board of India

24.

Recently, President Ram Nath Kovind laid the foundation stone of _______.
(a) Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar cultural centre in Lucknow
(b) Jawaharlal Nehru cultural centre in Kanpur
(c) Mahatma Gandhi cultural centre in Varanasi
(d) Lal Bahadur Shastri cultural centre in Prayagraj

25.

The International Cricket Council issued confirmation that T20 World Cup tournament will be held in the _______ from
October 17 to November 14.
(a) United Arab Emirates and Oman
(b) Saudi Arabia and Jordan
(c) Mauritius and Seychelles(d) Malaysia and Singapore

26.

Recently, which of the following countries former President Jacob Zuma has been sentenced to 15 months in jail by the
country‘s highest court?
(a) Eritrea
(b) Kenya
(c) Zimbabwe
(d) South Africa

27.

In Sports, Sudirman Cup is associated with:
(a) Lawn Tennis
(b) Badminton
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28.

Name the app which was launched by the Office of Principal Scientific Adviser to the Union Government?
(a) Atmanirbhar Kisan App (b) Atmanirbhar Krishak App
(c) Atmanirbhar Krishi App (d) Swanirbhar Krishi App

29.

The International Day of Parliamentarism is celebrated every year on _______.
(a) 21st June
(b) 25th June
(c) 30th June

(d) 2nd July

30.

The Democratic-controlled U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill to remove statues honoring those who upheld slavery
or backed the Confederacy from the Capitol building, which displays statues selected by all _______ states.
(a) 34
(b) 38
(c) 45
(d) 50

31.

Which of the following countries was officially certified ‗malaria-free‘ by the World Health Organization (WHO) becoming
the second country in the Asia Pacific region to get the tag?
(a) India
(b) China
(c) Bangladesh
(d) Japan

32.

Which of the following states has decided to provide uniforms to 14 lakh Anganwadi students, making it the first state to take
such a decision?
(a) Kerala
(b) Tamil Nadu
(c) Maharashtra
(d) Gujarat

33.

Which of the following gulf countries announces plan to launch second national airline recently?
(a) Saudi Arabia
(b) Oman
(c) Jordan
(d) UAE

34.

The _______ has recently launched Enforcing Contracts Portal.
(a) Department of Finance (b) Department of Home Affairs
(c) Department of Justice (d) Department of Science & Technology

35.

Recently, The World Food Travel Association has named _______ and its sister islands of Carriacou and Petite Martinique as
the world‘s first Culinary Capital.
(a) Maldives
(b) Mauritius
(c) Grenada
(d) Fiji

36.

In Global Cyber security Index (GCI) 2020 by ITU. The rank of India is:
(a) Second
(b) Fifth
(c) Tenth

(d) Fifteenth

37.

Recently, the first joint meeting of Foreign Affairs and Development Ministers ended with the adoption of the _______ which
calls upon the international community to step up efforts to contain the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on lives and
livelihoods.
(a) ―Matera Declaration‖
(b) ―Lyon Declaration‖
(c) ―Paris Declaration‖
(d) ―Milan Declaration‖

38.

Who among the following made history by becoming the youngest chess Grandmaster?
(a) Aditya Thakral
(b) Abhimanyu Mishra
(c) Venkatesh Parashar
(d) Shashank Bharadwaj

39.

Which of the following countries state-run atomic energy corporation began work on the fifth of six nuclear reactors at the
Kudankulam nuclear power plants recently?
(a) Germany
(b) Russia
(c) France
(d) USA

40.

International Asteroid Day is observed every year on:
(a) 25th June
(b) 28th June
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41.

Recently, The one-of-its-kind aquatic park has been developed by Indian Railway Stations Development Corporation
Ltd(IRSDC) in collaboration with HNi Aquatic Kingdom at _______.
(a) Krantivira Sangolli Rayanna Railway Station
(b) Kempegowda Railway Station
(c) Anand Vihar Railway Station
(d) Panvel Railway Station

42.

Who among the following recently got one-year extension as NITI Aayog CEO?
(a) Dr. Rajiv Kumar
(b) Vipul Mehta
(c) Nitesh Raheja

(d) Amitabh Kant

43.

According to COVID-19 and Tourism: An Update, a joint report released by the UN Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) and the UN World Tourist Organisation (UNWTO). India experienced a _______ drop in tourist arrivals in 2020.
(a) 23%
(b) 32%
(c) 47%
(d) 54%

44.

Recently, Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister Narendra Singh Tomar launched the Crop Insurance Awareness
Campaign for _______ during the Crop Insurance Week.
(a) Fasal Bima Yojana
(b) Agriculture Insurance Yojana
(c) Farmer Bima Yojana
(d) Crop Bima Yojana

45.

Name the Indian bodybuilder who has been appointed as the Director-General of Asian Body Building and Physique Sports
Federation.
(a) Franklin Hieth
(b) Amit Swami
(c) Vineet Garg
(d) Hitesh Mriglani

46.

Recently, China‘s ruling party, the Communist Party of China celebrated the _______ anniversary of its founding on 1 st July
2021.
(a) 50th
(b) 75th
(c) 100th
(d) 150th

47.

Recently, India presented English, Russian and Chinese translations of _______ classic works of modern literature written by
prominent Indian authors in different languages to the headquarters of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO).
(a) Three
(b) Six
(c) Eight
(d) Ten

48.

Recently, The _______ has recommended privatisation of state-owned insurer United India Insurance Company.
(a) Finance Ministry
(b) IRDA
(c) NITI Aayog
(d) Ministry of Corporate Affairs

49.

National Doctors‘ Day is celebrated by the Indian Medical Association (IMA) every year on___________.
(a) June 23rd
(b) June 29th
(c) July 1st
(d) July 6th

50.

US President Joe Biden has nominated Indian-American circuit court chief judge _______ as a federal judge for the Eastern
District of Michigan.
(a) Meenakshi Raghavan
(b) Shalina D Kumar
(c) Deepika L Luthra
(d) Amruta J Lal

51.

According to Mercer‘s 2021 Cost of Living city ranking, which of the following cities has been named the most expensive city
to live in for expatriates?
(a) Ashgabat
(b) Hong Kong
(c) Mexico City
(d) Madrid

52.

Which of the following countries is to have ‗world-first‘ Green Savings Bonds?
(a) United States of America
(b) United Kingdom
(c) France
(d) Belgium
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53.

Which of the following Indian state has recently launched an education loan scheme for the students aiming for higher studies,
titled ‗Students Credit Card‘?
(a) Uttarakhand
(b) Chhattisgarh
(c) West Bengal
(d) Jharkhand

54.

Recently, India‘s first Agriculture Export Facilitation Centre (AFEC) is established by the Mahratta Chamber of Commerce
Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA) in association with the _______ was formally inaugurated.
(a) SIDBI
(b) NABARD
(c) SEBI
(d) Ministry of Finance

55.

Which of the following Asian countries has recently joined Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) and G20 Inclusive Framework tax deal?
(a) Bangladesh
(b) Sri Lanka
(c) India
(d) Bhutan

56.

Who among the following is not among 395 new members invited this year by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences?
(a) Vidya Balan
(b) Shobha Kapoor
(c) Ekta Kapoor
(d) Rani Mukherjee

57.

In India, the awards for excellence in the field of Disaster Management is named after:
(a) Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel (b) Lal Bahadur Shashtri
(c) Indira Gandhi
(d) Subhash Chandra Bose

58.

In the recent ranking India stands at the _______ spot among the top 100 countries that have been ranked in the Global Startup
Ecosystem Index 2021 by Startup Blink.
(a) 7th
(b) 10th
(c) 14th
(d) 20th

59.

Recently, The Union Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises and Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javdekar
virtually launched _______ technology innovation platforms.
(a) Three
(b) Five
(c) Six
(d) Nine

60.

Recently, The government of India has decided to bring retail and wholesale trade under the ambit of _______.
(a) NITI Aayog
(b) Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises
(c) Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(d) Ministry of Finance

61.

In 2021, the International Day of Cooperatives is celebrated on:
(a) 2nd July
(b) 3rd July
(c) 5th July

(d) 7th July

62.

Who among the following recently became leading run-getter in women‘s international cricket?
(a) Mithali Raj
(b) Charlotte Edwards
(c) Suzie Bates
(d) Ellyse Perry

63.

Which of the following has launched its Saral Pension, an Individual Immediate Annuity Plan, with effect from July 1, 2021?
(a) HDFC Ergo
(b) ICICI Prudential
(c) LIC
(d) PNB Metlife

64.

Who among the following took charge as United States‘ new envoy to India?
(a) Mukul Rana
(b) Atul Keshap
(c) Dibakar Bhattacharya
(d) Tullip Mahajan

65.

Recently, Health Ministry‘s National Telemedicine Service _______ has crossed another milestone by completing seven
million consultations.
(a) e-Sanjeevani
(b) e-Dawai
(c) e-Booti
(d) e-Sukani
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66.

On 4th July, The United States of America celebrated its _______ Independence Day.
(a) 235th
(b) 245th
(c) 255th
(d) 265th

67.

Which of the following states is planning to establish Health ATMs to provide better health facilities to the people?
(a) Madhya Pradesh
(b) Odisha
(c) Jharkhand
(d) Uttar Pradesh

68.

Which of the following states has launched ‗Jan Sahayak Aapka Sahayak‘ mobile app for Government to Citizen (G2C) and
Business to Citizen (B2C) services?
(a) Uttar Pradesh
(b) Jharkhand
(c) Haryana
(d) Odisha

69.

Which of the following has been awarded the world‘s most innovative Investment Promotion Agency 2021 by OCO Global
recently?
(a) First India
(b) Invest India
(c) Go India
(d) Divest India

70.

Marking a significant step towards worldwide visibility for Ayurveda based clinical trials, the Ayurveda dataset on _______
was launched online by Ayush Minister Shri Kiren Rijiju.
(a) CTRI Portal
(b) RTYL Portal
(c) DRTH Portal
(d) MKLY Portal

71.

Who has been recently sworn in as the 11th Chief Minister of Uttarakhand?
(a) Satpal Maharaj
(b) Harak Singh Rawat
(c) Pushkar Singh Dhami
(d) Sateesh Mahana

72.

The Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank virtually launched National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with
Understanding and Numeracy - _______.
(a) NIPUN Bharat
(b) NIPUN India
(c) NIKUN Bharat
(d) PRAYASH India

73.

Recently, World‘s First 3D Printed School made by 14 Trees had come up in:
(a) Malawi
(b) Mali
(c) Fiji

(d) Angola

74.

Recently, Asia‘s longest high-speed track ‗NATRAX‘ was inaugurated in _______.
(a) Haryana
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Uttar Pradesh
(d) Jharkhand

75.

Which of the following countries government ordered mandatory vaccination against COVID-19 for citizens over 18 years,
making it the first country in the world?
(a) Tajikistan
(b) Kyrgyzstan
(c) Pakistan
(d) Afghanistan

76.

Name a former lead economist at the World Bank, who officially joined as the Director-General of the think tank National
Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER).
(a) Abhilasha Tandel
(b) Deepika Bharadwaj
(c) Mrinalini Sengupta
(d) Aditi Srivastava

77.

Which of the following states will soon get the country‘s first stadium for differently abled people?
(a) Odisha
(b) Uttar Pradesh
(c) Chhattisgarh
(d) Madhya Pradesh

78.

Name the India-origin woman who travelled to the edge of the space aboard ‗VSS Unity‘ of Virgin Galactic, which is
scheduled to fly off on July 11 from New Mexico.
(a) Swastika Bannerjee
(b) Laxmi Subramanian
(c) Sirisha Bandla
(d) Prakirti Joglekar
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79.

Who recently won the Austrian Grand Prix Formula One?
(a) Lewis Hamilton
(b) Max Verstappen
(c) Valterri Bottas

(d) Charles Lecrec

80.

Recently, the Nation remembers Swami Vivekananda, one of the finest spiritual leaders and intellects India has ever produced
on his death anniversary. He died on:
(a) 27th June
(b) 30th June
(c) 2nd July
(d) 4th July

81.

Name the former judge of Allahabad High Court and former chief Lokayukta of Chhattisgarh, who has been appointed as the
chairman of IFUNA recently.
(a) Justice (Retd.) Atul Prabhat Niranjan
(b) Justice (Retd.) Shambhu Nath Srivastava
(c) Justice (Retd.) Mahendra Nath Shukla
(d) Justice (Retd.) Ajeet Kumar Luthra

82.

The 52nd edition of the International Film Festival of India will be held in _______.
(a) Gujarat
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Jharkhand

(d) Goa

83.

Recently, The President of Haiti appointed _______ as the new prime minister to form a consensus government that integrates
different political life sectors country.
(a) Ariel Henry
(b) Abraham Tipsey
(c) Jovenel Moise
(d) Michael Kirte

84.

Which of the following has recently partnered with the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) to introduce a financial
literacy curriculum for students of Class VI?
(a) UP Board of Secondary Education
(b) Indian Certificate of Secondary Education
(c) Central Board of Secondary Education
(d) Council for the Indian School Certificate Examination

85.

Recently, Hyderabad-based technology R&D firm Grene Robotics has designed and developed India‘s first indigenous drone
defence dome called _______.
(a) ―Indrajaal‖
(b) ―Mangaljaal‖
(c) ―Rakshajaal‖
(d) ―Mayajaal‖

86.

Name the Chairman and Managing Director (CMD) of Engineers India Limited (EIL) who has been recently honoured with the
highest civilian award of Mongolia ‗The Order of Polar Star‘?
(a) RK Sabharwal
(b) ND Goyenka
(c) SK Gaur
(d) ML Sinha

87.

Which of the following countries has successfully launched the Fengyun-3E satellite making it the world‘s first meteorological
satellite that has been sent into the dawn-dusk orbit for civil service?
(a) Japan
(b) South Korea
(c) China
(d) Vietnam

88.

In India, the construction of world‘s third largest cricket stadium is being started in _______.
(a) Jaipur
(b) Dehradun
(c) Ranchi
(d) Nagpur

89.

In a first, India is having two flag-bearers – one male and one female – at the upcoming Tokyo Games to ensure ―gender
parity‖. Name the two flag-bearers?
(a) P V Sindhu and Devendra Jhajhariya
(b) Saina Nehwal and Deepak Poonia
(c) Sania Mirza and Vishwanathan Anand
(d) M C Mary Kom and Manpreet Singh

90.

The International Plastic Bag Free Day is observed on:
(a) 1st July
(b) 2nd July
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91.

Recently, Union Minister Thawarchand Gehlot has been appointed as the new Governor of _______.
(a) Madhya Pradesh
(b) Rajasthan
(c) Karnataka
(d) Odisha

92.

Which of the following Union Territories Administration accorded sanction to uploading of Geo tagged photographs through
‗PROOF‘ (Photographic Record of On-site Facility) mobile application?
(a) Jammu and Kashmir
(b) Ladakh
(c) Puducherry
(d) Lakshadweep

93.

Recently, The Union Government has created a separate _______ for realizing the vision of ‗Sahkar se Samriddhi‘.
(a) Ministry of Corporation
(b) Ministry of Sahkarita
(c) Ministry of Co-operation
(d) Ministry of Sanskarikta

94.

Recently, Union Minister for Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying Giriraj Singh, launched the Online Course Mobile
App _______.
(a) Matsya Setu
(b) Fisheries Setu
(c) Aqua Setu
(d) Meen Setu

95.

Which of the following countries recently named Mary Simon as its first indigenous governor general?
(a) Canada
(b) Australia
(c) New Zealand
(d) Chile

96.

Recently, Aimen Benabderrahmane has been appointed as the new Prime Minister of:
(a) Siberia
(b) Trinidad and Tobago
(c) Algeria
(d) Mali

97.

Which of the following metro corporations launched India‘s first FASTag or Unified Payments Interface (UPI)-based parking
facility to reduce the time for entry and payment?
(a) Delhi Metro Rail Corporation
(b) Hyderabad Metro Rail
(c) Chennai Metro Rail
(d) Mumbai Metro Rail Corporation Limited

98.

World UFO Day is an awareness day for people to gather together and watch the skies for identified flying objects. UFO day is
generally celebrated on:
(a) 13th June
(b) 15th June
(c) 18th June
(d) 2nd July

99.

Recently, the Centre nodded for creation of the Ramgarh Vishdhari sanctuary in:
(a) Gujarat
(b) Rajasthan
(c) Madhya Pradesh

(d) Uttar Pradesh

100.

The Government of Pakistan conferred Dilip Kumar with Nishan-e-Imtiaz, the highest civilian award in Pakistan in year
_______.
(a) 1985
(b) 1991
(c) 1994
(d) 1998

101.

Who has been given charge of the Ministry of Co-operation and will be India‘s first Co-operation Minister?
(a) Shri Rajnath Singh
(b) Shri Amit Shah
(c) Shri Nitin Gadkari
(d) Shri Masukh Mandaviya

102.

The 13th BRICS Summit is being hosted by _______.
(a) China
(b) Brazil

(c) South Africa

(d) India

103.

Recently, An advisory council has been constituted to advise the Government on measures needed to design and accelerate
adoption of Open Network for Digital Commerce (ONDC). Who is not among the members of the Advisory council?
(a) RS Sharma
(b) Azim Premji
(c) Nandan Nilekani
(d) Arvind Gupta

104.

Recently, the government reallocated the Department of Public Enterprises (DPE), the nodal agency for all public sector
enterprises, to the _______.
(a) Corporate Affairs Ministry
(b) Statistics and Programme Implementation Ministry
(c) Finance Ministry
(d) Ministry of Heavy Industries
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105.

Which of the following countries President Jovenel Moïse has been killed in an attack on his home in the nation‘s capital, Portau-Prince?
(a) Chile
(b) Haiti
(c) Panama
(d) Cuba

106.

The first unit of the Maitree Power Project at Rampal will be commissioned in _______.
(a) Bhutan
(b) Mauritius
(c) Bangladesh
(d) Pakistan

107.

Recently, the Central Board of Secondary Education CBSE has decided to divide Academic session 2021-22 into _______
terms.
(a) Two
(b) Three
(c) Four
(d) Six

108.

India‘s first and only paint made from cow dung is
(a) Khadi Prakriti Rang
(b) Khadi Natural Paint

(c) Khadi Prakritik Paint

(d) Natural Colour

109.

Recently, the former Himachal Pradesh chief minister and senior Congress leader Virbhadra Singh died after a prolonged
illness. Virbhadra Singh had been chief minister of the state for _______ times.
(a) Three
(b) Four
(c) Six
(d) Eight

110.

Who among the following Bollywood actress has achieved a feat as a military firing range in Gulmarg, Kashmir, is named
after the actress?
(a) Priyanka Chopra
(b) Vidya Balan
(c) Kangana Ranaut
(d) Hanshika Motwani

111.

Recently, Mr Mangubhai Chhaganbhai Patel took oath as the Governor of _______.
(a) Jharkhand
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Chhattisgarh
(d) Uttar Pradesh

112.

Recently, Amazon India launched its first Digital Kendra in _______ under its initiative to digitise micro small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs).
(a) Himachal Pradesh‘s Mandi
(b) Gujarat‘s Surat
(c) Rajasthan‘s Alwar
(d) Haryana‘s Faridabad

113.

Which of the following state assemblies had passed a resolution to set up Legislative Council with a two-thirds majority?
(a) Jharkhand
(b) West Bengal
(c) Chhattisgarh
(d) Madhya Pradesh

114.

Recently, the world‘s tallest sandcastle has been completed in _______ towering more than 20 metres high and comprising
nearly 5,000 tonnes of sand.
(a) Sweden
(b) Denmark
(c) Norway
(d) Finland

115.

Which of the following companies recently announced the launch of Postpaid Mini, a need-based and consumption-based
credit for users to help them manage their household finances?
(a) Paytm
(b) Flipkart
(c) Amazon
(d) NPCI

116.

Recently, Researchers from Mizoram University named a new snake species as Stoliczkia vanhnuailianai, in honour of
Vanhnuailiana, a famous _______ warrior.
(a) Naga
(b) Mizo
(c) Garo
(d) Assamese

117.

Recently, Payments solution provider _______ has partnered with Mastercard to launch ‗MandateHQ‘ – a payment interface
that will help card-issuing banks to enable recurring payments for its customers?
(a) Paytm
(b) Flipkart
(c) Razorpay
(d) Amazon
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118.

Name the young Indian Grandmaster who recently emerged champion in the Masters‘ section of the Serbia Open Chess
Championship in Belgrade.
(a) Anniruddha Mishra
(b) Deepak Kulshreshtha (c) Ankit Bharadwaj
(d) Nihal Sarin

119.

Which among the following announced Indian cinema‘s first action franchise?
(a) War
(b) 505
(c) Fighter

(d) Yodha

120.

Recently, The Humboldt Research Award for Economics for 2021 was conferred on economist _______ by Dr Hans-Bernd
Schäfer of Bucerius Law School in Germany‘s Hamburg.
(a) Dr Amartya Sen
(b) Dr Kaushik Basu
(c) Dr Virat Mandal
(d) Dr Raghuram Rajan

121.

National Fish Farmers day is observed on:
(a) 5th July
(b) 7th July

122.

(c) 9th July

Who is the first ever Indian juror for the upcoming Tokyo Olympic Games?
(a) Pawan Singh
(b) Saket Sharma
(c) Atul Prabhakar

(d) 10th July

(d) Jeevan Jha

123.

Who among the following scripted history by becoming the first politician from Tripura to be made a central minister?
(a) Asiti Sarkar
(b) Meenakshi Deb Burman
(c) Ashlesha Bannerjee
(d) Pratima Bhoumik

124.

Who among the following created history by becoming the first-ever Indian batsman to score a double ton in T20 cricket
during a club-level encounter recently?
(a) Subodh Bhati
(b) Alankrit Tiwari
(c) Mrigank Jha
(d) Vipul Raheja

125.

Recently, A new report by WWF and UNEP has found that _______ per cent of India‘s tiger ranges currently lie outside
protected areas.
(a) 10
(b) 20
(c) 35
(d) 50

126.

Recently, Malleshwaram Government Boys High School in _______ will become the country‘s first government school to
develop a satellite.
(a) Bengaluru
(b) Kochi
(c) Chennai
(d) Mysuru

127.

Recently, the Union Cabinet has approved the proposal of allowing the Agriculture Produce Market Committees, APMCs to
use the _______ rupees Agriculture Infrastructure Fund which has been announced as part of the Atmanirbhar Bharat Package.
(a) One lakh
(b) Three lakh
(c) Five lakh
(d) Ten lakh

128.

Which of the following will now have a Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer instead of an Executive Chairman on
the pattern of public sector banking industry?
(a) Life Insurance Corporation of India
(b) PNB MetLife
(c) ICICI Lombard
(d) HDFC Ergo

129.

Recently, India and the _______ held the inaugural meeting of the India_______ Financial Markets Dialogue virtually.
(a) USA
(b) UK
(c) Canada
(d) Australia

130.

Recently, US President Joe Biden nominated _______ Mayor Eric Garcetti as his ambassador to India.
(a) Washington D.C.
(b) New York
(c) California
(d) Los Angeles

131.

Name the former Union Minister who was recently sworn in as 19th Governor of Karnataka.
(a) Ravi Shankar Prasad
(b) Prakash Javadekar
(c) Thawarchand Gehlot
(d) Santosh Gangwar
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132.

Recently, Delhi Disaster Management Authority, DDMA approved the Graded Response Action Plan, (GRAP). How many
levels will be there according to GRAP?
(a) Two
(b) Four
(c) Seven
(d) Ten

133.

Recently, All BRICS countries have agreed to the STI-led BRICS Innovation Cooperation Action Plan (2021-24) proposed by
_______ during the 12th Meeting of BRICS Science and Technology Steering Committee.
(a) India
(b) Brazil
(c) Russia
(d) China

134.

Recently, Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) has recently secured trademark registrations in three countries. At
present KVIC is having a Trademark registration with total _______ countries.
(a) 3
(b) 6
(c) 9
(d) 13

135.

Recently, Indian-American health policy expert _______ has been appointed as the Director of the US Centre for Medicare.
(a) Dr. Meena Seshamani
(b) Dr. Alka Sahai
(c) Dr. Meenakshi Lamba
(d) Dr. Deepika Luthra

136.

Who has recently received approval from the RBI to re-appoint Federal Bank MD and CEO for three years?
(a) Prabhat Chhatterjee
(b) Partha Chattopadhyay (c) Shyam Srinivasan
(d) Mangalesh Mangalani

137.

Which is the first district in the country to administer the Sputnik V vaccine at government health centres?
(a) Meerut
(b) Varanasi
(c) Gurugram
(d) Faridabad

138.

Name the aeronautical engineer who has become the third Indian-origin woman to head to space when she flies as part of
Virgin Galactic‘s first fully crewed flight test?
(a) Sushma Bhatia
(b) Mahalaxmi Natrajan
(c) Sirisha Bandla
(d) Lily Dubey

139.

Who won the Women‘s singles title at Wimbledon tennis?
(a) Karolina Pliskova
(b) Elise Mertens
(c) Ashleigh Barty

(d) Hsieh Su-wei

140.

Name the American tennis player of Indian-origin who lifted the Wimbledon boys singles title.
(a) Samir Banerjee
(b) Nirman Kohli
(c) Shubhankar Gupta
(d) Fredrick Victor

141.

Recently, Minister for Road Transport and Highways Shri Nitin Gadkari inaugurated India‘s first LNG Facility plant at
_______.
(a) Mandla
(b) Bengaluru
(c) Nagpur
(d) Hisar

142.

The Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) will set up a ‗Bangabandhu Chair‘ at _______.
(a) JNU
(b) Delhi University
(c) Kolkata University
(d) AMU

143.

Which of the following Asian countries recently appointed its first honorary Consul General in India?
(a) Mauritius
(b) Thailand
(c) Vietnam
(d) Laos

144.

Recently, All 70 households in Cachar‘s Bishnupur forest village now have a unique cooking stove made of soil, cow dung and
rice husk. Bishnupur becomes first smokeless kitchen village of _______.
(a) Nagaland
(b) Meghalaya
(c) Manipur
(d) Assam

145.

Recently, The Intellectual Property Appellate Board of _______ accorded trademark status to India‘s homegrown dairy giant
Amul.
(a) Canada
(b) USA
(c) Mexico
(d) Argentina
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146.

Which of the following companies named Vinay Prakash as its Resident Grievance Officer for India?
(a) Facebook
(b) Google
(c) Twitter
(d) Instagram

147.

Recently, India‘s first cryptogamic garden housing nearly 50 species of lichens, ferns and fungi was inaugurated in _______
district.
(a) Himachal Pradesh‘s Chamba
(b) Uttarakhand‘s Dehradun
(c) Arunachal Pradesh‘s Tawang
(d) Jammu & Kashmir‘s Anantnag

148.

Recently, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed‘s Prosperity party won national parliamentary election of _______.
(a) Libya
(b) Ethiopia
(c) Malaysia
(d) Zaire

149.

Who among the following won his sixth Wimbledon title and record-equaling 20th Grand Slam trophy in Men‘s Singles?
(a) Andy Murray
(b) Rafael Nadal
(c) Roger Federer
(d) Novak Djokovic

150.

Which of the following football teams won Copa America tournament 2021?
(a) Brazil
(b) Argentina
(c) Chile

(d) Uruguay

151.

Which of the following Football teams crowned Euro Cup 2020 champions after shootout win?
(a) England
(b) France
(c) Italy
(d) Portugal

152.

Recently, The National Asset Reconstruction Co. Ltd (NARCL), or the so-called bad bank, has been registered in _______
with a paid-up capital of ₹74.6 crore, according to filings with the Registrar of Companies (RoC).
(a) New Delhi
(b) Mumbai
(c) Pune
(d) Ahmadabad

153.

Recently, Reserve Bank of India introduced the RBI Retail Direct facility. The facility is a one-stop solution to facilitate
investment in Government Securities, G-Sec by _______ investors.
(a) Individual
(b) Group
(c) Retail
(d) Industrial

154.

Recently, Nepal‘s Supreme Court reinstated the Parliament and also ordered that _______ be appointed as the Prime Minister.
(a) Sher Bahadur Deuba
(b) K P Sharma Oli
(c) Pushpa Kamal Dahal
(d) Baburam Bhattarai

155.

The _______ and Sony India Software Centre have proposed to host a hackathon — Samvedan 2021.
(a) Indian Institute of Technology-Madras
(b) Indian nstitute of Technology-Delhi
(c) Indian Institute of Technology-Mandi
(d) Indian Institute of Technology-Hyderabad

156.

Recently, A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been signed for execution of 679 Mega Watt Lower Arun Hydro
Electric Project in _______.
(a) Bhutan
(b) Nepal
(c) Sri Lanka
(d) Pakistan

157.

Recently, A research team in the Bengaluru based Indian Institute of Science has shown through their experiment how electron
bubbles are formed in superfluid _______.
(a) Helium
(b) Berylium
(c) Hydrogen
(d) Nitrogen

158.

Recently, The Union Home Minister, Shri Amit Shah inaugurated the newly built Center of Excellence for Research &
Analysis of Narcotics and Psychotropic Substances of the National Forensic Science University in _______.
(a) Ahmedabad
(b) Surat
(c) Mumbai
(d) Gurugram

159.

Who is to become the first Indian to judge Gymnastics at the Olympics?
(a) Aniket Burman
(b) Mahesh Jalan
(c) Puneet Bindal
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160.

World Malala Day is observed every year on:
(a) 7th July
(b) 9th July

(c) 12th July

(d) 14th July

161.

In a first, the Indian Railways is all set to redevelop the _______ to bring in a five-star hotel that will sit on top of the railway
tracks.
(a) Amritsar Railway Station in Punjab
(b) Gandhinagar Railway Station in Gujarat
(c) Nasik Railway Station in Maharashtra
(d) Gurugram Railway Station in Haryana

162.

National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) will set up India‘s single largest solar park at _______.
(a) Rann of Kutch in Gujarat
(b) Mandla Plant Fossils National Park in Madhya Pradesh
(c) Tawang Monestary in Arunachal Pradesh
(d) Jim Corbett National Park in Uttarakhand

163.

The Union government is set to appoint a National Maritime Security Coordinator (NMSC). The maritime security coordinator
will work under the _______.
(a) National Security Adviser
(b) Ministry of Defence
(c) Indian Navy
(d) Indian Coast Guard

164.

Which of the following Asian Countries Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba has formed a five-member cabinet?
(a) Nepal
(b) Fiji
(c) Trinidad and Tobago
(d) Guyana

165.

Who will be the first woman commander to head the BSF‘s formation along the India-Pakistan border in Punjab, which is
prone to narcotics and arms smuggling?
(a) Deepti Kamra
(b) Maneka Raina
(c) Neelam Limbacchia
(d) Sonali Mishra

166.

Recently, New Cabinet Committees have been formed after the Cabinet expansion at the Centre. The Appointments Committee
of the Cabinet will be headed _______.
(a) Prime Minister Narendra Modi
(b) Home Minister Amit Shah
(c) Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
(d) Defence Minister Rajnath Singh

167.

Which of the following countries will host the World Badminton Championships in 2026?
(a) Sri Lanka
(b) India
(c) Australia
(d) New Zealand

168.

Which among the following cricketers became the first-ever batsman to breach the mark of 14,000 runs in T20s?
(a) Virat Kohli
(b) Andre Russell
(c) Chris Gayle
(d) Steven Smith

169.

Recently, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and Finance Minister of Bhutan Lyonpo Namgay Tshering jointly launched
_______ in Bhutan.
(a) BHIM-UPI
(b) Paytm
(c) Google Pay
(d) Amazon Pay

170.

Which of the following countris became the first country in the world to okay Covid booster shots for immunocompromised
adults?
(a) India
(b) USA
(c) France
(d) Israel

171.

Which of the following Law Universities in collaboration with the Animal Law Centre and Humane Society International/India
launched India‘s first master‘s course in animal law?
(a) Nalsar University of Law, Hyderabad
(b) National Law School of India University, Bangalore
(c) Rajiv Gandhi School of Intellectual Property Law Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
(d) Gujarat National Law University, Gandhinagar
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172.

Who is to be the new Leader of the House in the Rajya Sabha?
(a) Union Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
(b) Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan
(c) Union Minister Hardeep Singh Puri
(d) Union Minister Piyush Goyal

173.

Which of the following has signed an MoU with Sikkim State Organic Certification Agency (SOCCA) to turn the Union
Territory into an organic entity?
(a) Jammu & Kashmir
(b) Ladakh
(c) Lakshadweep
(d) Puducherry

174.

Recently, The Union Cabinet approved the continuation of National AYUSH Mission as a Centrally-sponsored Scheme from
_______ with financial implication of nearly four thousand 607 crore rupees.
(a) 1st April 2021 to 31st March 2026
(b) 1st April 2022 to 31st March 2027
st
th
(c) 1 July 2021 to 30 June2026
(d) 1st January 2022 to 31st December 2027

175.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated an international cooperation and convention centre, _______, in Varanasi that will
offer a glimpse of the cultural richness of the ancient city of Kashi.
(a) ‗Vishwanath‘
(b) ‗Rudraksh‘
(c) ‗Pinaka‘
(d) ‗Kashi‘

176.

Who has been recently announced by CISCO as its new President for India and SAARC region, also first woman to head Cisco
in India?
(a) Daisy Chittilapilly
(b) Preeti Gupta
(c) Niharika Singh
(d) Lily Kumawat

177.

The European Commission, the EU executive body, set out in painstaking detail how the bloc‘s _______ countries can meet
their collective goal to reduce net greenhouse gas emissions by 55% from 1990 levels by 2030 - a step towards ―net zero‖
emissions by 2050.
(a) 13
(b) 19
(c) 21
(d) 27

178.

Who among the following launched the official team India cheer song for Tokyo Olympics contingent?
(a) Kiren Rijiju
(b) Anurag Singh Thakur
(c) Narinder Batra
(d) Narendra Modi

179.

Which of the following governments publishes what it claims to be the world‘s first ‗greenprint‘ to decarbonise all modes of
domestic transport by 2050?
(a) France government
(b) UK government
(c) Germany government (d) Italy government

180.

The World Youth Skills Day is observed across world on:
(a) 11th July
(b) 13th July
(c) 15th July

(d) 17th July

Recently, India‘s first ‗Grain ATM‘ has been set up in _______.
(a) Chandigarh
(b) Jaipur
(c) Gurugram

(d) Kanpur

181.

182.

Recently, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh launched an Artificial Intelligence-powered grievance management application in
New Delhi. The system was developed by Ministry of Defence with the cooperation of _______.
(a) IIT-Delhi
(b) IIT-Kanpur
(c) IIT-Kharagpur
(d) IIT-Bombay

183.

The State-run power giant NTPC arm, NTPC REL, will set up the country‘s first green Hydrogen Mobility project in _______.
(a) Jammu & Kashmir
(b) Ladakh
(c) Lakshadweep
(d) Puducherry

184.

Recently, The Union Home Ministry asked state governments and police chiefs to immediately withdraw cases registered
under the repealed _______ of the Information Technology (IT) Act and to stop registering such cases.
(a) Section 11B
(b) Section 25C
(c) Section 66A
(d) Section 97A
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185.

Recently, The Prime Minister inaugurated the International Cooperation and Convention Centre - Rudrakash, which has been
constructed with _______ assistance in Varanasi.
(a) Chinese
(b) Japanese
(c) South Korean
(d) American

186.

Recently, The ‗monk fruit‘ from China, which is known for its properties as non-caloric natural sweetener is introduced for
field trials in _______.
(a) Himachal Pradesh
(b) Jammu & Kashmir
(c) Uttarakhand
(d) Arunachal Pradesh

187.

Recently, The multi-colour Ichthyophis, a species of limbless amphibian, which was believed to be endemic to Mynamar has
been found for the first time in India in _______.
(a) Manipur
(b) Mizoram
(c) Arunachal Pradesh
(d) Nagaland

188.

Which of the following became the first airport in the world to be completely powered by natural gas and solar energy as part
of its newly live microgrid?
(a) Pittsburgh International Airport
(b) Chicago International Airport
(c) Heathrow International Airport
(d) Rajiv Gandhi International Airport

189.

Which of the following countries became the first Gulf nation to open an embassy in Israel recently?
(a) Oman
(b) Jordan
(c) Saudi Arabia
(d) United Arab Emirates

190.

Recently, The first ever 3D-printed steel bridge has been opened in _______.
(a) New York, United States of America
(b) Amsterdam, the Netherlands
(c) Paris, France
(d) Brussels, Belgium

191.

Recently, Government launched digital platform _______ to facilitate farmers to get right information at right time in their
desired language.
(a) Kisan Sewa
(b) Krishak Sammriddhi
(c) Krishak Sahanubhuti
(d) Kisan Sarathi

192.

What is the name of the first railway station in India to get redeveloped in line with the government‘s plan to modernise
railway stations through Public Private Partnerships?
(a) Jaipur Rural railway station
(b) Mumbai Central railway station
(c) New Delhi railway station
(d) Gandhinagar capital railway station

193.

Recently, Pakistan and _______ have signed an agreement for the construction of about 1,100-km gas pipeline from Port
Qasim in Karachi to Lahore at an estimated cost of USD 2.5-3 billion by the end of 2023.
(a) USA
(b) China
(c) Japan
(d) Russia

194.

Which of the following states launched the Electric Bike Taxi scheme recently?
(a) Kerala
(b) Karnataka
(c) Tamil Nadu

(d) Telangana

195.

Recently, Researchers have spotted an extremely bright, hydrogen deficient, fast-evolving supernova that shines with the
energy borrowed from an exotic type of _______ star with an ultra-powerful magnetic field.
(a) Proton
(b) Electron
(c) Neutron
(d) Alpha

196.

Which of the following published latest report (Outlook 2021-2030) that covers pulses, among a few other non-major crops,
under ‗other products‘ category?
(a) OECD-FAO
(b) UNDP
(c) UNGA
(d) Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Ministry
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197.

India will see its first pod taxi running between _______.
(a) Nariman Point to Gateway of India
(b) Noida Airport and Noida Film City
(c) India Gate to Humayun Tomb
(d) Victoria Memorial to Howrah Bridge

198.

The Aadhimalai Pazhangudiyinar Producer Company Limited and Snehakunja Trust are among the 10 awardees of the
prestigious Equator Prize for their work in the field of _______.
(a) Astronomy
(b) Conservation and Biodiversity
(c) Geography and Geology
(d) Mathematics and Statistics

199.

Which of the following countries is not among the three Asian countries who participated in a virtual trilateral table top
exercise TTX-2021?
(a) Sri Lanka
(b) Maldives
(c) India
(d) Mauritius

200.

The UN General Assembly declares _______ ―Nelson Mandela International Day‖.
(a) 11th July
(b) 13th July
(c) 17th July

(d) 18th July

201.

The Centre has taken complete control of the _______ funds, negating states‘ right to sanction or approve any expenditure out
of the funds accrued from mandatory contribution from mining lease holders.
(a) District Mineral Foundation (DMF)
(b) District Khanij Foundation (DMF)
(c) District Mineral Formation (DMF)
(d) District Mining Foundation (DMF)

202.

Recently, Bandaru Dattatreya took oath as the 18th Governor of _______.
(a) Himachal Pradesh
(b) Punjab
(c) Haryana

(d) Uttar Pradesh

203.

The Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana – Urban, PMAY-U has launched a Short Film Contest _______ for all the people above 18
Years of age, as part of Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav.
(a) Khushiyon Ka Ashiyana
(b) Khushiyon Ka Khazana
(c) Baharon Ki Manzil
(d) Khushiyan Aseemit

204.

The 52nd International Film Festival of India has called for entries for Indian Panorama, 2021. The 52nd edition of IFFI will be
held in _______.
(a) Goa
(b) Sikkim
(c) Himachal Pradesh
(d) Haryana

205.

Recently, India‘s first, Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut semi-high-speed rail corridor for Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS)
Phase 1, _______ has started manufacturing the regional commuter and transit trains.
(a) DEMCL
(b) Alstom
(c) NTPC
(d) Hindalco

206.

Recently, Bashar al-Assad took the oath of office for President for a fourth term in _______.
(a) Iraq
(b) Iran
(c) Syria
(d) Yemen

207.

Recently, The _______ put forward plans for the world‘s first carbon border tax, on imports of carbon-intensive steel,
aluminium, cement, fertilisers and electricity, as part of a programme to meet its new climate target.
(a) UNSC
(b) UNDP
(c) European Commission
(d) UNGA

208.

Recently, A fossilised jawbone recovered from _______ has now been identified to belong to a new genus and species of
dinosaur.
(a) Italy
(b) Portugal
(c) Spain
(d) France
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209.

Recently, NASA announced two new missions to _______ that will launch at the end of the decade and are aimed at learning
how Earth‘s nearest planetary neighbor became a hellscape while our own thrived.
(a) Venus
(b) Mercury
(c) Mars
(d) Jupiter

210.

The world celebrates International Justice Day on _______.
(a) July 7
(b) July 11
(c) July 17

(d) July 19

211.

Recently, Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan and Tribal Affairs Minister Arjun Munda launched the School Innovation
Ambassador Training Program for _______ school teachers.
(a) 25,000
(b) 50,000
(c) 70,000
(d) 90,000

212.

Recently, Haryana government has got in-principle approval to set up a cultural centre in _______ from the central
government.
(a) Faridabad
(b) Gurugram
(c) Kurukshetra
(d) Hisar

213.

To enhance the initiatives of Digital India Programme, the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) has
enabled map services in UMANG App ‗through Memorandum of Understanding with _______.
(a) MapmyIndia
(b) MapBharat
(c) Mapmycountry
(d) MapmyIndiacompletely

214.

Recently, Eswatini‘s King Mswati III appointed Cleops Dlamini as nation‘s new Prime Minister. Eswatini is a country located
in:
(a) Africa
(b) Asia
(c) Europe
(d) South America

215.

Which has become the first continent in the world to complete the collection of accurate, comprehensive and harmonised
digital land use and land use change data?
(a) South America
(b) North America
(c) Africa
(d) Australia

216.

Recently, Government of India notified a hike in the foreign direct investment (FDI) limit in pension fund management to
_______ under the national pension system (NPS).
(a) 49% from 24%
(b) 74% from 49%
(c) 100% from 74%
(d) 51% from 26%

217.

According to a study in animals, A heat-tolerant COVID-19 vaccine formulation developed by the _______ has proven
effective against all current SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern.
(a) Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Bengaluru
(b) Indian Institute of Forest Management, Bhopal
(c) Indian Forest Research Institute, Dehradun
(d) Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur

218.

Name the rainforest which is now emitting more carbon dioxide than it is able to absorb.
(a) Congo Rainforest
(b) Southeast Asian Rainforest
(c) Amazon Rainforest
(d) Daintree Rainforest

219.

Who won the 149th British Open Golf Tournament?
(a) Collin Morikawa
(b) Jordan Spieth

220.

(c) Louis Oosthuizen

(d) Bobby Jones

Name the Indian filmmaker who won the L‘Oeil d‘Or: Le Prix du documentaire, an award for best documentary, at the Cannes
Film Festival for her film A Night of Knowing Nothing.
(a) Rohini Kataria
(b) Payal Kapadia
(c) Chetana Sharma
(d) Mohini Jha
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221.

Recently, The government has decided to set up the ‗Indian Institute of Heritage‘ at _______.
(a) Ghaziabad
(b) Gautam Buddha Nagar
(c) Meerut
(d) Lucknow

222.

The first state in the country to issue educational documents using blockchain technology is
(a) Gujarat
(b) Rajasthan
(c) Maharashtra
(d) Karnataka

223.

Recently, Meghalaya Cabinet has approved the proposed Meghalaya Youth Policy 2021 to channelize _______ percent of the
entire population of the State who falls under the youth category.
(a) 16
(b) 21
(c) 27
(d) 31

224.

Recently, Dr Kambhampati Hari Babu is sworn in as the new Governor of _______.
(a) Manipur
(b) Nagaland
(c) Tripura
(d) Mizoram

225.

Which of the following countries Prime Minister-designate Saad Hariri recently stepped down after failing to form a
government for over the past eight months?
(a) Oman
(b) Jordan
(c) Lebanon
(d) Libya

226.

Recently, India has emerged as the _______ largest foreign exchange reserves holder in the world.
(a) Second
(b) Third
(c) Fifth
(d) Seventh

227.

The Prasar Bharati and _______ will collaborate on NextGen Broadcasting Technology Center of Excellence to spur
Aatmanirbhar Bharat in Media and Broadcasting.
(a) IIT Kanpur
(b) IIT Hyderabad
(c) IIT Delhi
(d) IIT Kharagpur

228.

Who is the first Indian cricketer to smash a half-century on T20I and ODI debut?
(a) Rishabh Pant
(b) Prithvi Shaw
(c) Surya Kumar Yadav

(d) Ishan Kishan

229.

Which is not among the newest added member country by the International Cricket Council?
(a) Malaysia
(b) Mongolia
(c) Tajikistan
(d) Switzerland

230.

Which of the following films won the Palme d‘Or at the Cannes Film Festival 2021?
(a) A Hero
(b) Titane
(c) Nitram
(d) Compartment No. 6

231.

Recently, which of the following Indian state‘s Kunariya village has come out with a unique idea of holding Balika Panchayat?
(a) Rajasthan
(b) Gujarat
(c) Madhya Pradesh
(d) Haryana

232.

Who has been recently appointed as the Deputy Leader of the House in the Rajya Sabha?
(a) Dr. Anil Agrawal
(b) Shri Ashok Bajpai
(c) Shri Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
(d) Shri Anil Baluni

233.

Which of the following countries has unveiled a high-speed maglev train with a designed top speed of 600 kms per hour, stated
to be the world‘s fastest ground vehicle?
(a) Japan
(b) USA
(c) China
(d) Israel

234.

Recently, AirlineRatings.com released its annual list of top 20 airlines in the world. Which air carrier became the world‘s best
carrier at a time when the aviation industry is badly hit by the pandemic?
(a) Air New Zealand
(b) Singapore Airlines
(c) Qatar Airways
(d) Qantas
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235.

India‘s largest oil firm IOC will build the nation‘s first ‗green hydrogen‘ plant at _______.
(a) Dibrugarh refinery
(b) Bareilly refinery
(c) Numaligarh refinery
(d) Mathura refinery

236.

Name the founder of HCL Technologies who will take on the role of Chairman Emeritus and Strategic Advisor to the
company‘s board.
(a) Azim Premji
(b) Shiv Nadar
(c) Ajay Piramal
(d) Nandan Nilkeni

237.

Recently, Billionaire Jeff Bezos blasted into space in the first crewed flight of his rocket ship _______.
(a) New Generation
(b) New Shepard
(c) New Space
(d) New Vision

238.

In Formula One, who won the British Grand Prix 2021 and reignite his title defence?
(a) Lewis Hamilton
(b) Sebastian Vettel
(c) Nico Rosberg
(d) Max Verstappen

239.

The Ras Abu Aboud stadium is the first built in World Cup history that was meant to be torn down. This stadium is in:
(a) Oman
(b) Jordan
(c) Qatar
(d) Saudi Arabia

240.

Around the world since 1966 _______ has been observed as International Chess Day by chess players.
(a) July 11
(b) July 14
(c) July 17
(d) July 20

241.

The first skywalk in Uttar Pradesh will come up in:
(a) Lucknow
(b) Ghaziabad

(c) Varanasi

(d) Gorakhpur

242.

Perumkulam, in _______ District has been bestowed with the title Kerala‘s first ‗Book Village‘.
(a) Kollam
(b) Thrissur
(c) Kozhikode
(d) Palakkad

243.

Which of the following states has decided to set up a panchayat secretariat in all panchayats of the state?
(a) Madhya Pradesh
(b) Bihar
(c) Rajasthan
(d) Uttar Pradesh

244.

Which of the following states has become the first state in the country to provide one per cent reservation for the ‗transgender‘
community in all the government services?
(a) Haryana
(b) Punjab
(c) Karnataka
(d) Maharashtra

245.

Recently, Ariel Henry has been sworn in as the new Prime Minister of:
(a) Suriname
(b) Haiti
(c) Cuba

(d) Philippines

246.

Which of the following cities has been recently stripped of its World Heritage status after a UN committee found developments
threatened the value of the city‘s waterfront?
(a) Lyon
(b) Liverpool
(c) Calgary
(d) San Diego

247.

Recently, Andhra Pradesh‘s first centre for financial literacy comes up in _______.
(a) Guntur
(b) Tirupati
(c) Amaravati

(d) Visakhapatnam

248.

Which of the following will be the first country to develop a DNA-based Covid-19 vaccine?
(a) India
(b) Japan
(c) USA
(d) Russia

249.

The International Olympic Committee announced that _______ will host the 2032 Summer Olympic Games.
(a) Canberra
(b) Brisbane
(c) Alabama
(d) Mexico City
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250.

Name the Hyderabad-based doctor who attained the rare distinction of being the first Indian to be conferred with the honorary
fellowship of the Association of Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland (ASGBI)?
(a) Deepak Chudasama
(b) P Raghu Ram
(c) J Venkatraman
(d) L K Narayansami

251.

Recently, Cabinet approvals for Central University and establishment of an integrated multi-purpose infrastructure
development corporation for _______.
(a) Jammu & Kashmir
(b) Ladakh
(c) Puducherry
(d) Andaman & Nicobar Islands

252.

Recently, Indian Navy participated in a two-day bilateral Passage Exercise (PASSEX) with Royal Navy Carrier Strike Group
(CSG)-21 of _______.
(a) UK
(b) Thailand
(c) Vietnam
(d) Australia

253.

Which of the following Indian political parties has launched ‗Jivlag‘ scheme to help children orphaned due to the Corona virus
pandemic?
(a) Shiv Sena
(b) BJP
(c) NCP
(d) YSRCP

254.

Which of the following states High Court became the first court in the country to formally start live streaming of proceedings?
(a) Delhi High Court
(b) Gujarat High Court
(c) Chhattisgarh High Court
(d) Rajasthan High Court

255.

Recently, Madhya Pradesh CM launches UNESCO‘s ‗Historic Urban Landscape‘ project for _______.
(a) Gwalior, Orchha
(b) Jabalpur
(c) Satna
(d) Dhar

256.

Recently, Dalit Bandhu scheme was launched in:
(a) Madhya Pradesh
(b) Chhattisgarh

(c) Telangana

(d) Madhya Pradesh

257.

Who has been recently appointed as a member of the UN tax committee for the 2021 to 2025 term?
(a) Deepanjan Luthra
(b) Manoj Kumar Sharma (c) Rasmi Ranjan Das
(d) Atul Padmakar

258.

For the first time, scientists have clearly identified a ring of gas and dust circling a planet outside our solar system – a
discovery that could help reveals how _______ are formed.
(a) Planets and Moons
(b) Asteroids
(c) Pulsars
(d) Comets

259.

Name the former RBI governor whose new book ‗The India Story‘ focuses on India‘s economic history and aims to provide
lessons for the future of India‘s political economy.
(a) Dr Raghuram Rajan
(b) Dr Bimal Jalan
(c) Dr Y V Reddy
(d) Dr Urjit Patel

260.

World Brain Day is celebrated every year on:
(a) July 15
(b) July 17

261.

(c) July 19

(d) July 22

Name the title of book released recently by Amitabh Kant on Indian start-up ecosystem?
(a) Shifting Orbits: Decoding the Trajectory of the Indian Start-up Ecosystem
(b) Every Creature Has a Story: What Science Reveals about Animal Behaviour
(c) The Ecological Indian – Myth & History
(d) Big Ideas Simply Explained
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262.

Recently, Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) conducted a successful flight-test of New Generation
_______ missile from Integrated Test Range, Chandipur off the coast of Odisha.
(a) Akash
(b) Naag
(c) Trishul
(d) Pinaka

263.

Recently, A report on ―Renewables Integration in India 2021‖ was jointly launched by NITI Aayog along with _______.
(a) IEA
(b) Amnesty International (c) World Bank
(d) UNSC

264.

Name the Indian-American who has been elected as the new executive director of the Congressional Asian Pacific American
Caucus (CAPAC).
(a) Vibha Narayanan
(b) Abha Jha
(c) Mithilesh
(d) Nisha Ramachandran

265.

The government is likely to sell 10 percent of its stake in the _______ in two stages, with the first chunk being 5-6 percent and
the second of the remainder.
(a) Life Insurance Corporation of India
(b) IDBI Bank
(c) Air India
(d) Port Trust of India

266.

Name the Wrestler who won gold at the World Wrestling Championship.
(a) Aditi Thapa
(b) Mrinalini Saha
(c) Priya Malik

(d) Roopa Khetan

267.

Recently, the ―Vision for Everyone‖ resolution, sponsored by Bangladesh, Antigua, and Ireland, and co-sponsored by over 100
countries, was adopted by consensus by _______.
(a) SAARC
(b) UN
(c) World Bank
(d) ASEAN

268.

World Drowning Prevention Day is held annually on _______.
(a) 25 July
(b) 26 July
(c) 27 July

(d) 29 July

269.

According to data provided by the Climate Watch by World Resources Institute, India emits _______ of global emissions.
(a) 4.2%
(b) 5.6%
(c) 7.1%
(d) 8.9%

270.

Recently, A group of major _______ spa towns was added to the highly prized World Heritage list for their ―exceptional
testimony to the European spa phenomenon‖ from the 18th century to the 1930s.
(a) African
(b) North American
(c) South American
(d) European

271.

Which of the following Indian Institutes is going to collaborate with the Centre for Bhutan Studies & Gross National
Happiness Research (CBS & GNH Research) as academic and intellectual partners for the SUSCON Conference?
(a) IIM Lucknow
(b) IIM Shillong
(c) IIM Ahmadabad
(d) IIM Indore

272.

Name prominent Indian businessman who has been appointed as the vice-chairman of the apex government body for all
businesses operating from the UAE‘s capital city, making him the only person from India on the 29-member board.
(a) BR Shetty
(b) Thumbay Moideen
(c) Yusuffali MA
(d) Raghuvinder Katariya

273.

Which of the following countries Cordouan beacon nicknamed the ―king of lighthouses‖ recently won recognition as World
Heritage Site from UNESCO?
(a) Italy
(b) Germany
(c) France
(d) Portugal

274.

Recently, President Kais Saied announced the suspension of parliament and dismissal of Prime Minister Hichem Mechichi.
Kais Saied is the present President of:
(a) Liberia
(b) Tunisia
(c) Egypt
(d) Angola
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275.

Which of the following is planning to launch Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) in the near future?
(a) Reserve bank of India
(b) NITI Aayog
(c) State Bank of India
(d) SIDBI

276.

Recently, Union Home Minister Amit Shah at _______ planted trees at Wahshari, Sohra as part of the Sohra Afforestation
Project for ecological restoration.
(a) Nagaland
(b) Meghalaya
(c) Sikkim
(d) Manipur

277.

Which of the following Indian banks has selected Paisalo Digital as National Corporate Business Correspondent of the Bank
for financial inclusion by providing banking services through kiosks?
(a) Union Bank of India
(b) Punjab National Bank
(c) State Bank of India
(d) Canara Bank

278.

Name the Indian wrestler who sealed the crown in a dominant fashion, grabbing the 43 kg title at the Cadet World
Championship.
(a) Komal
(b) Kusum
(c) Tannu
(d) Meeta

279.

Which of the following Indian ministries has launched a web based portal to facilitate submission of applications, identification
of children eligible to receive support under the ‗PM CARES for Children‘ scheme?
(a) Union Women and Child Development Ministry
(b) Union Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions Ministry
(c) Union Finance Ministry
(d) Union Social Justice and Empowerment Ministry

280.

India has substantially improved its score on a trade facilitation survey conducted by the United Nations for a total of 143
countries. Under the transparency indicator, India scored _______ per cent in 2021, up from 93.33 per cent in 2019.
(a) 95
(b) 96.6
(c) 97.75
(d) 100

281.

What is the name of the latest site in India to be included on the World Heritage List, joining 38 other locations from the
country already on the list?
(a) The Qutb Shahi Monuments of Hyderabad
(b) Silk Road Sites in India
(c) Telangana‘s iconic Kakatiya Rudreshwara (Ramappa) Temple
(d) Ancient Buddhist Site, Sarnath, Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh

282.

Name the sitting Lok Sabha MP who has been convicted of bribing voters ahead of a general election for the first time.
(a) Anuj Maheshwari
(b) Kavitha Maloth
(c) Rita Kadam
(d) Manoj Tiwari

283.

Which of the following countries is the first underwater museum opens ancient world to dive tourists recently?
(a) Greece
(b) Italy
(c) Portugal
(d) Spain

284.

Recently, Singapore‘s Sunseap Group says it plans to spend $2 billion to build the world‘s largest floating solar farm and
energy storage system in _______.
(a) Malaysia
(b) Indonesia
(c) Thailand
(d) Cambodia

285.

Which of the following countries is building World‘s first waterless nuclear reactor using thorium?
(a) Japan
(b) China
(c) Russia
(d) South Korea

286.

Recently, A sixth site in _______ has been added to UNESCO‘s world heritage list. Hima, in the Gulf state‘s southwest, is
home to one of the largest rock art complexes in the world.
(a) Oman
(b) Jordan
(c) Saudi Arabia
(d) Kuwait
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287.

In India, Rubber Board is conducting the first ever nationwide census. Which of the following Indian states accounts for 67 per
cent of total rubber area in the country?
(a) Karnataka
(b) Tamil Nadu
(c) Kerala
(d) Andhra Pradesh

288.

Which of the following countriws has become the world‘s first country to approve the commercial production of genetically
modified ―golden rice‖?
(a) Philippines
(b) China
(c) Laos
(d) Thailand

289.

Recently, A lagoon in _______ southern Patagonia region has turned bright pink in a striking, but frightful phenomenon
experts and activists blame on pollution by a chemical used to preserve prawns for export.
(a) Brazil
(b) Argentina
(c) Peru
(d) Chile

290.

Name the Indian Weightlifter who has secured the first medal for the country at the Tokyo Olympics, winning the silver medal
in the women‘s 49 kilogram category.
(a) MC Marykom
(b) Mirabai Chanu
(c) Sheena Bora
(d) Deepa Malik

291.

Which is the first Green SEZ to achieve the IGBC Green Cities Platinum Rating for Existing Cities?
(a) Mormugao
(b) Kandla
(c) Kochi
(d) Paradip

292.

Which of the following countries is going to create its own social media platform styled ‗Jogajog‘, as an alternative to social
media site Facebook, and ‗Alapon‘, a platform to provide an alternative to WhatsApp?
(a) Sri Lanka
(b) Bangladesh
(c) Maldives
(d) Mauritius

293.

Recently, iconic Paseo del Prado and Buen Retiro Park have been added to UNESCO‘s World Heritage List. These iconic sites
are located in:
(a) Milan, Italy
(b) Munich, Germany
(c) Madrid, Spain
(d) Lyon, France

294.

Which of the following Indian cities has been recently declared as the first city in the country to have city-wide safe drinking
tap water?
(a) Bhopal
(b) Puri
(c) Hisar
(d) Gonda

295.

The foundation stone of a Bamboo Industrial Park has been laid recently in North- Eastern state of:
(a) Assam
(b) Manipur
(c) Mizoram
(d) Tripura

296.

Recently, Mary Simon has been sworn in as the 30th Governor-General of _______.
(a) USA
(b) Germany
(c) France
(d) Canada

297.

Recently, Khadi Prakratik Paint has been developed from _______ by Kumarappa National Handmade Paper Institute
(KNHPI), Jaipur, a unit of Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC).
(a) Cow dung
(b) Dead plants
(c) Dead animals
(d) Organic colours

298.

Name the feature film which has been selected recently in the Orizzonti (Horizons) section of the 78 th Venice International
Film Festival.
(a) ‗Once Upon A Time in Bengal‘
(b) ‗Dark Knight‘
(c) ‗Once Upon A Time in Calcutta‘
(d) ‗Come On India‘

299.

How many new sports will be contested at the Tokyo Olympics?
(a) 3
(b) 4
(c) 6
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300.

301.

World Mangrove Day is celebrated every year on:
(a) 18th July
(b) 21st July

(c) 24th July

Which of the following states launched the ‗MyGov-Meri Sarkar‘ portal?
(a) Bihar
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Uttar Pradesh

(d) 26th July

(d) Haryana

302.

Name the first state which ordered an inquiry into the Pegasus snooping row that has rocked the nation since July 18, 2021.
(a) West Bengal
(b) Uttar Pradesh
(c) Madhya Pradesh
(d) Karnataka

303.

Recently, Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan has informed that the Government proposes to set up a _______ to
strengthen the research ecosystem in the country.
(a) National Knowledge Centre (NKC)
(b) National Research Foundation (NRF)
(c) National Research Framework (NRF)
(d) National Remuneration Hub (NRH)

304.

As many as 22 sites including a temple with links to Hinduism were included to the UNESCO World Heritage List in which of
the following countries?
(a) Myanmar
(b) China
(c) Nepal
(d) Bangladesh

305.

What is the name of the first Indian-American to become Mission Director of US Agency for International Development
(USAID)?
(a) Amita Nagpal
(b) Nitika Jhangiani
(c) Vinita Gupta
(d) Veena Reddy

306.

Name the Indian institution which has been placed in the top 50 institutions worldwide for advances in materials science by the
prestigious Nature Index.
(a) Rajiv Gandhi Centre For Advanced Scientific Research (RGCASR), Bhopal
(b) All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Delhi
(c) Jawaharlal Nehru Centre For Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), Bengaluru
(d) Indian Space and Research Organization (ISRO) Bengaluru

307.

Name the Indian-origin British author who is among the 13 authors longlisted for the prestigious 2021 Booker Prize for fiction
for his novel ‗China Room‘.
(a) Rajeev Bhutani
(b) Mukesh Jha
(c) Sunjeev Sahota
(d) Alankar Tiwari

308.

Which of the following countries scientists made the new latest invention which could be a possible eco-friendly substitute for
plastic use?
(a) Japanese
(b) German
(c) American
(d) South Korean

309.

Recently, NASA selected _______ to launch its probe of Jupiter‘s moon Europa, which has liquid oceans that could harbour
life.
(a) BASEX
(b) SpaceX
(c) JIPMEX
(d) MukhiX

310.

World Hepatitis Day is celebrated every year on:
(a) 21st July
(b) 24th July

311.

(c) 27th July

(d) 28th July

Name the Harappan-era metropolis which has been accorded the World Heritage tag by United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) recently.
(a) Banawali
(b) Lothal
(c) Chanhudaro
(d) Dholavira
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312.

Who among the following is the newly sworn in Chief Minister of Karnataka?
(a) Basavraj Bommai
(b) D. V. Sadananda Gowda
(c) Jagadish Shettar
(d) K. S. Eshwarappa

313.

Shanghai Cooperation Organisation‘s Defence Ministers meet is being held in:
(a) Dushanbe
(b) Moscow
(c) Beijing

(d) Bishkek

314.

Recently, the Centre has said that the _______ for the transgender persons are being set up with the help of community-based
organizations.
(a) Garima Grihas
(b) Garima Kendra
(c) Garima Ghar
(d) Pratistha Bhawan

315.

Recently, Clarisse Agbegnenou of _______ has won the gold medal in women‘s judo 63 kg category in Toyko Olympics.
(a) Germany
(b) France
(c) USA
(d) Italy

316.

Recently, Pedro Castillo has been sworn in as the new President of:
(a) Chile
(b) Peru
(c) Argentina

(d) Brazil

317.

The Scientists have calculated that greenhouse gas emissions must decline _______ by 2030 and be phased out entirely by
2050 to stay within range of 1.5 degrees Celsius.
(a) 30 per cent
(b) 40 per cent
(c) 50 per cent
(d) 75 per cent

318.

Which of the following state governments has prepared the Ayush-based economic upgradation scheme – Devaranya Yojana
with the twin objectives of improving people‘s health and livelihood of tribals?
(a) Uttar Pradesh
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Rajasthan
(e) Gujarat

319.

Recently, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has sharply scaled down India‘s economic growth projection by 300 basis
points to _______ per cent for the current financial year.
(a) 5.5
(b) 7.5
(c) 9.5
(d) 10.75

320.

Recently, Researchers from the UK have identified five new flowering plant species in the _______ belonging to the genus
Jacquemontia.
(a) Himalayas
(b) Sunderbans
(c) Bolivian Andes
(d) Gulf of Mannar

321.

Which of the following is participated in the multi-national maritime exercise Cutlass Express-2021, CE-21 conducted in
Kenya?
(a) Indian Naval Ship Matang
(b) Indian Naval Ship Talwar
(c) Indian Naval Ship Shamsheer
(d) Indian Naval Ship Balwaan

322.

Recently, Parliament has passed the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Amendment Bill 2021 with Rajya
Sabha approving it. The amendments include authorizing _______ to issue adoption orders to ensure speedy disposal of cases
and enhance accountability.
(a) District Magistrate including Additional District Magistrate
(b) Additional District Magistrate including Sub Divisional Magistrate
(c) Sub Divisional Magistrate including Tehsildaar
(d) Tehsildaar including Naib Tehsildaar

323.

The Global Partnership for Education summit wants to raise $5 bn (£3.6 bn) to support education in some of the world‘s
poorest countries. Which of the following will host the summit?
(a) UK and Kenya
(b) Angola and France
(c) Nigeria and Germany (d) Liberia and Italy
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324.

Which of the following Indian political parties recently launched National Health Volunteers Campaign under which around 4
lakh volunteers would be trained who would work on grassroots level on COVID?
(a) Indian National Congress
(b) Bhartiya Janta Party
(c) Aaam Aadmi Party
(d) Shiv Sena

325.

Recently, Union Cabinet cleared the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation Bill 2021, which insures each
depositor‘s deposits in the banks upto maximum of _______ in each bank.
(a) Two lakh rupees
(b) Three lakh rupees
(c) Five lakh rupees
(d) Ten lakh rupees

326.

Which of the following has invited a domestic tender to set up India‘s first green hydrogen fuelling station in Leh, Ladakh?
(a) ONGC
(b) NTPC
(c) HSPC
(d) HINDALCO

327.

Recently, Scientists have developed _______ molecular crystals that repair their own mechanical damage without the need for
any external intervention.
(a) Miezoelectric
(b) Collectric
(c) Piezoelectric
(d) Transparent

328.

The COVID BEEP is India‘s first indigenous, cost effective, wireless physiological parameters monitoring system for COVID19 patients, developed by _______ in collaboration with Electronics Corporation of India Ltd. (ECIL) and Department of
Atomic Energy.
(a) ESIC Medical College Hyderabad
(b) IIT Hyderabad
(c) IISc Bengaluru
(d) IIT Bombay

329.

Recently, the Maharashtra Bhushan Selection Committee chaired by Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray unanimously selected
legendary playback singer _______ for the prestigious award.
(a) Asha Bhosle
(b) Usha Mangeshkar
(c) Lata Mangeshkar
(d) Sudesh Wadekar

330.

The International Tiger Day is being celebrated on _______.
(a) 25th July
(b) 27th July
(c) 29th July

(d) 31st July

331.

Which is the only city to be selected from India for International Clean Air Catalyst Programme?
(a) Indore
(b) Pune
(c) Lucknow
(d) Hisar

332.

Name the Indian-American who has been nominated as the Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious Freedom.
(a) Umesh Kumar
(b) Ahmed Suhail
(c) Rajiv Satam
(d) Rashad Hussain

333.

World Day Against Trafficking in Persons is marked every year on _______.
(a) 14th July
(b) 17th July
(c) 23rd July

(d) 30th July

Recently, The first G-20 culture summit opened in _______.
(a) Rome
(b) Italy
(c) France

(d) USA

334.

335.

Who has become the first Indian to be appointed as the COO of the global consumer products major, The Procter & Gamble
Company (P&G)?
(a) Deepak Raheja
(b) Madan Jhingiani
(c) Shailesh Jejurikar
(d) Amitabh Kukreja

336.

Which of the following has received the Natwest Group Earth Heroes Award in the Earth Guardian category for best
management?
(a) Satpura Tiger Reserve
(b) Sariska Tiger Reserve
(c) Palamau Tiger Reserve
(d) Simlipal Tiger Reserve
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337.

According to the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Earth Overshoot Day 2021 was observed on:
(a) 23rd July
(b) 26th July
(c) 29th July
(d) 31st July

338.

Who is the first Indian shuttler to reach successive semi-finals in the Olympics?
(a) Saina Nehwal
(b) P V Sindhu
(c) Jwala Gutta

(d) Kidambi Srikanth

339.

Which of the following has launched the world‘s first commercial fully re-programmable satellite, paving the way for a new
era of more flexible communications?
(a) Indian Space Research Organisation
(b) Canadian Space Agency
(c) European Space Agency
(d) National Aeronautics and Space Administration

340.

Recently, the 6th meeting of the BRICS Counter Terrorism Working Group was held virtually under the Chairmanship of
_______.
(a) China
(b) Brazil
(c) India
(d) South Africa

341.

Which of the following Asian countries recently assumed the Presidency of the United Nations Security Council?
(a) Japan
(b) China
(c) India
(d) Indonesia

342.

Which of the following Indian states secured first position in crime and criminal tracking network system (CCTNS) with 100
per cent marks in the country?
(a) Punjab
(b) Uttar Pradesh
(c) Haryana
(d) Rajasthan

343.

Which of the following Indian destinations will soon have three premium Maldives style water villas, claimed to be the first of
its kind in the country?
(a) Goa
(b) Puducherry
(c) Lakshadweep
(d) Andaman & Nicobar Islands

344.

Recently, India and the _______ signed the Second Amendment to the Statement of Guiding Principles on Triangular
Cooperation for global development.
(a) USA
(b) France
(c) Germany
(d) Portugal

345.

Recently, 12th edition of exercise INDRA NAVY, a biennial bilateral maritime exercise between Indian Navy and _______
was held in the Baltic Sea.
(a) US Navy
(b) Russian Navy
(c) German Navy
(d) French Navy

346.

Recently, the first goods train carrying stone chips to _______ through the revived Haldibari – Chilahati rail link will leave
from Damdim station of Alipurduar Division in Northeast Frontier Railaway.
(a) Myanmar
(b) Bhutan
(c) Nepal
(d) Bangladesh

347.

The Uttar Pradesh government will be creating an urban forest covering 134 acres in Sunrakh village on the outskirts of
_______.
(a) Vrindavan
(b) Unnao
(c) Siddharthnagar
(d) Kushinagar

348.

The World Nature Conservation Day is celebrated on _______ annually across the world.
(a) 22nd July
(b) 25th July
(c) 28th July
(d) 31st July

349.

Who won the men‘s singles tennis gold medal at the Tokyo Olympics?
(a) Andy Murray
(b) Roger Federer
(c) Alexander Zverev

350.

(d) Karen Khachanov

Who has been named as a recipient of the prestigious Lokmanya Tilak National Award for 2021?
(a) Asha Bhosle
(b) Lata Mangeshkar
(c) Cyrus Poonawalla
(d) Ronniw Screwala
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ANSWER KEY AND EXPLANATION
1. c

Meanwhile, Denmark becomes first country to ratify International Solar Alliance Framework Agreement (ISA FA) after
amendments to it entered into force on January 8 opening its Membership to all Member States of the United Nations,‖.

2. d

Odisha capital is likely to become the first city in the country to have 100% COVID-19 vaccination as the Bhubaneswar
Municipal Corporation (BMC) has planned to administer 1st dose to all denizens by July 15 and 2nd dose by August-end.

3. a

Prime Minister Narendra Modi virtually inaugurated a Japanese Zen garden and Kaizen academy at the Ahmedabad
Management Association (AMA).

4. c

Noting that Pakistan has now completed 26 of the 27 action items given to it in 2018, Pleyer said the FATF has asked Pakistan
to take action against UN designated terrorists.

5. d

Chairman of LIC of India, MR Kumar inaugurated the Go Live of the project e-PGS.

6. a

The US remained the country‘s top export partner, according to government data, but shipments declined 2.78% to $51.63
billion in a year when India‘s merchandise trade — both exports and imports — fell amid global lockdowns and disruption to
logistics due to the pandemic.

7. a

Zhang Zhizhen becomes first Chinese man to qualify for Wimbledon in Open era.

8. a

The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) successfully test fired the enhanced range versions of the
indigenously developed 122 mm calibre rocket as well as the extended range version of indigenously developed Pinaka rocket
from a Multi-Barrel Rocket Launcher (MBRL) at integrated test range, Chandipur in Odisha.

9. c

Hemis Festival of Ladakh (now a Union Territory) is being observed with due religious fervour but sans the crowd it usually
attracts from around the globe.

10. c In December 2016 the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution declaring 30 June International Asteroid Day in
order to ―observe each year at the international level the anniversary of the Tunguska impact over Siberia, Russian Federation,
on 30 June 1908, and to raise public awareness about the asteroid impact hazard.‖
11. c The Union Government announced stimulus package of Rs. 6, 28,993 crore to boost economy during the fight against COVID19 pandemic.
12. c External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar will attend the G20 ministerial meetings in Italy. Italy holds the Presidency of the G20.
13. b Britain‘s Treasury has unveiled a new special edition coin to commemorate the life of Prince Philip, who died in April at the
age of 99. The design of the 5-pound coin had been approved by Philip in 2008. It features an original portrait of Philip, drawn
by artist Ian Rank-Broadley.
14. c The Baihetan Dam on the Jinsha River, a tributary of the Yangtze, is part of Chinese efforts to curb surging fossil fuel demand
by building more hydropower capacity at a time when dams have fallen out of favor in other countries due to environmental
complaints.
15. d Sweden‘s Prime Minister Stefan Lofven resigned one week after he lost a vote of confidence, leaving it up to the Speaker of
Parliament to begin the search for a replacement.
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16. c Binance, the world‘s biggest cryptocurrency exchange, has been issued a warning by the UK‘s financial regulator.
17. b Agni P is an advanced variant of the Agni class of missiles and is a canisterised missile with a range capability between 1000
km and 2000 km.
18. c It has been designated as one of the Special Days to be celebrated at the national level and is celebrated on the birth
anniversary of Late Prof. P C Mahalanobis, on 29th June, in recognition of his invaluable contribution in establishing the
National Statistical System.
19. c In ISSF World Cup shooting, India‘s Rahi Sarnobat won gold in women‘s 25 metres pistol event in Osijek, Croatia.
20. c In December 2016 the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution declaring 30 June International Asteroid Day in
order to ―observe each year at the international level the anniversary of the Tunguska impact over Siberia, Russian Federation,
on 30 June 1908, and to raise public awareness about the asteroid impact hazard.‖
21. b India‘s First Urban Wildlife Corridor Being Planned In Delhi-NCR.
22. a Singapore Precious Metals Exchange (SGPMX), the world‘s first 100 percent physically-backed precious metals exchange, has
teamed up with Scottsdale Mint, a manufacturer of precious metal products to 20+ foreign governments, private banks,
investors, collectors, and 3rd party bullion dealers to officially launch its Stacker Market platform.
23. d Securities and exchange board of India (SEBI) has approved a proposal to introduce a framework for ‗Accredited Investors‘ in
the Indian securities market.
24. a President Ram Nath Kovind laid the foundation stone of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar cultural centre in Lucknow.
25. a The International Cricket Council issued confirmation that the multi-nation tournament will be held in the United Arab
Emirates and Oman from October 17 to November 14.
26. d South Africa‘s former President Jacob Zuma has been sentenced to 15 months in jail by the country‘s highest court.
27. b In badminton, two key tournaments, the Sudirman Cup Finals 2021 and the BWF World Tour Finals, which were originally
planned to take place in China this year, have now been moved to Vantaa, Finland and Bali, Indonesia respectively.
28. c Atmanirbhar Krishi App was launched by the Office of Principal Scientific Adviser to the Union Government.
29. c The International Day of Parliamentarism is celebrated every year on 30 June, the date in 1889 on which the IPU was founded.
30. d The Democratic-controlled U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill to remove statues honoring those who upheld slavery
or backed the Confederacy from the Capitol building, which displays statues selected by all 50 states.
31. b China was officially certified ‗malaria-free‘ by the World Health Organization (WHO) becoming the second country in the
Asia Pacific region to get the tag, after Sri Lanka in 2016.
32. d The Gujarat government has decided to provide uniforms to 14 lakh Anganwadi students, making it the first state to take such a
decision.
33. a Saudi Arabian Airlines faces growing competition from other Gulf carriers, including Dubai‘s Emirates Airline and the Dohabased Qatar Airways, which offer a wider network.
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34. c The Department of Justice has launched Enforcing Contracts Portal. The portal aims to promote ease of doing business and
improve the ‗Contract Enforcement Regime‘ in the country.
35. c The World Food Travel Association has named Grenada and its sister islands of Carriacou and Petite Martinique as the world‘s
first Culinary Capital.
36. c India has made it to the top 10 in Global Cyber security Index (GCI) 2020 by ITU, moving up 37 places to rank as the tenth
best country in the world on key cyber safety parameters.
37. a The first joint meeting of Foreign Affairs and Development Ministers ended with the adoption of the ―Matera Declaration‖,
which calls upon the international community to step up efforts to contain the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on lives and
livelihoods
38. b In Chess, Abhimanyu Mishra made history by becoming the youngest chess Grandmaster, breaking the record of 12 years and
seven months set by Sergey Karjakin in 2002.
39. b Russia‘s state-run atomic energy corporation began work on the fifth of six nuclear reactors at the Kudankulam nuclear power
plants and was ready to launch the construction of more advanced units at a new site in India.
40. c In December 2016 the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution declaring 30 June International Asteroid Day in
order to ―observe each year at the international level the anniversary of the Tunguska impact over Siberia, Russian Federation,
on 30 June 1908, and to raise public awareness about the asteroid impact hazard.‖
41. a The one-of-its-kind aquatic park at Krantivira Sangolli Rayanna Railway Station has been developed by Indian Railway
Stations Development Corporation Ltd(IRSDC) in collaboration with HNi Aquatic Kingdom.
42. d Amitabh Kant, an Indian Administrative Service official of the Kerala cadre, has been instrumental in several policy initiatives
of the government, including ‗Make in India‘, ‗Start-up India‘, and ‗Incredible India‘ and has recently been spearheading the
ease of doing business initiatives of NITI Aayog.
43. d India experienced a 54% drop in tourist arrivals in 2020
44. a Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister Narendra Singh Tomar launched the Crop Insurance Awareness Campaign for Fasal
Bima Yojana during the Crop Insurance Week.
45. b Body builder Amit Swami, a resident of Rewari, has been appointed as the Director-General of Asian Body Building and
Physique Sports Federation. Swami is the first Indian to be appointed as the same.
46. c China‘s ruling party, the Communist Party of China will celebrate the 100th anniversary of its founding on 1st July 2021.
47. d India presented English, Russian and Chinese translations of 10 classic works of modern literature written by prominent Indian
authors in different languages to the headquarters of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO).
48. c The NITI Aayog has recommended privatisation of state-owned insurer United India Insurance Company as the government
aims to move ahead with its new public sector enterprise (PSE) policy for Atmanirbhar Bharat.
49. c Every year, July 1 is celebrated as National Doctors‘ Day by the Indian Medical Association (IMA).
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50. b US President Joe Biden has nominated Indian-American circuit court chief judge Shalina D Kumar as a federal judge for the
Eastern District of Michigan.
51. a Turkmenistan‘s capital Ashgabat has been named the most expensive city to live in for expatriates, dethroning Hong Kong,
according to Mercer‘s 2021 Cost of Living city ranking.
52. b UK Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak delivered a major speech in which he laid out his plans for the country‘s green
sovereign and savings bonds to be launched later this year.
53. c The Government of West Bengal has launched an education loan scheme for the students aiming for higher studies. The
scheme, titled ‗Students Credit Card‘ has been launched by Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee in Kolkata.
54. b India‘s first Agriculture Export Facilitation Centre (AFEC) established by the Mahratta Chamber of Commerce Industries and
Agriculture (MCCIA) in association with the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) was formally
inaugurated.
55. c India has joined Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and G20 Inclusive Framework tax deal.
56. d Bollywood star Vidya Balan and film producers Ekta Kapoor and mother Shobha Kapoor are among 395 new members invited
this year by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
57. d The central Government has invited nominations for the Subhas Chandra Bose Aapda Prabandhan Puraskar 2022. The awards
are given for excellence in the field of Disaster Management.
58. d India stands at the 20th spot among the top 100 countries that have been ranked in the Global Startup Ecosystem Index 2021 by
Startup Blink.
59. c The Union Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises and Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javdekar virtually
launched six technology innovation platforms.
60. b The government has decided to bring retail and wholesale trade under the ambit of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises
(MSME).
61. b This July 3rd, the International Day of Cooperatives (#CoopsDay) was celebrated as ―Rebuild better together‖.
62. a Mithali Raj crossed England‘s Charlotte Edwards as the highest scorer in women‘s international cricket in the 3rd ODI against
England.
63. c The Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) has launched its Saral Pension, an Individual Immediate Annuity Plan, with
effect from July 1, 2021. An annuity is a financial product that makes regular payment to its buyer as per the agreed terms and
conditions.
64. b Atul Keshap took charge as United States‘ new envoy to India. He most recently served as the Ambassador to Sri Lanka and
Maldives.
65. a Health Ministry‘s National Telemedicine Service - e-Sanjeevani has crossed another milestone by completing seven million
consultations.
66. b The United States of America is celebrating its 245th Independence day on 4th July.
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67. d In Uttar Pradesh, the government is planning to establish Health ATMs to provide better health facilities to the people in state.
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath while reviewing a high-level Covid19 meeting at Lucknow instructed to find out possibilities
in this direction so that poor and stranded people are benefitted.
68. c Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar launched ‗Jan Sahayak Aapka Sahayak‘ mobile app for Government to Citizen
(G2C) and Business to Citizen (B2C) services.
69. b Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal and Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javadekar have
congratulated Invest India, which has been awarded the world‘s most innovative Investment Promotion Agency 2021 by OCO
Global.
70. a Marking a significant step towards worldwide visibility for Ayurveda based clinical trials, the Ayurveda dataset on CTRI
Portal will be launched online by Ayush Minister Shri Kiren Rijiju.
71. c Mr Pushkar Singh Dhami sworn in as the new Chief Minister of Uttarakhand.
72. a Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank will virtually launch National Initiative for Proficiency in Reading with
Understanding and Numeracy - NIPUN Bharat.
73. a Danish robot 3D construction printer company COBOD International A/S, has played a part in building the world‘s first 3D
printed school in Malawi, Africa.
74. b Asia‘s longest high-speed track — NATRAX — was inaugurated at Pithampur near Indore in Madhya Pradesh by Union
Minister Prakash Javadekar.
75. a Tajikistan‘s government ordered mandatory vaccination against COVID-19 for citizens over 18 years, making it the first
country in the world.
76. * Poonam Gupta, a former lead economist at the World Bank, officially joined as the Director-General of the think tank National
Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER).
77. b UP will soon get the country‘s first stadium for differently abled people. Constructed at the Dr Shakuntala Misra National
Rehabilitation University in Lucknow, the facility will be inaugurated by Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath soon.
78. c India-origin woman Sirisha Bandla travelled to the edge of the space aboard ‗VSS Unity‘ of Virgin Galactic, which is
scheduled to fly off on July 11 from New Mexico.
79. b Formula One leader Max Verstappen won the Austrian Grand Prix for Red Bull to power 32 points clear of Lewis Hamilton.
80. d The Nation remembers Swami Vivekananda, one of the finest spiritual leaders and intellects India has ever produced on his
death anniversary. Swami Vivekananda died on July 4, 1902, when he was just 39 at Belur Math in West Bengal.
81. b Justice (Retd.) Shambhu Nath Srivastava, a former judge of Allahabad High Court and former chief Lokayukta of
Chhattisgarh, has been appointed the chairman of IFUNA.
82. d Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javadekar released the regulations and poster for the 52 nd edition of the
International Film Festival of India. The festival will be held in Goa from 20th to 28th November this year.
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83. a The President of Haiti, Jovenel Moise, appointed Ariel Henry as the new prime minister to form a consensus government that
integrates different political life sectors country.
84. c The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has partnered with the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) to
introduce a financial literacy curriculum for students of Class VI.
85. a Hyderabad-based technology R&D firm Grene Robotics has designed and developed India‘s first indigenous drone defence
dome called ―Indrajaal‖.
86. a RK Sabharwal, the Chairman and Managing Director (CMD) of Engineers India Limited (EIL), has been honoured with the
highest civilian award of Mongolia ‗The Order of Polar Star‘.
87. c China has successfully launched the Fengyun-3E satellite making it the world‘s first meteorological satellite that has been sent
into the dawn-dusk orbit for civil service.
88. a The stage is all set for the construction of world‘s third largest cricket stadium in the Pink City as the Jaipur Development
Authority has allotted land to Rajasthan Cricket Association.
89. d Celebrated boxer M C Mary Kom and men‘s hockey team skipper Manpreet Singh will be the country‘s flag bearers at the
opening ceremony of Tokyo Olympics.
90. c The International Plastic Bag Free Day is observed on July 3 annually.
91. c The government transferred or appointed governors of eight states. One of the major changes included the appointment of
Union Minister Thawarchand Gehlot as the Governor of Karnataka.
92. a In Jammu and Kashmir, the Union Territory Administration accorded sanction to uploading of Geo tagged photographs
through ‗PROOF‘ (Photographic Record of On-site Facility) mobile application while preferring bills in the concerned
Treasuries against the budget allotted through BEAMS application.
93. c The Union Government has created a separate Ministry of Co-operation for realizing the vision of ‗Sahkar se Samriddhi‘.
94. a Union Minister for Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying Giriraj Singh, launched the Online Course Mobile App Matsya
Setu. The app has been developed by the ICAR-Central Institute of Freshwater Aquaculture, Bhubaneswar, with the funding
support of the National Fisheries Development Board, Hyderabad.
95. a Canada named Mary Simon as its first indigenous governor general, Queen Elizabeth II‘s official representative in the
Commonwealth country, as the nation faces a reckoning with its colonial history.
96. c Algerian President Abdelmadjid Tebboune appointed Aimen Benabderrahmane, former Minister of Finance, as new Prime
Minister.
97. a The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) launched India‘s first FASTag or Unified Payments Interface (UPI)-based parking
facility to reduce the time for entry and payment.
98. d World UFO Day is an awareness day for people to gather together and watch the skies for identified flying objects. The day is
celebrated by some on June 24, and others on July 2.
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99. b After the Centre‘s nod for creation of the Ramgarh Vishdhari sanctuary, the Rajasthan government is hoping to develop a tiger
corridor connecting three tiger reserves passing through districts including Sawai Madhopur, Kota and Bundi.
100. d The Government of Andhra Pradesh honoured Kumar with NTR National Award in 1997. The Government of Pakistan
conferred Kumar with Nishan-e-Imtiaz, the highest civilian award in Pakistan, in 1998.
101. b Home Minister Amit Shah has been given charge of the Ministry of Co-operation, and he will also look after the Ministries of
Culture, Tourism and North East, ensuring that Culture and Tourism in North East gets a boost.
102. d The 13th BRICS Summit being hosted by India this year.
103. b The members of the Advisory council include RS Sharma, CEO, National Health Authority, Nandan Nilekani, non-executive
Chairman of Infosys and Arvind Gupta, Co-founder and Head, Digital India Foundation.
104. c The government reallocated the Department of Public Enterprises (DPE), the nodal agency for all public sector enterprises, to
the finance ministry from the ministry of heavy industries.
105. b Haiti‘s President Jovenel Moise has been killed in an attack on his home in the nation‘s capital, Port-au-Prince.
106. c In Bangladesh, the first unit of the Maitree Power Project at Rampal will be commissioned in December this year, coinciding
with the country‘s Golden Jubilee Celebration of the Liberation.
107. a The Central Board of Secondary Education, CBSE has decided to divide Academic session 2021-22 into two terms with
approximately 50 per cent syllabus in each term.
108. c Union MSME Minister Nitin Gadkari would be the brand ambassador of Khadi Prakritik Paint and would promote it across the
country so as to encourage young entrepreneurs to take up the manufacturing of the cow dung paint.
109. c Former Himachal Pradesh chief minister and senior Congress leader Virbhadra Singh died after a prolonged illness. The
veteran Congress leader remained chief minister of the state for six times- from April 8, 1983 to March 5, 1990, December 3,
1993 to March 23, 1998 and from March 6, 2003 to December 29, 2007 and for the sixth time from December 25, 2012 to
December 26, 2017.
110. b Basking in the success of her recently released Sherni and making the nation proud by becoming the only actor from 395 new
invitees to join the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, the governing body behind the Oscars, Vidya Balan has
now achieved yet another feat as a military firing range in Gulmarg, Kashmir, is named after the actress.
111. b Mr Mangubhai Chhaganbhai Patel took oath as the Governor of Madhya Pradesh. MP High Court Chief Justice Mohammad
Rafiq administered the oath to Mr. Patel at a function in the Raj Bhawan at Bhopal.
112. b Amazon India launched its first Digital Kendra in Gujarat‘s Surat under its initiative to digitise micro small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs).
113. b The West Bengal Assembly passed a resolution to set up Legislative Council with a two-thirds majority.
114. b The world‘s tallest sandcastle has been completed in Denmark, towering more than 20 metres high and comprising nearly
5,000 tonnes of sand.
115. a Paytm announced the launch of Postpaid Mini, a need-based and consumption-based credit for users to help them manage their
household finances.
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116. b Researchers from Mizoram University named it Stoliczkia vanhnuailianai, in honour of Vanhnuailiana, a famous Mizo warrior.
117. c Payments solution provider Razorpay has partnered with Mastercard to launch ‗MandateHQ‘ – a payment interface that will
help card-issuing banks to enable recurring payments for its customers.
118. d Young Indian Grandmaster Nihal Sarin emerged champion in the Masters‘ section of the Serbia Open Chess Championship in
Belgrade.
119. c Hrithik Roshan and Deepika Padukone‘s Fighter will be Indian cinema‘s first action franchise.
120. b The Humboldt Research Award for Economics for 2021 was conferred on economist Dr Kaushik Basu by Dr Hans-Bernd
Schafer of Bucerius Law School in Germany‘s Hamburg.
121. d This annual event is celebrated to commemorate Professor Dr. Hiralal Chaudhury and his colleague Dr. Alikunhi for their
contribution in achieving the successful induced breeding of major carps on 10th July, 1957 at Angul in Odisha for the first
time in the country.
122. a Pawan Singh, the Joint Secretary General of the National Rifle Association of India (NRAI), has been selected as the first ever
Indian juror for the upcoming Tokyo Olympic Games.
123. d Fifty-two-year-old Pratima Bhoumik scripted history by becoming the first politician from Tripura to be made a central
minister.
124. a Delhi‘s Subodh Bhati created history by becoming the first-ever Indian batsman to score a double ton in T20 cricket during a
club-level encounter.
125. c A new report by WWF and UNEP has found that 35 per cent of India‘s tiger ranges currently lie outside protected areas.
126. a The Malleshwaram Government Boys High School in Bengaluru will achieve a unique feat if things go as planned. It will
become the country‘s first government school to develop a satellite, Karnataka Deputy Chief Minister C N Ashwathnarayan
said.
127. a The Union Cabinet has approved the proposal of allowing the Agriculture Produce Market Committees, APMCs to use the one
lakh rupees Agriculture Infrastructure Fund which has been announced as part of the Atmanirbhar Bharat Package.
128. a Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC), which is gearing up to launch a mega initial public offering (IPO), will now have a
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer instead of an Executive Chairman on the pattern of public sector banking
industry.
129. b India and the United Kingdom held the inaugural meeting of the India-UK Financial Markets Dialogue virtually.
130. d US President Joe Biden nominated Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti as his ambassador to India.
131. c Senior BJP leader and former Union Minister Thawarchand Gehlot was sworn in as 19th Governor of Karnataka.
132. b According to GRAP, there will be four levels of ‗alerts‘, Level 1 - Yellow ‗Alert‘, Level 2 - Amber ‗Alert‘, Level 3 - Orange
‗Alert‘ and Level 4 - Red ‗Alert‘.
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133. a All BRICS countries have agreed to the STI-led BRICS Innovation Cooperation Action Plan (2021-24) proposed by India
during the 12th Meeting of BRICS Science and Technology Steering Committee.
134. c So far KVIC was having Trademark registrations for the word mark KHADI in 6 countries namely Germany, UK, Australia,
Russia, China and EU where trademark registrations were granted in certain classes. However, with recent trademark
registrations in Bhutan, UAE and Mexico, the number of such countries has gone up to nine.
135. a Indian-American health policy expert Dr. Meena Seshamani, who served on the leadership of the Biden-Harris transition
Health and Human Services (HHS) agency review team, has been appointed as the Director of the US Centre for Medicare.
136. c Private sector Federal Bank has received approval from the RBI to re-appoint Shyam Srinivasan as its MD and CEO for three
years.
137. c Gurugram became the first district in the country to administer the Sputnik V vaccine at government health centres.
138. c Sirisha Bandla, a 34-year-old aeronautical engineer, is set to become the third Indian-origin woman to head to space when she
flies as part of Virgin Galactic‘s first fully crewed flight test.
139. c In Wimbledon Tennis, Australian top seed Ashleigh Barty has won the Women‘s singles title defeating eighth seed Karolina
Pliskova of Czech Republic.
140. a American tennis player of Indian-origin Samir Banerjee lifted the Wimbledon boys singles title with a straight set win over
compatriot Victor Lilov.

141. c Minister for Road Transport and Highways Shri Nitin Gadkari has emphasized on importance of alternate biofuels for
diversification of agriculture towards energy and power sector. Inaugurating the country‘s first LNG Facility plant at Nagpur
said we are spending 8 lakh crores for the import of petrol diesel and petroleum products which is a big challenge.
142. b The Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) will set up a ‗Bangabandhu Chair‘ at Delhi University.
143. c As part of Vietnam‘s efforts to deepen cooperation with various states, Industrialist N.S. Srinivasa Murthy based in Bengaluru
has been appointed as Honorary Consul General of Vietnam for Karnataka.
144. d Bishnupur becomes Assam‘s first smokeless kitchen village
145. a The Intellectual Property Appellate Board of Canada accorded trademark status to India‘s homegrown dairy giant Amul.
146. c Twitter has named Vinay Prakash as its Resident Grievance Officer for India.
147. b India‘s first cryptogamic garden housing nearly 50 species of lichens, ferns and fungi was inaugurated in Uttarakhand‘s
Dehradun district.
148. b In Ethiopia, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed‘s Prosperity party won national parliamentary election.
149. d Novak Djokovic wins the summit clash against first-time finalist Matteo Berrettini to win his sixth Wimbledon title and recordequaling 20th Grand Slam trophy.
150. b Argentina beats Brazil 1-0 to win Copa America tournament.
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151. c Italy crowned Euro Cup 2020 champions after shootout win over England.
152. b The National Asset Reconstruction Co. Ltd (NARCL), or the so-called bad bank, has been registered in Mumbai with a paid-up
capital of ₹74.6 crore, according to filings with the Registrar of Companies (RoC).
153. a Reserve Bank of India introduced the RBI Retail Direct facility. The facility is a one-stop solution to facilitate investment in
Government Securities, G-Sec by individual investors.
154. a Nepal‘s Supreme Court reinstated the Parliament and also ordered that Sher Bahadur Deuba be appointed as the Prime
Minister.
155. a The Indian Institute of Technology-Madras and Sony India Software Centre have proposed to host a hackathon — Samvedan
2021.
156. b A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been signed for execution of 679 Mega Watt Lower Arun Hydro Electric Project
in Nepal between Satluj Jal Vidyut Nigam (SJVN) under Ministry of Power and Investment Board of Nepal (IBN) in
Kathmandu Nepal.
157. a A research team in the Bengaluru based Indian Institute of Science has shown through their experiment how electron bubbles
are formed in superfluid helium.
158. a The Union Home Minister, Shri Amit Shah inaugurated the newly built Center of Excellence for Research & Analysis of
Narcotics and Psychotropic Substances of the National Forensic Science University in Ahmedabad.
159. d Deepak Kabra to become the first Indian to judge Gymnastics at the Olympics.
160. c July 12 is dedicated to celebrating Malala Yousafzai, the young activist from Pakistan.
161. b In a first, the Indian Railways is all set to redevelop the Gandhinagar Railway Station in Gujarat to bring in a five-star hotel
that will sit on top of the railway tracks.
162. a National Thermal Power Corporation, NTPC will set up India‘s single largest solar park at Rann of Kutch in Khavada, Gujarat.
163. a The maritime security coordinator will work under the National Security Adviser (NSA).
164. a Nepal‘s newly sworn-in Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba has formed a five-member cabinet.
165. d BSF Inspector General Sonali Mishra will be the first woman commander to head the force‘s formation along the IndiaPakistan border in Punjab, which is prone to narcotics and arms smuggling.
166. a New Cabinet Committees have been formed after the Cabinet expansion at the Centre. The Appointments Committee of the
Cabinet will be headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi while Home Minister Amit Shah will be the member.
167. b India will host the World Badminton Championships in 2026.
168. c Swashbuckling batsman Chris Gayle has added yet another feather to his already illustrious career. The self-proclaimed
‗Universe Boss‘ become the first-ever batsman to breach the mark of 14,000 runs in T20s.
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169. a Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and Finance Minister of Bhutan Lyonpo Namgay Tshering jointly launched BHIM-UPI
in Bhutan.
170. d Israel has become the first country in the world to okay Covid booster shots for immunocompromised adults.
171. a The Nalsar University of Law, Hyderabad in collaboration with the Animal Law Centre and Humane Society
International/India launched India‘s first master‘s course in animal law.
172. d Union Minister Piyush Goyal will be the Leader of the House in the Rajya Sabha.
173. b Ladakh administration has signed an MoU with Sikkim State Organic Certification Agency (SOCCA) to turn the Union
Territory into an organic entity.
174. a The Union Cabinet approved the continuation of National AYUSH Mission as a Centrally-sponsored Scheme from 1st April
2021 to 31st March 2026 with financial implication of nearly four thousand 607 crore rupees.
175. b Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated an international cooperation and convention centre, ‗Rudraksh‘, in Varanasi that
will offer a glimpse of the cultural richness of the ancient city of Kashi.
176. a Cisco announced Daisy Chittilapilly as its new President for India and SAARC region, effective August 1, 2021, which also
marks the start of Cisco‘s new financial year. The first woman to head Cisco in India, where it began operations in 1995.
177. d The European Commission, the EU executive body, set out in painstaking detail how the bloc‘s 27 countries can meet their
collective goal to reduce net greenhouse gas emissions by 55% from 1990 levels by 2030 - a step towards ―net zero‖ emissions
by 2050.
178. b Youth Affairs and Sports Minister Anurag Singh Thakur launched the official team India cheer song for Tokyo Olympics
contingent.
179. b Cleaner air, healthier communities and tens of thousands of new green jobs are set to become reality thanks to the UK‘s
‗revolutionary‘ transport decarbonisation plan, Transport Secretary, Grant Shapps has announced.
180. c On 15 July, World Youth Skills Day is celebrated to recognise the fact that if youth acquire skills, it will enhance their ability
to make informed choices regarding employment. In addition to this, they can also gain access to changing labour markets.
181. c Consumers in Gurugram will no longer have to stand in long queues, nor worry about the shopkeeper giving less ration, as
India‘s first ‗Grain ATM‘ has been set up in the district as a pilot project.
182. b The system was developed by Ministry of Defence with the cooperation of IIT-Kanpur.
183. b State-run power giant NTPC said its arm, NTPC REL, will set up the country‘s first green Hydrogen Mobility project in
Ladakh.
184. c The Union home ministry asked state governments and police chiefs to immediately withdraw cases registered under the
repealed Section 66A of the Information Technology (IT) Act and to stop registering such cases.
185. b The Prime Minister also inaugurated the International Cooperation and Convention Centre - Rudrakash, which has been
constructed with Japanese assistance.
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186. a The ‗monk fruit‘ from China, which is known for its properties as non-caloric natural sweetener introduced for field trials in
Himachal Pradesh by the Palampur-based Council of Scientific Research and Industrial Technology-Institute of Himalayan
Bio-resource Technology (CSIR-IHBT) in Kullu.
187. b The multi-colour Ichthyophis, a species of limbless amphibian, which was believed to be endemic to Mynamar has been found
for the first time in India. A team of researchers in Mizoram and Assam has found this amphibian species in Mizoram‘s Aizawl
Municipal areas, Ṭamdil National Wetland in Saitual district and in Dampa Tiger Reserve in Mamit district.
188. a Pittsburgh International Airport became the first airport in the world to be completely powered by natural gas and solar energy
as part of its newly live microgrid.
189. d The United Arab Emirates became the first Gulf nation to open an embassy in Israel, nearly a year after both countries signed
an agreement to normalise diplomatic ties.
190. b The first ever 3D-printed steel bridge has opened in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
191. d Government launched digital platform Kisan Sarathi to facilitate farmers to get right information at right time in their desired
language.
192. d Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the Gandhinagar capital railway station, the country‘s first redeveloped railway
station in line with the government‘s plan to modernise railway stations through Public Private Partnerships.
193. d Pakistan and Russia have signed an agreement for the construction of about 1,100-km gas pipeline from Port Qasim in Karachi
to Lahore at an estimated cost of USD 2.5-3 billion by the end of 2023.
194. b Karnataka Chief Minister B S Yediyurappa launched the Electric Bike Taxi scheme in Bengaluru.
195. c Researchers have spotted an extremely bright, hydrogen deficient, fast-evolving supernova that shines with the energy
borrowed from an exotic type of neutron star with an ultra-powerful magnetic field.
196. a The OECD-FAO Outlook report published every year makes interesting reading insofar as major crops are concerned.
197. b India will see its first pod taxi running between Noida Airport and Noida Film City.
198. b Aadhimalai Pazhangudiyinar Producer Company Limited and Snehakunja Trust are among the 10 awardees of the prestigious
Equator Prize for their work in the field of conservation and biodiversity.
199. d Top defence officials from India, Sri Lanka and the Maldives participated in a virtual trilateral table top exercise where they
discussed best practices and procedures for countering common transnational maritime crime like curbing narcotics and
assistance in maritime search and rescue.
200. d UN General Assembly declares 18 July ―Nelson Mandela International Day‖.
201. a The Centre has taken complete control of the district mineral foundation (DMF) funds, negating states‘ right to sanction or
approve any expenditure out of the funds accrued from mandatory contribution from mining lease holders.
202. c Haryana‘s newly appointed Governor, Bandaru Dattatreya took oath as the 18 th Governor of the state.
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203. a Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana – Urban, PMAY-U has launched a Short Film Contest Khushiyon Ka Ashiyana for all the people
above 18 Years of age, as part of Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav.
204. a Indian Panorama is a flagship component of the International Film Festival of India, IFFI under which best of contemporary
Indian films are selected for the promotion of film art. The 52nd edition of IFFI will be held in Goa from 20th to 28th November.
205. b For the country‘s first, Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut semi-high-speed rail corridor for Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS)
Phase 1, Alstom has started manufacturing the regional commuter and transit trains.
206. c President Bashar al-Assad took the oath of office for a fourth term in war-ravaged Syria after taking 95 percent of the vote in a
controversial election dismissed abroad.
207. c The European Commission put forward plans for the world‘s first carbon border tax, on imports of carbon-intensive steel,
aluminium, cement, fertilisers and electricity, as part of a programme to meet its new climate target.
208. c A fossilised jawbone recovered from the Spanish city of Castellón has now been identified to belong to a new genus and
species of dinosaur.
209. a NASA announced two new missions to Venus that will launch at the end of the decade and are aimed at learning how Earth‘s
nearest planetary neighbor became a hellscape while our own thrived.
210. c The world celebrates International Justice Day on July 17. It‘s sometimes also referred to as World Day of International Justice
or International Criminal Justice Day.
211. b Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan and Tribal Affairs Minister Arjun Munda launched the School Innovation
Ambassador Training Program for 50,000 school teachers.
212. c The Haryana government has got in-principle approval to set up a cultural centre in Kurukshetra from the central government.
213. a Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) has taken various initiatives in the recent past to ease the lives of
citizens by facilitating online delivery of Government services.To further enhance the initiatives of Digital India Programme,
the Ministry has enabled map services in UMANG App ‗through Memorandum of Understanding with MapmyIndia.
214. a Eswatini, officially the Kingdom of Eswatini and formerly and still commonly known in English as Swaziland, is a landlocked
country in Southern Africa. Eswatini‘s King Mswati III appointed Cleops Dlamini as the southern African nation‘s new prime
minister, replacing Ambrose Mandvulo Dlamini, who died in December.
215. c Africa has become the first continent in the world to complete the collection of accurate, comprehensive and harmonised
digital land use and land use change data under the Africa Open DEAL initiative.
216. b The government notified a hike in the foreign direct investment (FDI) limit in pension fund management to 74% from 49%
under the national pension system (NPS), opening doors for experienced foreign partners in this space and facilitating more
competition in the fledgling segment.
217. a A heat-tolerant COVID-19 vaccine formulation developed by the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Bengaluru has proven
effective against all current SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern, according to a study in animals.
218. c The Amazon rainforest is now emitting more carbon dioxide than it is able to absorb, scientists have confirmed for the first
time.The emissions amount to a billion tonnes of carbon dioxide a year, according to a study.
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219. a Collin Morikawa wins debut appearance, matches Bobby Jones. Collin Morikawa pulled away late on the front nine and held
off Jordan Spieth down the stretch, winning the 149th British Open in his first appearance in the event and claiming his second
major title in only eight career starts.
220. b Mumbai-based filmmaker and Film and Television Institute (FTII), Pune, alumnus Payal Kapadia won the L‘Oeil d‘Or: Le
Prix du documentaire, an award for best documentary, at the Cannes Film Festival for her film A Night of Knowing Nothing,
which foregrounds student protests in the country.
221. b The government has decided to set up the ‗Indian Institute of Heritage‘ at Noida, Gautam Buddha Nagar.
222. c Maharashtra will be the first state in the country to issue educational documents using blockchain technology.
223. d Meghalaya Cabinet has approved the proposed Meghalaya Youth Policy 2021 to channelize 31 percent of the entire population
of the State who falls under the youth category.
224. d Dr Kambhampati Hari Babu is sworn in as the new Governor of Mizoram.
225. c Lebanon Prime Minister-designate Saad Hariri stepped down after failing to form a government for over the past eight months.
226. c India has emerged as the fifth-largest foreign exchange reserves holder in the world after China, Japan, Switzerland and Russia.
227. a Prasar Bharati and IIT Kanpur will collaborate on NextGen Broadcasting Technology Center of Excellence to spur
Aatmanirbhar Bharat in Media and Broadcasting.
228. d Ishan Kishan has also become the first Indian batter to smash a half-century on T20I and ODI debut.
229. a The International Cricket Council inducted Mongolia, Tajikistan and Switzerland as the newest member countries.
230. b Titane - an outlandish film packed full of sex and violence - has won the top award at the 2021 Cannes Film Festival.
231. b The Kunariya village of Kutch district in Gujarat has come out with a unique idea of holding Balika Panchayat. The first-ever
elections of this Balika Panchayat were successfully held.
232. c Minority Affairs Minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi has been appointed as the Deputy Leader of the House in the Rajya Sabha.
233. c China has unveiled a high-speed maglev train with a designed top speed of 600 kms per hour. It is stated to be the world‘s
fastest ground vehicle.
234. a Qatar Airways has toppled Air New Zealand to become the world‘s best carrier at a time when the aviation industry is badly hit
by the pandemic, according to an aviation safety and product rating agency.
235. d India‘s largest oil firm IOC will build the nation‘s first ‗green hydrogen‘ plant at its Mathura refinery, as it aims to prepare for
a future catering to the growing demand for both oil and cleaner forms of energy.
236. b HCL Technologies founder Shiv Nadar will take on the role of Chairman Emeritus and Strategic Advisor to the company‘s
board.
237. b Billionaire Jeff Bezos blasted into space in the first crewed flight of his rocket ship, New Shepard.
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238. a In Formula One, Lewis Hamilton roared back from a first-lap incident that sent championship leader Max Verstappen to the
hospital and overcame a 10-second penalty to win the British Grand Prix and reignite his title defence.
239. c It is Qatar‘s Ras Abu Aboud stadium – the first built in World Cup history that was meant to be torn down.
240. d Under initiative of FIDE, July 20 has been observed as International Chess Day by chess players around the world since 1966.
241. c Preparations are in full swing to build Uttar Pradesh first skywalk in Varanasi. According to relevant sources, the sky walk will
be made in the form of Damru, the musical instrument of Baba Bholenath.
242. a Perumkulam, in Kollam District has been bestowed with the title Kerala‘s first ‗Book Village‘. This claim to fame results from
years of concerted efforts aimed at encouraging the habit of reading.
243. d Uttar Pradesh Cabinet has decided to set up a panchayat secretariat in all panchayats of the state. The move is aimed at
strengthening the rural democracy and providing employment to the rural youth.
244. c Karnataka has become the first state in the country to provide one per cent reservation for the ‗transgender‘ community in all
the government services.
245. b In Haiti, Ariel Henry has been sworn in as the new prime minister, around two weeks after the country‘s President Jovenel
Moïse was assassinated.
246. b Liverpool has been stripped of its World Heritage status after a UN committee found developments threatened the value of the
city‘s waterfront. The decision was made following a secret ballot by the UNESCO Committee at a meeting in China.
247. c Andhra Pradesh‘s first centre for financial literacy comes up in Amaravati.
248. a Union Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya that India will be the first country to develop a DNA-based Covid-19 vaccine
even as other manufactures are steadily ramping up production.
249. b The International Olympic Committee announced that Australian city of Brisbane will host the 2032 Summer Olympic Games.
250. b P Raghu Ram, a Hyderabad-based doctor attained the rare distinction of being the first Indian to be conferred with the honorary
fellowship of the Association of Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland (ASGBI).
251. b Cabinet approvals for Central University and establishment of an integrated multi-purpose infrastructure development
corporation for Ladakh, would be milestones for Ladakh development.
252. a Indian Navy participated in a two-day bilateral Passage Exercise (PASSEX) with Royal Navy Carrier Strike Group (CSG)-21
led by HMS Queen Elizabeth in the Bay of Bengal from 21 to 22 Jul 21.
253. c NCP leader Supriya Sule has launched ‗Jivlag‘ scheme to help children orphaned due to the Corona virus pandemic.
254. b Gujarat High Court became the first court in the country to formally start live streaming of proceedings.
255. a Madhya Pradesh CM launches UNESCO‘s ‗Historic Urban Landscape‘ project for Gwalior, Orchha.
256. c Chief Minister of Telangana, K Chandrasekhar Rao announced that he will start the state government‘s Dalit Bandhu scheme
from the Huzurabad, erstwhile Karimnagar.
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257. c Rasmi Ranjan Das, a Joint Secretary in the Ministry of Finance, has been appointed as a member of the UN tax committee for
the 2021 to 2025 term. Das is among the tax experts from around the world who has been appointed as a member of the UN tax
committee.
258. a For the first time, scientists have clearly identified a ring of gas and dust circling a planet outside our solar system – a
discovery that could help reveal how planets and moons are formed.
259. b Former RBI governor Bimal Jalan‘s new book ‗The India Story‘ focuses on India‘s economic history and aims to provide
lessons for the future of India‘s political economy.
260. d The day is dedicated to raising awareness and promoting advocacy related to brain health.It is celebrated on July 22.
261. a The book titled, ‗Shifting Orbits: Decoding the Trajectory of the Indian Start-up Ecosystem‘.
262. a Defence Research and Development Organisation, DRDO conducted a successful flight-test of New Generation Akash missile
from Integrated Test Range, Chandipur off the coast of Odisha.
263. a NITI Aayog and IEA launch ‗Renewables Integration in India 2021‘.
264. d Indian-American Nisha Ramachandran has been elected as the new executive director of the Congressional Asian Pacific
American Caucus (CAPAC). She is the first person of South Asian American descent to serve in the role.
265. a The government is likely to sell 10 percent of its stake in the Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) in two stages, with the
first chunk being 5-6 percent and the second of the remainder.
266. c Wrestler Priya Malik has just made the country proud at an International level after she managed to win gold at the World
Wrestling Championship.
267. b The ―Vision for Everyone‖ resolution, sponsored by Bangladesh, Antigua, and Ireland, and co-sponsored by over 100
countries, was adopted by consensus by the world body. The UN General Assembly approved its first-ever resolution on vision
calling on its 193 member nations to ensure access to eye care for everyone in their countries.
268. a World Drowning Prevention Day, declared in April 2021 by General Assembly is held annually on 25 July.
269. c According to data provided by the Climate Watch by World Resources Institute, India emits of global emissions and has per
capita emissions of about 2.47 Tco2e (tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent), as compared to the global average of 6.45 tco2/per
capita.
270. d A group of major European spa towns was added to the highly prized World Heritage list for their ―exceptional testimony to
the European spa phenomenon‖ from the 18th century to the 1930s.
271. b IIM Shillong is going to collaborate with the Centre for Bhutan Studies & Gross National Happiness Research (CBS & GNH
Research) as academic and intellectual partners for the SUSCON Conference.
272. c Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Sheikh Mohamed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan has appointed prominent Indian businessman Yusuffali
MA as the vice-chairman of the apex government body for all businesses operating from the UAE‘s capital city, making him
the only person from India on the 29-member board.
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273. c Battered by the wind and swell for 400 years and nicknamed the ―king of lighthouses‖, France‘s Cordouan beacon won
recognition from UNESCO.
274. b Tunisian President Kais Saied announced the suspension of parliament and dismissal of Prime Minister Hichem Mechichi
following a day of protests against the ruling party, who condemned the move as a ―coup d‘etat‖.
275. a Reserve bank of India is planning to launch Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) in the near future.
276. b Union Home Minister Amit Shah at Meghalaya planted trees at Wahshari, Sohra erstwhile Cherrapunjee as part of the Sohra
Afforestation Project for ecological restoration.
277. c State Bank of India (SBI) has selected Paisalo Digital as National Corporate Business Correspondent of the Bank for financial
inclusion by providing banking services through kiosks.
278. c Young Indian wrestler Tannu sealed the crown in a dominant fashion, grabbing the 43 kg title without conceding a single point
as the country‘s spectacular run continued at the Cadet World Championship.
279. a Union Women and Child Development Ministry has launched a web based portal to facilitate submission of applications,
identification of children eligible to receive support under the ‗PM CARES for Children‘ scheme.
280. d India has substantially improved its score on a trade facilitation survey conducted by the United Nations for a total of 143
countries, scoring 90.32 per cent in the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific‘s
(UNESCAP) latest Global Survey on Digital and Sustainable Trade Facilitation, and improving from 78.49 per cent in 2019.
281. c Telangana‘s iconic Kakatiya Rudreshwara (Ramappa) Temple was inscribed by the committee as a World Heritage site, thus
becoming the latest site in India to be included on the World Heritage List, joining 38 other locations from the country already
on the list.
282. b A member of Parliament from the Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) representing the Mahbubabad constituency, Kavitha
Maloth was sentenced to six months of imprisonment by a special court and slapped with a fine of ₹10,000 in the cash-for-vote
scam.
283. a Emerging from the crystal-clear turquoise waters of the Aegean Sea, Hans-Juergen Fercher has just returned from his fourth
dive to where mounds of 2,500-year-old wine pots mark the site of an ancient shipwreck – and Greece‘s first underwater
museum.
284. b Singapore‘s Sunseap Group says it plans to spend $2 billion to build the world‘s largest floating solar farm and energy storage
system in neighbouring Indonesian city Batam, which will double its renewable power generation capacity.
285. b Government researchers in China have revealed their design for a molten-salt nuclear reactor that could be the first in the world
to not use water cooling.
286. c A sixth site in Saudi Arabia has been added to UNESCO‘s world heritage list, the UN organisation announced. Hima, in the
Gulf state‘s southwest, is home to one of the largest rock art complexes in the world.
287. c Kerala accounts for 67 per cent of total rubber area in the country
288. a The Philippines has become the world‘s first country to approve the commercial production of genetically modified ―golden
rice‖.
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289. b A lagoon in Argentina‘s southern Patagonia region has turned bright pink in a striking, but frightful phenomenon experts and
activists blame on pollution by a chemical used to preserve prawns for export.
290. b Indian Weightlifter Mirabai Chanu has secured the first medal for the country at the Tokyo Olympics, winning the silver medal
in the women‘s 49 kilogram category.
291. b Kandla SEZ (KASEZ) was awarded IGBC Platinum Rating. KASEZ is the First Green SEZ to achieve the IGBC Green Cities
Platinum Rating for Existing Cities.
292. b Bangladesh is going to create its own social media platform styled ‗Jogajog‘, as an alternative to social media site Facebook,
and ‗Alapon‘, a platform to provide an alternative to WhatsApp.
293. c The Buen Retiro Park, Retiro Park or simply El Retiro is one of the largest parks of the city of Madrid, Spain. The park
belonged to the Spanish Monarchy until the late 19th century, when it became a public park.
294. b In a push for safe drinking water, Naveen Patnaik led Odisha government has declared Puri as the first city in the country to
have city-wide safe drinking tap water.
295. a Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma laid the foundation stone of a Bamboo Industrial Park at Manderdisa in Dima
Hasao district.
296. d Mary Simon served as Canada‘s ambassador to Denmark from 1999 to 2001 while also serving as ambassador for circumpolar
affairs from 1994 to 2003, during which she negotiated the creation of the Arctic Council.
297. a Khadi Prakratik Paint has been developed from cow dung by Kumarappa National Handmade Paper Institute (KNHPI), Jaipur,
a unit of Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC).
298. c National award-winning filmmaker Aditya Vikram Sengupta‘s third Bengali feature film ‗Once Upon A Time in Calcutta‘ has
been selected in the Orizzonti (Horizons) section of the 78th Venice International Film Festival.
299. c An amazing six new sports will be contested at the Tokyo Olympics. That‘s the most new additions to an Olympics since 1920,
when 11 sports entered the mix.
300. d Each year the day is celebrated on 26th of July, aiming to raise awareness of the importance of mangrove ecosystems as a
unique, special and vulnerable ecosystem and to promote solutions for their sustainable management, conservation and uses.
301. c Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath launched the ‗MyGov-Meri Sarkar‘ portal.
302. a West Bengal has ordered an inquiry into the Pegasus snooping row that has rocked the nation since July 18, becoming the first
state to do so.
303. b Education Minister Dharmendra Pradhan has said that the Government proposes to set up a National Research Foundation
NRF to strengthen the research ecosystem in the country.
304. b As many as 22 sites in the southeastern Chinese city of Quanzhou including a temple with links to Hinduism were included to
the Unesco World Heritage List.
305. d US Agency for International Development (USAID) announced Veena Reddy, as the first Indian-American to become its
Mission Director.
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306. c The Jawaharlal Nehru Centre For Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), Bengaluru, has been placed in the top 50
institutions worldwide for advances in materials science by the prestigious Nature Index.
307. c Indian-origin British author Sunjeev Sahota is among the 13 authors longlisted for the prestigious 2021 Booker Prize for fiction
for his novel ‗China Room‘, alongside Nobel laureate Kazuo Ishiguro and Pulitzer Prize winner Richard Powers.
308. b However, this new latest invention by German scientists could be a possible eco-friendly substitute for plastic use. This newly
developed plant oil-based plastic can be recycled up to 10 times for use.
309. b Nasa selected Elon Musk‘s SpaceX to launch its probe of Jupiter‘s moon Europa, which has liquid oceans that could harbour
life.
310. d World Hepatitis Day, 28 July, is an opportunity to step up national and international efforts on hepatitis, encourage actions and
engagement by individuals, partners and the public and highlight the need for a greater global response as outlined in the
WHO‘s Global hepatitis report of 2017.
311. d Dholavira, a Harappan-era metropolis situated in Gujarat, has been accorded the World Heritage tag by United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
312. a Basavraj Bommai becomes New Chief Minister of Karnataka.
313. a Defence minister Rajnath Singh left for Tajikistan‘s capital Dushanbe to participate in Shanghai Cooperation Organisation‘s
Defence Ministers meet.
314. a The Centre has said that the Garima Grihas for the transgender persons are being set up with the help of community-based
organizations.
315. b Clarisse Agbegnenou of France has won the gold medal in women‘s judo 63 kg category in Toyko Olympics.
316. b Pedro Castillo has been sworn as Peru‘s president. His victory has shaken the political and business elite in a deeply polarised
country hit hard by the pandemic.
317. c Scientists have calculated that greenhouse gas emissions must decline 50 per cent by 2030 and be phased out entirely by 2050
to stay within range of 1.5 degrees Celsius.
318. b In Madhya Pradesh, the State Government has prepared the Ayush-based economic upgradation scheme – Devaranya Yojana
with the twin objectives of improving people‘s health and livelihood of tribals.
319. c The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has sharply scaled down India‘s economic growth projection by 300 basis points to 9.5
per cent for the current financial year from 12.5 per cent estimated earlier in April.
320. c Researchers from the UK have identified five new flowering plant species in the Bolivian Andes belonging to the genus
Jacquemontia. Across the globe, there are about 120 Jacquemontia species.
321. b Indian Naval Ship Talwar is participated in the multi-national maritime exercise Cutlass Express-2021, CE-21 conducted from
26th of July to 6th of Aug 2021 in Kenya.
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322. a The amendments include authorizing District Magistrate including Additional District Magistrate to issue adoption orders to
ensure speedy disposal of cases and enhance accountability.
323. a Hosted by the UK and Kenya, it will raise funds for the next five years, creating an extra 88 million school places and
supporting the learning of 175 million children.
324. b BJP National President JP Nadda launched National Health Volunteers Campaign from BJP Headquarters in New Delhi. Under
this campaign around 4 lakh volunteers would be trained who would work on grassroots level on COVID.
325. c Union Cabinet cleared the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation Bill 2021, which insures each depositor‘s
deposits in the banks upto maximum of five lakh rupees in each bank.
326. b National Thermal Power Corporation Renewable Energy Ltd (NTPC REL), NTPC‘s wholly owned subsidiary has invited a
domestic tender to set up India‘s first green hydrogen fuelling station in Leh, Ladakh.
327. c Scientists have developed piezoelectric molecular crystals that repair their own mechanical damage without the need for any
external intervention, the Department of Science and Technology (DST) said.
328. a COVID BEEP is India‘s first indigenous, cost effective, wireless physiological parameters monitoring system for COVID-19
patients, developed by ESIC Medical College Hyderabad in collaboration with Electronics Corporation of India Ltd. (ECIL)
and Department of Atomic Energy.
329. a The Maharashtra Bhushan Selection Committee chaired by Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray unanimously selected legendary
playback singer Asha Bhosle for the prestigious award.
330. c The International Tiger Day is being celebrated on 29th July. The day aims to promote a global system for protecting the
natural habitats of tigers and to raise public awareness and support for tiger conservation issues.
331. a Adding yet another feather to its cap, the cleanest city of the country has also become the only city to be selected from India for
International Clean Air Catalyst Programme.
332. d US president Joe Biden nominated Indian-American Rashad Hussain as the Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious
Freedom.
333. d World Day Against Trafficking in Persons is marked every year on July 30 to create awareness around people who are being
trafficked and are taken away against their will.
334. a The first G-20 culture summit opened in Rome as delegates were welcomed to the Italian capital‘s iconic Colosseum.
335. c Shailesh Jejurikar has become the first Indian to be appointed as the COO of the global consumer products major, The Procter
& Gamble Company (P&G).
336. a The Satpura Tiger Reserve of the State has received the Natwest Group Earth Heroes Award in the Earth Guardian category for
best management.
337. c ‗Earth Overshoot Day‘ has shifted back to July 29, says WWF.
338. b Pusarla Venkata Sindhu is at the peak of excellence in the sport of badminton. She has written her name all over the history of
not just Indian badminton but also India‘s records at the Olympic Games.
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339. c The European Space Agency has launched the world‘s first commercial fully re-programmable satellite, paving the way for a
new era of more flexible communications.
340. c The 6th meeting of the BRICS Counter Terrorism Working Group was held virtually under the Chairship of India. The main
outcome of the Working Group meeting was the finalisation of the BRICS Counter Terrorism Action Plan containing specific
measures to implement the BRICS Counter Terrorism Strategy adopted by BRICS Leaders in 2020.
341. c India will assume the Presidency of the United Nations Security Council.
342. c Haryana Home Minister Anil Vij said Haryana secured first position in crime and criminal tracking network system (CCTNS)
with 100 per cent marks in the country.
343. c India‘s popular island destination Lakshadweep will soon have three premium Maldives style water villas, claimed to be the
first of its kind in the country.
344. a India and the US signed the Second Amendment to the Statement of Guiding Principles on Triangular Cooperation for global
development.
345. b The 12th edition of exercise INDRA NAVY, a biennial bilateral maritime exercise between Indian Navy and Russian Navy was
held in the Baltic Sea.
346. d The first goods train carrying stone chips to Bangladesh through the revived Haldibari – Chilahati rail link will leave from
Damdim station of Alipurduar Division in Northeast Frontier Railaway.
347. a The Uttar Pradesh government will be creating an urban forest covering 134 acres in Sunrakh village on the outskirts of
Vrindavan and work is set to begin in September.
348. c The World Nature Conservation Day is celebrated on 28 July annually across the world.
349. c Alexander Zverev won the biggest title of his career when he crushed Russian Karen Khachanov 6-3 6-1 to win the men‘s
singles gold medal at the Tokyo Olympics.
350. c Businessman Cyrus Poonawalla, who is the founder-chairperson of the Pune-based Serum Institute of India (SII), has been
named as a recipient of the prestigious Lokmanya Tilak National Award for 2021.
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PM Modi 2.0 Reshuffle Cabinet Full Ministers List


The Union Cabinet led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi expanded its council of ministers, the first such
exercise in the third year on his second term. While the cabinet reshuffle was on the cards for a long time, the
move comes at a time when the Modi government faces criticism over the alleged mishandling of the COVID-19
pandemic.



The Narendra Modi government underwent a major overhaul with induction of 43 new faces and 12 ministers
resigning from their posts. The ministers who were dropped include senior leaders like IT and Law Minister
Ravi Shankar Prasad, Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar and Health Minister Harsh Vardhan.



On the other hand, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has brought in Sarbananda Sonowal, Narayan Rane and
Jyotiraditya Scindia as Cabinet ministers.



As many as 15 Cabinet ministers, including some new faces, were sworn-in at the swearing in ceremony held
in the Darbar Hall of the Rashtrapati Bhawan. Besides these, 28 leaders took oath as ministers of states. With
this, the overall strength of the Union Cabinet has risen to 78, including the Prime Minister.



Seven ministers of states have been promoted and have been given Cabinet rank. These include Anurag
Thakur, Kiren Rijiju, G Kishan Reddy, RK Singh, Mansukh Mandaviya, Hardeep Singh Puri and
Parshottam Rupala.



This is the first reshuffle in the Council of Ministers by Prime Minister Modi since he assumed charge for a
second term in May 2019. With this reset, Modi has brought in young faces and has also given representation to
various social groups and regions in the reshuffle. The youngest minister sworn-in – Nisith Pramanik – is 35
years of age.



After revamp, the Union Council of Ministers now has seven more women members taking their overall
strength to 11. The seven women who took oath as ministers of state were Karandlaje, Darshana Vikram
Jardosh, Lekhi, Annpurna Devi, Pratima Bhoumik, Dr Bharati Pravin Pawar and Apna Dal‘s Anupriya
Singh Patel.



Nirmala Sitharaman, Smriti Irani (both Cabinet ministers), Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti and Renuka Singh
Saruta are already part of the Union Cabinet.



The Union Council of Ministers exercises executive authority in the Republic of India. It consists of Cabinet
Ministers, Ministers of state and Ministers of State (Independent Charge). The council is led by the Prime
Minister of India.



A smaller executive body called the Union Cabinet is the supreme decision-making body in India. Only
the Prime Minister and ministers of the rank of cabinet minister are members of the Union Cabinet in
accordance with Article 75.



Pursuant to Article 75(3), the Council of Ministers is responsible collectively to the lower house of
the Indian parliament, called the Lok Sabha (House of the People). When a bill introduced by a minister in
the Lok Sabha is not approved by it, the entire council of ministers is responsible and not the minister. The
council of ministers upon losing the confidence of Lok Sabha shall resign to facilitate the formation of a
new government.



A minister shall take any decision without being considered by the council of ministers per Article 78(c).
All union cabinet members shall submit in writing to the President to propose a proclamation of emergency
by the president in accordance with Article 352.



According to the Constitution of India, the total number of ministers in the council of ministers must not
exceed 15% of the total number of members of the Lok Sabha. Ministers must be members of parliament.
Any minister who is not a member of either of the houses of the parliament for six consecutive months is
automatically stripped off his or her ministerial post.



Pursuant to Article 75, a minister who works at the pleasure of President, is appointed by The President on
the advice of The Prime Minister. If the person chosen as the Prime Minister or Council of minister is
neither a member of the Lok Sabha nor the Rajya Sabha at the time of selection, they must become a
member of either of the houses within six months.
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How the new Narendra Modi Cabinet looks like:
S.No. NAME

DESIGNATION

PARTY

PORTFOLIO(S)

1

Narendra Modi

Prime Minister

BJP

1) Prime Minister
2) Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and
Pensions
3) Department of Atomic Energy
4) Department of Space
5) All important policy issues
6) All other unallocated portfolios

2

Amit Shah

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Home Affairs
2) Ministry of Cooperation

3

Rajnath Singh

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Defence

4

Nirmala
Sitharaman

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Finance
2) Minister of Corporate Affairs

5

Nitin Gadkari

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Road Transport and Highways

6

S Jaishankar

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of External Affairs

7

Narendra Singh
Tomar

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

8

Arjun Munda

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Tribal Affairs

9

Smriti Zubin Irani

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Ministry of Women and Child Development

10

Piyush Goyal

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Commerce and Industry;
2) Minister of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public
Distribution
3) Minister of Textiles

11

Dharmendra
Pradhan

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Education
2) Minister of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship

12

Mukhtar Abbas
Naqvi

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Minority Affairs

13

Pralhad Joshi

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Parliamentary Affairs
2) Minister of Coal
3) Minister of Mines

14

Mahendra Nath
Pandey

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Heavy Industries

15

Giriraj Singh

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Rural Development
2) Minister of Panchayati Raj

16

Mansukh
Mandaviya

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Health and Family Welfare
2) Minister of Chemicals and Fertilizers

17

Jyotiraditya

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Civil Aviation
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Scindia
18

Parshottam
Rupala

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying

19

Anurag Thakur

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) I&B
2) Sports and Youth Development

20

Narayan Tatu
Rane

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

21

Sarbananda
Sonowal

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
2) Minister of AYUSH

22

Virendra Kumar

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Social Justice and Empowerment

23

Ramchandra
Prasad Singh

Cabinet Minister

Janata Dal
(United)

24

Ashwini
Vaishnaw

Cabinet Minister

BJP

25

Pashu Pati Kumar
Paras

Cabinet Minister

26

Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Jal Shakti

27

Raj Kumar Singh

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Power
2) Minister of New and Renewable Energy

28

Hardeep Singh
Puri

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas
2) Minister of Housing and Urban Affairs

29

Bhupendra Yadav

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Environment, Forest and Climate Change
2) Minister of Labour and Employment

30

G Kishan Reddy

Cabinet Minister

BJP

1) Minister of Culture
2) Minister of Tourism
3) Minister of Development of North Eastern Region

31

Kiren Rijiju

Cabinet Minister

BJP

Minister of Law and Justice

BJP

1) MoS (Independent Charge) of Ministry of Statistics
and Programme Implementation
2) MoS (Independent Charge) of Ministry of Planning
3) MoS Ministry of Corporate Affairs

BJP

1) MoS(Independent Charge) Ministry of Science &
Technology
2) MoS(Independent Charge) Ministry of Earth
Sciences
3) MoS in Prime Minister‘s Office
4) MoS Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and
Pensions

32

33

Rao Inderjit Singh MoS (Independent
Charge)

Jitendra Singh
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5) MoS Department of Atomic Energy
6) MoS Department of Space
34

Shripad Yesso
Naik

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
2) MoS Ministry of Tourism

35

Faggansingh
Kulaste

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Steel
2) MoS Ministry of Rural Development

36

Prahlad Singh
Patel

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Jal Shakti
2) MoS Ministry of Food Processing Industries

37

Ashwini Kumar
Choubey

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public
Distribution
2) MoS Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change

38

Arjun Ram
Meghwal

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs
2) MoS Ministry of Culture

39

Gen (Retd.) VK
Singh

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Road Transport and Highways
2) MoS Ministry of Civil Aviation

40

Krishan Pal

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Power
2) MoS Ministry of Heavy Industries

41

Danve Raosaheb
Dadarao

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Railways
2) MoS Ministry of Coal
3) MoS Ministry of Mines

42

Ramdas Athawale

MoS

43

Sadhvi Niranjan
Jyoti

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution
2) MoS Ministry of Rural Development

44

Sanjeev Kumar
Balyan

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and
Dairying

45

Nityanand Rai

MoS

BJP

MoS for Home Affairs

46

Pankaj
Chaowdhary

MoS

BJP

MoS for Finance

47

Anupriya Singh
Patel

MoS

Apna Dal

48

Prof SP Singh
Baghel

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Law and Justice

49

Rajeev
Chandrasekhar

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship
2) MoS Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology
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50

Shobha
Karandlaje

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

51

Bhanu Pratap
Singh Verma

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

52

Darshana Vikram
Jardosh

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Textiles
2) MoS Ministry of Railways

53

V. Muraleedharan

MoS

BJP

1) MoS External Affairs
2) Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs

54

Meenakashi Lekhi

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of External Affairs
2) MoS Ministry of Culture

55

Som Parkash

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Commerce and Industry

56

Renuka Singh
Saruta

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Tribal Affairs

57

Rameswar Teli

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas
2) MoS Ministry of Labour and Employment

58

Kailash
Choudhary

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

59

Annapurna Devi

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Education

60

A.
Narayanaswamy

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

61

Kaushal Kishore

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs

62

Ajay Bhatt

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Defence
2) MoS Ministry of Tourism

63

BL Verma

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Development of North Eastern
Region
2) MoS Ministry of Cooperation

64

Ajay Kumar
Mishra

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Home Affairs

65

Devusinh
Chauhan

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Communications

66

Bhagwanth Khuba

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
2) MoS Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers

67

Kapil Moreshwar
Patil

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Panchayati Raj

68

Pratima Bhoumik

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

69

Subhas Sarkar

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Education
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70

Bhagwat
Kishanrao Karad

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Finance

71

Rajkumar Ranjan
Singh

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of External Affairs
2) MoS Ministry of Education

72

Bharati Pravin
Pawar

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Health and Family Welfare

73

Bishweswar Tudu

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Tribal Affairs
2) MoS Ministry of Jal Shakti

74

Shantanu Thakur

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways

75

Munjapara
Mahendrabhai

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Women and Child Development
2) MoS Ministry of AYUSH

76

John Barla

MoS

BJP

MoS Ministry of Minority Affairs

77

L Murugan

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and
Dairying
2) MoS Ministry of Information and Broadcasting

78

Nisith Pramanik

MoS

BJP

1) MoS Ministry of Home Affairs
2) MoS Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports
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